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Speech components in phonetic characterisation of speakers
a study on complementarity and redundancy of conveyed information

Abstract

The decomposition of the speech signal into phonetically meaningful units allows the
analysis of between- and within- speaker variations. These are components associated
with characteristics whose nature relates to the physical, psychological and social aspects
of a speaker. In this thesis, we compare perceptual characterisation results with a pho-
netic analysis and advanced modelling techniques through Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN).

Clusterings’ analysis shows that the perceptual results are coherent with those obtained
by the CNN and phonetic approaches, which supports the application of these methods
in Phonetics. Our results highlight that spectrograms are the most accurate speech rep-
resentation for speaker identification (�� % correct answers on average). Higher formants
and harmonics are more important in the characterisation of female voices. Whereas,
voice quality characteristics, such as breathiness and hoarseness, play a major role in
the characterisation of male speakers. The comparison between Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coe�cients (MFCC) and classical phonetic measurements is also examined. The MFCC
are mainly linked to intensity and f� in the characterisation of female speakers, while to
the distributions of energy and low level spectral shape for male speakers.

Our findings confirm the importance of describing the within-speaker variation for a more
complete understanding of between-speakers di�erences.

Keywords: speaker, characteristics, components, CNN, spontaneous, clustering, in-
formedness, comparison



Les composantes de la parole dans la caractérisation phonétique
du locuteur
étude sur la complémentarité et la redondance véhiculées des informations

Résumé

La décomposition du signal vocal en unités phonétiquement significatives permet d’analyser
les variations inter- et intra- locuteur. Ces unités sont des composantes associées à des
caractéristiques dont la nature est liée aux aspects physiques, psychologiques et sociaux
d’un locuteur. Dans cette thèse, nous comparons une caractérisation perceptive, une anal-
yse phonétique et des techniques de modélisation avancées par des réseaux de neurones à
convolution (CNN).

L’analyse des clusterings montre que les résultats perceptifs sont cohérents avec ceux
obtenus par les approches CNN et phonétique, ce qui soutient leurs applications en phoné-
tique. Nos résultats mettent en évidence que les spectrogrammes sont la représentation
de la parole la plus précise pour l’identification des locuteurs (�� % de bonnes réponses
en moyenne). Les formants et des harmoniques plus élevés sont plus importants dans
la caractérisation des voix féminines. En revanche, les caractéristiques de la qualité de
la voix, telles que le sou�e et la raucité, jouent un rôle majeur dans la caractérisation
des voix masculines. Le lien entre les coe�cients cepstraux à fréquence Mel (MFCC) et
les mesures phonétiques classiques est également examiné. Les MFCC sont principale-
ment liés à l’intensité et à f� dans la caractérisation des voix féminines, tandis qu’aux
distributions d’énergie et à la forme spectrale de bas niveau pour celle des voix masculines.

Nos résultats confirment l’importance de la description de la variation intra-locuteur pour
une compréhension plus complète des di�érences entre locuteurs.

Mots-clés : locuteur, caractéristiques, composantes, CNN, spontané, clustering, infor-
mativité, comparaison



"I mean, this was something I made!
Something that came from me!

That was a part of me!
The only thing I ever made that was any good!"

Randy Marsh
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Chapter �

Introduction

The speech we produce and perceive everyday is mostly spontaneous. It requires no
special training, aside from the acquisition process we undergo during the first years of
growth, or some specific situations such as during language classes. Moreover, e�ciency
of speech is a remarkable trait considering both the minimal cognitive load it requires
and the wide range of information it can carry at multiple levels. During spontaneous
speech production and perception we, as humans, are capable of operations such as lo-
cating hidden punctuation, coping with disfluencies or retrieving more than just words’
meaning. These are just a few consequences of the highly selective and optimised intrinsic
mechanisms that are activated in our brain.

Complex brain’s mechanisms can be investigated through the scope of linguistics, psy-
chology and other science. A powerful example is o�ered by the cocktail party e�ect, it
represents the ability for a listener to focus only on pertinent elements from a sparse set,
performing segregation of received stimuli and saliency classification. Most people show
high performance in this kind of selective attention, however, as for every human ability
there are exceptions, i. e. less e�cient listeners [Bronkhorst, ����]. Besides, the selective
segregation of sound may as well result from the brain’s ability to recognise a stimulus’
pertinent characteristics, which can be known or unknown. For instance, identifying a
related person calling us in a noisy crowd can be associated with the ability of segregation
of known speakers’ characteristics from a heterogeneous set of inputs.

"To mark something as a characteristic"� is a definition of to characterise. An operation
where a modifier and a modified unit produce a characterised one, recognisable by the
indissoluble presence of both elements. The process of characterising a voice is the object
of study in this thesis. Voice characterisation implies to identify the characterised unit’s
modified components, which appear in a characteristic way during speech productions.
These elements rely on the idea of a speaker’s identity, rather his/her voice, which is far
from being a static object. Furthermore, studying how the information about individual
characteristics distributes with its redundancy and complementarity is fundamental to
understand where the between-speaker variability is most prominent.

In order to characterise a continuously changing object, such as the voice, a two stages
process is needed. First, speech signal decomposition, then, the analysis of di�erent com-

�Collins Concise English Dictionary © HarperCollins Publishers, from
<https://www.wordreference.com/definition/characterize>
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CHAPTER �. INTRODUCTION

ponents in order to associate them with the information they carry. Speech components
are commonly studied by the means of phonetic measurements. How do we define which
voice components to analyse? How do they interact with each other? Which factors in-
fluence their variations the most? These are some of the questions the phonetic literature
on voice characterisation has tried to answer. There are others we add and try to give an
answer to in this work, such as can Machine Learning and Phonetics be defined as com-
plementary approaches? What are the implications of human perception in the speaker
characterisation domains?

The main aim of this thesis is to analyse how individual characteristics can be retrieved
by di�erent speech components and their interactions, adding some knowledge about the
distribution of speaker information by studying speech productions in French. In order
to do this, we describe three moments of analysis in the present work, the parts that
organise this document.

The present Chapter provides a general introduction to the idea of voice characterisation
and its implications. Whereas the entire Part I completes these considerations with a
literature review concerning voice characterisation domains and studies which had an
influence on this research. These three chapters represent the moment of fixity. The cited
works throughout this first part, as the name suggests, fixate the basic concepts for this
thesis.

Part II, instability, represents the opposite moment of analysis in which we provide our
methods and results. Before the empirical studies on phonetic measurements for speaker
characterisation, a perception study is presented in Chapter �, which aims to link the re-
sults obtained through di�erent approaches to the human perception of speakers’ charac-
teristics, highlighting possible similarities and di�erences, and o�ering some perspectives
for more in-depth analysis. Indeed, in Chapter � we present a set of studies on speakers
characteristics through classical phonetic approaches. First, acoustic measurements and
rhythmic correlates are tested showing results in line with other phonetic studies. Then,
methods closer to those of Forensic Phonetics are applied in order to model dynamics of
acoustic characteristics in read speech. Even though the obtained results did not meet
our expectations they represent a theoretical basis for the following chapter concerning
representation of speech dynamics. In Chapter � a new approach is presented, using deep
learning techniques, through the means of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), we
provide new methods for the representations of di�erent speech components.

Finally, Part III of this thesis represents the moment of unity between the preceding
parts in which our results are looked at through the established basis of the first part.
Chapter � recapitulates the main findings and contributions of this thesis, discussing
how speakers’ information is distributed in various speech components for the selected
French speakers. Furthermore, the merge of two approaches is discussed, showing how
it is important from a Natural Language Processing (NLP) perspective to apply theories
from classical Linguistics in a complementary way with modern methods. In Chapter �,
some unsolved questions and propositions for possible future research are explored.
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�.� Phonetic characterisation

Throughout the decades, linguistic research formalised concepts related to language, one
common analysis method has been the establishment of dichotomies. Phonetics takes
acoustic events as an object of study and decomposes it in order to analyse di�erent
aspects of speech through the means of phonetic measurements.

As [Nolan, ����] established, a useful dichotomy in order to describe the nature of com-
ponents used for speaker recognition is defining them as innate or learnt.

Innate characteristics relate to variation factors directly linked to speaker’s physiology,
e. g., vocal tract length. These characteristics can be seen as internal to the studied
speaker whose bio-physiology can be defined as the principal influence for their variation.
On the other hand, learnt characteristics are associated with paralinguistic factors like
specific language habits speakers might have acquired during their lives, i. e., strictly
linked to the spoken language, or context-driven influences. This opposition represents
a mutually exclusive dichotomy, aiming to reduce as much as possible both biases and
variation factors during a speaker recognition or voice characterisation analysis. In order
to relate individual information with internal variability factors we need to identify where
and how the individual characteristics appear in the speech signal.

Speech is the result of a production mechanism where di�erent sources combine them-
selves to create a complex wave. By decomposing this wave, namely the speech signal,
we access its components which, through the means of phonetic measurements, are com-
monly viewed through the scope of an acoustic-articulatory dichotomy. Searching for
voice characteristics means to express the relation between phonetic measurements and
the components extracted from speech productions. We consider this opposition as jointly
exhaustive as every component can be analysed from both points of view in order to
understand how speech mechanisms behave. Hence, from the glottal source we obtain
measurements like fundamental frequency (f�) and its harmonics, integer multiples of the
fundamental. From an acoustic perspective, these components represent height variation
of intonation, commonly named pitch. Vocal folds oscillation speed being the articulatory
correspondent. Resonances from vocal tract cavities result in formants, first to fourth are
consistently used in speech studies, or anti-formants when nasal cavity steps in the pro-
duction process. Acoustically, formants are defined as the reinforced harmonics or local
peak in the spectrum. From the articulatory standpoint formants can be associated with
mouth opening, lips and tongue configurations.

As said, decomposing the speech signal in smaller units is the first stage of a voice charac-
terisation process. We cited only some examples of these units that we identify as speech
components, a larger list is provided in Figure �.�. The considered units are inspired
by the list in [Kreiman and Stidtis, ����], in which the Authors discussed what speech
components can be characteristics for a speaker. Nine groups represent the major compo-
nents which have been the object of phonetic studies but this list is not exhaustive since
other aspects of speech which have still not been considered could arise through future
investigations. These are mostly innate-internal characteristics, except for the prosodic
ones which heavily correlate with the spoken language and the set Other which includes
e. g. dialectal features, hence learnt-external.

These sets give a first idea of the extent of the study on speech components in order to
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relate them to the information they can carry. Having speech components which rely
on di�erent aspects of the speech production means that a di�erent analysis of the same
signal can provide di�erent information. Studying voice characterisation means making
explicit the relation between phonetic measurements and components carrying individual
information in speech productions.

Figure �.�: List of some known speech components that can be extracted from the speech
signal, inspired by Table � in [Kreiman and Stidtis, ����].

These components are not strictly independent from one another, e. g. intonation contour,
syllable structure and temporal cues can be seen as representative of the Prosody, see
Section �.�, articulation and articulatory setting can be as well regrouped in a larger
articulation component and so on. When considering the phonetic measurements we also
observe that, as previously said, one can be used to investigate di�erent aspects of speech
depending on how the researcher makes use of it. The summary of these � components
represent a formalisation to help list the active reference aspects of speech production.

This encourages the description of phonetic parameters interactions to a more in depth
examination. We explore how complementarity and redundancy of individual information
is conveyed through speech components using laboratory recordings of subjects from a
similar learning context and the same communication situation, reducing influence from
the external influence factors.

�.�.� The notion of (in)variant

Speaker’s identity corresponds to a large variability matrix where every characteristic can
be seen not just as a single, or average, value but as a complex model of characteristic
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structures. Resulting from this modelling is something close to the idea of invariant.
In early research on speaker recognition, the idea of invariant was associated with the
concept of voice signature. [Nolan, ����; Barlow and Wagner, ����] used this definition
of a static object defining a category to which observations diverge. More recently, studies
such as [Doddington et al., ����; Kreiman and Stidtis, ����; Cambier-Langeveld et al.,
����] and ours, look at this concept as something more variable, describing a matrix of
distributions. When we look at the meaning of internal variability or how observations for
a characteristic behave within the same speaker variability matrix, we can actually assume
how far a single model can go. To have a robust model of a characteristic’s distribution
is an important step in order to minimise the within-speaker variability.

On the other hand, the definition of a comparison population that takes into account
di�erent distributions maximising their distances is fundamental to produce a coherent
model of between-speakers variability. The way variability occurs in a group of character-
istics related to a speaker identity defines the very aim of the present study. We further
explore how di�erent models of a same speech component lead to the reinterpretation of
the concept of invariant. Possible invariant correlates of the speech production task in
the physical space have been claimed to exist in various dimensions including articulation,
acoustics and neural patterns (Motor Theory Liberman et al., ����; Acoustic Invariance
Theory, Stevens and Blumstein, ����; Liberman and Mattingly, ����; Adaptive Variabil-
ity Theory, Lindblom ����, ����).

However, the second phase of the characterisation process is to identify where the speaker
information is more prominent in the extracted components. This allows the listener to
focus on a limited set of characteristics in order to create, if needed, a speaker model.
Indeed, in most cases a reduced number of these factors is su�cient to explain the vari-
ability found, but it is their combination and their interactions that fully describe the
sources of between-speaker variability.

An inevitable question is what really represents a speaker from a phonetic standpoint?
A speaker is a person whose speech productions are taken as the object of study in a
phonetic research. However, paralinguistic factors can have an important influence in
the context of the study in question. Sex, stress or emotional state during a recording
are characteristics as important as phonetic ones to define the "identity" of a speaker
[Hansen and Bo�il, ����]. Age, e. g., is another factor of great importance when comparing
speakers’ phonetic characteristics. Indeed, it is the result of an unstoppable natural
mechanism which influences all human characteristics, including the linguistic ones and it
has been proved as a major factor of variation for multiple phonetic components. It is the
object of study in [Schotz, ����], where a large number (���) of acoustic features, divided
in � groups, are tested on ��� female and ��� male speakers recorded over a period of
� years. The speech material consisted of six Swedish isolated words as they contained
phones which tend to convey age-related information. Segments duration, sound pressure
level (SPL) range and formants were identified as the most important acoustic correlates
of age. The weight of age’s influence on speech components varies from both a between-
speakers perspective, when considering di�erent age groups for the same component and
a within-speaker, when analysing the same speaker characteristics in a longitudinal study.

Invariance is theoretically part of what makes the perception process possible, thanks
to the creation of categories with defined properties which behave in a predictable way.
Concerning phonetic traits or characteristics quantified on a measurable scale in speech
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signal, we look at the research of invariants not in terms of absolute measurements of
a specific spectral peak but rather in terms of spectral shape. This is meant to find
the minimal distance between a built model and the observed properties in the selected
data. If the resulting evidence suggests that it is fully possible that two samples were
spoken by the same individual, we have to take into account this evidence to model the
variability matrix. Then again, the probability that their shared phonetic characteristics
are not likely to be found in combination in any other individual model of the relevant
population is the core of phonetic characterisation.

In [Kreiman and Stidtis, ����] the idea of the speech carrying a large information matrix
about a speaker at di�erent levels of perception is discussed. The Authors provide a list of
some of the characteristics that listeners can retrieve. We report these characteristics in
Table �.� as they play an important role in establishing how to analyse the speech compo-
nents. As for the list discussed in Figure �.�, this is not an exhaustive set of characteristics,
it still serves the purpose of understanding the basis of how far the analysis of speech can
go. In our representation of the possible carried information, among other smaller modi-
fications, we decided to change the position of two characteristics which were present in
the original table from [Kreiman and Stidtis, ����]: personal identity and meaning of the
message. The first was associated with the idea of familiar voice recognition. When a
listener recognises a familiar voice a perception mechanism is triggered where a series of
already established characteristics are associated and compared with the heard sequence.
We consider this characteristic as being a greater layer of the characterisation process,
and its whole purpose, rather than just one of the possible outcomes. Recognising a fa-
miliar voice can be associated with all the other listed characteristics without the need
for further analysis of a speech component.

Content of the message Meaning of the
message

Personal identity
Physical Psychological Social
Age Competence Education
Appearance Emotional status Occupation
Drunk Intelligence Regional origin
Healthy Lying Role in conversation
Ethnicity Personality Social status
Sex Psychatric status
Sexual orientation Stress level
Smoker
Speech disorder(s)
+/- Teeth
Tiredness

Table �.�: Some of the characteristics of the speaker that can be carried by human voice,
inspired by Table � in [Kreiman and Stidtis, ����].

On the other hand, the meaning of the message represents a di�erent layer where semantic
or pragmatic processes play a key role. Even if it is not the primary interest of our studies,
it is important to note that whenever a speaker listens to a speech sequence the meaning
and the spoken language have an influence on what the listener extracts. Following the
internal-external dichotomy we have two groups which rely on the internal variability of
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the speaker, physical and psychological characteristics. However since the sources of their
variability rely on very di�erent aspects of the speaker we have to consider them as two
subset. The other group represents the external characteristics which only rely on factors
not directly depending on the speaker.

�.� Decoding individual signatures

Understanding the brain’s activity during the decoding of stimuli is one fundamental
aspect in the improvement of various domains. For instance, the use of Deep Neural
Networks (DNN) to reconstruct brain’s images from functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing (fMRI) activity in [Shen et al., ����] has shown successful results. It is shown that
the DNN model can learn a direct mapping from the human brain activity during vi-
sual perception, creating images that then give consistent results in image classification
tasks. This could open the way for further understanding of human mechanisms and their
variability.

In a similar perspective, paralleling speaker recognition through an automatic system
with human perception shows similar performance variations that can be attributed to
speakers-related factors. For instance, the di�erences in the recognisability of speakers by
automatic systems have been defined using animals in [Doddington et al., ����; Stoll and
Doddington, ����]: sheep refer to speakers for whom poor performance are observed, thus
whom characteristics do not show a prominent variation from the observed population; in
opposition, goats represent the speakers with very noticeable characteristics, hence simpler
to identify; lambs and wolves are the speakers whom characteristics result respectively easy
to imitate and particularly successful at imitating other speakers. Thus, the ability to
decode speakers’ characteristics shows an important influence from the general population
comparison rather than just from the isolated speaker.

An additional important consideration on voice characterisation is the ability to recognise
a speaker and therefore to mark a voice as characteristic in some aspect. As mentioned
above, this mechanism implies an automatic decode of the components from the heard
voice. The decoded result can be either associated to a familiar voice, recalling categorical
perception concepts, or to an unknown one which creates a new category within the lis-
tener. Encoding and decoding various information through vocal productions has already
been studied as other species apart from humans share similar mechanisms [Ohala, ����;
Culling and Darwin, ����; Ohala, ����; Dediu et al., ����]. Studies suggest that familiar
voice recognition is evolutionary old [Grossmann et al., ����; Belin and Grosbras, ����],
and emerged e. g. in amphibians [Bee and Gerhardt, ����; Burke and Murphy, ����],
birds [Hsu et al., ����] or primates [Rendall, ����; Furuyama et al., ����]. Moreover,
this ability considerably precedes the evolutionary development of speech and language
in human communication and cognition.

Considering examples from other animals, in bottlenose dolphins an individual signature
takes the form of a specific name-like whistle which remains constant throughout the life
of the animal. [King et al., ����] gathered data during �� years about the behaviour
of a group of �� males and tested these animals’ ability to recognise allied individuals
from di�erent cooperative levels. Playback sounds of individuals’ whistles show that
information about the relationship between individuals is encoded in individual whistles.
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Acoustical analysis was not performed, however the question remains: at what level is the
information encoded? In the whistle form (the dolphin’s name) or if it is in an acoustic
component of the whistle (how that name is pronounced)? A di�erent social animal tested
in [Mathevon et al., ����] shows that relationships information is present in individual
vocalisation. Acoustic analysis performed on Hyenas giggling demonstrates that age and
dominance appear to be related to pitch and energy distributions among the frequency
spectrum. As another example, in [Mouterde et al., ����; Elie and Theunissen, ����] the
Authors analyse zebra finches calls in order to extract individual information afterward
showing that even at a long distance those signatures remain robust.

The study of how di�erent species have developed di�erent abilities to encode and decode
individual information in vocal productions reinforces the need to better understand these
mechanisms and how they work.

�.� Prelude to the moment of fixity: research aims

The present chapter has served as an introduction to the basic notions involved in speaker
characterisation. Furthermore, this thesis has been supported by the Agence Nationale de
la Recherche project VOXCRIM (ANR-��-CE��-����), a multilaboratory French project
that focus on adding knowledge about Forensic Voice Comparison (FVC) in France, its
limits and possible methodology improvements. Forensic application is not the main fo-
cus of the present work, the main contribution of this thesis rather being to bring more
phonetic-driven views to the subject. In the next three chapters, a literature review
unfolds in order to fixate the works and methods our investigation is based on. How-
ever, before doing this we have to provide a few more considerations which represent the
research questions this thesis addresses.

The first aim is twofold, it is to provide speaker characterisation research fields with a
wide overview of speech components’ interactions and their roles in character-
ising speakers. Di�erent studies on the speech components allow us to have a basic
knowledge on the components themselves, their interactions, and the amount of speaker
information they are capable of conveying. This analysis of speech components serves as
the basis for further investigation. The actual contribution of these components
to the characterisation of speakers is the second part of this first objective. It is
strictly related to the first part as it cannot exist without the establishment of basic
knowledge about the selected components. We assess the implementation of these inter-
pretable representations in speaker recognition tasks, both individually and combined.
The prior knowledge on the robustness of the components, and their link to identifiable
traits of the speech production, allows to question the possibility of speech components’
implementation in speaker recognition domains.

The other main objective is to assess the weight of the selected speech components in
perceptual speaker characterisation. For instance, by comparing human perception
with CNN- and phonetic-based results in a clustering task, we question the
validity of our results. The possible similarity of human and non-human answers may
indicate a more important weight of one or multiple components in speaker perceptual
characterisation. This would invite further research on said components and allow to
bring additional data to the understanding of this perceptual mechanism.
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Chapter �

Encountering speech components in
phonetic literature

In this Chapter, we present the phonetic background of this thesis, showing how individual
di�erences, or the speaker factor when applying statistical reasoning, have been studied
throughout the years in Phonetics. We begin by discussing the di�erent components on
which the speaker factor has shown an influence. Both the nature of these components
and the applied methods from selected studies are the object of our review.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, associating a speaker identity with a voice is an
operation that can be achieved through the analysis of patterns occurring in di�erent
speech components, which are taken as characteristics of the considered speaker. Infor-
mation about the speaker can be retrieved by di�erent components at the same time.
The variability matrix, which helps identify speaker characteristics and their distribu-
tions, varies from one speaker to another. In this thesis, we only focus on certain parts of
the nine groups of components presented in Figure �.�, as each part plays di�erent roles
during speech productions. As observed, phonetic measurements that are associated with
a component can also be associated with another depending on what the actual object
of observation is. Following this idea, we show how, throughout the years, by apply-
ing di�erent points of views, studies have analysed the same phonetic measurements and
retrieved a large number of information on individual characteristics.

Section �.� describes a summary of our review, presenting what aspects are retained from
all the cited studies on speaker characterisation and related speech components. Our re-
view reports on studies focusing both on large sets of phonetic measurements representing
multiple components and specific ones which take in-depth analysis of the role played by a
single component or measurement. This approach allows us to explain how understanding
these interactions is the core of speakers’ phonetic characterisation.

�.� Source and filter

The first component we consider is named source and filter. During oral communication
di�erent sources operate simultaneously to create a complex wave of speech signals. Here
are regrouped di�erent variables contributing to the modulation of speech signal in the
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vocal cavities. As shown in Figure �.�, variables like f�, intensity, resonances and noise
excitation are associated with this component.

Among the studies taking into account all these variables at once, we find it important
to cite the works of [Keating and Kreiman, ����; Keating et al., ����; Lee et al., ����],
which represent, from the phonetic standpoint, a great influence on this thesis. These three
studies focus on the same question, namely, the analysis of voice similarities through the
scope of di�erent phonetic measurements mainly associated with the source and filter, and
voice quality components, trying to understand what roles they play in creating multiple
speakers’ identity matrices. The same data set is used, consisting of fifty female and fifty
male speakers from the University of California, Los Angeles Speaker Variability Database
[Keating et al., ����]. All speakers are English natives and similar in age. In [Lee et al.,
����] both sexes are analysed and compared while [Keating and Kreiman, ����] took
only the female speakers as object of study and [Keating et al., ����] only the males. The
speech material is represented by � read Harvard sentences ([Subcommittee, ����], Table
I), for a total of six repetitions per sentence over three recording sessions on di�erent days.

Phonetic measurements used are listed as follow: (i) Pitch as f�; (ii) formant frequen-
cies as formants from first to fourth (F�, F�, F�, F�) and formant dispersion (FD),
calculated as the average di�erence in frequency between each adjacent pair of formants;
(iii) Harmonic source spectral shape as the relative amplitudes of the first and sec-
ond harmonics (H�-H�) and the second and fourth harmonics (H�-H�), the spectral slopes
from the fourth harmonic to the harmonic nearest � kHz in frequency (H�-H�k) and from
the harmonic nearest � kHz to the harmonic nearest � kHz in frequency (H�k-H�k); (iv)
Inharmonic source/spectral noise Variability cepstral peak prominence (CPP), en-
ergy, and the amplitude ratio between subharmonics and harmonics (SHR). In all three
studies, moving means and coe�cients of variation (CoV) values are taken as analysis
measures for each sentence.

However, the statistical analysis di�ers between [Lee et al., ����] and [Keating and
Kreiman, ����; Keating et al., ����], they take two di�erent approaches to the same
question of voice similarity. In the former, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is
used in the first study in order to show how the phonetic measurements interact with
each other. This type of analysis helps the statistical description of values distributions
for the di�erent aspects measures that contribute to the source and filter component of
speech. Both between and within speakers variability are studied through the explained
variance and the resulting weight that the PCA assigns to each measurement.

Results obtained in the within-speaker analysis show that H�k-H�k and CPP account for
the most of the variability, having the higher weights in the PCA, followed by FD and
F�. This suggests that from all the studied phonetic measurements, these ones result in
more stable distribution within the speaker variation matrix, but still define a limited set
of elements. In addition, the fact that the first two Principal Components (PCs) account
for less than half of the explained variance (�� % and �� % respectively for female and
male speakers), confirms the idea of highly variable matrices in the description of speakers
characteristics.

The Authors look at the results of the variability between-speakers and find similarities
between the three PCs of both sexes. Similar phonetic measurements play similar roles in
describing individual di�erences except for H�-H� CoV which shows a consequent weight
only for men. The most important measurements are H�k-H�k, CPP and H�-H�. Indeed,
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all three are present in the first PC accounting for �� % and �� % of variance across
females and males, respectively. Formant frequencies (F�, FD, F�), correspond to the
second component for women and to the third one for men, respectively, accounting for
�� % of variance in female voices and � % for male ones. Similarly to the second PC for
females corresponding to PC� for males, the female speakers’ PC� matches male speakers’
PC�. For the two sexes the PC corresponds to spectral slope in the higher frequencies,
H�k-H�k, as well as F�. This PC accounts for �� % of variance in both female and male
speakers.

All the PCA results are summarised in Figure �.�, showing the di�erences of regroupments
for the various phonetic measurements in the components of the statistical analysis.

Figure �.�: Figure � from [Lee et al., ����]. Acoustic parameters emerging in � PCs for
female speaker group (upper panel) and male speaker group (bottom panel). Variables
within each PC are ordered from the highest absolute value of rotated component loadings
(weight) to the lowest value. PCs variances added by Author.

The second statistical approach, shared by [Keating and Kreiman, ����; Keating et al.,
����], involves a Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) to define voice distances in reduced
subspaces and a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to classify the di�erent speakers.
In both cases, the observed measurements did not explain more than half of the between-
speakers variability. However, the LDA speakers’ variability modelling appears more
robust than the PCA one. Regarding the classification results, men’s was better with
�� %, against �� % for women. Similarly to the PCA results, phonetic measurements
have di�erent weight in explaining the variance of both sexes with some similarities. In
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these studies, the Authors compare the statistical results from both a large set of data (all
�� speakers) and smaller subsets of � speakers. These two approaches are interesting in
order to understand if the speaker variability matrix can be influenced by the environment
in which it is observed.

For female speakers, the Authors observe that f�, F�, CPP and F� have the most weight
to explain the statistical variance in the LDA over all �� speakers. With a reduced
number of speakers, i. e. �, energy, SHR, f� and F� are the most important variables.
Even though f� is still present, all the other variables have changed, which demonstrate
the sensitive link between speaker modelling and the number of studied speakers. An
additional analysis is carried out for the whole dataset of female voices using a MDS,
whereby the results correlate with both LDAs. The MDS used f�, SHR and F� to model
the dimension of its subspace and F�, H�-H� and CPP for the second one.

In men’s analysis similar measurements seem to have an important influence as f� appears
as the first one in both large and small speaker sets. Regarding the ��-speakers result the
measurements having the stronger influence on the statistical models are F�, H�-H� and
SHR. In the �-speakers comparisons, energy, H�-H� and F� appear after f�. Therefore,
unlike female voices, reducing the number of speakers in the studied subset does not show
any influence in the most important variables defining voices’ acoustic subspace.

These results confirm that a single speech component, even if described by a large set
of phonetic measurements, cannot account for all the needed variability to characterise a
voice. Understanding the di�erent distributions and interactions of the di�erent compo-
nent subelements is as essential as understanding the interaction between the components
themselves.

�.�.� Fundamental frequency

f� is arguably the most cited phonetic measurement for voice characterisation. From
an articulatory standpoint, it represents the frequency of vocal folds vibration which
mainly correlates with the acoustic height of the produced sound. It is as well referred
to as pitch, which is defined as our perception of fundamental frequency. Therefore,
the term f� describes the actual physical phenomenon, whereas pitch describes how our
ears and brains interpret the signal, in terms of periodicity. Many studies have analysed
f� statistically, commonly resulting in a normal distribution. As a result, the use of
mean and standard deviation (SD) values su�ces when studying speakers’ f� in phonetic
literature. On the other hand, the role played by f� in speech production and in voice
characterisation has been investigated through the scope of di�erent speech habits, e. g.,
from mimicry to speakers’ charisma. Its importance has been increasing throughout the
decades. Nevertheless, as we already mentioned, a single variable cannot represent the
entire highly unsteady matrix that contains a speaker’s voice characteristics.

As for the study of f� and its statistical behaviour, we find the studies and reviews carried
out by [Traunmüller and Eriksson, ����; Lindh, ����] from Swedish read speech, and by
[Hudson et al., ����] from English, in each case read speech is used. [Traunmüller and
Eriksson, ����] studies a corpus of more than ��� male speakers from �� to �� years old.
As multiple statistical values are studied (e. g., mean, standard deviation, range, median,
etc.), all measures show a normal distribution. The mean of the mean values is ���.� Hz.
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In [Lindh, ����], comparing the f� of female speakers, the Authors report that mean
values appear to be much higher for women while the standard deviation is approximately
the same for both female and male speakers, i. e. around �� Hz. Similar results are shown
in [Hudson et al., ����], the study of spontaneous speech by ��� male speakers, with a
mean value of ��� Hz and a SD of � Hz. Authors noted that results from other languages
such as, previously cited Swedish, and German (mean value of ���.� Hz) appear higher due
to the influence of the elicited speech. English read speech reports an average of ��� Hz,
which confirms the tendency to have higher pitch values than in spontaneous speech.
This phenomenon has also been reported for English, French, German and Mandarin in
[Schmid et al., ����; Gendrot et al., ����; Swerts et al., ����; Yuan and Liberman, ����].

In an early work by [Boë et al., ����], �� male and �� female speakers f� distributions
are analysed from French read speech. Results show that the distribution is gaussian for
the given corpus, regarding separately the two sexes. The variations of f� are low for a
given speaker, on the average of �� Hz and �� Hz, from one record to another. The mean
values of f� are ��� Hz for men and ��� Hz for women, showing similar results to the
above cited statistics in other languages. Another element highlighted by the Authors is
the di�erence in ratio of voiced duration to the total duration of speech production which
as well appear significantly higher for female speakers.

The use of f� to di�erentiate men and women has been reiterated in further analysis
throughout the years. [Keating and Kuo, ����] compares �� American English and ��
Mandarin speakers (�� men and �� women in both languages) in multiple tasks involv-
ing both vocalisations and text reading. [Iseli et al., ����] takes a large corpus of ���
speakers (��� males and ��� females) from di�erent age groups, in order to understand
the di�erences between French and English when considering the influence of sex on f�.
On the other hand, [Pépiot, ����] compares French and English speakers. Although age
is demonstrated as having a great e�ect in decreasing f� mean values, sex always shows a
significant e�ect on all f� statistical measures. This outcome is stronger for males than for
females as reported by [Iseli et al., ����]. Speaking rate, formants or duration are other
studied measurements which have not shown the same consistent results and appear less
robust than f� for sex discrimination.

Concerning robustness of f� measures, [Lindh and Eriksson, ����] tests f� degradation
in both read and spontaneous speech through di�erent tasks involving: the influence of
emotional states; the use of di�erent recording devices; and the influence of vocal e�ort
through speech elicited by having the speakers communicating over various distances.
The experimental language is Swedish and the material consists of recordings from ��
speakers: � males, � females and � children. In the first of these experiments, emotional
state influence on f� is tested asking the speakers to simulate happiness, anger and sad-
ness. Comparing f� from these conditions result in approximately the same values as the
standard recording. Simulating di�erent emotions results in mean, median and SD values
to be a�ected by outliers but not to be heavily distorted. Channel distortion appears
consistently when the microphone is not the recording device. Mobile phone recordings
show the highest degradations due to low-band pass filters. Vocal e�ort influence showed
that distances higher than �.� m resulted in an increase of the mean and median values.
The Authors explain that it is actually the combined e�ect of an increase in the base
value and in range relative to the speakers’ f� values.

As mentioned, f� is only a part of what is called and perceived as the voice pitch. It is
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important to note that, to better understand the importance of the role played by every
aspect of a speech component, they need to be studied in comparison to each other and,
when possible, tested through the scope of human perception.

To this e�ect, in order to investigate the contribution of vowel formant frequencies and f�
to sex and height identification, [Gelfer and Bennett, ����] tests listener judgements on
voices of �� speakers of both sexes. The vowels /i/, /a/ and a read sentence are recorded
and their f� are digitally altered to five distinct values in order to represent typical f� in
the average males, the average females and ambiguous f� ranges: ���, ���, ���, ���, and
��� Hz. The results indicate that female speakers were perceived as female even with an
f� in the typical male range, while for male speakers, gender perception was less accurate
when higher than ��� Hz. The study of isolated vowels or syllables reinforces the idea
that unaltered vowel formants, as well as other aspects contributing to speech production
related to voice pitch, appear to be important for sex perception.

In [Eriksson and Wretling, ����], an impersonator is instructed to reproduce three well-
known Swedish public figures. The resulting f� and formants values are compared to
his standard productions along with the target ones in order to weight the influence
of mimicry on these phonetic measurements. The impersonator’s vowel space appears
greater than the target voice in all cases he manages to make his f� exactly the same or
with a small variation of � Hz from the target.

The influence of speech style or speech elicitation on f� should be considered as external
influence factors on the speaker’s production. In contrast, ageing can be considered as a
biophysical or internal influence factor on f� variation. However, a third type of influence
has been studied in phonetic literature, namely, the interlocutor which has an interest for
this thesis since the main analysis is made from a corpus of spontaneous exchanges be-
tween two speakers. A last issue we address concerning the role of f� and its contribution
to the source and filter component relates to phonetic convergence theory. As mentioned
above, speakers may present characteristics not only in the colour of the produced speech,
its components, but in its shape too, the lexical content. Following the findings on con-
vergence in conversational interaction, the interacting talkers may influence one another
in both the colour and shape of their speech productions. In [Pardo, ����] phonetic
convergence is tested on �� speakers from both sexes, with recordings before and after
conversational interactions where, alternatively, a subject received or gave instructions to
the other about finding an objective on a map. The results suggest that the influence in-
terlocutors exert on each other were more prominent for men as receivers than for women,
in terms of perceived similarity. f� resulted in the more variable phonetic measurement
followed by F�, getting closer to the instructor values, while the other formants remained
stable to their speaker “prototype”.

The presented results reinforce the idea that f� plays an important and robust role in
characterising a voice but it appears to be weak against human imitations or to fail when
comparing exposed interlocutors’ speech. However, because of the dynamic nature of
speech, pitch has to be represented by more than static values, as long as the mean of a
normal distribution remains consistent. Other acoustic correlates of pitch present in the
literature, such as envelope cues or spectral moments [Culling and Darwin, ����; Ardoint
and Lorenzi, ����; Dellwo et al., ����; Niebuhr and Skarnitzl, ����], may be used to
better understand how speaker characteristics from the source components interact.
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�.�.� Resonances

During speech production, air from the lungs is forced to pass through oral and/or nasal
cavities. In this process the consequent wave is shaped by the cavities, which create reso-
nances, and when exiting them becomes speech as we perceive it. Some of the resonances
are represented as reinforced harmonics on the spectrum, which is the result of the speech
signal mathematical decomposition, even though they do not always correspond to a mul-
tiple of the fundamental as harmonics do. Conventionally these are called formants and
the first four (F�-�) are the most salient in normal human hearing. The passage of air
through the nasal cavity generates what are called anti-formants, zeros in the spectrum,
which characterise nasal segments production.

As for f�, the use of formants is limited to the study of vocalic segments. However,
as mentioned hereinabove, multiple computations are present in the literature showing
the extent of possible analysis application for these measurements. In [Audibert et al.,
����] five metrics for F� and F� are summarised to show the possible correlates between
formants, and the characteristics of the studied categories, namely, French vowels from
��� speakers and di�erent speaking styles. The metrics include the vocalic space and
dispersion areas, vowel distance to the overall centroid of the speaker’s vowel space and
range ratios for both studied formants, designed to measure the ambitus in the respective
dimensions: F�, jaw/tongue height; F� front-back tongue dimension and/or lip rounding.
As the focus of the study is on vowel and speech style discrimination, no investigation
was done on the weight these metrics have in characterising between-speakers formants.
However, the application of the presented metrics to study the role played by formants in
speakers characterisation could help to reinforce the overall robustness of these measure-
ments.

In Phonetics, formants have been associated to vowel discrimination studies but in recent
works they have as well shown to play a role in speakers characterisation. We already
mentioned that in [Eriksson and Wretling, ����], formants are pretty robust when facing
vocal imitation since the impersonator was not able to replicate the exact target vowel
space while he managed to produce the same f� values of the target. Similarly, [Yang,
����; Eichhorn et al., ����], report data on f� and F�-� for English and Korean speakers,
showing that formants play an important role in characterising both sexes and di�erent age
groups. The most consistent age-related e�ect was a decrease in f� for women. Concerning
formants, significant di�erences are shown to be vowel-specific for both sexes while no
significant e�ects of age were observed for F�. Authors explain that women’s significant
decrease in f� is likely related to menopause, which is a biophysiological variable that
speakers cannot control. In contrast, formant frequencies of the corner vowels slightly
change throughout the decades of adult life, either due to physiological ageing which has
small e�ects on these variables or to individuals who compensate for age-related changes
in anatomy and physiology. This reinforces the idea that formants accurately represent
speakers’ characteristics and have an important role in describing the speaker variability
matrix.

Similarly to what happens for f�, formants have been analysed using mean values in the
literature. F� and F� have served for the classification of vowels in a subspace capable of
describing basic characteristics in a language. In [de Jong et al., ����; Nolan et al., ����]
English vowel formants are tested in read speech by �� and �� male speakers. The results
from the first study on F� and F� frequencies show speaker classification rates highly
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dependent from the considered vowel. This assumption is confirmed by the results from
[Nolan et al., ����] where F� appears more stable both between and within a speaker.
The influence of lexical content on speaker discrimination have been studied for French in
work such as [Kahn, ����; Ajili et al., ����]. The first establishes a ranking for phonemic
classes which are more influenced by the speaker factor. The same ranking has been
confirmed in [Chignoli, ����] and is presented in Table �.�.

• Nasal vowels

• Nasal consonants

• Open/mid-open oral vowels

• Laterals

• Other oral vowels

• Occlusives

• Fricatives

• Approximates

Table �.�: Ranking of phonemic classes most influenced by the speaker factor in French,
established by [Kahn, ����] and confirmed in works by [Ajili et al., ����; Chignoli, ����;
Gendrot et al., ����].

As shown, nasal segments are the most stable in between-speakers variability as a direct
consequence of the resonances created by the passage of air through the nasal cavity.
While for vowel analysis, formants are measurements capable of representing the speaker’s
characteristics, for consonants, other spectral measurements have been used, e. g., spectral
moments [Weingartová and Volín, ����] or Mel Frequency Cepstral Coe�cients (MFCC).
Oral vowel and lateral consonants are the following most stable segments, reinforcing the
idea that resonances play an important role in rendering speaker characteristics.

Since the establishment of a correlation between formants and biophysical characteristics
of speakers during speech production, their dynamics and temporal organisation have
been the object of study in order to better understand how individual strategies are
employed. Some examples are given by [McDougall, ����, ����, ����; Nolan et al., ����]
where formant dynamics in English vowels or diphthongs are modelled using quadratic
and cubic polynomial approximations. The results confirm that F� is the most stable
between speakers, followed by F� slopes in diphthongs.

In addition, as reported by [Zuo and Mok, ����], speakers are better characterised using
the dynamic features of the formant transition, using polynomial linear regression to
model the formant contour, rather than a small time slice. Promising results show a
mean Equal Error Rate (EER) of �� % when classifying male speakers, with the slope of
F� appearing as the most stable feature.[Kinoshita and Osanai, ����] shows the same
tendency, when comparing F� and F� dynamics from �� English male speakers on the
vowel /u:/ receiving nuclear stress in the hVd context ‘who’d’.

[He et al., ����] also studies formants dynamics, limited to F�, comparing positive and
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negative ones, in order to better understand how individual strategies di�er in represent-
ing the patterns to attain a target (the pronounced vowel) or to leave it. In this study,
�� sex-balanced speakers were considered reading ��� sentences in Zurich German which
vowels’ F� dynamics were then compared. Using a Logistic regression model, negative dy-
namics resulted in �� % of the explained variability. Modelling of formants dynamics and
their properties is typically associated with speaker-specific articulators movement tra-
jectories, which are, as mentioned, a combined product of inborn anatomical peculiarities
of speech organs constraining their biomechanics, idiosyncratic neurological substrates
regulating the motor control of articulators and individual habits acquired by speakers
throughout their lifetime. Although, the opening-closing cycles of the mouth movements
and the interactions with other articulators must play a non-trivial role in characterising
a speaker’s voice.

�.�.� Intensity

In Figure �.� it has been noted that intensity is part of the source and filter component
of speech since it appears as an intrinsic characteristic of produced speech resulting from
a direct computation of the speech source. Throughout the decades, intensity has been
shown to convey di�erent types of information. We placed the review of this measure at
the end of the source and filter and before the temporal one due to the strict correlation
it has shown with both components. In a purely physic perspective, intensity is defined
as the power, expressed in Watts (W), carried by sound waves per unit area (m�) in a
direction perpendicular to that area. The direct computation of intensity is obtained by
the logarithmic scale of the power on area ratio and measured in dB. As for the sound
amplitude, however with a doubled factor, the longer the distance from the source, the
less reliable the measured intensity is. The last observation has been a major factor of
controversy for the use of intensity during speech studies since the distance from the source
cannot always be controlled. However, since human hearing is based on the perception
of changes in both pressure and intensity levels from the sound waves, researchers have
tried to obtain more reliable correlates of these measurements.

An extended discussion on intensity, on its roles in speech production, and its interac-
tions with other phonetic measurements is done in the works by [Sorin, ����; Künzel et al.,
����]. Although the review made by the Authors does not concern directly how intensity
correlates with individual di�erences, it is interesting to note some of the considerations
made on its perception and linguistics mechanisms. A major point of discussion is the
absence of a direct articulatory correlation with intensity. Indeed, studies on vowel in-
tensity showed that vowels of di�erent intensity can be perceived as isophonic if they are
produced with the same articulatory e�ort. The judgement of a listener is directly related
to the physiological e�ort made, which is proportional to the square of the subglottal
pressure. However, it has been proven that the loudness of vowels can be deduced from a
physical measurement of the acoustic signal, based on the distribution of energy, especially
at the level of the first and second formants. The sensation of volume therefore does not
necessarily require articulatory information. It may rather be a "purely" psychoacoustic
signal treatment which accounts for the e�ect.

The notion of speech intensity is as well associated with loudness or “volume”. Indeed,
the articulatory justification often evoked for the apparent confusion between pitch level
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and volume is not an accurate explanation. It merely states that an increase in subglottal
pressure brings a simultaneous increase in intensity and in the f�, both parameters often
being correlated up until the intervention of an adjustment in vocal folds tension.

In regards to the role played in perception, [Sorin, ����] reports that an increase in
intensity brings an increase in the perceived frequency as, e. g., in French where intensity
intervenes most especially at the end of an intonation group. If in French, one wants to
transform a statement into a question, not only does the f� contour have to be modified,
but the intensity of the last part of the sentence must also be increased and diminished
for the penultimate syllable.

In [Aubanel et al., ����] intensity is investigated in relation to intelligibility where listen-
ers need to identify sentences in which segments were replaced by noise following di�erent
filtering in order to impact intensity. Authors find that both are closely related, but with
a marked temporal di�erence, namely cochlea-scaled entropy (CSE) peaks occur signifi-
cantly earlier than intensity peaks in English. The disparity in temporal alignment may
be associated with a small but significant advantage in capturing important speech infor-
mation, since replacing high-CSE segments with noise disrupts intelligibility to a greater
extent than when replacing high-intensity segments. Moreover, [el Gamal, ����] found
that intensity, at the perceptual level, is a remarkable cue for listeners to identify speaking
rate, with high intensity indicating fast speaking tempo and low intensity indicating slow
speaking tempo.

Other perceptive implications of intensity are discussed in works such as [Tweedy and
Culling, ����; Clark et al., ����]. The first study demonstrates that vocal intensity in-
creased as the background noise level increased but remained stable when Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) of the interlocutor changed. The second study highlights how individuals
a�ected by Parkinson’s disease process intensity, and suggests that they may perceive
speech’s loudness with a deficit due to the abnormal perception of externally generated
and self-generated speech intensity stimuli. These results on speech loudness percep-
tion appear to provide additional support for both sensory impairments and sensorimotor
integration deficits in Parkinson’s disease.

The use of intensity for speaker recognition tasks is not as common as other phonetic
measurements, mainly because of the recording constraints and similar limitations. [He
et al., ����b; He and Dellwo, ����] are some of the studies investigating the weight of
intensity as a speaker characteristic. [He and Dellwo, ����] investigates intensity dynamics
using derivative and multiple intensity metrics on sentences read by German speakers
showing a high statistical between-speakers variability. In [He et al., ����b], Authors test
whether the statistical results correspond to a robust modelling in a speaker classification
task. The mean recognition rates were ��.� % (duration only), ��.� % (intensity only),
and ��.� % (duration + intensity), demonstrating yet again that statistical variability
does not always result in a direct robustness of the studied measurement.

Intensity, has been mainly correlated with suprasegmental cues, such as duration, intona-
tion or stress, but intensity fluctuations of the speech signal cannot be ascribed to a single
factor. Still today, the processing precision of its linguistic functions by the auditory sys-
tem needs to be understood to their full extent, especially within the natural context of
continuous speech.
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�.� Prosody

Source and filter component accounts mainly for biophysical characteristics which, as the
name suggests, relates to phonetic measurements of the speech sources such as glottal or
noise and to the filters that through the vocal cavities modify the speech wave. However,
as already mentioned hereinabove, the basic dichotomy used for speaker characteristics
opposes innate/internal to learnt/external characteristics to compose the large variability
matrix which phonetically defines a speaker.

In this section, we review other components which have been the subject of studies on
speaker characterisation and are of interest in this thesis, following the nomenclature of
Figure �.�, Temporal and Intonation components. These have been commonly referred
to under the larger definition of prosody. In Phonetics, the term prosody widely designates
every aspect that is higher than the segmental plane, but does not refer to a single
component or phonetic measurement. Hence, the convenience of regrouping studies on
di�erent prosodic aspects in a single section.

Given the acoustic-articulatory dichotomy in phonetic measurements description, an ad-
ditional important aspect that has to be considered is the extent on which these measure-
ments are investigated. As mentioned hereinabove, speech is a complex dynamic object
formed by subsequent articulation of smaller units, which are the phonemes in a chosen
language, whose interactions and influences on each other result in what we experience as
speech units. Considering units larger than isolated segments implies the consideration of
what has been called the prosodic or suprasegmental dimension. Prosody is not a single
speech component, but represents a large set of di�erent elements allowing the segmen-
tation of continuous speech into smaller units, carrying information about the language
spoken or discourse organisation, and eventually regarding speaker characteristics. Be-
fore diving into the di�erent prosodic cues which have been studied in relation to speaker
characteristics, we discuss some general aspects of prosody in phonetic literature.

Prosody involves mechanisms that extend beyond a phonemic level of speech and mostly
independently of segmental features, contained in hierarchically organised linguistic units.
At an acoustic level, some of these prosodic features are f�, intensity and duration. We
already covered what f� and intensity represent when studied at a lower level, but, in
a prosodic perspective, their modulations are considered. Duration is influenced by the
length of speech units and silent intervals.

Speech prosody has a well-investigated structure. Most theories of prosodic structure
presuppose that prosodic units are organised into a hierarchy, summarised in Figure �.�.
We can see that utterance is at the highest level, followed by the intonational phrase,
phonological phrase, prosodic word, (metrical) foot, and finally syllables at the lowest
level. Prosodic and syntactic structures often coincide in a way that major prosodic
boundaries tend to occur at major syntactic ones. The perception of prosodic boundaries
has been vastly investigated and has showed, e. g. in [Lehiste et al., ����; Nespor and
Vogel, ����; Seidl, ����; Johnson and Seidl, ����], that adult listeners use some prosodic
cues to determine them. These include pre-boundary lengthening, pauses, pitch or other
acoustic changes in the pre-boundary word.

However, infants have shown early sensitivity to prosodic cues, as many studies indicate
that prosody plays an important role in early language development. Past the �� weeks
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of pregnancy, the foetus is able to hear sounds that are coming from outside low-pass
filtered by the womb [Querleu et al., ����]. Hence, only �� % of the phonetic information
manage to reach the ears of the foetus, with pitch contours and rhythmic information being
amongst them. Furthermore, newborns have shown sensitivity to pitch contour [Nazzi
et al., ����b] and prosodic boundaries [Christophe et al., ����] as well as discrimination
between rhythmically di�erent languages [Nazzi et al., ����a; Nazzi and Ramus, ����].

Figure �.�: Figure � from [Mol et al., ����]. The prosodic hierarchy of a sentence.

During their first year, infants have shown sensitivity to multiple prosodic cues, e. g.,
variations in duration [Mugitani et al., ����; Sato et al., ����] or in rhythm [Nazzi et al.,
����; Nazzi and Ramus, ����], and stress patterns of their native language [Jusczyk
et al., ����; Höhle, ����] even before the development of a large lexicon. For instance,
English-learning infants show before � months of age that they have a preference for their
native stress pattern [Jusczyk et al., ����]. Between � and � months, tone-language-
learning infants become more sensitive to native tonal patterns [Mattock and Burnham,
����; Mattock et al., ����; Yeung et al., ����; Liu and Kager, ����], while non-tone-
language-learning infants gradually lose their sensitivity to those. Infants between � and
�� month have shown discrimination in intonational contrasts [Butler et al., ����]. The
role played by prosody since earlier development of language is consequent and can be
used to explain multiple mechanisms involved in both producing and parsing the perceived
speech, see as well [Morgan, ����; Mol et al., ����] for larger reviews.

Language discrimination covers a large part of prosodic studies including adults. As de-
scribed by [Ramus and Mehler, ����; Arvaniti, ����], duration, rhythm, intonation or
speech rate analysed in a suprasegmental perspective can explain an extremely large part
of language di�erences. These two works used a similar approach to investigate the role
played by prosodic cues and how humans use them to di�erentiate various languages.
[Ramus and Mehler, ����] particularly focused on syllabic rhythm which appears as an
excellent, and possibly the best, prosodic cue for the discrimination of languages that are
said to di�er in rhythm. The main contribution of the study is to provide a method-
ology allowing to separate and analyse di�erent components of prosody. In particular,
transforming English and Japanese sentences following four methods: saltanaj, replacing
fricatives with /s/, stops with /t/, liquids with /l/, nasals with /n/, all glides with /j/

and vowels with /a/; sasasa, replacing all consonants with /s/ and all vowels with /a/;
aaaa, replacing all phonemes with /a/; flat sasasa, which is similar to sasasa, but with all
sentences being synthesised with a constant fundamental frequency at ��� Hz. [Arvaniti,
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����] retained only the sasasa transformation but applied to a larger set of languages,
namely Danish, Greek, Polish, Spanish and Korean.

Discrimination with impoverished stimuli is di�cult and listeners take advantage of any
di�erences they can find to help them in the task. Such di�erences relate primarily to
speaking rate and f� but also to localised timing di�erences, such as final lengthening,
when speaking rate and f� are absent. Since all these prosodic factors are ordinarily
present in the speech signal and interact in perception, the present results cast doubt on
the view that timing is primary and can be processed by listeners independently to all
the other prosodic variables. Discrimination was possible both across and within rhythm
classes, when speaking rates di�ered between context and test, but largely impossible
once speaking rate di�erences were eliminated. The changes in responses associated with
speech rate and f� indicate that language discrimination arises from interactions between
prosodic factors and that timing contributes to it, but on a smaller scale.

Given the vast discussions on the weight that prosodic cues play in speech production and
perception, obviously authors throughout the years have as well considered the possible
implications for individual di�erences analysis. We already cited [Barlow and Wagner,
����] as an early work on the subject. In this study, the Authors use cues such as f�,
energy or voicing modulations in order to model the patterns corresponding to each of the
� studied speakers in English read sentences. Patterns comparison using linear prediction
and clustering distances show greatly reliable results, highlighting the role played by
prosody cues in characterising speakers’ speech habits. Studies that have focused on
prosodic cues to investigate individual di�erences are the object of the following sections,
distinguishing between cues relying on the temporal component from those relying on
the intonation component.

�.�.� Temporal

When considering prosodic components, the relative prominence of an element over the
others within the same hierarchy level and organisation are fundamental concepts, see
Figure �.�. Stress can be described as the relative prominence between syllables, i. e.,
one of the cues related to the prominence idea defining the temporal prosodic component.
Stressed syllables are, in general, longer in duration, higher in intensity and pitch, and
more distinctive in spectral quality than unstressed, or "weak", syllables. Thus, stress is
correlated with multiple acoustic features that can vary in importance between languages.
In addition, articulation rate and rhythmic patterns are used to define the organisation
of stress and the relation between prosodic elements.

Stress is organised in a metrical structure which is part of the prosodic hierarchy. At
each level only one unit is the most prominent with the others ranging at di�erent levels.
Hence, one syllable is prominent in the foot and at a higher level, one foot is prominent in
the prosodic word. Another property of metrical stress in speech is its rhythmic pattern in
which stressed syllables alternate with unstressed syllables. This organisation is referred
to as a metrical grid in [Liberman and Prince, ����]. Each position in a metrical grid
represents a timing unit or beat. They can as well be fulfilled by silent intervals, which
individual characteristics and strategies have been the subject of studies such as [Mary
and Yegnanarayana, ����; Künzel, ����; Leemann and Kolly, ����]. Findings in [Kolly
et al., ����] do not correlate pausing behaviour with the articulation rate, obtained by the
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means of the number of automatically detected peaks in the amplitude envelope, whereas
other studies have done so. In a multilingual approach, [Kolly et al., ����] takes ��
speakers of Zurich German to read �� sentences, and their literal translations in English
and French, resulting in a total of ��� sentences containing �� to �� syllables. During the
reading process, hesitations in the form of filled pauses were discarded and the speakers
were asked to repeat the sentence, while hesitations in the form of silent pauses were not
repeated. Therefore, in terms of language e�ects, Authors found that speakers produced
the fewest and shortest pauses in their mother tongue. English and German sentences
pausing values were very similar across all speakers, and the French speakers had the
highest amount and the longest pauses, suggesting the influence of language typology
on temporal cues. The speaker is also shown to be an important variation factor with
significant between-speaker di�erences, in the amount as well as the duration of pauses.
At the same time, measures varied little within speakers.

In a similar way, [Leemann and Kolly, ����] performed two production experiments and
one perception test, which revealed high between-speaker and low within-speaker variabil-
ity concerning temporal features. In a disguised voice foreign dialect imitation experiment,
the majority of speakers were not accepted as natives by listeners of the targeted dialect.
The findings suggest that imitators who were accepted as native speakers have succeeded
in adjusting speaking rate and global intensity peak variability, amongst other segmental
and suprasegmental features, similar to the targeted dialect.

However, [Künzel, ����] found low speaker-specific values for speakers’ pausing behaviour
with an important within-speaker variability when comparing read and spontaneous
speech. In [el Gamal, ����], speech rate and pauses are examined in a perception study
with �� listeners, on spontaneous Arab speech produced by both female and male speak-
ers. Both cues show important roles in characterising speakers. Rate is another cue from
the temporal component, defining the articulation speed, the manner in which speakers
make use of their articulators to produce sentences/syllables/segments. Both pausing
behaviour and rate can be influenced by factors external to the produced speech such as
speaker’s stress due to the conversational situation, the number of recording sessions, in
the case of a multiple sessions study. These are just some of the examples that can deter-
mine the within speaker (ir)regularity of temporal features. [Ochi et al., ����; Chardenon
et al., ����] studied this issue. In the first case, the ability to control speech rate with
real-time visual feedback was compared between people who do and do not stutter, re-
spectively � and � participants, with �� Japanese sentences read aloud after repeating
a played-back one. One out of the six trials, which made each of the three sessions,
were accompanied by real-time visual feedback of the subject’s speech rate and the target
speed. No di�erence in speech rate between second and third sessions was shown with
a significant reduction from the first one. Both groups of participants showed a high
within-speaker similarity of speech rate control across the sessions with, however, a larger
error in reaching the expected rate by participants who stutter.

The other cited study, [Chardenon et al., ����], examined temporal organisation of speech
in � French speakers in �� recordings during � to � sessions within a one year gap.
Results on pauses duration and speech rate show that representing the cues modulation
and variation, both within and between the recording sessions for a speaker, is more
important than the cues themselves in order to characterise the production strategies
of speakers. To a similar extent, [Braun and Rosin, ����] demonstrated that subjects
exhibit distinct patterns of hesitation marker usage, concerning both the number and the
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type of the marker. Whenever speech is produced, disfluencies, i. e., disruptions of the
speech flow or hesitations, are bound to occur, and pausing can also manifest as hesitation
markers. These can be seen as indications of verbal planning and/or monitoring of the
speech signal [Shriberg, ����]. Phonetic manifestations of hesitation have been studied
through seven di�erent markers, namely: insertions of a vowel ("uh"), a nasal ("mh"), or
a sequence of vowel + nasal ("um"); initial vowel or consonant lengthening; final vowel
or consonant lengthening. Phenomena of speaker-specific patterns of hesitation with a
consistent lowering of f� were observed.

Rhythm can be seen as the outcome of some phonological properties. Indeed, by paying
attention to rhythm, newborns are able to discriminate between languages which have
di�erent phonological properties. There is not a single feature that defines speech rhythm
and temporal organisation. The metrical characteristics of stress are useful to segment
the speech signal into smaller, word-like units, as well as grouping speech sounds that
belong together. Even though stress and rhythm have shown highly language dependent
results as shown in language discrimination studies, these cues are investigated as well
in a between-speaker perspective in studies such as [Dellwo et al., ����, ����; Braun
and Rosin, ����]. Authors take walking patterns in order to parallel how rhythm and
temporal organisation of speech can be taken as important components to characterise
speakers’ oral productions. A wide set of rhythmic measures or correlates, see Table �.�,
have been studied in-depth in [Dellwo, ����] and reviewed by [Loukina et al., ����].

RM Description Type of interval Scope Normalisation Reference
%V Percentage of vocalic intervals Ratio Global Yes [Ramus et al., ����]
Vdur/Cdur Ratio of vowels duration to consonant duration Ratio Global Yes [Barry and Russo, ����]
� V Standard deviation of vocalic intervals V Global No [Ramus et al., ����]
VarcoDV � V/mean vocalic duration V Global Yes [Dellwo, ����]
VnPVI Normalized pairwise variability index (PVI) of vocalic intervals V Local Yes [Grabe and Low, ����]
medVnPVI VnPVI computed using median value V Local Yes [Ferragne and Pellegrino, ����]
� C Standard deviation of consonantal intervals C Global No [Ramus et al., ����]
VarcoDC � C/mean vocalic duration C Global Yes [Dellwo, ����]
CrPVI Raw PVI of consonantal intervals C Local No [Grabe and Low, ����]
CnPVI Normalized PVI of consonantal intervals C Local Yes [Grabe and Low, ����]
medCrPVI CrPVI computed using median value C Local No [Ferragne and Pellegrino, ����]
PVI-CV PVI of consonant�vowels groups CV Local No [Barry et al., ����]
VI Variability index of syllable duration CV Local Yes [Deterding, ����]
YARDa Variability of syllable duration CV Local Yes [Wagner and Dellwo, ����]
nCVPVI Normalized PVI of consonant + vowel groups CV Local Yes [Asu and Nolan, ����]

aThe definition for YARD is yet another rhythm determination.

Table �.�: Table I. from [Loukina et al., ����] summarising the used Rhythmic Measure-
ments in that study classified by type of intervals, scope, normalisation and Reference.

In [Dellwo et al., ����], data from Standard German and Zurich Swiss German revealed
that there are strong di�erences between-speakers in acoustically measurable speech rhythm,
even when prosodic and linguistic variability within speakers is strong. The evidence that
rhythm measurements based on vocalic and consonantal intervals can vary significantly
within a language as a function of speaker is highlighted in a number of works, e. g.,
[Dellwo et al., ����; He et al., ����b; Dellwo et al., ����] on both spontaneous and read
German sentences or in French [Gendrot et al., ����]. Evidence from English speakers
are discussed in [Johnson and Hollien, ����; Wiget et al., ����; Yoon, ����] showing
significant between-speakers variabilities for vocalic measures, temporal information de-
rived from the amplitude envelope and both voiced and voiceless intervals of the speech
signal. These and other studies [Arvaniti, ����] have shown that rhythm measures are
strongly influenced by between-speakers variations even though within-speaker prosodic
and linguistic variability has little e�ect on them. Authors suggest that coupling these
findings with articulatory measurements of speaker individual control mechanisms may
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result in further understanding of individuals’ rhythmic temporal characteristics.

�.�.� Intonation

In Section �.�.�, we described the use of f� as a correlate of pitch and in particular its
study through statistical descriptors which, at a vowel-level, can account for speaker
characterisation. This is just one of the possible scopes in which f� is studied, another is
the notion of intonation. The same phonetic measurement is used to represent di�erent
components, as we discussed hereinabove, e. g., for intensity, but not in the same way.
When studying pitch in general we have described how phonetic studies mainly use f�
mean values or other statistical descriptors. In order to study intonation, a representation
of the f� variations throughout the utterance needs to be used.

The functions of pitch variation in speech can be divided into two broad categories: lexical
tone and intonation. In tonal languages, f� is primarily linked to signal lexical contrasts.
In stress languages, multiple features are linked to the lexical stresses, as partially dis-
cussed earlier, with intonation being the main determinant for the shape of the f� contour.
There are highly language-specific characteristics, namely, "semantic", "systemic", "real-
izational" and "phonotactic" distinctions in intonational structure across languages, see
[Ladd et al., ����; Vaissière, ����]. However, all types of languages (tonal, pitch-accent,
stress and boundary languages) use intonation and share intonational features at a post-
lexical level.

Intonation has shown both linguistic and paralinguistic functions. Firstly, its linguistic
relevance is given by pitch-meaning relationships, that can be language-specific, e. g.,
French informants do not classify a syllable as an accented one when it has a falling pitch
movement, whereas Swedish and Dutch listeners do. In addition, the location of the
onset of the pitch movement seems to have much less weight in French than in Dutch or
Swedish, see [Vaissière, ����] for further discussions.

On the other hand, the paralinguistic use of pitch can express emotional properties of the
speakers and about the linguistic message, which can be interpreted on a more continu-
ous scale. Moreover, the paralinguistic use of pitch has been argued to resemble aspects
of animal communication, [Ohala, ����, ����]. The so-called Frequency Code associates
high or rising pitch with smaller vocal folds, and indirectly, with a smaller size of the
vocaliser. A low or falling pitch is associated with larger vocal folds and large vocalisers.
Consequently, a low or falling pitch signals "big" meanings, e. g., "confident", "dominant"
and "aggressive", while a high or rising pitch signals "small" meanings, e. g. "submissive",
"friendly" and "vulnerable". However, human communication has evolved to be the ex-
pression of a wide range of characteristics, see Table �.�. Languages can, nevertheless,
di�er in the exact implementation of the biological codes due to di�erences in the range
of standard pitches used in a language, and the choice of specific form-function mappings
to express. In addition to the interaction between di�erent information carried by the
studied speech, another important factor influencing an utterance’s prosodic representa-
tion is individual intonational strategies. Research has shown that speakers should not
be assumed to be homogenous even though they speak the same language.

Language-specific characteristics may have important results when looked at in a between-
speaker perspective. In this sense, [Cangemi, ����] has shown the variability of intonation
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patterns between-speakers in terms of peak alignments to the stressed vowel onset or nu-
cleus using a corpus of Neapolitan Italian recordings. In a similar way, in [Cangemi et al.,
����], speaker-specific strategies of encoding and decoding intonational contrasts, e. g.,
peak alignment or duration of the target words, are studied through a production task
executedby German speakers and a subsequent perception study. Speaker-specific encod-
ing of intonational contrasts is highlighted by how phonetic cues are used to encode focus
structures, in terms of robustness (i. e. how many cues are employed) and partitioning
(i. e. how many contrasts are expressed by a single cue). Listeners sensitivity to this
variation is shown by the fact that one speaker appears to be more intelligible for one
particular listener and less intelligible for another. This suggests that the interaction be-
tween phonetic cues and intonational contrasts is not linear and stable but rather relies
on a highly variable individual-specific network of phonological knowledge.

These findings are discussed further by [Ouyang and Kaiser, ����], highlighting how in-
tonational strategies from the Standard German and Neapolitan Italian di�er, as some
speakers produced systematic di�erences in the location of the f� peak with respect to
the target syllable, while others produced systematic di�erences in how steep and large
the f� rise or fall was. In addition, Pisa Italian speakers di�ered in cue strength, those
who had greater alignment di�erences also had greater di�erences in shapes, showing yet
another strategy to encode informativity through intonation. In particular, [Ouyang and
Kaiser, ����] looks at American English speakers in a production study. These results
demonstrate the presence of speaker-specific behaviour in prosody with speakers having
individual preferences regarding the prosodic patterns of utterances and the magnitude
of prosodic cues for information structure. In related works, [Andreeva et al., ����] in-
vestigated the influence of duration, f�, intensity and vowel quality for the distinctions
between narrow contrastive focus, narrow non-contrastive focus, and wide focus in Ger-
man. The Authors confirm that some participants produced di�erences larger than others:
some speakers used one parameter to a greater extent than another. Moreover, individual
participants showed their own strategies in producing prosodic prominence.

Other phonetic cues are used to study intelligibility and information structure in speech
such as Temporal Envelope (ENV) and Fine Structure (TFS) which have been studied
in [Ardoint and Lorenzi, ����; Søndergaard et al., ����; Moon and Hong, ����; He and
Dellwo, ����; Lancia et al., ����] with regards to their individual pattern organisation
for Korean, French and German speakers. The results show that both ENV and TFS
information are represented in the timing of neural discharges. Therefore it conveyed
important but distinct phonetic information about melody perception with the first being
mostly correlated to quiet speech intelligibility but easily degraded in noise, while the
latter is important for speech perception in background noise with correlation to both
pitch perception and sound localisation.

Some studies use prosodic characteristics in relation to components of the between-
speakers variability model such as duration, intensity, rhythmic correlates or other dy-
namic representations that do not exhaust our understanding of the information they
carry. All of them include, more or less explicitly, the idea that a certain pattern or event
is repeated over time and that these patterns can be used to characterise the outcomes of
highly heterogeneous sources, such as speakers. The place of suprasegmental cues in voice
characterisation and the relation with other components and the conveyed information
still needs to be fully understood.
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�.� Mode of vocal fold vibration

Throughout the years there has been little agreement on how to classify voice quality
or how to transcribe it as part of phonetic transcription as [Ball et al., ����] reports.
The term is often restricted to aspects of vocal fold activity but it also involves airflow
features or those derived from supralaryngeal settings of the articulators. [Nolan, ����]
has used long-term quality as an alternative to refer to the mode of vocal fold vibration.
In this section, we focus on studies that have investigated the contribution of this limited
aspect of voice quality as a component for speakers’ di�erences. We rapidly present some
defining terms and studies in order to fixate basic concepts of voice quality.

Voice quality aspects have been defined as ’light’ and ’guttural’ for normal speakers or
’hoarse’ and ’strangled’ for those with voice disorders as [Laver, ����; Hewlett and Co-
hen, ����; Esling, ����] point out. These, together with other works in phonetics, have
provided phoneticians with a widely accepted taxonomy of phonatory and articulatory
settings which can be used to describe voice quality.

Figure �.� shows the revised version of voice quality terms and relative transcription
proposed by [Ball et al., ����]. As mentioned, it is important to note the meaning of the
terms related to voice quality, as well as the use that is made of these aspects. Considering
phonation types, the use of whisper does not imply that every segment is uttered using a
whispered phonation. This means that, normally, expected voiced sounds are made with
whisper, but expected voiceless sounds still remain voiceless. Hence, the maintenance of
phonological contrast between voiced and voiceless sounds. The same would apply for
most of the phonatory voice quality, [Ball et al., ����, ����] provides a full review.

Another important fact that has to be noted is that di�erent voice quality processes
could happen in di�erent ways throughout an utterance. A nasalised voice does not
mean that all sounds are uttered with a lowered velum. However, speakers can show a
perceptually greater than normal use of nasal and nasalised articulations due to their
own speaking habits or due to a cold. Similarly, defining an open-jaw voice could seem
trivial, as in speech production the opening-closing movement of the jaw is more than
common. Although, a more-than-normal open-jaw voice can be perceptually relevant in
order to define speakers’ identities from their voice. In another way, voice qualities may
be discontinuous such that they can occur within certain frequency ranges, e. g., creak,
or for paralinguistic reasons, e. g., whisper to mark confidentiality.

Similarly to what has been said for the prosody components, in order to define the voice
quality, there is not just a singular phonetic measurement. The vast majority of these
measurements are derived from studies on voice disorders and have mainly been used to
assess the degree of a certain characteristic in the studied voices. In [Yumoto and Gould,
����], sustained vowel /a/ from �� samples with varying degrees of hoarseness and ��
normal voices are analysed through the comparison of expert evaluations on the hoarseness
and HNR computations. Results show highly significant agreements, �.��, between the
expert responses and HNR values. In a similar way [Jotz et al., ����] assessed the
e�ectiveness of HNR values to quantify dysphonia and/or structural lesions of the vocal
fold on �� Brazilian boys of which �� were dysphonic (� were classified into the grade
category, � into breathiness, � into roughness, and �� into grade/breathiness). Vocal fold
lesions were observed in �� boys. The statistical analysis of the results revealed that
HNR was significantly higher in boys with a structural lesion and those with dysphonia.
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However, a logistic regression model showed that only the occurrence of dysphonia was
explained by HNR. Nevertheless, Authors suggest that studies with larger samples are
required to confirm the findings and to establish cuto� points of normality in di�erent
populations, since they obtained high false positive and false negative probabilities for
HNR in these results.

Figure �.�: Voice Quality Symbols chart, revised in [Ball et al., ����].

Other measurements derived from fundamental frequency such as Jitter (the di�erence
between consecutive periods), and Shimmer (di�erence between the amplitudes of con-
secutive periods) have shown correlation with voice disorders [Teixeira et al., ����]. [Far-
rús et al., ����; Kahn, ����] used these measurements to di�erentiate between multiple
speaker voices with encouraging results when combined with spectral and prosodic param-
eters. [Va�ková and Skarnitzl, ����] compared between-speaker variability of formants
and short-term acoustic correlates of voice quality, i. e., H�-H�, H�-H�, H�-A�, H�-A�
and H�-A� in spontaneous and read speech by � Czech male speakers. The results from
a LDA showed that voice quality parameters perform slightly better than formants with
H�-A� as the most reliable parameter, followed by H�-H� and H�-A�. Authors point out
how some speakers, the youngest and oldest ones, are clearly di�erentiated from all the
others using voice quality cues and confirm the already assessed age dependency of H�-H�
and H�-A�.

The Long-Term Average Spectrum (LTAS) has been correlated as another index of dys-
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phonia that has been studied in numerous variability perspectives showing a high adapt-
ability to di�erent factors [Harmegnies, ����; Bele, ����; Pettirossi et al., ����]. It has
shown language specific statistically significant di�erences in [Byrne and al., ����] where
read speech from �� languages were compared. In the same study, consequent di�erences
are shown by LTAS between female and male speakers in low-frequencies measurements.
In addition, significant sex-dependent results are shown by [Mendoza et al., ����] for ��
speakers of Spanish and for �� Korean speakers in [Yoo et al., ����]. CPP has been
reported as an index of breathiness, [Fraile and Godino-Llorente, ����; Keating et al.,
����], as well as a reliable between-speaker variability measure. Its robustness has been
associated, to a significant extent, with the fact that there is an inverse relation between
the amplitude of the first cepstral peak and the variance of amplitude, frequency and
noise perturbations of the voice signal.

As shown throughout the decades, a wide set of measurements and methods has been
correlated with the di�erent cues that are identified as the voice quality. [Gold, ����] re-
ports the results of an international survey of forensic speaker comparison practices, which
shows that voice quality ranks first among the parameters that experts have identified as
most helpful for discriminating between speakers.

However, the Author discusses how a lack of consensus on the methods employed in Foren-
sic Speaker Comparisons is present. The experts indicated that despite some individual
parameters being e�cient speaker discriminants, it is the combination of parameters that
holds the most discriminant power. Although, the discriminant potential of phonetic
measurements in combination rather than on their own is not often addressed in the
forensic literature. A further description of this domain is presented in the next chapter,
Section �.�.

In a forensic voice comparison study based on voice quality, [Hughes et al., ����], multiple
voice quality cues are taken in a semi-automatic analysis in order to assess their e�cacy as
speaker discriminants from vowel recordings in both studio and telephone conditions. The
subjects are �� male speakers of standard southern British English. The CPP, harmonics-
to-noise ratios (HNR) and a range of spectral tilt measures (H�-A�, H�-A�, H�-A�, H�-H�,
H�-H�) are extracted and studied alongside f� and MFCC. Using a standard likelihood
ratio (LLR) evaluation, voice quality showed promising results with the lowest EERs
at �.� %, outperforming formants on the same vowel-only material and an important
complementarity with MFCC. However, as expected, performances were consequently
degraded in the telephone recordings. Indeed, the results reveal that considerable speaker-
specific information is captured by acoustic measures of laryngeal voice quality extracted
from vowels under optimal conditions. In conclusion, the Authors point out that some
speakers appear to be easier to characterise via voice quality than others. This means
that overall performance, and the potential improvements due to these cues, are highly
dependent on the studied speakers calling for caution when generalising about the speaker-
discriminatory power of features or combinations of features based on overall system
performances.

Phonetic measurements like HNR or the CPP have shown relations respectively to the
amount of additive noise in the speech signal and the periodicity perturbations, either
in amplitude, frequency or noise. Indeed, HNR has been correlated with hoarseness in
voice, [Yumoto and Gould, ����; Jotz et al., ����; Teixeira et al., ����], while CPP
has been correlated with breathiness, [Fraile and Godino-Llorente, ����; Keating and
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Kreiman, ����]. In addition, the SHR has also been correlated with a type of voice quality,
namely, creaky voice [Keating and Kreiman, ����; Keating et al., ����]. Eventually these
and other phonetic measurements (both correlated or completely independent from one
another, such as spectral measurements or energy distribution) have been part of studies
on individual characteristics through voice quality. Understanding the di�erent strategies
by which speakers modulate their voice quality during speech production is an important
addition to the set of components that define the speaker matrix containing the possible
variations that define their phonetic identity.

�.� Articulatory characteristics

The last section of this phonetic literature review relates to characteristics that have not
been directly investigated in this thesis. However, they are worth citing due to the cover-
age they have had in phonetics and their importance when considering between-speaker
variability. The embodiment of speech is the basic idea of phonetic characterisation. The
study of individual strategies of articulators that are used to produce intelligible speech
is a question of high importance from both the acoustic and the articulatory perspective.
The former can be defined as the investigation of the outcome of speech production, while
the latter focuses on the manner in which this outcome is produced. We discuss here-
after some works that refer to the previously cited articulatory components: articulation
and articulatory setting, see Figure �.�. They are defined as "the overall arrangement
and manoeuvring of the speech organs necessary for the facile accomplishment of natural
utterance" by [Honikman, ����].

It cannot be argued that some of the previously discussed measurements are correlated
with the study of speech articulation, e. g., as the correlation between formants and lips
protrusion or jaw opening. Many works have managed to integrate multiple articulatory
information by the means of acoustic measurements. [Henrich et al., ����; Bernardoni
et al., ����] show the importance of taking into account the laryngeal mechanism in
which the vocal sound is produced through the open quotient, which is an indicator of
laryngeal mechanism within a given voice production. In this study, spoken and sung
speech (�� minutes recordings of di�erent tasks by �� classically trained male and female
mostly professional singers) is analysed in order to explore the relationship between open
quotient laryngeal mechanisms, vocal intensity and fundamental frequency. f� and open
quotient are derived from the di�erentiated electroglottographic signal, using the DECOM
DEgg Correlation-based Open quotient Measurement method. The laryngeal mechanisms
that are studied mainly derive from the di�erent glottal configurations that male and
female speakers may show: mechanism � related to chest, modal, and male head register;
mechanism � related to falsetto for male and head register for female. The results show
that open quotient depends on the laryngeal mechanisms, with lower values of open
quotient found in mechanism �, as compared to mechanism �. The open quotient is
also strongly related to vocal intensity in mechanism � and to fundamental frequency
in mechanism �. The link between open quotient and vocal intensity mainly depends
on the laryngeal mechanism. Yet, the Authors suggest that a combination of analysis,
listening and measuring of open quotient and both other acoustical and EGG parameters
is required to determine which laryngeal mechanism is being used.

[Kreiman and Shue, ����] discusses the actual interest for the use of open quotient in
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speakers characterisation. The increases in open quotient are assumed to cause changes
in H�-H�, which in turn correspond to increases in perceived vocal breathiness. This study
further examines these assumptions through the analysis of audio recordings and high-
speed video images of the larynges of six phonetically, vocally healthy speakers who vary
in terms of f� and voice qualities quasi-orthogonally. Across speakers and voice qualities,
open quotient, the asymmetry coe�cient of the glottal area, and f� account for an average
of �� % of the variance in H�-H�. However, analyses of individual speakers show large
di�erences in the strategies used to produce the same intended voice qualities. Thus,
H�-H� can be predicted with good overall accuracy with its relationship to phonatory
characteristics which are highly speaker dependent.

Therefore, studies, such as [French et al., ����b], investigates individual articulatory
di�erences by the means of vocal tract output measures: MFCC, long-term formant dis-
tributions (LTFD) and scores based on vocal profile analysis (VPA) (see Section–�.�.�) of
long-term supra-laryngeal settings. Each was used to calculate a distance measure, quan-
tifying the divergence between each pair of voice samples, and an identification score,
in order to assess how well the features can classify pairs of samples. The results from
spontaneous speech of ��� male speakers of Standard Southern British English show the
highest error, of �� %, for the identification score obtained from VPA features and a cor-
relation between MFCC and LFTD while di�erent information is carried by the third
set of measurements. Therefore, the vocal tract itself provides a considerable amount of
useful information to characterise individual voices. The fact that the two acoustic out-
puts provide similar information, while the auditory VPA provides di�erent information
for voice characterisation, suggests a potential complementary improvement in speaker
discrimination power already evidenced by long term acoustic measures.

Another investigation on the complementary use and the potential for improvement of
speaker/speech information representation of articulatory information and MFCC is pro-
vided by [Najnin and Banerjee, ����]. In this case, MFCC are combined with articulatory
features which the Authors present as articulatory cepstral coe�cients (ACC), a repre-
sentation of short-term power spectrum of an articulatory trajectory signal based on
non-linear Mel-scale frequency. In order to assess the improved performance in speech
recognition by adding a more in depth representation of speech production, these features
are compared with classic MFCC, downsampled trajectories of di�erent articulatory pa-
rameters from electromagnetic articulograph (EMA) and vocal tract variables (TV), rep-
resenting gestures which specify the shape of the vocal tract. A total of ��� utterances
from the TIMIT database, read by a male and a female native British English speakers as
well as ���� utterances from a native British English speaker in a single session (MNGU�
data set). The data used to perform phoneme classification and to evaluate the proposed
features correspond to respectively �� and �� di�erent phonemes. The results show that
parallel use of MFCC and ACC improves recognition accuracy as compared to MFCC
alone or combined with the other articulatory features. This also suggests as well that
speech recognition improves significantly when classifiers are trained with a combination
of acoustic and articulatory features. The same high results are obtained with cross-
speaker classification, where the speech model was trained on a data set and tested on
the other one, showing decreasing phoneme error rates as well as a higher robustness to
noise than for the other features combinations.

Naturally, researchers that have focused primarily on articulatory investigations, and the
relationships between articulators and the carried information, are vastly present in the
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phonetic literature. In this sense, [Gick et al., ����] presents a broad description of ar-
ticulatory Phonetics applications and of the functional anatomy of the speech production
apparatus. The Authors give an extensive overview on both the interactions between the
human nervous system, respiration and the larynx as well as the actual implication of
articulators in the production of specific sounds. The key concept for articulatory studies
is that every speech sound results from body movements and that the movements of each
articulator can be traced back and analysed in order to reconstruct the many aspects of
speech sound production and perception.

Another aspect that makes articulatory studies interesting for our review, apart from
the idea of embodied characteristics in speakers’ productions, is the interest that these
works have in representing the dynamics of articulators during speech production. As
we discussed in the previous chapter, speech is a constantly changing object and the
search for a good representation of these continuous changes in relation with the carried
information and its influences is a fundamental challenge.

The influence of speaker-specific characteristics concerning vocal tract morphology and
muscle anatomy is discussed in [Perrier and Winkler, ����] with regards to the vowel /i/

from a reference �D biomechanical face model compared with two subjects. Specifically,
the vowel choice is justified by it being implied in the activation of muscles most likely
influenced by variations in head and neck morphology. In addition, a correct acoustic real-
isation of /i/ requires a precise position of the tongue along the palate highlighting the dif-
ferent speakers patterns. Findings show that the studied muscles are important for tongue
position control in vowel production. In addition, it is confirmed that speaker-specific
biomechanical properties can influence the level of accuracy required for the production
of given sounds. The Authors also point out findings from coarticulation strategies, high-
lighting that they are of great importance in order to determine speaker-specific gestures
during production. Understanding coarticulation, and in general sequential organisation
of gestures that speakers accomplish in order to optimise the e�ort for attaining the de-
sired acoustic outcomes, is more than important to explain the underlying mechanisms.
Hence, studies show that between-speaker variability is highly influenced by biomechan-
ical factors. However, these explain only partially the existing interactions between the
motor control underlying the production of the sounds and perceptual boundaries of these
sounds.

In a similar way, regarding the mechanisms involving tongue muscles and vocal tract
information, in [Winkler et al., ����a,b] two biomechanical tongue models are created from
a male and a female French speakers with di�erent vocal tract morphologies regarding the
relative location of the vocal tract bend and the typical morphologies found in female and
male speakers. Di�erences concerning both the shape and steepness of the palate were
considered taking results from a previous study, namely [Fuchs et al., ����]. Analysis on
these models show that, with a constant vocal tract length, the bending location appears
to have an important role in the relationship between vertical and horizontal dimensions
in the vocal tract and the respective degrees of freedom the tongue has within these
dimensions. Results in this sense are found for back and low vowels while high front ones
show a higher sensitivity to palate shape and the bend of the vocal tract location.

Findings on vocal tract geometries are reported by [Brunner et al., ����; Fuchs et al.,
����]. These studies focus on the relationship between pharyngeal distance and smaller
lower facial height, i. e., speakers with longer pharyngeal distance tend to have smaller
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lower facial height and vice versa, and its influence on vowel production. Using MRI data
from � French speakers, flesh points are defined on tongue surfaces for /ai/, /au/ and /ui/

and Euclidean distances are calculated. Results from PCA show that between-speakers
tongue variability for /a/ looks similar. However, the pharynx mechanisms vary more
consistently confirming the initial hypothesis that the pharynx length and facial height of
speakers also has an influence on their articulatory vowel space. The speakers having long
pharynx distance characteristics have smaller distances between high and low vowels, while
a smaller articulatory distance between front and back vowels is shown for speakers with a
short pharynx. In a similar way, [Serrurier et al., ����] uses static MRI to quantify inter-
speaker variability in vocal tract measurements of French isolated vowels and consonants
from �� French speakers, � male and � female. Average vocal tract contours coordinates,
Sagittal Function (rescaled from two stable points, lip to glottis) and Phoneme-specific
distributions are used in a PCA which results in the first two PCs respectively explaining
�� % and �� % of the variance. These results confirm the assumption that speakers
primarily aim towards auditory goals and adapt their articulation to the respective vocal
tract boundaries.

Figure �.�: Figures � and � from [Weirich and Fuchs, ����] combined. Mean articulatory
target positions of /s/ (dark green) and /S/ (light green). Di�erent plots show di�erent
speakers. Ellipses visualise the amount of (horizontal and vertical) variation of the tongue
tip. No ellipse is drawn for speaker DZf� since she did not seem to use the tongue tip.

Articulation of consonantal contrast between /s/ and /S/ is investigated by [Weirich and
Fuchs, ����] to explore the possible influence of morphological di�erences in contrast real-
isations. Results from twins and a heterogeneous group of speakers palate shapes are com-
pared using Electromagnetic Articulography and Electropalatography. The results show
that similar palate morphologies such as identical twins yield similar articulatory contrast
realisations in what concerns vertical and horizontal distances of the target tongue tip
positions. In addition, palatal height, anterior width of the palate, and palatal doming in
the contrast region are important influence factors for the contrast realisation. [Fuchs and
Toda, ����] only considers the consonant /s/ for �� equally distributed male and female
English and German speakers. The comparison of palatal size parameters did not show
consequent di�erences between the two sexes similarly to how it did when the language
factor was considered. This highlights that other biological factors might come into play
to explain the often reported male-female distinction, such as the length of the incisors.
These factors may cause di�erences in the front cavity length and, consequently, in the
acoustics. An additional report on male-female articulatory di�erences is presented by
[Weirich, ����] in which /i/, /a/, /u/ vowel spaces for German speakers show larger artic-
ulatory distances for male speakers, without di�erence in the acoustic distances between
the vowels and the sexes.
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This last section mostly served the purpose of completing the components description
with the underlying idea that the limited number of freedom degrees available to each
articulator results in recurring patterns of articulator activity and acoustic responses hypo-
thetically determined by constraints a�ecting several levels of organisation of the speaker’s
sensorimotor system. The works we discussed show some of the interactions between phys-
iological analyses and acoustic outcomes, obviously not exhausting the knowledge derived
from this approach. Nevertheless, articulography is useful to demonstrate dialectal and
language di�erences, e. g., in [Wieling et al., ����] where speakers from two Dutch dialects
are compared showing a structural di�erence in the position of the tongue. Indeed, more
anterior positions of the tongue for the speakers from the southern half of the Netherlands
against speakers from the northern half were found. The results may originate from a
further back pronunciation of more segments for the southern dialect than the north-
ern one, which present more frontal pronunciations. This contrasts previous findings on
Dutch dialects that did not show di�erences in the F� from monophthongs. However,
it demonstrates that a dynamic approach using acoustic vowel information (F� and F�)
measured across multiple time points does help in uncovering regional di�erences, high-
lighting improvements in the use of articulatory data in studies investigating language
variation.

This literature review chapter provides an overview of the components of speech that give
rise to what we perceive as voice. The following chapters present various applications of
voice characterisation, with a particular focus on on the approaches to which they are
related.
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Chapter �

Beyond classical phonetics

The second chapter of this first part focuses on multiple domains that study speaker char-
acteristics and their implication in between-speakers variability. Following the idea, stated
in [Nolan, ����; Bonastre et al., ����; Morrison and Thompson, ����], that there is no
scientific process that allows to uniquely characterise a person’s voice, speaker recognition
has been linked to di�erent approaches. The following four processes define various appli-
cations of voice recognition which influence the present work, given that our investigation
is placed in a multidisciplinary perspective.

Aural (auditory) recognition is defined as the human ability to listen and recognise
speakers based on their voice alone, with varying degrees of success. It is the basis of
speaker recognition. As discussed in the next chapter, listeners present di�erent levels of
ability to recognise speakers, and various factors may a�ect the reliability of this method.
Indeed, additional factors can increase the reliability of aural recognition such as famil-
iarity with the speaker, duration or context of the audio sample, lack of background noise
or vocal stress/disguise.

Spectrogram recognition involves, as the name suggests, the use of spectrographic
representation to perform a speaker identification. The Voice Identification and Acous-
tic Analysis Subcommittee of the International Association for Identification provides
methods to perform reliable and uniform spectrographic voice comparisons in a forensic
investigation. Following the said standards, the known and unknown samples must con-
tain spoken words that are comparable. An examination can only produce one of seven
decisions which are �-Identification, �-Probable identification, �-Possible identification,
�-Inconclusive, �-Possible Elimination, �-Probable Elimination, �-Elimination. The deci-
sions are based on aural and spectrographic comparisons of comparable words. Spectro-
grams have been commonly referred to as voiceprints, leading to an erroneous comparison
with fingerprints. Spectrograms display speech signals in a time ◊ frequency ◊ intensity
representation, where the horizontal and vertical axis represent time and frequency vari-
ations respectively, while colour depth represents the intensity. They constitute useful
engineering and voice analysis tools. A printed spectrogram can be seen as the only rea-
son for the use of the term voiceprint. Further discussion on the misconception of speech
as a biometric is presented in the following section.

In forensic phonetics speaker recognition, the speaker’s information is analysed
through a linguistic approach, with the expert focusing on the extraction of specific traits
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or characteristics. However, in contrast with the two cited approaches, it gives a numer-
ical estimate to how likely the examined voice sample is to be produced by a particular
speaker, following the so-called likelihood ratio from the Bayesian theory. Another def-
inition could be to estimate how many times more likely it is to observe the di�erences
between the samples assuming that they have come from the same, rather than di�erent,
speakers [Rose, ����].

Finally, we have the Automatic speaker recognition (ASR). Its basic idea is to
perform the recognition via a machine and use automatic procedures. State-of-the-art
ASR techniques rely on similarity measures across acoustic parameters extracted from a
set of recordings. These measures can take into account the statistical distributions for a
particular speaker, the content of the message and/or information about the environment
and recording medium. However, the use of a fully automated system can be challenging
and is a constraint that this progression in the field is attempting to overcome in order
to provide reliable responses. Furthermore, the last two recognition types are the object
of discussion in the following sections.

Section �.� of this chapter starts with considerations about the forensic applications of
Phonetics, both the methods and the studied components are presented. Some issues
that have emerged throughout the years concerning the importance of strict methodology
regarding the forensic application are as well discussed. Therefore, in this section, we first
introduce the forensic Phonetics domain and some of its main issues, and then present
some methods that characterise the forensic approach studies. Thirdly, we cover results
from some studies that we considered important to mention in perspective of what is
presented in Chapter �.

In a similar way, Section �.� introduces the ASR approach, focusing on the basics of this
domain and what the di�erent recognition tasks provide in terms of interpretation of the
between-speakers variability. Some works that cross the borders between phonetic and
automatic approaches are presented as well as the National Institute of Standards and
Technologies (NIST) campaigns that aim to provide a standardised evaluation of ASR
systems around the world.

The last section of this Chapter focuses on the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
and more specifically CNN as they cover a large part of our investigations. ANN are the
core of the multidisciplinary approaches that this chapter aims to present as they are used
in a continuously increasing amount of studies in various scientific domains.

As for what we discussed in the previous chapter, a summary of this chapter’s review
is presented in Section �.� analysing which aspects of the cited studies are used in this
thesis. The idea of sharing methods between multiple domains in order to achieve similar
objectives is fundamental in this thesis. In this sense, the present chapter provides the
basis for the di�erent approaches considered as being part of our investigation on speakers’
characterisation.

�.� Forensic speaker comparison

Even though the forensic application is not the main focus of the present work, given the
strong weight of this domain on the VOXCRIM project, it is important to integrate an
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overview of this approach and ideas that have contributed to our investigations. In this
sense, the aim of this section is not to provide an extensive review on the forensic Phonetics
domain, since more in-depth analysis have been proposed, e. g. in [Boë, ����; Rose, ����;
Bonastre et al., ����; Morrison, ����; Gold, ����], to which we refer throughout this
section.

For more than thirty years in France the major actors in FVC have been the Association
Francophone de la Communication Parlée (AFCP) and the Société Française d’Acoustique
(SFA). These groups continue to rea�rm the idea of experts’ competence, and reiterate
the need to be cautious when using voice in a forensic context, e. g. [Boë et al., ����; Boë
and Bonastre, ����]. In the courts no experts are registered as specialists in voice iden-
tification, rather experts in acoustics and vibration are recruited for legal identifications.
Hence, "because of ethical concerns, it is incumbent upon any specialist to demonstrate his
or her competence in speaker identification before assuming the authority of or operating
as an expert"�. In addition to these concerns about the competence of the experts, another
important aspect of the FVC reflection is the actual scientific knowledge and technological
development in the field of speaker recognition. The main conclusion regarding the lat-
ter aspect (since the first investigations by both Anglo-American and French researchers,
e. g. [Bolt et al., ����; Nolan, ����; Boë, ����]) is the idea that despite the technological
improvements and solutions for voice characterisation, at the present time there is still
no scientific process that enables us to identify with absolute certainty an individual from
his or her voice.

A common issue discussed by authors in the forensic domain is the di�erence between the
biometrics, such as fingerprints or iris recognition, and voice data. The first do not show
variations over the course of time and are impossible to modify, they have a significant
reliability. The probability of fingerprint characteristics confusion between two individuals
and the risk of a false alarm can be simply evaluated. In the case of voice data, as discussed
hereinabove, we have to study an inherently complex object, for which a large part of its
complexity lies in its relationship with its owner. The comparison between voices needs to
be considered through what is actually being compared. When modelling the information
from a voice it is important to consider how its di�erent components relate and interact.
Knowing how to interpret the ubiquitous variation in speech is necessary in order to assess
the comparability of speech samples.

Voices convey a large set of information of potential forensic importance in addition to
the linguistic message, e. g. the speaker’s sex, emotional or health state [Bonastre et al.,
����a]. However, all of this is combined in the same channel, erroneously referred to as
"voiceprint" or "voice signature" by the general public, in relation to the cited biometrics.
Still, speech recordings are indirect measurements of articulatory movements rather than
a trace left on a surface by contact with part of an individual’s body, or a direct sample
taken from it.

The speech organs give rise to instantaneous acoustic pressure variations. The param-
eters used to describe these variations depend on the speed of the articulation, on the
pitch and loudness of voice and even on the psychological state of the speaker and the
environmental stress. Within-speaker variability is intrinsically linked to the process of
speech production and is another recurrent concern for the models used in forensic in-

�Motion adopted the �th September ���� by the Board of the Groupe Communication Parlée of the
Société Française d’Acoustique.
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vestigations of voice. The e�ect of parameters describing transmission, recording and the
possibility that multiple voices or noises may have been superimposed must be added to
these factors, as described in [Nolan, ����]. When a speaker has been recorded over a
telephone line, the characteristics of the recording device, i. e. the microphone and the
telephone line, need to be considered. However, experts do not always have access to all
of this data.

The possibility of imitation or disguise is another common discussion in forensic issues.
Voice disguise is considered as the possible use of a whole range of techniques to distort
the voice, ranging from simple spectral equalisation to the use of a vocoder or more recent
techniques such as voice morphing. The resulting message may be recorded by its author
under conditions that are inaccessible to the investigators. In certain inquiries, as vastly
discussed in [Eriksson, ����], the only evidence available may consist of a recording of a
telephone conversation made by the suspect. Reliable speaker identification techniques
may encounter an understandable interest in tackling voice disguise. In the review made
by [Eriksson, ����], we see how various types of disguise may a�ect both the recognition
of a speaker’s voice and discrimination between unfamiliar speakers. In a similar way,
variations that are not artificially made are considered, namely the use of foreign language,
dialect or accent that may as well influence recognition and discrimination. When voice
disguise is used, we have to consider that, in most cases, the purpose is to conceal identity.
If imitation is used as a disguise, it is necessary to separate how successful the actual
imitation is from how well it serves the purpose of obscuring the personal characteristics of
the imitator. Furthermore, the perception of a speaker’s identity depends on a vast range
of both naturally occurring factors like dialect and familiarity with the spoken language as
well as di�erent ways of disguising one’s identity via manipulations, for example imitation
and impersonation.

As considered throughout all this thesis, the large number of possible variables that in-
tervene in the study of speech implies a consequent di�culty in experimental assessment.
Moreover, gathering experimental confirmation from a sample database with specific con-
ditions does not allow scientists and experts to generalise the results to other conditions.
The researchers have to continuously propose new hypotheses and change experiments’
conditions. The lack of commonly accepted methods in forensic speaker recognition is
linked to this variability, and to the involvement of multiple scientific areas that focus on
the di�erent aspects of the speech object.

A typical forensic speakers comparison analysis involves at least two recordings. The first
one is the criminal sample, also referred to as unknown, disputed, trace, or questioned
sample [Gold, ����], and contains the speech of an unknown individual. Other sounds
can be present in this recording, associated with the crime taking place. The second
recording is the suspect sample, also called known or reference, and is usually a recording
of a police interview [Rose, ����]. In the field of forensic speaker recognition, experts
use a variety of methods, e. g. acoustic analysis, auditory analysis, acoustic and auditory
analysis, fully ASR, or human-assisted ASR (HASR). However, a Bayesian framework is
commonly used. It allows the computation of the probability of obtaining the evidence
under the hypothesis that the samples came from the same person, versus the probability
of obtaining the evidence under the hypothesis that two di�erent speakers produced the
criminal and suspect samples.

With respect to forensic science, the Bayes’ theorem has been discussed in already cited
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works such as [Rose, ����; Kahn, ����; Gold, ����]. It is defined by three terms: the
posterior odds, the prior odds, and the log likelihood ratio (LLR). In order to update one’s
beliefs, the theorem suggests that the posterior odds is equal to the prior odds multiplied
by the LLR, as shown by the following equation:

p(Hp|E)
p(Hd|E) = p(Hp)

p(Hd) ◊ p(E|Hp)
p(E|Hd)

PosteriorOdds = PriorOdds ◊ LikelihoodRatio

Where Hp and Hd are respectively the hypothesis from the prosecution (the criminal and
suspect are the same person) and defence (the criminal and suspect are not the same
person), while p is the probability. The E term represents the evidence in question.
Hence, each of the three terms are represented by a probability: the posterior odds is
the probability of the prosecution hypothesis being correct given the evidence divided
by the probability of the defence hypothesis being correct given the evidence; the prior
odds corresponds to the probability of the prosecution hypothesis being correct divided
by the probability of the defence hypothesis being correct; the LLR is the probability
of obtaining the evidence given the prosecution hypothesis divided by the probability of
obtaining the evidence given the defence hypothesis.

Numerically, the posterior odds are the multiplication of the prior odds by the LLR.
However, deriving the posterior and prior odds is the responsibility of the trier(s) of
fact in combination with the evidence provided by expert testimony. The prior odds
represent any existing probability of the hypothesis being true prior to the consideration
of new evidence being introduced. In practice, it can be problematic, because even small
changes can result in significant modifications of the posterior odds. The third term
of the Bayesian equation, the LLR, is a measure of the strength of the evidence [Rose,
����; Bonastre et al., ����b]. It is the only portion of the Bayesian framework in which
a forensic expert should provide an opinion obtained from two competing probabilities.
The numerator of the LLR is the probability of the prosecutor’s hypothesis, while the
denominator represents the probability of the defence one. In the LLR equation, when the
numerator is higher than the denominator, the prosecution hypothesis is supported, while
with a higher denominator, the defence is supported. The distance of the resulting LLR
from � corresponds to the strength of evidence. It is usually converted to a logarithmic
value, therefore, a positive value indicates support for the prosecution hypothesis, while
a negative value indicates support for the defence.

Neither the LLR nor the prior odds on their own constitute a Bayesian probability, rather,
it is the value of the posterior odds that equates to a Bayesian belief of probability. The ex-
pert opinion is presented either numerically or verbally. Various methodologies in order to
obtain the results are present in the literature, in [Aitken and Lucy, ����] di�erent meth-
ods are studied and compared. Three main applications stand out in this comparison: the
use of an LLR algorithm that can handle correlation through statistical weightings, e. g.
the Multivariate Kernel Density (MKD) algorithm; Bayesian networking that accounts
for correlations by considering feature distributions and variances and perform statistical
weightings; and a solution proposed in the field of ASR referred to as logistic-regression
fusion, which accounts for correlations in the resulting LRs and then applies statistical
weightings.
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Finally, a derived measure of the LLR commonly used in automatic approaches to foren-
sic investigations is represented by the Log Likelihood Ratio cost validity metric (Cllr),
discussed e. g. in [Morrison and Enzinger, ����]. This is a single value summary of system
performance. If the test pair is a same-speaker pair the higher the likelihood ratio the
better the performance in range [0; 1].

�.�.� Results from the forensic literature

After discussing the theoretical background for forensic phonetics, hereafter we focus on
some results from related studies. As noted previously, we observe that there is not just
a single acoustic parameter on which the literature focuses in order to perform speakers
comparison. In Table �.� below are listed the five most discriminant voice parameters
resulting from an international forensic survey from [Gold, ����].

�. Voice quality

�. Dialect/accent variants and vowel formants

�. Speaking tempo and fundamental frequency

�. Rhythm

�. Lexical/grammatical choices, vowel and consonant realisations, phonological pro-
cesses, and fluency

Table �.�: Top five most discriminant phonetic parameters resulting from an international
survey on Forensic Speaker Comparison reported by [Gold, ����].

Despite voice quality being considered the most discriminant parameter by forensic ex-
perts, it is less present in the literature with source and filter characteristics taking the
advantage. Studies such as [Gold, ����; Hughes et al., ����] take into account voice
quality in the forensic domain. As said in both the previous and the present chapters,
they analyse multiple voice quality measurements, e. g. H�-A�, H�-A�, H�-A�, H�-H�,
H�-H�. These present a strong influence by the recording conditions, which is one of the
main issues a�ecting the forensic domain. In the same perspective, [Klug et al., ����]
compares results from CPP and HNR with the latter not resulting in significant scores
and being highly influenced by the transmission channel. In the same way, [French et al.,
����a; Hughes et al., ����; san Segundo et al., ����] develop the idea of performing a
phonetic characterisation through a vocal profile which regroups a large set of speech
components the speaker has to be characterised from. The conclusion from all these stud-
ies is that voice quality cues have promising results for forensic speaker comparison, as
they are capable of capturing specific traits from a speaker that are absent from another.
However, since some voice quality characteristics could be completely absent in certain
speakers they remain di�cult to use as isolated characteristics and push researchers to
increasingly adopt multiparametric approaches.

Voice quality being a recent application for forensic studies, we found that the majority
of the literature from speaker comparison focuses on the source and filter’s data. Both
f� and formants are examined in long-term perspectives [Asadi et al., ����], multiple
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measurements extracted throughout the analysed token. The linguistic material varies
from isolated vowels and diphthongs to common whole words in order to add knowledge
about a shared material to perform the comparison. Considering the high discriminant
power of f� discussed in the previous chapter, we highlight here its use in forensic studies
for the analysis of voice disguise. As mentioned above in [Eriksson, ����], f� maintains a
speaker’s characteristic even when the speaker performs a voice disguise. Similar results
are shown by [Zhang and Tan, ����] on Chinese read speech. �� male speakers were
tested in a voice comparison study where they were asked to record using �� types of
disguised voice. The results show that only � speakers were highly misclassified, having
accuracy scores under �.�� while half of the examined speakers showed perfect scores,
demonstrating the important stability of f� even in a situation of voice disguise.

Concordant results are shown by [Künzel et al., ����] on natural and disguised speech data
from ��� German speakers recorded � times over a period of � to � months. Experiments
are limited to estimate the performance degradation when the suspect is known to be
the author of the disguised test speech. The results indicate that the three types of voice
disguise, i. e. increased voice pitch (even falsetto speech), lowered voice pitch and pinching
the nose while speaking, do not significantly a�ect the performance of the system.

The issue of voice disguise is also examined through rhythmic measurements, e. g. in [Lee-
mann and Kolly, ����] where dialect imitation is used to study the between- and within-
speakers variation in the suprasegmental plane. Read speech from �� German speakers,
half Zurich German and Bern German is used with � females and � males per dialect.
The examined measurements correspond to those presented in the previous chapter Sec-
tion �.�.�. The results reveal an important between-speakers variability while maintaining
a low within-speaker variability across the disguise condition. The rate-normalised av-
erage di�erences between consecutive voiced interval duration (nPVIVO) shows a perfect
invariance regardless of whether the speech is disguised or not. This conclusion shows
complementarity between temporal and frequency domain cues for speakers characteris-
tics. However, it indicates that speakers who performed well at imitating another dialect
may have been mistaken for native speakers of that dialect because they were able to
approximate the target’s suprasegmental temporal features. These findings remain based
on a highly controlled set of data.

The same set of temporal measurements is studied in a purely voice comparison study
in [Leemann et al., ����] where evidence is provided to assess the speaker-specific nature
of suprasegmental temporal characteristics. The percentage over which speech is vocalic
(% V) and voiced (% VO) revealed the strongest e�ects of the speaker, with % V and
% VO robust to speaking style variability as well. % VO shows high robustness to chan-
nel variability. Even though % V and % VO perform well in explaining suprasegmental
temporal variability between speakers the authors state that there is not yet an adequate
understanding of what exactly governs variability in these two timing parameters. On one
hand, speaker-specific temporal patterns may be a result of a speaker’s anatomical con-
figurations, governed by neurological motor patterns in the brain of the speaker. On the
other hand, they may be caused by the speakers’ acquired idiolectal way of articulation.
A way to understand the role of speaker anatomy and speaker idiolect in the variability
of speech temporal features is suggested in the study of twins. In particular, with iden-
tical twins, the influence of phonetic di�erences between the speech of two anatomically
similar individuals can be examined as any di�erence between them normally reflects
environmental e�ects.
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In sum, this study shows relevant information for forensic cases in which there is a mis-
match of speaking styles between trace and suspect material, as well as for cases where
the speech signal is degraded by mobile phone transmission. Furthermore, articulation
rate in read speech from �� German speakers from both sexes is examined in [Künzel
et al., ����]. With recordings being made on telephone channels, the temporal infor-
mation shows more consistent results than intensity or f� in terms of between-speakers
variability.

Formants represent the most commonly used features in forensic studies, especially through
the modelling of dynamics using polynomial functions or discrete cosine transform ap-
proaches. Actual studies on twins are carried out using formants, e. g. in [san Segundo
and Yang, ����], where the two cited dynamics computations are compared as well. Vo-
calic sequences are taken from a corpus of �� Spanish speakers who share di�erent levels
of familiarity, e. g. from �� monozygotic twin pairs to �� completely unrelated ones who
are familiar to one another. The results show increasing performance with the increase
of the number of coe�cients for both curve computations with the highest Cllr at �.��.
In a similar way, making the comparison text-independent by adding vocalic sequences
of di�erent linguistic content increases the performance and demonstrates how the actual
dynamic of formants remains despite the pronounced speech. However, monozygotic twin
pairs deteriorate the system’s performance, as well as the brother comparisons with a
lower e�ect.

Similar sounding voices are also studied in [Rose, ����], which investigates the nature of
between- and within-speaker variation in the acoustic characteristics of the word "hello".
Within-segment variation is determined with the repetition of the same word under dif-
ferent prosodic conditions. Six Australian males are compared with respect to f� and
patterns of the resonances below � kHz. The results demonstrate that between-speaker
acoustic di�erences are not ubiquitous: �� out of �� pairs of speakers show significant
results in the F�-F� bandwidth. Other results on formants trajectories extracted from
a whole word are discussed for the hexaphonic disyllabic Cantonese word daihyat (first)
from �� male speakers in [Rose and Wang, ����]. Evaluation through Cllr shows best
performance with lower order polynomials, with F� requiring a cubic fit, and F� and F�
quadratic. Fusion of formants and f� trajectories results in considerable improvement
over the individual features.

At a lower level of modelling, [Jialin and Rose, ����] uses F� and F� trajectories from
�� male Cantonese speakers of the diphthong /ei/. The best Cllr is �.�� with the use
of both formants. The results shows a high influence of the reference population on the
comparison. Further results from formants trajectories of vowels /i/, /e/ and /a/ from
�� male speakers of standard Chinese are presented in [Morrison et al., ����]. The results
show that vowel /i/ outperform its counterparts with a Cllr of �.��, while including all
three vowels in the comparison shows a score of �.��. In a similar way, [Rose and Win-
ter, ����] investigates the first three formants trajectories from seven Australian English
speakers using monophthongs extracted from words spoken in a stressed environment,
showing errors below � %.
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�.� Automatic Speaker Recognition

ASR is the closest domain to phonetic characterisation in our analysis. The training
phase of an automatic system can be compared to the within-speaker variability descrip-
tion while the test phase, which gives probabilities of an audio file belonging to one
speaker or another, can be compared to between-speaker models. A leading technique
in ASR are i-vectors (for intermediate representation vector), which are a set of features
commonly modelled from MFCC and compared using a Gaussian Mixture Model based
Universal Background Model (GMM-UBM) [Kahn, ����; Bousquet et al., ����; Sahidul-
lah and Saha, ����a]. Speaker characteristics statistical distributions are modelled by a
descriptive approach during the train phase while the decision phase models are compared
to a reference population in order to find the higher resemblance between tested speakers
and their models.

Figure �.�: Figure � from [Tirumala et al., ����]. Main areas of research for ASR.

The automatic speech processing literature traditionally distinguishes two main tasks or
branches in ASR: identification (SID), where the identity of the speaker is chosen from a
pool of 1 : N possible classifications; and verification (ASV), where the speaker’s identity
is tested in a binary classification, e. g. in order to confirm a claimed identity. These two
tasks can both be performed via two approaches: text-dependent, where the spoken trace
for the test is known or even proposed by the evaluator; and text-independent, in which
the material for the test is completely open. Both identification and verification systems
extract speakers’ characteristics in order to assess the speaker’s identity. In some cases
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a system is asked not to find the identity of the speaker but to answer on whether the
same speaker is talking in a chosen audio segment, this is the aim of diarisation tasks.
Clustering of speakers with similar voice’s characteristics is a derivation of the diarisation
process that we consider in relation to perception studies in the next chapter. Figure �.�
below shows a schematic summary of ASR tasks.

Similarly to the forensic overview in the previous section, the objective hereafter is not
to give an extensive review of the ASR domain, but to point out its main constitutive
aspects as more comprehensive reviews can be found e. g. in [Calliope, ����; Bimbot
et al., ����; Kinnunen and Li, ����]. As for many NLP problems, ASR systems working
pipeline includes three stages: the selection of a linguistic input and its related extraction
of features; a processing phase of the named parameters in order to create and compare
speakers’ models; and a decision making algorithm used in order to process the task’s
output.

During the enrolment or training phase, parameters extraction is performed on speech
signals. A voice activity detection algorithm is usually applied in order to select the frames
presenting the most energy from which the parameters are computed. Di�erent techniques
have been used in the literature, the most common representation of input parameters is
through cepstral coe�cients on a Mel frequency scale. After the calculation of MFCC and
possibly centred and reduced, the vectors may also incorporate dynamic information, i. e.
information about the way these vectors vary in time. This is classically done by using
the � and �� parameters, which are polynomial approximations of the first and second
derivatives. Nevertheless, linear prediction approaches, i. e. Linear Prediction Coe�cients
(LPC), Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP), etc., have been used as an alternative to
MFCC. An extensive review on feature extraction techniques is given by [Tirumala et al.,
����].

Since [Reynolds, ����; Reynolds et al., ����], the GMM-UBM approach occupies a dom-
inant position concerning the representation of the selected speakers in a D-dimensional
features space. More specifically, the distribution of vectors extracted is modelled by a
Gaussian mixture density, which is defined as a weighted linear combination of multiple
unimodal Gaussian densities, each parameterised by a mean vector and a covariance ma-
trix. Further computations have been integrated throughout the years in order to obtain
the speakers’ representations which take the name of i-vector [Dehak et al., ����, ����;
Bousquet et al., ����], while in recent applications of neural network based embeddings
the name x-vectors have been used [Snyder et al., ����].

In the case of a GMM-UBM system during the decision making phase a LLR computation
is applied in order to compare the vectors and to give the similarity rates between speakers.
The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is the main alternative to the GMM-UBM approach
for the representation of speaker characteristics. It consists of three steps: using the
Viterbi algorithm by which the probability that the observed sequence is produced by
the model is computed; the sequences capable of maximising this probability are selected;
and a training on the model is performed aiming to adjust its parameters for maximising
probability to create the best model for given training sequences. Other common ASR
techniques used for the comparison between the test trace and the training models include
the use of Cosine Distance Scoring (CDS), Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis
(PLDA) or Support Vector Machine (SVM). In the latter case, the decision is made
by linearly separating the vectors through a hyperplane and afterwards calculating the
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shortest distance between the test vector and those of the model.

[Reynolds, ����] presents high performance speaker identification and verification sys-
tems based on GMM-UBM and LLR computation. The results are obtained from four
databases from the English language: TIMIT, NTIMIT, Switchboard and YOHO. The
first two present recordings of �� read sentences from ��� speakers using either microphone
or telephone channel. The Switchboard database provides telephone speech as well in the
form of spontaneous conversations from ��� speakers collected under home/o�ce acoustic
conditions. The YOHO database was designed to support text-dependent speaker verifi-
cation. It has a defined train/test scenario in which each of the ��� speakers is prompted
to read a series of �� combination-lock phrases. The recordings were collected in an o�ce
environment using a telephone handset.

The di�erent levels of degradations and content variability found in this study allow for
the examination of system performance for di�erent task domains. Identification rates
for the TIMIT and NTIMIT experiments are of �� % and �� %, respectively, showing the
important influence of the recording support on the results. A reduced set of speakers
from the Switchboard database shows an identification rate of �� %. Concerning the
verification results, expressed in EER, rates of �.�� %, �.�� %, �.�� % and �.�� % are
obtained on the TIMIT, NTIMIT, Switchboard and YOHO databases, respectively.

NTIMIT and Switchboard performance shows similar trends, however the factors de-
grading the two databases are di�erent. The first presents high noise levels as the main
degradation, whereas hand-set variability and cross-channel echo are the major degrada-
tion factors in Switchboard. The results from the YOHO database show that very low
error rates are possible for a secure access verification application, beside the overall EER
of �.�� % a false rejection rate of �.�� % and a �.� % false acceptance rates are obtained.
The constrained vocabulary along with the quality of the recorded speech allowed the
model to focus on the speakers’ characteristics without extraneous channel variabilities.

The verification experiments also demonstrated the need to select background speakers to
cover the population of expected imposters. A mixed-sex experiment is also conducted,
where a set of background speakers equally distributed among more or less similar speak-
ers performs better than using only similar speakers as the background population. In
the verification task, the system appears to perform better for male speakers than for
female ones, the same trend is also observed in TIMIT/NTIMIT results. This study has
established baseline results and discussion points for all the ASR domains. The major
limiting factor is performance in transmission degradations, i. e. noise and microphone
variability.

In a similar way, as mentioned above, [Bimbot et al., ����] o�ers an overview of a state-of-
the-art text-independent speaker verification system. Details about the training and test
phases are discussed, from speech parameterisation through cepstral analysis to Gaussian
mixture modelling, with modelling alternatives as well such as neural networks and SVM.
Score normalisation is also explained, this represents an important step to deal with
real-world data such as mismatch conditions between training and test. Through the
various experiments achieved on the use of normalisation in speaker verification, the use
of prior information like the handset type or speakers’ sex during normalisation parameter
computation is shown to be relevant to improve performance.

Alternative windowing techniques to compute MFCC are proposed in [Sahidullah and
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Saha, ����b] based on fundamental property of discrete time Fourier transform di�eren-
tiation in frequency domain. The newly extracted features represent the power spectrum
of the original spectrum as well as its derivative integrating phase information. �� di-
mensional feature vectors are computed using �� filters linearly spaced in Mel scale from
speech frames of size �� ms. The tested systems are shown to attain consistent perfor-
mance improvements over baseline single tapered Hamming window. Speaker verification
task is performed using GMM-UBM and SVM classifiers, speech data for the reference
population and the test phase comes from di�erent databases, SRE��, SRE��, SRE��,
SRE��, commonly used in ASR domain and which we describe in the next section. An
average of ��� utterances from more than ��� speakers for each sex are present in each
of the sets, which gives a consequent evaluation database. Target models are created by
adapting the means of the UBM with an established threshold’s relevance factor. Speaker
recognition experiments are carried out with di�erent window functions keeping other
blocks identical i. e. pre-processing, feature extraction and classification. During the
score computation, the top � Gaussians of corresponding background models per each
frame are considered.

There is a consistent performance improvement for proposed window based speaker verifi-
cation for both GMM-UBM and SVM systems. In comparison with the baseline Hamming
window based system, a relative decrease of EER between �.� % and � % is shown. It
is also observed that performance of second order window based systems is better than
first order window based systems. Furthermore, whispered speech from �� speakers of
Irish English is studied in [Mary and Yegnanarayana, ����] using MFCC extracted on
frames of size higher than �� ms in order to capture long-term features. The results show
an increase of EER around � % in a speaker verification task using a classic GMM-UBM
but an improved robustness against noise and reverberation. In a similar way, using a
SVM based system [Sahidullah and Saha, ����a] investigate di�erent MFCC computation
showing a consistent decrease of EER, up to �� % with a system capable of combining
di�erent representations. The linguistic material used in this study is made of � minutes
conversation parts from the Fisher corpus, American English, divided in � subcorpus.

Mismatch of acoustic material in the form of whispered speech leading to increased num-
ber of identification errors is discussed as well in [Vestman et al., ����]. The problem is
approached via acoustic mismatch compensation from a feature extraction perspective.
Whispered speech is intelligible, however it presents low-intensity signals, prone to ex-
trinsic distortions. Read whispered speech from �� English speakers, sex balanced, is
used. The authors take advantage of long-term speech analysis methods that utilise slow
articulatory movements in speech production through frequency domain linear prediction
and time-varying linear prediction features. The experiment indicates that when tested
in normal-whisper mismatched conditions, the proposed features improve speaker recog-
nition performance by � to �� % over standard MFCC in relative terms. On the other
hand, performance degradation with normal-normal voice experiment is observed.

Moreover, the recognition performance for the whispered female voice is better than for the
male voice, contradicting with the usual observation in speaker recognition experiments.
The findings from speaker-by-speaker analysis performances show considerable accuracy
di�erences across the speakers. This suggests that the articulatory process to produce
whispered voice is highly influenced by both sex and speaker factors. Some speakers are
naturally good at disguising themselves by producing close to unidentifiable whispered
voices.
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The influence of multiple speaking styles on speaker recognition is the object of study
of works such as [Mao et al., ����]. A corpus made of singing, humming and normal
reading speech utterances from �� male and �� female Chinese speakers is used to test
text-dependent and text-independent GMM-based and x-vector based speaker verification
systems.

The results of the experiment show that the information present in humming and singing
speech is more distinguishable than in normal reading speech for conventional ASV sys-
tems. Humming shows better speaker discriminant information than singing, itself being
better than the normal reading. This study attempts to investigate how the multispeak-
ing styles a�ect the automatic speaker verification. Furthermore, the cross-speaking style
in training and test phases is also studied. Both GMM and x-vector are very vulnerable
to deal with this issue as pointed out by other studies mentioned above. In addition,
combining the three speaking styles significantly improves the x-vector systems’ results,
while no gains are shown by GMM-based systems.

Further investigations on the performance of ASR systems using di�erent modelling and
decision algorithms are present e. g. in [Nayana et al., ����; Zhang, ����; Jessen et al.,
����]. The latter compares two ASR systems, the first is an i-vector PLDA based on PLP
parameters while the second system integrates DNN functionalities and MFCC. Both are
tested in three population variants. The di�erence between the first and second variant
lies in the number of speakers used as reference, �� against ���. In the third variant, the
background model is obtained through speakers drawn from data of a real forensic voice
comparison case. In all three test phases speakers from the latter database are used.

In comparing the three variants, it was shown across the two systems that the inclusion
of a background model that is dedicated to the conditions of the case leads to improved
performance over the use of a default system. The di�erence in the size of the refer-
ence population, however, did not matter. Concerning the PLDA and DNN comparison,
improved results are shown by the latter system.

The results from the PLDA system show that performance is better in Variant � than
Variant �, i. e. when the reference population includes fewer speakers, which is in contrast
with what would be expected. However, the Authors observe that knowing that the
reference population is saturated beyond �� speakers is good news because of the di�culty
to supply large amounts of case-relevant population data in forensic cases. A consistent
improvement for both systems is observed in Variant � of the test. It determines that the
use of a background model trained from case-relevant data improves performance relative
to the system-internal default background model.

The di�erences of performance of the two versions of the ASR system show a clear pattern,
as for each of the three variants, performance is improved with the integration of DNN.
In a similar way, the comparison between GMM and DNN based systems is discussed in
[Zhang, ����] in an ASV test. The experiments conducted on SRE�� and SRE�� data
sets, with di�erent lengths of enrolment speech from �� to ��� s, show that the DNN
system outperforms its counterpart in most cases in terms of accuracy and discrimination
metrics. In [Nayana et al., ����] text independent ASR systems are implemented using
GMM and i-vector methods with cepstral and PLP coe�cients. The results show that
accuracy for SID is improved when using the i-vector method with the PLDA classifier
rather than with a cosine distance based classifier. Furthermore, the performance shows
improvements with longer utterances. In this sense, a comprehensive overview on system
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comparison and evaluation metrics is presented by [Poddar et al., ����].

The authors attempt to incorporate supplementary information using the quality of the
estimated model parameters. A class of quality measures formulated using the zero-order
su�cient statistics is used during the i-vector extraction process. The proposed methods
demonstrate considerable improvement in speaker recognition performance especially in
short duration conditions. Similar improvements are observed over existing systems based
on di�erent duration-based quality measures.

However, even though there is a considerable improvement with the distance-based pro-
posed quality measures, there is no consistent indication on which quality measure dis-
tance function is more appropriate. This opens up the possibility of further optimisation
of distance measures for quality estimation. In this work, GMM-based i-vectors are con-
sidered, and similar investigations on quality measure can be made with DNN-based
i-vector systems. Therefore, the authors state that it would be interesting to explore the
general use case of the proposed quality measures where acoustic variability needs to be
computed.

�.�.� NIST Campaigns

The evaluation of i-vectors and ASR systems has been the main objective of annual
campaigns from the NIST since ����. Additional speech recognition domains are rep-
resented by Language Recognition Evaluation (LRE), Speaker Recognition Evaluation
(SRE), Speaker Recognition for Biometrics, Forensics and for Investigatory purposes and
HASR. Participation is open to both industry and academia in order "to drive the technol-
ogy forward, to measure the state-of-the-art, and to find the most promising algorithmic
approaches"�. The evaluation of automatic techniques and approaches is important to
better represent the observed real-world. However, phonetic interpretation is fundamen-
tal in everything concerning speech data. In this section, we present results from studies
that use NIST recommended data for speaker recognition, while in the next section we
review studies that combine phonetic and automatic approaches.

In order to participate in the regular evaluation, participants must first complete the
Conversational Telephone Speech Challenge. The evaluation rules for the last five years
remain the same. Both the metrics and the linguistic material used in the NIST campaigns
are established by the institution itself for each of the di�erent campaign domains. This
way, the participants have highly comparable results. A primary metric is defined by a
basic cost model measure to quantify the speaker detection performance. It is defined as
a weighted sum of false-reject (missed detection) and false-alarm error probabilities for
a decision threshold. In addition to the primary metric, an alternative, the Cllr, may be
used to measure how well all scores represent the likelihood ratio and that penalises for
errors in score calibration.

Concerning the data, in the latest iteration of SRE��, a multimodal and multilingual
corpus collected by the Linguistic Data Consortium and named WeCanTalk is used as both
development and test sets. This corpus is composed of phone calls and video recordings
collected outside North America, from speakers of Cantonese, English and Mandarin.
Subjects made multiple calls to people in their social surroundings and recorded videos

�NIST SRE, from <https://sre.nist.gov>.
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of themselves while performing monologues. The recorded speech is used as trials (target
and non-target) with enrolment and test segments originating from di�erent source types
i. e., conversational telephone speech and audio from video, as well as cross-language
trials. Similar to SRE��, a video-only track is included in the test data set as an optional
additional submission. For the training sets, participants can choose both from past NIST
campaigns training sets and other open access datasets.

Throughout the years, di�erent techniques have contributed to the ASR state-of-the-art
that the NIST campaigns helped to develop. One of the hallmarks of the NIST SREs
has been to continuously develop the evaluations to address more challenging data and
conditions as the underlying technology improves. The main issues involve channel and
language mismatch with state-of-the-art systems increasing their capabilities to deal with
shorter enrolment and test segments as well. The interplay between speaker characteristics
and audio-visual (or multimodal) recognition is an additional challenge, as well as data
confidentiality, which may continue to drive the field evaluations forward.

The works we discuss hereafter are selected from systems participating in past campaigns,
and some that only used NIST SRE datasets as evaluation tools. These examples are
intended to represent the standards both in terms of the score obtained and the methods
used.

[Sadjadi et al., ����] presents the IBM speaker recognition system for conversational
speech for SRE��. The main advancement that contributes to this system includes the
use of a nearest-neighbour discriminant analysis (NDA) approach, as opposed to LDA.
The same opposition is analysed in [Khosravani et al., ����] which shows very di�erent
results. In the former, Feature space Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (fMLLR)
features, commonly used for speech recognition, are adapted to perform channel and
session compensation of i-vectors. The use of a DNN acoustic model is investigated in
order to compute the frame-level alignments required in the i-vector estimation process.
The results show that fMLLR features provided consistent improvements over MFCC. The
DNN based UBM resulted in performance improvements with the lowest EER obtained
of �.�� %. However, error analysis of low scoring target trials reveals issues for this
modelling technique in recordings presenting overlapping speech, background noise/music
and signal clipping e�ects. Overall, NDA is more robust than LDA for multimodal data,
hence more e�ective for channel compensation. In contrast, [Khosravani et al., ����]
presents a system based on MFCC and PLP features with a comparison between PLDA
and the NDA approach. The fusion of MFCC and PLP shows a relative improvement
of �� % in terms of system accuracy metrics, compared to MFCC alone. In order to
quantify the contribution of the di�erent decision algorithms they are tested in multiple
scenarios. LDA outperforms NDA in the case of PLP, however, in fusion based modelling
NDA results show better performance. Overall both algorithms have better results with
utterances of �� s, which is shorter than the data set average duration of �� s.

The primary objective of SRE�� was the development of robust speaker recognition tech-
nologies for new languages, which had much less training data than those commonly
studied in the state-of-the-art of ASR. As one additional issue is the complete absence of
meta-data from those languages, systems compensating for this particular evaluation are
presented in [Rouvier et al., ����; Shon and Ko, ����] with similar investigations about
decision algorithms and modelling features comparisons to those already mentioned.

[Shon and Ko, ����] uses MFCC and a DNN based system with normalisation scores for
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language and channel factors, which allows to obtain EERs between �� % and �� %. These
results appear consistent with [Rouvier et al., ����], where a series of systems based on
the di�erent parameter extraction and speaker modelling techniques described above are
used as well as windowing and signal filtering alternatives, registering an EER of �� %
with the use of a hybrid system. The hybrid system presents both MFCC and PLP as
modelling features with PLDA and DNN analysis.

The use of DNN has been increasing in recent years for the best performing systems, it is
the case for e. g. [Zheng et al., ����], the best scoring system for SRE��. It involves sub-
systems, including, e. g. Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), Residual Networks (ResNet),
and Visual Geometry Group (VGG) architectures. The scores are computed mainly by
cosine distance and an adapted PLDA backend. For each system, calibration uses logistic
regression on the SRE�� development data. The fusion score is an equal weighted average
of the scores of the systems. The most important observation from these experiments is
that domain adaptation of PLDA and score normalisation are not useful to reduce EER.
Another interesting example from the latest SRE iteration is described in [Lee et al.,
����], which compares di�erent systems from multiple academy participants.

The collaboration involves researchers from eight research teams across Europe and Asia.
The submission is based on the fusion of top performing subsystems and subfusion sys-
tems provided by individual teams. A particular e�ort is made on the use of common
development and validation datasets, in order to minimise inconsistencies in trial list and
score file format across participants. For score fusion, a Python implementation of the
BOSARIS toolkit [Brummer and de Villiers, ����] is used for logistic regression LLR
scores. When fusing the described subsystems and embeddings it emerges that, while
individual systems perform good, their contribution might be little when they are inte-
grated with many similar ones. In contrast, systems showing low individual performance
integrate better thanks to their di�erent behaviours. Moreover, some systems with little
contribution have a critical impact on the remaining performance gains on progress set.

Moreover, NIST corpora has been used as an evaluation tool for ASR systems which did
not actively participate in the campaigns. For instance, [Dumpala et al., ����] presents
an interesting ASR analysis through an i-vector approach on non speech sound, such
as laughter and breath. An understanding of the weight of speaker-specific information
carried by these variations of speech is important to build a good speaker recognition
system. In this study, the i-vector system is trained only on neutral speech, from NIST
SRE��-��, and its performance is evaluated on laughs. Further, the inclusion of laughter
sounds during training is considered. The results demonstrate that this inclusion provides
complementary speaker-specific information and an overall improved performance. The
corpus for the test phases contains several hours of conversational speech recordings from
�� speakers (�� male and �� female). Phonetic annotation is present and the laugh
segments are separately labelled.

The same data sets are used in [Georgea et al., ����], in order to perform ASR in language
mismatch conditions. MFCC and relative � coe�cients are the selected features for the
GMM-UBM based system in comparison to a cosine distance features based one. Results
show that reference speakers who are phonetically and geographically closer to the target
ones, contribute more to the ASV performance. A reduced reference population makes
the cosine based system perform better, with further gains achieved by fusing the two
systems, demonstrating the complementary nature of error patterns.
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Data from SRE��-�� is used as part of the investigation on feature representation by
[Bousquet et al., ����; Richardson et al., ����]. The former investigates i-vector repre-
sentation based on LDA covariance scoring compared to a Gaussian-PLDA model. Sig-
nificant performance improvements are demonstrated after two iterations of Spherical
Nuisance normalisation and initialising the PLDA matrices according to the new i-vector
representation. Nevertheless, estimation of the PLDA parameters remains necessary as
the system yields slightly worse performance when running only one iteration of the
expectation-maximisation algorithm, �.�� % EER for males and �.�� % EER for females.
Whereas in [Richardson et al., ����], features learned a posteriori by DNN on MFCC
provide significant performance gains for speaker and language recognition tasks. The
unified DNN approach is shown to yield substantial performance improvements on the
the ���� Domain Adaptation Challenge speaker recognition task (�� % reduction in EER
for the out-of-domain condition) and on the NIST ���� Language Recognition Evaluation
(�� % reduction in EER for the �� s test condition).

In addition to the use of purely ASR based features in order to represent speakers’ char-
acteristics, some researchers focus on more phonetically related features that are adapted
to ASR techniques. This is the case e. g. for [Reynolds et al., ����], where SRE�� data
is used as training material. A system fusion of SVM and GMM-UBM is tested through
duration mismatch conditions; test material contains �,� minutes of speech as average. In
an additional test condition, selected most common words from the studied data sets are
used. Performance of � % EER is shown using vectors consisting of per-frame log pitch,
log energy and their derivatives. The same experimental protocol is used in [Adami and
Hermansky, ����] to test a GMM-UBM system on both speech and speaker recognition.
Results indicate that in both recognition tasks, the �-frame interval estimation for fea-
tures’ derivatives performs better than a longer time interval, such as the ��-frame interval
applied in language identification systems. The EER for the segment classes derived from
the f� and energy trajectories is respectively �� % and �� % relative improvement over the
reported baseline. This approach uses only the information from the � parameters. The
addition of information about segment duration provides significant improvements for the
ASR results. This shows that the segment duration conveys speaker information.

In line with the findings about the discriminant power of segment duration for speaker
recognition tasks, we found works such as [Shriberg et al., ����; Kockmann et al., ����].
In both studies, data from NIST SRE�� is used to generate a GMM-UBM based on
syllable-based nonuniform extraction region features (SNERFs). These are syllable-based
prosodic features relying on estimated f�, energy, and duration information. Character-
istics like minimum, maximum, mean, and slope of pitch and energy trajectories, are
extracted for each detected syllable in an utterance and its nucleus, as well as duration of
onset, nucleus and coda of the syllable. All values are further normalised with di�erent
techniques and form several hundred features for each syllable. In both cases, the EER is
less than � % and the approach is able to reduce the high-dimensional inputs to only about
hundred dimensions, while preserving their discriminative power. A further discussion of
works that combine the two approaches is presented in the following section.
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�.�.� Combining Phonetics and automatic domain

An interesting part of the field of ASR is the combination of automatic techniques and
pure phonetic features. In this sense, the SNERFs described above are an important
example. They quantify speakers’ idiosyncratic prosodic behaviour through duration,
pitch and energy features on syllable-level. A further application is described in [Shriberg
et al., ����], where speakers’ characteristics are modelled at a level higher than syllable
with N-grams, named SNERF-grams. They used the spontaneous English conversational
telephone data from the Fisher corpus as the linguistic material on which a SVM performs
speaker recognition. Results show that SNERF-grams provide significant performance
gains when combined with a state-of-the-art baseline system, as well as with two highly
successful long-range feature systems that capture word usage and lexically constrained
duration patterns. An overall �� % EER is obtained by the system when integrating all
the features at once.

The main goal of studies such as [Shriberg et al., ����; Ferrer et al., ����; Ferrer and
McLaren, ����] is to use long-range features to improve the state of the art on speaker
recognition. In order to do this, performance between phonetic-based systems is com-
pared. Results show that the prosody-based system alone significantly outperforms both
duration-based systems and N-gram lexical modelling, which appears as the weakest of the
systems. However, duration-based systems show an important complementarity with the
SNERFs. This combination is significantly better than either individual system reaching
an EER of � %.

Further experiments examine the relative contributions of features by N-gram length and
feature type. Longer N-grams perform better than the shorter ones and pitch features
appear as the most useful, followed by duration and energy. For instance, the most
important pitch features are those capturing pitch level, whereas the most important
energy features reflect rising and falling patterns. For duration features, nucleus duration
is more prominent for speaker recognition than are duration from the onset or coda of a
syllable. Overall, SVM modelling of prosodic features provides consistent information for
automatic speaker recognition. When studying speakers’ characteristics and focusing on
words and N-grams production, a major challenge is to learn which words or word groups
may be more consistent for the analysis.

In this sense, important candidates are discourse-related behaviour such as filled pauses
or discourse markers. Some of these elements are explored in [Kajarekar et al., ����],
where the contribution of modelling prosodic and lexical patterns is investigated on tele-
phone conversations from the NIST SRE�� data. The comparison includes results from
systems based on prosodic features derived from SNERFs, a state-of-the-art GMM-based
system, and a combination of both. All features are extracted from pause-to-pause se-
quences in order to capture long-term patterns in speakers’ productions. Results show
that these features provide complementary information to both frame-level cepstral coe�-
cients and to each other. Thus, improvement of �� % average EER in speaker recognition
performance over conventional systems is observed in particular in combination with the
duration-based system.

Furthermore, [Adami et al., ����] compares UBM-GMM based on MFCC and prosodic
features, i. e. relative f� and energy contour dynamics, for a list of words from �� English
speakers. f�-based systems produce an EER of ��.� %, while fusion between all systems
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decreases the EER to �.� %. These results further demonstrate that prosodic features
have complementary information to standard MFCC information.

Prosodic information is not the only focus of studies that combine phonetic and automatic
approaches, features representing source and filter components are highly present as well.
Formant values from a large corpus of the �� French oral vowels, more than ������
tokens, uttered by ��� speakers are compared to estimate their speaker discrimination
power in [Kahn et al., ����]. /œ/, /E/ and /a/ appear to convey more idiosyncratic
information when used in a UBM-GMM system. However, no direct explanation is drawn
from phonetic measures to predict performance level. In a similar way, dynamic properties
of diphthong and tone trajectories in Thai from [Thaitechawat and Foulkes, ����] show
high performance. Data from English in [Kelly et al., ����a] confirms the discriminant
power of formants when integrated in a i-vector PLDA system.

Investigations on voice quality have emerged in recent years, such as in [Long et al., ����],
where a UBM-GMM based ASV system is fused with information from HNR. �� utter-
ances from �� male speakers and �� utterances from �� female Mandarin speakers are
used as training and testing material. The resulting model shows important improve-
ments in noisy sequences, where commonly MFCC struggle. Furthermore, in [Gendrot
et al., ����], spectrograms and phonetic parameters related to voice quality are compared
through a DNN system. The results from oral vowels of �� French speaker of the ESTER
corpus (a radio broadcast of prepared speech) show better classification for male (�� %)
compared to female (�� %) speakers with phonetic feature, while the opposite trend is
observed, however, to a lower extent, for spectrograms, �� % and �� %. Further com-
parisons show that in �� % of the data, the network trained with spectrograms achieved
successful discrimination while the training on phonetic parameters failed. The opposite
was found in �� % of the data. However, when the network trained with spectrograms
failed to discriminate between some tokens, parameters related to f� proved significant.

[Stoll and Doddington, ����] uses jitter, shimmer, energy and LTAS in order to select
similar speaker pairs that are successively passed to a UBM-GMM system. Multiple
techniques are tested to assess speakers’ similarity based on selected voice quality features.
The largest changes in detection cost and false alarm rates for similar speaker pairs occur
when speaker pairs are selected using the Euclidean distance. Even bigger di�erences
in performance occur when speaker pairs are selected using Kullback-Liebler divergence
between speaker-adapted GMM (trained on MFCC). The results confirm that integration
of phonetic-based features or preprocessing of data may produce consistent improvements
for ASR systems. In this perspective, phonation type classification is studied in [Chanclu
et al., ����]. The Authors propose a new workflow dedicated to voice quality, where
the final objective is to provide an automatic tool to help phoneticians to improve their
understanding of phonation phenomena. Its implementation may represent an important
addition for the modelling of speakers through phonation patterns and, in general, their
voice quality characteristics

The latter mentioned study incorporates the idea of combining knowledge from two do-
mains in order to improve consistency of the resulting outputs. The same idea is present
in works such as [Sche�er et al., ����; Fredouille et al., ����], investigating twins recogni-
tion and pathological voice assessment, respectively, in relation to ASR techniques. Both
investigations show promising results for the adaptation of automatic methods which
obtain state-of-the-art results in ASR to classical phonetic issues.
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Evaluating a system performance in a speaker recognition task is an important aspect in
order to assess the reliability of methods and extracted features. However, since speech
is the studied object along its variations and components, the use of phonetically based
parameters is increasingly common in the automatic domain. Phonetic interpretation of
speech components does represent one major concern in our study. In a similar way, many
researchers have used interpretable parameters that correlate with linguistic knowledge
and have integrated them into ASR processes. The basic idea is to enhance the reliability
of automatic results thanks to the previous knowledge acquired from the input material.
Having a performing speaker recognition system but not knowing where the performance
comes from is an issue that always needs to be addressed and covers an important role
throughout this thesis.

�.� Artificial Neural Networks

The last section of this chapter does not focus on a large domain in which speaker recogni-
tion is adapted, such as in the previous ones. Instead, it discusses a method that is applied
to perform multiple recognition tasks. Since the advent of computer technology, modern
approaches and new techniques have appeared in audio analysis and phonetic research,
from automatic spectrographic computations to ANN. Results from the application of the
latter on speakers’ phonetic characterisation are discussed later in this thesis. ANN have
been increasingly present in research, but not limited to the speech domain, throughout
the decades. An extensive and comprehensive review of all the di�erent applications of
ANN is present in [Goodfellow et al., ����].

ANN functioning is inspired by actual neurons present in animal brains, cells that are
connected and exchange signals. Naturally, this comparison has to be taken lightly, in the
case of ANN, the signal is a real number. A basic ANN architecture is implemented as a
chain of matrix multiplications where elements from the input, or feature vectors, interact
with each other by addition. Depending on the task and the neural architecture, informa-
tion can be back propagated instead of going directly from the input to the output layer.
Through these computing mechanisms, ANN have the ability to approximate di�erent
classes of inputs and various type of actual input objects, e. g., images, raw speech sig-
nals, text documents, number matrices [Hornik et al., ����; Ravanelli and Bengio, ����b;
Jiang et al., ����; Rocco et al., ����; Crawshaw, ����]. A separation between the train
and test phase is necessary in order for the models to be constructed. Depending on the
actual knowledge we have about the input material, deep learning techniques can provide
meaningful and e�ective results.

The success registered by ANN has made researchers continuously question if the actual
results reflect a deep and fundamental approximation capability or if they are the conse-
quence of a careful response to an incidentally well stated problem. What an ANN model
uses to model a real world class does not necessarily contain the same information our
brain uses. Applying deep learning techniques in problems like speakers phonetic char-
acterisation is not a di�cult task, the issue is represented by providing the system with
meaningful inputs. However, what a meaningful input really is and how to formalise it
are questions that can be more di�cult than expected to answer.

Learning is to estimate consistently the connections that perform the approximations
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proven to be possible. This process involves identifying the learnable aspects of the inputs
and to choose a mathematical framework that allows a formal treatment of learnability.
The chosen framework should be productive enough to capture a wide variety of learning
problems. Besides, establishing a determined path for learnability is demanded. How-
ever, as discussed in [Ben-David et al., ����], this paradigm fails even in a well studied
learning model since learnability cannot be characterised using the standard axioms of
mathematics. Learnability does not hold a dimension that can be quantified in full gener-
ality. Hence, the choice of evaluation metrics is one of the main aspects when establishing
a machine learning analysis protocol, see Section �.�.�.

Machine learning processes are described as functions of the continuum they produce.
However, their learnability is captured by the cardinality of the continuum. In other
words, a designated class is learnable if and only if there are finitely many distinct car-
dinalities between the integers and the continuum. If and only if its approximation is
provable. The main consequence is that the learnability of a family of sets F over the
class of probability distributions P is undecidable. However, learning F over P may not
be directly related to selected learning algorithms rather than to the definition of a learn-
ing function which can be described and deconstructed. In this perspective, the use of,
e. g., attention mechanisms may provide the researcher with a look at how the input is
transformed through the layers of a DNN and what part of it has been used to model a
certain class.

Attention mechanisms have shown great performance in various NLP tasks, such as sen-
tence embedding, text generation, machine translation, machine reading comprehension,
etc. Nevertheless, existing attention mechanisms only describe high-level or low-level fea-
tures. The lack of hierarchical mechanisms is an important issue for the improvement
of learnability. [Dou and Zhang, ����] investigates a Hierarchical Attention Mechanism
based on the weighted sum of di�erent layers of a multilevel attention mechanism. Using
di�erent attention depths to show the influence on performance, this is a first example
to combine low-level features and high-level features of input sequences to output a more
suitable intermediate result for decoders. The achieved results on Chinese poem genera-
tion show a nearly �.� % averaged improvement compared with existing machine reading
comprehension models.

In a similar perspective, there are multitask models, in which the learnability prob-
lem takes a further step since multiple tasks are simultaneously learned by a shared
model. Such approaches o�er advantages like improved data e�ciency, reduced overfit-
ting through shared representations and fast learning by leveraging auxiliary information.
It is the case for [Chen and Salman, ����; Gresse et al., ����], where siamese networks
are used to compare fitted speakers’ models and provide similarity metrics between them.
However, the simultaneous learning of multiple tasks presents new design and optimisa-
tion challenges and choosing which tasks should be learned jointly is in itself a non-trivial
problem [Crawshaw, ����].

We already mentioned the implementation of DNN-based speakers’ embeddings in ASR.
This approach has shown consistent results for modelling speaker characteristics by the
means of the so-called x-vectors. However, it requires a massive amount of training data,
careful selection of network architecture and related tuning parameters. Further dis-
cussions are reported in [Garcia-Romero et al., ����]. The Authors presented a DNN
refinement approach for the DNN parameters to produce embeddings optimised for co-
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sine distance scoring. Speakers in the Wild database are used for testing. It contains
hand annotated speech samples from open source media in order to benchmark speaker
recognition technology on single and multispeaker audio acquired across unconstrained or
"wild" conditions. Results show that this approach is capable of producing embeddings
that achieve record performance on said benchmark.

�.�.� Convolutional Neural Networks

A variant of ANN used in deep learning approaches is represented by CNN, which removes
the necessity of feature extraction from the inputs, allowing the use of local correlation
structures such as images. Since their introduction in [LeCun and Bengio, ����], they
have become a standard method for many shape and pattern recognition tasks e. g. [Jiang
et al., ����], including image similarity e. g. [Rocco et al., ����] and captioning e. g. [Soh,
����]. High performance has been observed by CNN in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [Krizhevsky et al., ����; Russakovsky et al., ����], a
project aiming to evaluate algorithms for object detection and image classification at a
large scale. From this challenge multiple CNN architectures have emerged, in particular
the ResNet designed by [He et al., ����a], which remains the gold-standard architecture
in numerous scientific publications.

It is characterised by layers that apply residual functions directly to the layer inputs,
instead of learning unreferenced ones. Residual blocks take the input, perform a rectified
linear activation unit function on it and add the result to the original input. Instead of
back propagating the gradient error to fit a desired underlying mapping, ResNets fit the
layers through a residual mapping. This architecture has been demonstrated to be easier
to optimise and gain accuracy from increased network’s depth e. g. [Wightman et al.,
����]. They typically serve as the default architecture in studies, or as baseline when new
architectures are proposed. In Chapter �, we use a variant of this particular architecture,
ResNet-��, applied to phonetic-based representations of speakers’ characteristics.

Nevertheless, images are not the only input that have been tested for CNN, speech signals
have shown promising results as well. [Palaz et al., ����] reported an overall accuracy of
�� % for speech recognition on both clean and noisy speech from the TIMIT corpus. Re-
sults from the noised signal demonstrate the high sensitivity that CNN have in filtering the
relevant information from the input. The TIMIT corpus is used to examine speaker recog-
nition by CNN trained on raw waveform in [Ravanelli and Bengio, ����a,b]. The results
show state-of-the-art performance with the advantages of less demanding computational
power compared to other ANN architectures and the ability to tune the convolutional
filters to retrieve specific information directly from the signal.

Moreover, we observe that the combination of phonetic knowledge with the mentioned
CNN technique brings the possibility to learn the features directly from spectrograms in
order to perform speech or speaker recognition. This is the case e. g. [Ferragne et al., ����],
where /ã/ spectrograms of �� French speakers from a radio broadcast corpus are used.
Overall scores for SID are �� % for females and �� % for male speakers. Several versions
of the same model are trained with varying low-pass filtered spectrograms showing that
for certain speakers there are frequency bands providing more prominent information.

Speakers’ information retrieval using CNN on spectrograms from non-speech sounds is
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the object of [Zhang et al., ����; Zhao et al., ����]. The former study proposes a speaker
recognition task on ��� speakers with cough, laugh and "Wei" (a short Chinese "Hello").
The CNN are trained on ���� male and ���� female speakers, with ����� utterances
randomly selected from the Fisher database. Each speaker has about ��� seconds of
speech segments. The results show that there is rich speaker information within these non-
speech sounds, even for coughs that may appear as less discriminant. With the proposed
feature extraction approach, EER can reach �� %-�� %, despite the short duration of
tested materials, from �.� to � s. The last hidden layer of the CNN model is used to
represent a feature vector in order to investigate the possible enhancement of speakers’
characteristics representation. The extracted features are tested on �� randomly selected
speakers, see Figure �.�. The Authors note that the learned features from "Wei" are
reasonably discriminative for speakers, while less consistent results are shown in cough
and laugh. The presence of a vocalic production in the first case is undoubtedly part of
this better performance.

Figure �.�: Figure � from [Zhang et al., ����]. Deep speaker features on event (a) Cough
(b) Laugh (c) "Wei" randomly sampled from �� speakers. The pictures are plotted by
t-SNE, with each color representing a speaker.

[Zhao et al., ����] examines recognition potential of breath sounds in continuous speech,
by the means of inhalation that occurs in order to replenish air in the lungs. Speech from
radio and television news broadcast recordings of �� English speakers is used. The results
from the CNN-LTSM outperform an i-vector and SVM system, with �� % against �� %,
confirming the high potential of the CNN framework for SID tasks.

[McLaren et al., ����] confirms the high performance of CNN in noisy conditions, in par-
ticular when compared to conventional UBM-GMM i-vector based systems. The approach
through CNN provides improvements of �� % in miss rate, hence, considerably outper-
forming the traditional ASR approach. In a similar way, clustering precision is compared
between a CNN and a UBM-GMM based system in [Lukic et al., ����]. �� sentences, �
for training, � for validation, and � for testing from the ��� speakers of the TIMIT corpus
are used, with the CNN achieving a clustering accuracy of �� %. However, the Authors
note that other works achieve better accuracy by using GMM models.
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Chapter �

Exploring voice perception

This third chapter of the moment of fixity introduces key elements and studies from
the perception domain that have influenced this thesis. The following sections present
multiple layers of the human perception in relation to speakers’ characterisation with
examples from the literature. Then, in Chapter � our perception results are presented.

In order to establish the perception background for this thesis, we begin by considering
the perception principles underlying this study and the main examples from the literature
we have taken as models. Once the basics of our perception analysis are discussed, we
focus on how variations in specific components influenced the on listeners. Characterising
a speaker’s voice is an operation that can only be achieved by analysing the patterns
occurring in di�erent speech components. In this sense, understanding which component
of the speech signal plays a prominent role during the listening process is a fundamental
step to understand the multiple layers of speakers’ characterisation.

Section �.� focuses on the idea of voice clustering. Methods and implications for this type
of analysis are considered in our review, since our perception results are based on a very
similar process. Examples from the literature show that voice clustering has been e�ective
in particular to analyse listeners’ ability to distinguish familiar from unfamiliar voices. The
application of voice clustering in the analysis of pathological speech is discussed as well.

Nevertheless, when considering human perception, identification strategies may vary be-
tween individuals, semantic and pragmatic aspects can as well have an influence on the
result, but some fixed elements are shared by the population. In Section �.�, we take
examples from the literature to evaluate the coherence amongst listener answers and how
to reduce the gap between them during a perceptive evaluation.

In the last section, a summary of all the three fixity’s chapters is presented. Here, we dis-
cuss which aspects are retained from all the reviewed studies, in particular the considered
methods and the components we want to focus on. In this perspective, this last section
is an introduction to the second part of this thesis, the moment of instability, where we
apply what we learned from the literature on speakers’ characterisation to our specific
cases.

The main reason for introducing perception studies and results in our literature review is
not only to add yet another domain of study but rather to provide complementary findings
capable of connecting all of the others. Perception is the result of the processing of an input
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by the brain, which allows a subject to solve simple or complex problems. This ability
has evolved to enable survival throughout the centuries and, together with behavioural
abilities, it shapes neural mechanisms present in the human brain. Understanding the
natural algorithms underlying a specific problem is extremely challenging, however, it
may enable the formalisation of new research findings in di�erent domains. For instance,
understanding listeners’ speakers characterisation through speech signal decomposition
into its components and which of these are more e�cient for said operation may provide
useful outcomes for both classical Phonetics and NLP research.

�.� Perception principles

As mentioned in the previous chapter, ANN are based on the idea of interconnected net-
works of neurons present in the brain. In particular, CNN operations take inspiration
from the natural cognitive perception principle of pattern recognition. We already pre-
sented how computer vision through machine learning by the means of CNN has shown
great potential and its rapidly evolving domain in Section �.�.�.

Human vision is the result of a perception mechanism involving the eyes, which capture
light using photoreceptors in the retina and transfer electric impulses to the brain. As
reported in [Morgan and Wong, ����; Yamins and DiCarlo, ����; Schrimpf et al., ����],
works in visual systems neuroscience have shown that cortical areas encode object prop-
erties with a hierarchic organisation and tolerance generating invariant object recognition
behaviour. Early visual areas capture low-level features such as edges and centre-surround
patterns. In contrast, responses from the highest ventral visual areas, i. e. inferior tempo-
ral cortex, can be used to decode object categories and their significant variations present
in nature. There is still a low understanding of features processing by mid-level visual
areas. Nevertheless, they appear to provide intermediate computations between simple
edges and complex objects, filling a pipeline of increasing receptive field sizes.

Audio perception parallels this mechanism with the ears capturing audio signal, a pressure
wave propagated through a medium, converted in the cochlea and passed to the brain as an
electric response. The transferred signals are decomposed by our brain. Large patterns
and smaller units are extracted and associated to known or unknown categories. In
linguistic fields, basic categories involved in audio and visual perception vary from simple
phonemes to entire utterances, written or spoken, in a language known or unknown by the
listener. In addition, as mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, other information
regarding the speaker can be retrieved from the speech signal.

Research paralleling audio-visual perception has already shown that humans can extract
numerous reliable information just from voices and faces. The comparison between voice
and face is not always obvious, but it can be seen as more coherent when considering the
underlying mechanisms of audio-visual perception, where a whole signal is decomposed
in smaller units conveying information.

Furthermore, [Latinus and Belin, ����] discussed the di�erent treatment of voice and of
intermediate levels stimuli through fMRI of a human’s auditory cortex. Cerebral activity
of normal subjects listening to speech sounds has shown activations along the anterior and
middle parts of the superior temporal sulcus (STS). These activations remained unaltered
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when the speech stimuli were played backwards. This involved the removal of most of
the linguistic content, leaving una�ected the voice timbre, suggesting that these regions
might be more interested in the vocal nature of the speech stimuli than in the linguistic
content.

These ‘temporal voice areas’ (TVAs), located along the mid STS bilaterally, show sensi-
tivity to voices whether they contain speech or not, rather than to control sounds, e. g.
amplitude modulated noise. TVAs appear within a few months after birth and are also
present in the brain of macaques, suggesting an early development of cerebral voice pro-
cessing in evolutionary history. Despite this, little is known on the exact functional role
of the TVAs, or even whether their greater response to voice implies a specific role in
cerebral voice processing. For more extensive reviews see [Kreiman, ����; Cutler et al.,
����; Belin and Grosbras, ����; Eisner, ����].

For instance, [Moyse, ����] provides evidence that examining faces and voices categori-
sation into age ranges (��-��, ��-�� and ��-�� years) shows a high accuracy. Listeners
are able to sort voices with an average percentage of correct responses of �� % just from
sustained vowels. Studies on age estimation from voices showed an impact of stimulus
duration on the performance, when listening to speech sequences results increased to over
�� %. Listener groups characteristics have been shown to influence age estimation from
both faces and voices. However, precise age estimation accuracy is higher from faces than
from voices, implying that speech categories present a higher variability and complexity in
human learning processes. As an example, the age of stimuli and the age of participants
impact the performance of age estimation: younger stimuli result in better estimations
than older stimuli and younger participants are more accurate than older ones. Sex also
seems to impact age estimation from voices and from faces but in an opposite direction:
the age of female voices is better estimated than that of male voices whereas the age of
male faces is better estimated than the age of female faces.

We still need a deep understanding of what the audio signal is made of, and one of the
aims of this thesis is to help describe its components interactions. The decomposition of
human speech signal, which is a derivative of audio signal, enables speakers and listeners
to make an inventory of discrete components. As already discussed, these components
di�er on the level of representation. However, their interactions create the speech pro-
duction as the perceived whole from which information is extracted. Di�erent levels of
representation ranges from discrete phonemes, auditory perceptual targets specified for
properties depending on prosodic, segmental and social context, to articulatory gestures,
specified in terms of synchronous motor command patterns, and more, e. g., patterns
involved in feedback from the articulators to higher levels of speech programming [Noote-
boom and Quené, ����]. It appears that understanding the perception of these individual
parameters requires knowledge of the acoustic context in which they function.

Data from [Cutler et al., ����] provide evidence about the influence of speakers on words
and phoneme recognition. Indeed, listeners need abstract prelexical representations of
speech sounds in order to deal with variation, e. g. di�erent speakers, in the speech
signal. When a particular sound is produced in an unusual way, hence there is consequent
distance between the prelexical representation and the speaker’s production, the use of
abstract prelexical representations in decoding speech is both e�cient and beneficial.
E�ciency is found in knowledge about speaker’s idiosyncrasies that are coded for a single
sublexical representation, rather than separately for all words in the lexicon that contain
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the unusual sound. On the other hand, benefits are found in the recognition of all words
containing the unusual sound through the model created from the listened speaker. In
this sense, it is shown that listeners asked to judge whether a word has been heard earlier
recognise words spoken by the same speaker as "old" more quickly than the ones spoken by
a di�erent speaker. This suggests that speaker-specificity e�ects may not reflect lexical-
level processing.

In addition, results in [Winkler, ����; Gelfer and Bennett, ����; Clark et al., ����; Waller
and Eriksson, ����; Lee et al., ����] suggest that understanding the process of character-
ising a voice involves the understanding of individual strategies used by speakers to make
variation of their voices. In a sense, this means learning to recognise how patterns vary
and interact with each other rather than how much realisations di�er from a prototype,
e. g., the average value of a phonetic measure. The large variability matrix carried by a
speaker relies on related patterns appearing at di�erent levels of speech production. A
useful addition to explain these considerations is given by Gestalt theory on visual percep-
tion that follows the idea of the brain perceiving a whole as interactions of patterns more
than just additions of single elements. This approach, present in [Kreiman and Stidtis,
����; Cambier-Langeveld et al., ����], is in line with the audio-visual parallel we already
presented in this thesis. Audio and visual signals represent similar physics phenomena.
As mentioned, the perception of the first is the result of interacting with an audio wave
while in the latter light waves and photons allow our brain to process the visual world. In
both cases di�erent wavelengths and bandwidths are perceptively associated to di�erent
results and/or components from the whole signal.

�.�.� Decomposition of the speech signal

Speaker’s information can be present at di�erent levels in the speech signal, i. e. conveyed
by di�erent components at the same time. The variability matrix defining speakers’
characteristics and their distributions vary from speaker to speaker, however, the same
components can be retrieved. Which one is e�ciently identifiable by listeners, playing
a role in providing the speaker’s information is the question to which multiple studies
have tried to answer throughout the decades. Hereafter, we discuss some examples of
components, represented by phonetic measurements that have shown correlation with
speakers’s information such as identity, sex and age.

Variations in f� and speech rate have been associated with consistent changes in age of
the speaker in [Waller and Eriksson, ����]. Experiments are based on read speech from a
total of �� speakers of three age groups: ��-��, ��-�� and ��-�� years old. All speakers
recorded in three di�erent conditions, one with their normal voice and two where they
were instructed to sound years younger or older. Increase in f� and rate are observed when
speakers try to sound younger, while the same features are decreased when trying to sound
older. The same strategy applied regardless of sex or age. Listeners attempt to identify
the actual speakers’ ages consistently. Whereas, in the two disguised voice conditions
age estimates show �-� years of di�erence against the ��-�� speakers were instructed to.
Speech rate explains more variance than f�, corroborating previous findings.

Other temporal features have shown consistency in accent discrimination, i. e. English
and French accounted for German, in [Kolly et al., ����]. Results show that listeners
could identify the linguistic origin of French and English speakers based on temporal
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features of these accents. In addition, listeners could also identify the accents in question
in stimuli that contain strongly degraded spectral features alone. The combined presence
of temporal and spectral information is thus not necessary for listeners to identify foreign
accents better than chance level. However, segmental information biassed the responses.
When stimuli featured uvular /r/, listeners tend to perceive a French accent, while a bias
towards English accent is observed in stimuli that featured vocalised or no /r/. This and
the already mentioned examples of [Ramus and Mehler, ����; Arvaniti, ����] show how
prosody and source and filter components heavily interact in speech perception.

Furthermore, the role of speech rate and f� in age perception is also discussed in [Winkler,
����], through three synthesised German words. �� listeners judged the produced words
whose acoustic and temporal features corresponded to realistic variations based on a
database of �� single words spoken by �� female and �� male subjects. The perceived
average age consistently increases with decreasing speech rate. Indeed, for female voices,
all speech rates have a significant result, with the di�erence between slow and fast being
the most significant. For the male voices there are statistically significant di�erences
but no prominent one. The e�ect of di�erent pitch levels on listeners’ judgement di�ers
regarding levels of speech rate. While for the female voices judgements regarding di�erent
pitch levels do not di�er for slow and normal speech rate, a characteristic pattern can be
observed for the fast speech rate. Results for mean listeners’ judgement show a rise by
�.� years from high to low pitch level. For the male voices, listeners’ judgements seem to
be less influenced by the pitch level in fast and middle, but more in slow speech rate. If
stimulus words were spoken slowly, the high pitch level was associated with a remarkable
increase in the mean listeners’ judgement of a talker’s age.

In a similar perspective, we already mentioned the work of [Gelfer and Bennett, ����] in
this direction, which studies the influence of f� and formants in the physical appearance
of speakers. f� from isolated vowels /i/ and /a/ were digitally altered for �� speakers to
produce average males, average females and ambiguous value ranges. Results indicated
that male speakers are less perceived as male when f� is produced higher than ���Hz and
formants present higher values as well.

Furthermore, examples from ASV with age modification through changes of source and
filter characteristics are reported in [Hautamäki et al., ����]. �� speakers, aged from ��
to �� years old, recorded Finnish read speech, “The Rainbow Passage” and “The North
Wind and the Sun” and two TIMIT sentences in English. Speakers were required to
record three sessions in total, the first using their natural voice without any intentional
modification, while for the second and third they were asked to sound like an old person
and a young person. �� listeners, with only �� of them being natives, participate in the
experiment, �� males and �� females with similar age ranges.

Statistical analysis of source and filter characteristics show that positive changes are
observed for younger voice disguise for all age groups in both female and male speakers,
while in older voice disguise the change is generally lower. For a few female speakers
the change is negative, a decrease of f� in comparison to their modal voices, while for ��
of them the change is positive for the intended older voice. No statistically significant
variation in formants is observed for �� % of the speakers. However, the top variation
pattern for female speakers shows a change in at least one of the formant values. More
increases in mean formant di�erences for the young disguise condition are observed, while
the old disguise had more decreases. Perceptual speaker verification and ASV results are
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linked by the means of selecting easy, intermediate and di�cult trials based on automatic
results. The goal was to find out whether or not listeners followed the same pattern. This
is confirmed: the trials considered easy for the ASV systems do not show errors by the
listeners, while the ones considered di�cult for the ASV systems turn out to be di�cult
for listeners as well. Comparison between native and non-native Finnish speakers shows
similar performance.

Studying Perception of smaller units means analysing how important a component is
in the categorisation of a perceived speech signal, showing that the information can be
e�ciently found in selected parts of the speech signal, e. g., for language discrimination.
Voice disguise means to change some components of the voice in order to give a di�erent
perception to the listener. Changed component can be associated to a specific identity
aspect: age, sex, native language, health aspects. When this transformation is successful
the component is associated with that aspect in an intrinsic perception mechanism.

For instance, [Culling and Darwin, ����] discussed the role of f� and timbre in charac-
terising speakers’ voices. Formants trajectories for �� diphthongs were derived from the
formant frequencies of the steady English vowels /i/, /o/, /u/, and /E/, produced by three
native speakers. Formants trajectories were obtained by linear interpolation from each of
the four vowel specifications to each of the other three. Diphthongs are synthesised using
an implementation of the Klatt synthesiser. Subjects listen to �� individual diphthong
sounds as a practice and attempt to di�erentiate "continuous" (falling or rising) from
"inflected" (dipping or peaking) glides for practice. Then, ��� experimental stimuli are
presented twice in a random order and classified as "crossing" or “bouncing”. In the main
experiment, stimuli which have the same and di�erent timbres at the f� intersection are
compared. As predicted, subjects show no discrimination ability when the timbres are
the same, whereas a highly significant ability to di�erentiate the two classes of stimuli is
observed when stimuli have dissimilar timbres. These results are consistent with the idea
that listeners use continuity of timbre to disambiguate f� intersections.

Source and filter characteristics interactions are analysed in a speaker identification per-
ception study in [Lavner et al., ����]. The recordings include two short sentences in
Hebrew from �� native Hebrew speakers and from which isolated vowels have been mod-
ified in several ways: formant frequencies shifting upward or downward on a logarithmic
scale or alternatively fixed to the average speaker population values; spectral envelope of
the vocal tract filter shifted upward and downward on a logarithmic scale or substituted
by a synthetic version, based on the formants average speaker population values; changes
to values of the opening or closing quotient, without changing the fundamental frequency
or the vocal tract filter; f� changes at di�erent rates; finally, natural voice and synthetic
voice generated by the original vocal tract model used in multiple combinations. Only
speakers identified in their natural voices were used in their modified variants. A total
of �� listeners participated in the experiments. It was found during an informal listening
test that the changes in the closing quotient had perceptively greater e�ect than changes
in the opening quotient. The results show that for formants, the identification percentage
is related to the rate of shift of the frequency, lowering identification rate significantly
more than raising. Higher formants show greater degradation in results as well, with F�
appearing as the more robust one. The same asymmetry between lowering and raising for-
mant frequencies is also reported for modification involving shifting of spectral envelope.
Average identification rate of �� % is obtained when shifting the spectral envelope by one
tone, whereas the same modification of individual formants results in significantly higher
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rates. Lowest identification rates (�� %) are obtained by substituting the original vocal
tract model of each speaker with a vocal tract transfer function of another whose voice
was not presented in the experiment. However, replacing the glottal excitation waveform
of each speaker with a parametric model, hence keeping the fundamental frequency intact,
shows a significantly higher rate (�� %).

Overall, modifying the glottal excitation signal reduced the identification rate to �� %
from the original �� % of non modified tests. These findings show that as long as the
fundamental frequency was preserved, various parameters of the glottal pulse could be
changed considerably without a significant perceptible degradation of identification. As
for formant modification, similarly, lowering f� reduced rates more than raising it. Authors
explain this result by the natural tendency of speakers to use mainly the lower part of their
vocal registers. Thus, raised frequencies are still perceived as representatives, whereas
lowered ones are less perceived in the possible natural range.

The source and filter characteristics are shown as important factors contributing to speaker
individuality, at least in isolated vowels. [Baumann and Belin, ����] investigated speakers’
similarity from three French vowels and found correlation between listeners’ perceptual
responses and a f�-formants MDS. The Authors used the three French vowels /a/, /i/,
/u/ produced by �� speakers, �� males and �� females. The ten listeners were presented
with pairs of vowels and had to place the heard tokens based on their similarity in a
two-dimensional space. Five Japanese sustained vowels by eights male speakers are used
in [Matsumoto et al., ����] providing evidence of the similarity between a f�-F� MDS
and perceptual responses. Additional features may be more important when listening
to continuous speech as discussed in [Moore, ����], where normal-hearing, partially and
completely hearing loss listeners are compared. Through simple and complex tones repro-
duction, it is shown that cochlear hearing loss leads to a reduced ability to process TFS,
thus pitch-related information.

The analysis of perception of speech components is fundamental to understand how the
information is conveyed in terms of redundancy and complementarity by each of them.
Phonetic studies investigating the contribution of speech components to various levels of
perception have largely focused on source and filter components, highlighting the human
sensitivity to pitch mechanisms and di�erent kinds of information that can be associated
with them. Evidence that complex pitch perception mechanisms are shared by humans
and other species is provided by numerous studies [Schreiner and Urbas, ����, ����;
Fontaine et al., ����]. Findings in [Hsu et al., ����; Vaissière, ����; Song et al., ����]
demonstrated that the perception of pitch is highly influenced by harmonics rather than
simple f� as well as by changes in noise spectral shape and by temporal envelope. The
use of modulation transfer function to represent the time varying aspects of sound shows
important results, e. g. for speech intelligibility [Elliott and Theunissen, ����; Stilp and
Kluender, ����; Aubanel et al., ����].

Nevertheless, source and filter characteristics are not the only focus in human perception,
voice quality characteristics have shown to play an important role as well. The results
presented in [Kreiman and Gerratt, ����] indicate that perception of the harmonic spectral
slope and noise levels in voice are strictly related as a set of complex interactions between
the shape and levels of the harmonic and inharmonic parts of the voice source. �� listeners
participate in two experiments involving synthetic voices with varying modified noise
sources, which result in falling, rising and flat noise spectra: HNR, jitter, shimmer, H�-
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H� and H�-Hn (di�erence between H� and higher harmonics). Listeners judged whether
the stimuli were the same or di�erent, and rated their confidence on a �-point scale. These
findings confirm that listeners’ sensitivity to noise levels in voice depends in part on the
shape of the higher part of the harmonic voice source spectrum. Noticeable di�erences for
HNR vary significantly with both noise level and with harmonic spectral slope. However,
it had no significant e�ect when harmonic slopes were steepest. In the same way, harmonic
slope had no e�ect when HNR levels were at the highest. Similar perception changes are
observed with H�–Hn, since significant changes are perceived when spectra are more steep
and dependent on both HNR values and baseline H�–Hn. Listeners appear overall more
sensitive to changes in H�–Hn when the noise spectrum was falling and to changes in
the HNR when the noise spectrum was flat. However, in the latter case sensitivity to
HNR was significantly worse when the harmonic spectrum was flattest and when noise
was falling.

Furthermore, a wide variety of phonetic measurements exists describing di�erent spectral
parameters and additive noise in voice showing di�erent levels of sensitivity in human
perception. [Sundberg et al., ����] report how the frequency characteristics of auditory
feedback a�ect voice level, such that a low pass filtering caused speakers to raise their
voice level. A stronger e�ect is observed for singers, overall the singer’s phonation appears
louder when reading normally and in noise. [Klug et al., ����] examines two low frequency
spectral slope parameters (H�-H�, H�-A�) and one additive noise parameter (CPP) in
order to distinguish breathy and non-breathy voices. The results show consistency with
previous studies such as [Hillenbrand et al., ����; Keating et al., ����], but extended the
findings from elicited speech to spontaneous. Besides, no correlation with mid-to-high
frequency spectral slope parameters, i. e. H�-H�, H�-H�K, H�-A� and H�-A�, have been
found to support the perception of breathiness. Results close to significance are obtained
for HNR�� (p=�.���) and HNR�� (p=�.���). The linguistic material consisted of �
minutes samples of �� voices that, based on auditory-perceptual analysis, aim to reflect
a natural mixture along the breathy/non-breathy continuum. Perceptual ratings result
from a survey submitted to experts in forensic speech analysis, involved in training and
research on voice quality. The between-rater consistency for these � voices was established
using Cohen’s Kappa metric. In addition, all participants regularly used the same analysis
scheme - a modified VPA (VPA) - to rate voice quality in forensic caseworks.

�.�.� Voice rating protocols

An important part of voice perception is the perception of speech disorders. Listeners are
able to focus on specific sets of components. However, when voices di�er substantially in
quality, e. g. as in pathological voices, listeners have hints at what to listen to and which
features to select in order to characterise speakers.

Di�erent protocols have been used throughout the decades to evaluate perceptually, hence
characterise, voice quality features. The first step in this perceptual evaluation is to
identify if a feature is present as neutral or if it deviates su�ciently from its standard
condition to be considered as non-neutral. This approach in particular supposes that
quality features can be extracted from a bundle of features. However, in many cases
separation of di�erent features is more di�cult since their interaction is highly intrinsic.
This features’ behaviour is also one of the major causes of listeners’ disagreement, see
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[Kreiman et al., ����] for a review.

Protocols have been developed to rate voice quality features favouring the description of
voice as patterns, comprising a large number of simpler and indivisible features. Proposals
such as Shewell’s Voice Skills Perceptual Profile [Shewell, ����] aim to develop simple
perceptual methods. The target in this case are voice practitioners other than speech and
language therapists, such as voice teachers and singing teachers. An alternative approach
is taken by the GRBAS protocol [Hirano, ����], which consists of a Grade of Roughness,
Breathiness, Asthenia Strain scale for the assessment of patients with laryngeal symptoms.
When non pathological voices are considered, the voices in a set are relatively similar, as
the normal voices were, listeners’ strategies apparently converge on a relatively small set
of perceptual features.

Figure �.�: Appendix � from [san Segundo and Mompean, ����] showing a comprehensive
version of the VPA protocol for the assessment of voice quality features.

In this sense, a particular mention is needed for the above mentioned VPA. It represents
one example of a perceptual assessment protocol, created in the early ����s by John
Laver and colleagues as a means to identify and rate a speaker’s voice quality features.
It is of common use in forensic Phonetics. Both phonatory and supra-laryngeal features
are considered, making it a quite comprehensive tool. As reported by [san Segundo and
Mompean, ����] and in Figure �.�, one of the most common versions of the protocol
presents a total of �� characteristics: �� describe vocal tract (supra-laryngeal) features,
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� describe phonation features, and � describe overall muscular (laryngeal and vocal tract)
tension features. Depending on the version, the VPA protocol may include extra features
as well, e. g. prosody and temporal organisation. However, a comprehensive protocol
often corresponds to a highly complex one as well.

[san Segundo and Mompean, ����] suggests the idea of a simplified VPA due to four main
issue when trying to analysing perceptually voice quality: the highly multidimensional
nature features which may be di�cult to isolate; the fact that raters can fail to agree on
definitions of a voice feature; the comparison between normal and pathological ratings,
with the latest which may require more complex protocols; cognitive processing con-
straints, which means a simpler protocol may impose fewer cognitive demands on raters.
Rating voices not only implies the assessment itself but a previous process of identifying
and isolating the di�erent aspects of the stimuli. This relates to the idea of the variability
matrix describing characteristics from a speaker. Even though all the elements can be
present in a speech production, only part of them produce the actual vocal profile of the
characteristics.

�.� Listener reliability

In a perceptual analysis, in addition to all the variability factors already present in speech
a prominent one comes to play: the listener. Further variability added by listeners may
represent an issue which researchers cannot underestimate. The variability can a�ect both
actual perceptual models of listeners, such as the expertise in speech domain. However,
more trivial variations such as a lack of focus due to stress or tiredness may have a
high influence on the results. For instance, performing multiple sessions for the same
experiment is a common useful strategy to understand how reliable responses can be. On
the other hand, having an heterogeneous group of listeners capable of representing a large
variability population is also helpful to reduce control variable e�ects.

[Sorin, ����] discusses the importance of a perceptual analysis, especially in terms of
a heterogeneous population, in order to establish basic hypotheses and perspectives on
which to examine speech features.

In this respect, [Chhabra et al., ����] assessed the ability to discriminate between di�erent
speakers in people with schizophrenia (including �� with and �� without auditory hallu-
cinations) compared to �� healthy controls. As mentioned hereinabove, and reported by
the Authors, voice discrimination may be preserved in listeners with schizophrenia, linked
with deficits in processing vocal emotion, given the separation between the treatment of
identity and other information present in voices. The participants rated the degree of per-
ceived identity similarity for pairs of unfamiliar voices pronouncing three-syllable words,
responses were compared with a MDS of the dissimilarity matrices and correlated with
acoustic measures. A two-dimensional perceptual space was shared by both schizophrenia
patients and controls, with axes corresponding to f� and FD. Patients with schizophrenia
did not di�er from healthy controls in their reliance on f� in di�erentiating voices, suggest-
ing that the ability to use pitch-based cues may be relatively preserved in schizophrenia.
On the other hand, patients (both with and without auditory hallucinations) made less
use of FD. This suggests di�erences in the extraction of other information from voices by
people with schizophrenia, since FD has been linked to perception of dominance, mas-
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culinity, size and age in healthy individuals.

The issue on listeners reliability is studied in [Belkin et al., ����], where auditory re-
sponses to di�erent pitch stimuli are paralleled with odour quality perception in multiple
sessions. Consistent responses are shown within the �� subjects, �� female and �� male.
Validation of the responses is given by �� subjects on a further experiment. The consis-
tency of between-subjects’ responses raise the question of whether the auditory-olfactory
link is merely a sensory domain or represents a more symbolic one. Similar considerations
can be done considering the consistency of responses with the audio-visual association ex-
amined in the well known bouba-kiki e�ect [Pei�er-Smadja and Cohen, ����]. Abstract
representations studied by sound symbolism provide e�ective examples for the under-
standing of shared perceptual behaviour, with a consequent interplay of both patterns
and parameters.

Voice similarity perception of normal and pathological voice pairs is presented in [Kreiman
et al., ����] with regards to listeners expertise in voice quality perception. Experts and
naives di�er in the characteristics their similarity judgements rely on. For pathological
voices, experts’ most important characteristics are correlated with f�, breathiness and H�-
H�, in second place are found shimmer measures and rated roughness. Moreover, experts’
ratings of pathological voices pairs similarity is explained in terms of breathiness (H�-H�),
measured and rated roughness and f�. Besides, naive listeners judged the similarity of
pathological voices more consistently in terms of di�erences in f�, jitter and roughness,
breathiness playing a role only for part of the listeners. Overall, expert listeners pay more
attention to breathiness and roughness than naive listeners do, the naive listeners relying
more on f�.

These findings are further analysed in [Kreiman et al., ����]. �� experts compared to
� naives listeners evaluate �� male non pathological and �� male pathological speakers’
sustained /a/. Listeners’ responses are compared with MDS on f�, formants, HNR, jitter,
shimmer and H�-H� in order to evaluate pertinence of these features for listeners. The
expert group perceived the similarity of �� pathological voices in terms of f� and H�-
H�, with f� being the most important dimension in this group, �� % of the variance for
dissimilarity ratings. Individual responses varied considerably and no factor was common
to all individual solutions despite f� appearing In � of �� perceptual spaces. For the naive
group pathological voices are perceived in terms of f�, F� and H�-H�. Some individuals
di�er from this pattern, however, di�erences are not as marked as for the expert group. As
a group, expert listeners perceived the normal voices in terms of f�, shimmer and formant
frequencies, while naive listeners relied mainly on f�. Similar within-group variations are
observed, with less inter-rater reliability for experts.

Concerning perception and automatic domain comparison, as mentioned in the previous
chapter, during NIST SRE a special campaign is devoted to human-assisted systems.
These systems could incorporate large amounts of automatic processing with human
involvement in certain key aspects, and could be based solely on human listening or
somewhere in between. No restrictions are applied to the person involved in a system’s
decision, neither in terms of number or expertise. This is done to allow a wider perceptual
response both from professionals in speech processing and naive listeners. The evaluation
plan notes, however, that HASR should not be considered to be a true or representative
forensic test. Indeed, many of the factors that influence speaker recognition performance
and that play a role in forensic applications are controlled in the HASR test data.
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In terms of evaluation, both time devoted to training/test and to pair score-decision are
required. However, the decision has to be either true or false, indicating whether or not
the same speaker appeared in the training and test segment. On the other hand, for
the numerical score, a higher value indicates greater confidence in the fact that the two
speakers were identical. Because of the smaller numbers of trials in comparison to main
NIST SRE, a simple approach to scoring is adopted, with no cost functions based on
miss and false alarm rates. Rather, for each system, the number of correct detections
and correct rejections have to be reported. Nevertheless, no significant improvement is
reported by this approach throughout the years, both in terms of system adaptation or
for further understanding of listeners’ perceptual behaviour. An extensive review on this
particular human-machine interaction is given in [Greenberg et al., ����].

�.� Voice parades and clustering

The study of voice perception implies the study of both the brain with its mechanisms
and the distribution of speaker information in speech components. We have reiterated
the high variability brought by the latter’s multiple implications. However, the multitude
of underlying factors that may influence speech perception, e. g. expertise of the listener
in speech domains or familiarity with the speaker, have non negligible consequences on
speakers’ characterisation.

Thus, many studies investigate weights of single components and rely on examining the
information they convey rather than on the treatment of the recognised pattern. Even if
the first approach is fundamental in the definition of characterisation, the latter process
is of fundamental importance in order to provide new results on speaker characterisation.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, di�erent outcomes can be achieved by applying dif-
ferent methods of speaker recognition, e. g. verification, identification, diarisation. In this
perspective, works such as [McDougall et al., ����; Kelly et al., ����b; Smith et al., ����;
O’Brien et al., ����] examine the influence of task presentation on listeners’ performance.

[Lindh, ����] compared a total of ��� participants, from three age groups, equally dis-
tributed in target-present line-up and a target-absent line-up for nine male speakers. Both
tasks showed the presence of a wolf speaker generally judged most similar to the target
speaker than the actual target. Further comparisons between human listeners responses
and those from an ASR GMM-UBM system are provided in [Lindh and Eriksson, ����].
The results show a correlation between scores obtained from the automatic system and
the judgements by the listeners. The latter shows more sensitive to language dependent
parameters such as speaking tempo, while the former only bases its similarity spectral
information.

In [O’Brien et al., ����], two experiments are performed in order to compare listeners’
SID performance across di�erent tasks. A total of �� French native listeners, �� female
and � male, participated in the first experiment, while �� listeners participated in the
second one. In the first experiment, the participants had to complete a target-lineup and
a verification tasks. Target-lineup tasks are commonly used in forensic investigations.
Listeners are presented with a target speech sample and a set of suspect ones in which
the target speaker could be present or not, i. e. �-out-of-N or out-of-set. See Figure–�.�
for an interface example. In the second experiment, listeners performed a clustering task.
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CHAPTER �. EXPLORING VOICE PERCEPTION

Speech material from the PTSVOX corpus was used for both experiments consisting of
utterances of � to � s from the read speech of �� female and �� male native French speakers.

Figure �.�: Figure � from [O’Brien et al., ����] Target-Lineup trial interface.

Overall, verification and clustering tasks show higher accuracy, with male speakers’ results
always higher than female results in both tasks. The target-lineup task shows an increase
in false positives in comparison to the other ones, due to the possibility that the target
speaker was absent from the lineup. Participants tend to give higher inset answers when
presented with the out-of-set option. Application of Pearson correlation to perceptual
SID performance, accuracy and task-dependent temporal-based metrics, revealed similar
trends across tasks. The target-lineup task allowed participants to listen an unlimited
amount of times to the speech samples. This may be another cause of the lower per-
formance, with additional listening adding noise to the initial speaker models that the
listeners created. Although, the clustering task shows promising results and potential,
mainly because of its not restrictive nature allowing listeners to engage with the speech
materials freely and employ di�erent listening strategies.

In a forensic context, this raises the question of reliability of the task. Similar assumptions
are presented in [Smith et al., ����], where �� participants, �� female and �� male, are
tested via stimuli taken from the Dynamic Variability in Speech Database [Nolan et al.,
����] using a target-lineup task. The influence of factors such as sample duration and
target presence are examined regarding identification accuracy and self-rated confidence of
participants. The main objective is to address task adaptation research for voice parades
in order to make them easier to conduct and to support earwitness performance, following
the procedures used in England and Wales. Overall, in �-out-of-N options, participants
correctly identified the target voice with �� % accuracy. However, when the target was
absent, participants correctly rejected the parade � % of the time. No relationship between
accuracy and confidence was observed. Consistently higher performance is observed in
a sequential procedure, in which participants made a decision after listening to each
voice. This findings highlight the idea of di�erent procedures for voice parades with the
potential to increase conviction rates and to reduce the risk of miscarriages of justice in
cases involving voice identification.

In a similar perspective, [McDougall et al., ����] explores the influence of telephone and
studio recordings on performance in voice parades. In this experiment listeners first were
familiarised with the target voice and then undertake the voice parade task. Two groups
of �� listeners in mismatched conditions and two groups with the same conditions par-
ticipated. The results show that exposure to a voice recorded in studio quality followed
by a studio quality voice parade led to correct identifications in �� % of cases, while
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telephone quality exposure and voice parade produced correct �� % of identifications.
The mismatch conditions of studio-telephone and telephone-studio exposure/parade gave
�� % and �� % respectively, showing the important influence, discussed earlier for auto-
matic systems, that transmission channels have on speakers’ modelling even for human
perception.

Furthermore, [Kelly et al., ����b] shows that human SID performance correlates strongly
to ASV models trained with source and filter features, i. e. f�, F�-�. Within an i-vector
speaker recognition system the named features and their derivatives are used in order
to identify cohorts of perceptually similar voices. A total of �� listeners, �� male and
�� female, participated in a voice comparison task, in which �� comparisons presented
in a random order had to be ranked from �, very di�erent, to �, very similar. Besides,
in [O’Brien et al., ����] significant correlations are observed between cosine distance
scores from a custom ASV system based on i-vectors and the accuracy of participants in
a clustering task. French read speech from the PTSVOX corpus is used and a total of ��
listeners participated. Similar results are shown in [Gerlacha et al., ����], comparing voice
similarity estimates of ten English speakers pairs by ��� listeners with an i-vector based
ASR responses. English and German native listeners’ judgements are both correlated
with ASR assessments, however, the latter showed a lower correlation.

The varying performance produced by the automatic system based on the demanded
task has been the object of description in the previous chapter. However, as observed
by [Kinnunen et al., ����; Han et al., ����; Lukic et al., ����], the choice of clustering
algorithms is as important as the tuning of parameter extraction and task adaptation for
automatic systems, in the same way it is for human listeners.

�.�.� Familiar voices

Task presentation, as said, is a fundamental factor to be considered when studying percep-
tual SID, because of the multiple mechanisms our brain is capable of. In the construction
of an ASR system the choice of the algorithm and its construction provide as outcome,
in most cases, an objective task response. Though, when humans are required to perform
a recognition task many subjective factors may influence the task processing and its out-
comes. Another important factor to be considered is the familiarity of the listeners with
the voices taken as test samples and between the tested speakers.

For instance, the latter case is examined in a forensic perspective in [san Segundo et al.,
����] using �� di�erent speaker comparisons, �� same speaker comparisons and �� com-
parisons between monozygotic twins. Euclidean distances based on voice quality and
source and filter characteristics are compared to VPA-based perceptual analysis by ��
subjects. Features have been extracted from pause fillers, which are long enough for
robust feature estimation while spontaneous enough to be extracted from samples in
forensic casework. The results from the acoustic analysis revealed that the di�erences
between di�erent and same speaker comparisons were significant in both high quality
and telephone-filtered recordings, with no false rejections and limited false acceptances.
In line with the literature on twin voices, mean distances for twin pairs perform as the
average between the average same and di�erent speaker comparisons. VPA is used for
perceptual assessment of speaker similarity. The main purpose of this perceptual analysis
is to explore the use of features combination for forensic speaker comparison, assessing
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their potential via a perceptual analysis. The correlation between the two methods, even
with a small number of listeners, suggests the perceptual saliency of selected features.
Furthermore, individual scores show a high resemblance between related speakers both
acoustically and perceptually.

Using speech rate and other temporal features such as speaking tempo, [el Gamal, ����]
demonstrate on �� subjects that listeners with high familiarity with the target speaker
show more consequent results in SID. These results confirm the findings of studies such
as [Hollien et al., ����; van Lancker et al., ����]. The latter uses �� famous voice stimuli
presented forward and backward to �� subjects. Listeners recognised an average of ��.� %
of the voices from � s forward samples presented without response alternatives. Given six
choices but maintaining the duration, correct identification raises to ��.� %. Besides, � s
backward samples, with six choices, show ��.� % of correct answers.

Perturbation induced by presenting spoken material backward a�ects speech character-
istics at multiple levels, from acoustics to language identity. Despite this, pitch curves
are reversed, as are the temporal structures, other kinds of information are retained, e. g.
pitch range and vowel quality information. The results show that some familiar voices
are nearly unrecognisable backward, while for others nearly no score degradation is ob-
served. This suggests that information important to the recognition of one voice may be
expendable in the case of another. Loss of one parameter does not impair recognisability
if a voice is su�ciently distinctive on another dimension.

In [Hollien et al., ����], some fundamental findings are reported. �.� minutes of read
English speech from �� speakers are used on a total of �� listeners, divided in � groups:
first, extremely familiar with the speakers; second, unfamiliar with the speakers but famil-
iarised through a training phase before the actual perceptual task; finally, unfamiliar with
both speakers and spoken language. The task involved three conditions, namely, normal
speech, stress induced by an electrodermal response and whispered speech. Listeners from
the first group show �� % of identification in normal speech, while the middle group score
at �� % and less than �� % for the third one. Overall, listeners whose familiarity with
the tested speakers is important can be expected to identify them at very high levels of
accuracy even during stress-induced speech, �� %. Moreover, listeners show rapid adap-
tation to unknown speakers showing well above chance level results through a less than
�� minutes training in total. Attempted voice disguise, by the means of whispered speech
here, causes confusions to members of every listeners’ group. It is more pronounced for
listeners who are unfamiliar with both the speaker’s speech and language.

Familiarity with a voice involves more than knowledge of acoustic variability. The idea
of familiar voices as unique patterns, such that a given feature may be essential for
recognising one voice, but irrelevant for another is highlighted by these results. It is
suggested as well that learning to recognise a voice involves learning the specific manner(s)
in which that voice varies around its prototype, the mental representation of a familiar
voice. Variability is essential to learn in the same way that it is essential to learn faces or
other categories.
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�.� Conclusion of the literature review

Tackling a vast subject such as phonetic characterisation of speakers is not a simple
task which requires investigations across multiple domains. The aim of the first part
of this thesis has been to provide an overview to the di�erent aspects covering speaker
characterisation. In order to conclude this part and to give a preview on what the next
part o�ers, in the present section we summarise the main aspects our investigation retains
from the literature review.

In Chapter � we fixate how the phonetic literature has represented the idea of speech com-
ponents by the means of phonetic measurements. Source and filter represent undoubtedly
the most studied component, in particular because of its simple correlation with acous-
tic elements. Formants and f� are the main focuses of studies taking on this component.
Prosody and voice quality represent more heterogeneous sets into which multiple cues have
been related. The first mainly studies temporal cues and changes of intonation, while the
second has its focus on laryngeal and supra-laryngeal settings that influence both the har-
monic and noise during speech production. Articulatory measurements are as well part
of another wide domain which has shown important results concerning between-speaker
analysis.

As mentioned before, this last particular set of components is not part of our further
investigation since the corpora we focus on do not include any articulatory data. A com-
prehensive list of the components that we select for this study are listed in Table � of
the next chapter. They aim to provide a global representation of speaker characteristics.
Some of the selected phonetic measurements have already proven consistent results. How-
ever, an extensive study on all of their interactions has not been provided yet for French.
In addition, a large part of the studies focused on these components used read speech,
while our major focus is on spontaneous production.

Chapter � fixates the multidisciplinary approach that this thesis embraces. Speech-related
studies do not enclose solely to a phonetic approach. While it is fundamental when
studying speech data, the applications are countless, from the use of forensic experts
speech knowledge in casework to automatic domains focusing on transcription. From
both these domains we take inspiration in the following chapters. From the forensic
domain it is mainly the focus on the representation of dynamics. The use of CNN has,
however, a fundamental motivation, apart from the promising results they have shown,
the fact that phoneticians have been working for decades on spectrograms to retrieve
information about speech, which is done in forensic cases and also by CNN processing.
The wide range of possible metrics used to evaluate systems and methods is the additional
element from which we take inspiration from the automatic domain in order to find a way
to further understand the data we test.

Finally, Chapter � fixates the importance of human perception and feedback regarding
scientific findings. Reliability of human listeners is an idea that crosses multiple domains,
since it is important in both automatic and perception perspectives in order to validate
the phonetic information we analyse. In order to understand what machines are capable
of, the comparison with human ability is fundamental. Moreover, what information can
really be retrieved by humans from the speech signal and how to represent it are important
questions that need to be answered in order to increase reliability of speech research.
Interpretation of both results and selected components is impossible without the addition
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of human-related results providing a connection between all the studied domains.

The next moment in our investigation takes all these fixed elements in an unstable place,
which is the actual scientific investigation. The instability is the consequence of testing
knowledge and methods through untested data in order to obtain consistent and newly
informative results.
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Chapter �

Perception

The second part of this thesis focuses on summarising all our results. Chapters � and
� provide an overview of the study of speech components through di�erent approaches
aimed at understanding the phonetic characterisation of voices in more depth. The anal-
yses performed in these chapters contribute to expand the basic aspects of phonetic char-
acterisation we assess in the previous chapter. The results from the phonetic and CNN
approaches highlight voice quality or formants as the most reliable speech component to
characterise speakers’ voices. In this chapter, we analyse voice characterisation from a
perceptual standpoint. Looking at the responses of human listeners on voice clusters, we
compare them with those obtained with phonetic- and CNN-driven modelling in order to
study their possible di�erences and similarities.

What di�erentiates this chapter from the others is the presence of an additional variability
factor, fundamental for the analysis of perception, the listener. The speaker is present
as the only factor of variability in our further investigations of voice characteristics in-
teractions. However, in a perception study, the listener represents a fundamental and
important factor of variability to take into account. Human perception, especially when
studying voice characterisation, can be influenced by a multitude of variables such as the
listener’s familiarity with the speakers, or the language being spoken as well as the task
design in general. In the following introductory sections, we describe our perceptual task
design and the di�erent groups of listeners who participated. The listeners in the present
study were free to refer to any voice feature that seemed relevant to them to group or
di�erentiate the given stimuli from each other, hence they were not forced to restrict their
judgements to a single feature that might provide information about the speakers.

The principal aims of this chapter are: firstly, to understand how robust are the phonetic
measurements used to represent speech components when compared to human responses;
secondly, this study assesses whether using a clustering task can account for a further
understanding of human perception of voice characteristics. Comparing perceptual re-
sponses and clustering from speech measurements allows to improve the investigation on
how individual strategies of components’ modulation convey speaker information.
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�.� Methods

Table �.� recapitulates all the extracted phonetic measurements and the corresponding
group names we use throughout the result chapters to define them. The related component
is reported as well. Similar tables are present in Chapter � and Chapter � in order to
remind these elements for each result chapter. We mainly used Praat [Boersma, ����]
and VoiceSauce [Shue et al., ����] softwares to extract the selected measurements. The
latter provides mainly voice quality descriptors, lacking in Praat, and o�ers the choice of
acoustic measurements from several external programs for parameters such as fundamental
frequency and formants.

Group name Measurements Component
Amp Amplitudes of the harmonics near the

first three formants (A�-�)
Source and filter

f� f� and its harmonics (H�, H�, H�k,
H��k, H�k)

Source and filter

Form First four formants (F�-�) Source and filter
Acoust Combination of Amp, f� and Form Source and filter
Rhythm Intensity, ENV and TFS Temporal
Nrg RMS, soe, Praat-based energy Source and filter |

Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Ms Four spectral moments (center of
gravity, standard deviation,
kurtosis, skewness)

Source and filter |
Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Hadi� Di�erences between harmonics, and
between harmonics and
amplitudes (H�-A�, H�-A�,
H�-A�, H�-H�, H�-H�, H�k-H�k)

Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Hr HNR at di�erent pitch ranges
(�-��� Hz HNR��, �-���� Hz
HNR��, �-���� Hz HNR��,
�-���� Hz HNR��), SHR

Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Ltas LTAS from four di�erent
frequency bandwidths between � and
� kHz

Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Qual Combination of Ltas, CPP and Nrg Mode of vocal fold
vibration

MFCC �� MFCC ?
Glob Combination of all phonetic

measurements
All

Spectros Entire wide-band spectrograms All

Table �.�: Phonetic measurements groups used in Chapter � for the clustering experiments
and related components.
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Applying the same extraction method in both softwares, we obtained values every mil-
lisecond to have a precise recreation of parameters modulations for each target speaker.
We took measurements on voiced consonants for parameters such as energy and included
fricatives for spectral moments. Some groups use larger analysis windows, e. g., �� ms for
MFCC.

Concerning the groups of measurements: the first four formants have been obtained with
VoiceSauce via Snack as in [Keating and Kreiman, ����; Keating et al., ����], comparing
them with the extraction obtained with Praat using methods described in [McDougall
and Nolan, ����], we observed small di�erences in values; for intensity and CPP, Praat
default settings have been used; fundamental frequency has been computed as in [Hudson
et al., ����; Nolan et al., ����] and, like the formants, compared with the values obtained
in VoiceSauce showing the same results; for all harmonics computation we used Voice-
Sauce; for temporal envelope (ENV) and Temporal Fine Structure (TFS) we followed the
computation described in [He and Dellwo, ����] through the Hilbert transform; energy
have been computed using three di�erent measurements, Root Mean Square (RMS) and
Strength of Excitation (soe) in VoiceSauce and energy from Praat which corresponds to
the integral of sound amplitude power; the Long-Time Average Spectrum peaks (LTAS)
and mean values have been obtained on Praat; for the HNR and SHR computations we
followed the VoiceSauce default values. In order to understand the features interactions
and their weights inside each group we used modified subsets for each one during the
automatic approach studies. See Chapter � for a more extensive analysis.

Statistical descriptions of these di�erent groups help to understand how, from a descrip-
tive standpoint, speakers have similar or di�erent characteristic distributions inside their
variability matrix. The comparison of results from Deep Learning approach and clas-
sic phonetic through statistical description are in accordance with the already discussed
need for explicability and interpretation of somehow cryptic results from the automatic
approaches. Further comparison with results from human-based studies can be an ad-
ditional step to understand how and why some cues are more relevant than others in
characterising a single or multiple speakers.

�.�.� Corpora presentation

The two French corpora used throughout our studies are the Nijmegen Corpus of Casual
French (NCCFr) and PTSVOX, first documented respectively in [Torreira et al., ����]
and [Chanclu et al., ����]. They present some similarities such as the presence of Native
French speakers from both sexes and similar age ranges. However, their linguistic mate-
rials are very di�erent since NCCFr is composed of spontaneous speech recordings while
PTSVOX consists of read speech. Further analysis on lexical distances between speakers
in NCCFr are presented in Section �.�.

NCCFr is composed of �� speakers performing multiple speech tasks, including reading
and a casual conversation between two of them. In our study we only consider the
conversation task for �� speakers (�� females and �� males) since they are the only
one with available annotations. The recordings have an average duration of �� minutes
performed in a single session inside a quiet chamber in the Phonetics and Phonology
Laboratory of Paris and all subjects wore headset microphones in order to reduce intensity
variations from head movements. Semi-automatic transcription has been made by LIMSI
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laboratory [Barras et al., ����]. Speakers are mainly aged between �� and �� with two
females being �� and �� years old. They are all French Native speakers, thirty-four of
them came from the Paris region, while the remaining ones came from other regions in
Central and Northern France. All speakers came from the same social background and
pursued similar studies. The conversation task always associated same sex speakers.

The second corpus used in our studies is the French corpus PTSVOX, aimed to recreate
the main challenges of forensic voice comparison. Spontaneous and read speech are rep-
resented in this corpus and recorded in both microphone and telephone conditions. Since
the PTSVOX was created during the work of this thesis, annotations were not immedi-
ately available for all the recordings. For this reason, we only considered the read subset
for our experiments. It is composed of two sessions of three read passages by a total of
�� French Native speakers (�� females and �� males). Speakers who presented incomplete
sessions, e. g., they lacked one or more of the read passages or an entire recording session,
have been discarded. The size of the smaller subsets we used, vary from �� to �� speakers
depending on the protocol used. Speakers are in the same age range as NCCFr and have
similar intra-corpus social background.

Throughout the results description, we use the nomenclature for speakers relative to
each corpus: in the PTSVOX speakers are named using codes LG��� to LG���; while
for NCCFr speakers’ names present information about their sex and interlocutor, female
speakers start with a F, males start with a M, interlocutors present the same number and
are distinguished by a L or R as the final letter of their code, e. g. M��L, M��R and F��L,
F��R.

Figure �.�: Total amount and speaker average of number of phonemes for NCCFr (in
green) and PTSVOX (in blue) corpora in the studied sequences.

For both corpora, automatic segmentation has been human-validated and corrected, and
present, at least, word and phoneme level annotations. Figure �.� shows the total number
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of phonemes in both corpora and their average. Even if in our studies we do not take
into consideration the phonetic content influence, it is important to know which phonemic
classes are more prominent. As mentioned, speaker recognition studies have shown how
di�erent phonemic classes can be influenced by the speaker factor when comparing the
amount of information they carry about speaker characteristics. The studied characteristic
has an important role, some are considered to be more representative of the individual
di�erences, indeed not every measurement is possible on every phonemic class.

In all our experiments we segmented the recordings into smaller chunks of similar duration.
PTSVOX has been used in preliminary studies with sequences of multiple lengths, see
next chapter’s Section �.�, and in an experiment involving comparison of the same read
sentences, while for NCCFr we used � s sequences with a minimum of �� phonemes each.

�.� Perception task

In the principal perception task, listeners were asked to regroup similar speakers in a
number of clusters of their choice. Figure �.� shows an example of the screen listeners
were faced with during the experiment. The listeners could undertake the two-sessions
task on their personal computer via a HTML based interface. They were asked to perform
the two sessions in an interval of at least one week, in order to reduce any memory bias,
a small number of them performed the two sessions the same day. There was no time
limitation to complete the task, we were interested in having a reliable answer rather than
a quick but unsure one.

Figure �.�: Perception task, test phase screen example.

The recordings used were the same as those used in our further experiments, see Chapter �
and Chapter �. We used the CNN results as a reference list in order to not have chunks
that have been wrongly classified. Every NCCFr’s speaker had a total of � chunks of
� s which were randomly presented to the listeners and never repeated twice during the
test and train phases of the task. As shown in Figure �.�, in the upper portion of the
screen listeners had the instruction and a GIF showing how to perform the task. In the
actual task portion, all recordings were stored on the right, listeners could play them
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indefinitely, on the left side they could find a number of empty boxes corresponding to
the number of recordings. The listeners had to regroup similar voices inside the same box
with no limitations on the number. Voices that were considered totally di�erent from the
others could be placed in an isolated box as well. Once they thought their answers were
definitive, through a button on the left listeners could store the clustering and initialise
the following phase. Stored answers could not be accessed or modified.

Concerning the enrolment of the task itself, in both sessions a train and a test phase were
present. The train phase consisted of two clustering screens, one per sex, while in the test
phase there was three, two of them with chunks from the same sex group. This way, every
listener performed four test phases and six train phases with half of each having female
voices and the other half male voices. During the train phases listeners were confronted to
a reduced number of voices in order to familiarise them with both the voices and the task
itself. Results from these phases were used as an additional mean to evaluate less reliable
listeners in our further analysis, since two speakers had repeated chunks. Listeners that
failed to regroup the same speaker in more than half of the train phases were discarded.
The listeners did not receive a direct feedback on their answer.

In the following sections, we respectively report the information gathered on the listeners
which serve as control variables and discuss the clustering methods and evaluations to
assess the reliability of these groups and answers.

�.�.� Participants

The participants to the perception experiment have been recruited via di�erent means
with half of them being students or researchers from the same laboratory as the Author,
Laboratoire de Phonétique et Phonologie. The other half is composed by Author’s family
and surroundings or anonymous who responded to a Reddit post. A total of �� listeners
participated in the task, some basic information was requested in order to establish post
analysis groups. We discuss here all the information and the considered control variables,
an extensive reference table is reported in Appendix D. The only limitation imposed for
the participation was the understanding of French. Following the results from the train
phase, � female listeners were discarded, hence the answers from �� listeners have been
analysed in our study.

The age of the participants ranges from �� to ��, with a mean of ��, a median of ��
and a SD of ��, �� of them are females against � males. The latter’s results, as for the
French Non-Native listeners, have to be taken with caution and considered as possible
trends or hypotheses, given the small sample we have been able to gather. None of the
participants declared hearing problems. Mean duration of both sessions was �� minutes
with a minimum of � and a maximum of � hour and ��. Apart from sex, two other control
variables were considered to compare di�erent groups: the mother tongue; and what we
named the expert status, corresponding to whether or not listeners had an education
in Phonetics or Speech-Language Pathology. There are �� French Native Experts in
total, all females, in addition, one female expert was non-Native as were two males. The
group of non-Experts, or Naives, is composed of � female and � male listeners. The
Natives group is composed of �� listeners, �� females and � males. The � non-Natives
all had experience in higher education in French and are � females, Arab and Chinese
Natives speakers, and � males, both Chinese. Influence of non-Native speakers of French
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on the results is discussed in the following analysis. Their proficiency in French and their
reliability were su�cient factors to not discard them.

Crossing all the control variables, we obtain a total of �� clusterings which, multiplied
by the two tasks (female and male voices), give us �� clusterings to compare. As we
mentioned, some groups were composed of a larger number of listeners, indeed, from a
scientific standpoint, we consider that smaller groups are less reliable as they are less
representative. In the next session we describe the clustering methods and the evaluation
metrics we used.

�.�.� Clustering methods and evaluation

The principal aim of this chapter is to study the relation that might exist between the
human answers and those obtained through the studies described in Chapters � and
�. As discussed in Chapter �, clustering analysis is a common solution in order to assess
similarity between voices. Looking at this process through the lens of voice characteristics,
we can extend the definition to: assessing similarity of voice characteristics.

In many of the previously discussed studies on voice characterisation, authors commonly
alter the speech material in order to focus the listener’s attention on specific features,
see Chapter �. We took the decision to have a di�erent approach in which listeners
were free to choose what characteristics they would focus on. All answers from the
same group of listeners are combined in order to create an ideal clustering meant to
represent the perception of each group. The �� di�erent human clusterings are compared
to those obtained by the phonetic and CNN approach, groups of measurements reported
in Table �.�. We use two types of metrics aiming to validate the clustering calculation
and compare the di�erent clusterings between them.

Taking the matrices of human, phonetic and CNN answers, we compute the Euclidean
distance matrices. Afterwards, we apply a hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA) using
ward criterion in order to minimise the loss of information when comparing pairs of
points and creating the di�erent clusterings. An important step in clustering validation
is finding the ideal number of clusters to use. This was achieved by analysing the results
of three performance metrics in R: the clustering coe�cient, which is a global score on
the clustering validity; the silhouette score, which computes the minimal di�erence inter-
clusters; the gap statistic, which focuses on minimising the intra-cluster di�erence.

Concerning the evaluation of similarity between the obtained clusterings, we used two
metrics, the Jaccard similarity coe�cient [Levandowsky and Winter, ����; Moulton
and Jiang, ����], a value of �.� corresponds to a perfect resemblance between the compared
groups, and Cohen’s Kappa. The latter is the same used when comparing multiple
CNN models, here we use it to have an a priori comparison score for the di�erent human
clusterings. The Jaccard coe�cient is used to measure the similarity and diversity of finite
sample sets, even when di�erent in sizes, by taking the ratio of Intersection over Union.
Human clusterings are compared both intra- and inter- groups to assess both listeners and
group reliability as well as inter-group variability. In both CNN and phonetic clusterings
we evaluate the distance between the di�erent speech components groups. Finally, these
metrics results are also analysed by the scope of the listeners’ direct feedback on their
own clustering strategies.
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�.� Clusterings comparison

In the following sections we report the results of the multiple clusterings. The first section
corresponds to the perceptual answers by human listeners, the second corresponds to the
phonetic results, and finally the results obtained through CNN’s processing. In these
sections we compare the results within the � main clusterings, namely PHON for Phonetic
clusters, CNN for the CNN and HUM for human perception. The focus of discussion in
the last subsection is the similarities between all the clusters. As mentioned, Jaccard’s
similarity and Cohen’s Kappa coe�cients are used to compare the answers of the di�erent
groups we study.

�.�.� Human clustering

Tables �.�, �.� and �.� summarise the results obtained through the perception task by
human listeners. These three tables refer to the main subgroups used to analyse the re-
sults: the first one presents responses from both sexes; the second one only the responses
from female listeners; and the third one only from male listeners. As described in Sec-
tion �.�.�, the results for male listeners should be considered as less reliable because they
are less numerous than women. This is confirmed by both Cohen’s Kappa and clustering
coe�cient values. The first has always a score under �.�� for all male listeners responses
while for other listeners groups we always observe a score around �.�� and higher. These
results indicate that, when analysing the resulting matrix, the considered classifier, male
listeners in our case, do slightly better than chance. The clustering coe�cients are higher
than �.�� for all groups of listeners except for males where the score average is around
�.��.

All Experts Experts
non
Native

Naives Naives
Native

Natives Non
Natives

All �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Experts �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Experts
non
Native

�.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��

Naives �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.��
Naives
Native

�.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.��

Natives �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.��
Non
Natives

�.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�

Table �.�: Jaccard similarity coe�cients for couples of HUM clusters, red for female
speakers (top-right from the diagonal) and blue for male speakers (bottom-left). Clusters
from listeners of both sexes.
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�.�.�.� Within human clustering comparison

As described earlier, expertise in Linguistics or Speech-Language Pathology and Native
language are the two major control variables we consider aside from listener’s sex. In all
three tables (�.�, �.� and �.�) the reported values result from comparison of clusterings
from di�erent listeners subgroups. When considering the female voices task, scores from
both sexes listeners show that the most similar comparison is Non-Native Experts with
Non-Natives with �.��. The second most similar cluster combination involves Native
Naives and all Native listeners with a score of �.��. The least similar clusters appears
to be the Experts group compared with both all Non-Natives and Non-Native Expert
listeners which register �.��. The Non-Natives groups also have low similarity with Native
Naives, with a score of �.��. Concerning the male voices perception task, we observe high
similarity rates between the Native Naives group and the Naive group with a score of
�.�� as well as the Native Naives group compared with the all Native, with a score of
�.��. The least similar clusterings are those obtained by Non-Native Experts with a �.��
score when compared to all listeners and a score of �.�� when compared with the Experts,
Natives and Non-Natives groups.

All F Experts
F

Experts
Native
F

Experts
non
Native
F

Naives
F

Naives
Native
F

Naives
non
Native
F

Natives
F

Non
Natives
F

All F �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Experts
F

�.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��

Experts
Native
F

�.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��

Experts
non
Native
F

�.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��

Naives
F

�.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��

Naives
Native
F

�.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.� �.�� �.�� �.��

Naives
non
Native
F

�.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.��

Natives
F

�.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.��

Non
Natives
F

�.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�

Table �.�: Jaccard similarity coe�cients for couples of HUM clusters, red for female
speakers (top-right from the diagonal) and blue for male speakers (bottom-left). Clusters
from female listeners.

When focusing only on the results for female listeners, in the female voices task we observe
something similar to what happens in the CNN clustering groups with the minimum
similarity rate being around �.��. This is shown by the Non-Native Naives group that
has a score of �.�� when compared to Natives Experts and a score of �.�� when compared
with all Experts. The most similar clusterings are those obtained by Experts and Native
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All M (Experts)
non
Native M

Naives M

All M �.� �.�� �.��
(Experts)
non
Native M

�.�� �.� �.��

Naives M �.�� �.�� �.�

Table �.�: Jaccard similarity coe�cients for couples of HUM clusters, red for female
speakers (top-right from the diagonal) and blue for male speakers (bottom-left). Clusters
from male listeners.

Experts with �.��, considering the fact that only one female expert was Non-Native of
French, we note that her answers cause an important decrease of the similarity between
the two groups. The other most similar clusterings are those obtained by Natives and
both all female listeners and Native Naives with a score of �.��. In the male voices
task, we observe an overall lower average similarity rate, �.�� against �.�� for the female
speakers task. This is reiterated by the observed scores. Aside from the Experts and
Native Experts similarity reaching a score of �.�� the other most similar clusters are the
ones from all female listeners and Native Experts with a score of �.��. The Non-Native
Naives group is the most dissimilar from all other groups with an average similarity rate
of �.�� and the lowest score of �.�� compared to all listeners.

As already mentioned, male listeners were fewer in number than females and as such
their results are scientifically less reliable, however, we still report them for completeness
of description, hoping they might be assessed more firmly in future works. Male listen-
ers clusterings of female voices present a lower average similarity, with a score of �.��,
than those from the male voices task, with a score of �.��. Naives’ clusterings show a
greater similarity with the group of all listeners clustering, yielding a score of �.�� in
the female voices task and �.�� for male voices task. We observe that similarity between
the clusterings for the female voices task is lower with a score of �.�� when comparing
Non-Native Experts with all listeners and a score of �.�� when comparing Non-Native
Experts and Naive listeners. In the male voices task the same scores increase to �.�� and
�.��, respectively.

These comparisons suggest how the listener in a voice characterisation task represents a
complex variable that can be influenced by a large number of factors, e. g. expertise in
voice studies or Native language in our case. The latter can add further complications
in the analysis, by the means of how long the listener has been exposed to the spoken
language of the listened voice or to what is their actual mother tongue. These and other
considerations are part of our discussion in Chapter �.

�.�.� Phonetic clustering

The phonetic clusterings are obtained from distance matrices that are computed on the
raw phonetics values, divided by component groups as shown in Table �.�. Once the
di�erent groups of speakers have been formed using the HCA method, we compare the
resulting clusterings in order to further understand the similarities that exist between
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them. Similarity between the groups of clusters is, as mentioned, assessed by the means
of a Jaccard coe�cient. As a remember, a value of �.� corresponds to a perfect resemblance
between the compared groups.

Table �.� summarises the distances between the di�erent clusterings based on phonetic
components, the values on the top right of the matrix’s diagonal correspond to female
speakers task while the left bottom values are those corresponding to male speakers task.
The similarity scores show that the information is not modelled in the same way by the
studied components for both sexes, with a few exceptions. Along the diagonal we observe
some inversely proportional combination for the two sexes, e. g., Ltas-Hr is the lowest pair
for female speakers and the Ltas-Qual pair shows a score of �.� while for male speakers
in both cases the scores are consistently greater. The most similar clusterings are Form-
Acoust and Glob-Ms with scores of �.�� and �.�� for female speakers and scores of �.��
and �.�� for males. This implies that the information carried by the Ms subset has a
high weight on the global representation and in a similar way formants, that are present
both in Form and Acoust, have a higher influence on the clustering. The least similar
clusterings are MFCC-Rhythm with �.�� as well as Ltas-Hadi�, Ltas-Hr and Ltas-Acoust
with �.��, showing that the information conveyed by Ltas is very di�erent from all the
other components for women while this is not the case for men’s Ltas.

It has to be noted that the scores from the two global representations of the PHON
groups, i. e. MFCC and Glob, behave in a completely opposite direction for female and
male speakers. Their scores, �.�� in the first case and �.�� in the second one, confirm
the trend of MFCC to be more similar to the considered phonetic components for male
individuals. The average similarity score between clusterings for female speakers is �.��
while it is �.�� for male. This is similar to what we observe in the PCAs in Chapter �
showing that the considered components convey more redundant information about male
voices than for female.

MFCC Glob Form f� Acoust Hadi� Rhythm Amp Ms Nrg Hr Ltas Qual
MFCC �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Glob �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Form �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
f� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Acoust �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Hadi� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Rhythm �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Amp �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Ms �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Nrg �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.��
Hr �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.��
Ltas �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�
Qual �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�

Table �.�: Jaccard similarity coe�cients for pairs of PHON clusterings, red for female
speakers (top-right from the diagonal) and blue for male speakers (bottom-left).

�.�.� Automatic clustering

In order to obtain what we call the automatic clustering, CNN from now on, we treat the
confusion matrices from the CNN tasks, see Chapter �, as distance matrices and apply
the clustering methods described earlier. We obtain an average score of �.�� for both
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female and male speakers. It appears that more than a third of the information is shared
by all clusterings since the minimal distance is above �.�� for both sexes, but there are
no pairs of clusterings that present similarity rates higher than �.��.

Table �.� summarises the results. In detail, we observe that the least similar clusterings
for female speakers are in combination with f�, in opposition to PHON clusterings, with
f�-Form having a �.�� score and f�-Ltas a score of �.��. The most similar clusterings are
Form-Hadi� with �.��, f�-Amp with �.�� and Nrg-Rhythm with �.��. For male speakers
the least similar clusterings are f�-Ltas with �.�� and f�-Form with �.�� while the most
similar are Hadi�-Acoust with �.�� and Nrg-Hadi� with �.��. The similar clusterings
reflect the similarities described by the other scores in Chapter �, with the Rhythm and
Nrg groups having similar important roles in the classification of female voices, while for
males we observe that the Hadi� groups shares an important amount of information with
the global representation, just as Hr does with all the other clusterings for both sexes.

Spectros MFCC Glob Form f� Acoust Hadi� Rhythm Amp Ms Nrg Hr Ltas Qual
Spectros �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
MFCC �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Glob �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Form �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
f� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Acoust �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Hadi� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Rhythm �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Amp �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Ms �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Nrg �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.�� �.��
Hr �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� �.��
Ltas �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.��
Qual �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�

Table �.�: Jaccard similarity coe�cients for pairs of CNN clusterings, red for female
speakers (top-right from the diagonal) and blue for male speakers (bottom-left).

�.�.� PHON-HUM-CNN similarities

Listeners’ responses are important in order to explore the variability of human perception
in regards to control variables such as those we cited in the previous sections. Never-
theless, the comparison between human performance on voice characterisation and what
has been obtained through di�erent approaches can be used as a reference for a deeper
understanding of voice characteristics’ modelling.

We hereafter summarise the results of the similarity between the three clustering groups:
PHON, CNN and HUM. The values reported are listed in the extensive tables in Ap-
pendix E. The thirteen PHON and the fourteen CNN clusterings, obtained from the dif-
ferent studied components and global representations, have been compared to the seven,
nine and six clusterings obtained with the listeners, corresponding respectively to both
sexes combined, female listeners only and male listeners only. This process leads us to
formalise how the chosen control variables interact with the proposed phonetic modelling.
However, as mentioned hereinabove, results from male listeners only represent hypothet-
ical trends and cannot be considered as reliable as the female listeners’ results due to the
smaller sample we have been able to gather.

Before describing the three-point comparison of PHON-CNN-HUM clusterings, we report
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the similarities from CNN-PHON comparison. To compare these groups we use the same
similarity score which varies from � to �, a score of � meaning that two clusterings are
completely similar. We observe that, between these groups, the average similarity score
for the clustering of both female and male voices is �.��. The female speakers clustering
has lower minimum scores around �.�� for PHON-Ltas when compared to CNN-MFCC,
Glob and Form. For male speakers clustering, PHON-f� has the lowest score with �.��
when compared to CNN-Form, Spectros, Acoust and Qual. The higher similarity scores we
observe for female speakers clusterings are obtained by comparing PHON-Acoust to CNN-
Ltas, �.��, and Qual, �.��. CNN-Acoust has a similarity of �.�� with PHON-Rhythm’s
clustering. For the male speakers task the highest similarity score between CNN and
PHON is registered by the comparison of Form clustering with a score of �.��, the same
score is obtained when comparing CNN-Form and PHON-Acoust, which, on average, is
highly similar to all CNN answers. Comparing clustering from the same components’
subsets but di�erent modelling, CNN or PHON, we observe higher similarities for the
male speakers task than for female speakers.

When we compare the clustering by listeners of both sexes to the PHON and CNN clus-
terings we observe, for female voices, that the most similar clustering corresponds to the
clusters obtained with the Experts group. Indeed, the Jaccard coe�cient results in scores
of �.�� with PHON-Form, �.�� with PHON-Acoust and �.�� with both CNN-Form and
Ms. The other most similar clustering is the one obtained with the Naive group, in par-
ticular compared with the CNN-Hr clustering registering the second highest CNN score,
with �.��. The Non-Native Experts group reports the most dissimilarity when compared
to CNN and HUM, followed by Non-Native listeners, with scores of �.�� and �.�� for
MFCC, Ltas and Rhythm. The PHON-HUM clusterings comparison, when comparing
Acoust to Non-Native and Non-Native Expert listeners, has the lowest scores, with �.��.
For the male voices task, we observe a di�erent score distribution.

For the male voices, we observe a di�erent score distribution. For example, we obtain
scores lower than �.�� when we compare clusterings obtained by Non-Native Experts
with those from PHON-Hadi�, however, the lowest rate is obtained when compared with
CNN-Ltas �.��. The highest PHON-HUM similarities are observed with the comparison
of Rhythm to Naives and Non-Native listeners, implying that rhythmic cues may have
an important influence in voice characterisation for non Expert listeners. The CNN
clusterings do not show very high similarity scores with the maximum being �.�� with
Expert listeners clustering compared to Hadi� or Non-Natives with Acoust and Qual.

When considering only female listeners, we obtain similar results, especially for the clus-
terings resulting from the male voices task, with one HUM clustering reporting the most
dissimilar scores, i. e. Non-Native Naives, when compared to both PHON and CNN clus-
terings. In particular, with that group of listeners, the comparisons with CNN-Ltas and
CNN-Rhythm get respectively a score of �.�� and �.��, and we obtain a score of �.��
when compared with PHON-Qual and Rhythm. The comparison of the clusters obtained
with PHON and Non-Native Experts are the most similar with Acoust, �.��, Form, �.��,
as well as Nrg compared to Natives with �.��. Concerning CNN clusterings, we observe
that Native Experts’ responses result in greater similarities with Hadi� and MFCC. The
score distribution trends for the female voices are less reliable when compared with Ltas,
showing low similarity scores with PHON clusterings but high ones for CNN. MFCC and
Spectros have the highest similarity scores for CNN clusters with �.�� and �.�� respec-
tively, while the highest PHON scores are registered by the Form group with an average
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of �.��.

When we compare male listeners’ responses with the PHON and CNN clusterings, we
obtain a slightly higher average similarity score, with �.�� in opposition to �.�� for the
female listeners. The highest observed scores in this case are �.�� with CNN-Hadi� and
�.�� with CNN-Acoust, PHON-Acoust also registers its highest score in this comparison
with �.��. The Naives listeners group is the second most similar to the PHON clusterings,
with the highest score of �.�� when compared to PHON-Rhythm. The lowest scores are
obtained by Non-Native and Naive groups in comparison to Acoust and MFCC clusterings.
The Native Naives group obtains the highest similarity scores when compared to CNN-
Hadi�, �.��, and PHON-Rhythm, �.��, while the same group of listeners show the lowest
scores against PHON-F� clustering. Nevertheless, these results have to be taken with
caution because of the small sample of male listeners.

Figure �.�: Similar clusters obtained from human Native Naives listeners responses in
the female voices perception task. CNN and PHON correspond to clusterings based on
formants. Colours represent the multiple branches.

Figure �.� gives an example of what the Jaccard similarity scores indicate. Three clus-
terings are represented, one from each major group, with colours indicating di�erent
branches, for HUM, the Native Naive group responses for the female voices task are rep-
resented. We have taken the clusterings resulting from formants for PHON and CNN since
they have a similarity of �.�� and, respectively, a score of �.�� and �.�� when compared
to the selected HUM clustering. The di�erent branches of the clusterings are depicted by
di�erent colours while every leaf represents a speaker, leaves present on a directly con-
nected branch are considered more similar than others from the same leaf group. Inside
the figure, we report the shared branches and leaves between each clustering.

We observe that one isolated speaker, F��L, is shared across the three groups. HUM and
CNN also share two two-leaves branches, i. e. two pairs of speakers, while only one is
shared between HUM and PHON. Therefore we have a higher similarity score for HUM-
CNN comparison. Linkages between other speakers are shared even though they do not
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result in completely equal branches. Three double linkages are shared between HUM and
CNN clusterings, while we have four for HUM and PHON. The latter shares three double
and one three-way linkages with the CNN clustering.

In Figure �.�, the comparison between HUM clustering from Non-Native listeners for the
male voices perception task, and the PHON and CNN clusterings obtained through the
Qual group, is illustrated. The similarity scores are �.�� between CNN and PHON, �.��
between HUM and CNN and �.�� between HUM and PHON. In the latter comparison
we observe that there is one shared branch composed of � speakers and �� shared leaves
associated in two three-way and three double linkages. There is also a branch shared by
HUM and CNN, however, in this case there are only seven leaves linked in a similar way.
In the comparison of the two non-human based groups there are no full branches that
are shared but �� connected leaves, which explains why they obtain the lowest similarity
rate.

Figure �.�: Similar clusters obtained from human Non-Native listeners responses in the
male voices perception task. CNN and PHON correspond to clusterings based on Qual
components group. Colours represent the multiple branches.

We obtain the completely opposite results, illustrated in Figure �.�, with three highly
dissimilar clusterings. In this case, Hadi� is used for the representation of both PHON
and CNN, while responses from Non-Native Experts in the male voices task is used to
represent for the HUM group. Beginning with the higher scores, in the PHON-CNN
comparison we observe a similarity of �.��, no branches are shared but � leaves in three
two-way linkages and one triplet which, in the CNN clustering, represent a whole branch.
� leaves are shared between the CNN and HUM groups, with a double linkage being also
part of an entire branch in the CNN. This results in a total similarity score of �.��. The
other shown comparison has a similarity score of �.��, we observe indeed that the PHON
clustering presents a highly populated branch, resulting in a less coherent group. In this
branch we find the majority of the leaves shared with HUM. � leaves out of the total
�� are present in the named branch, all in double linkages, corresponding to � di�erent
branches in the HUM cluster.
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Figure �.�: Dissimilar clusters obtained from human Non-Native Expert listeners re-
sponses in the male voices perception task. CNN and PHON correspond to clusterings
based on Hadi� components group. Colours represent the multiple branches.

�.� Chapter conclusions

The results of the listener variable in the characterisation of voices, presented above, aim
to provide the path for the results and comparisons of the following chapters. The multiple
influence factors that listeners carry, e. g., their age, sex or mother tongue, represent a
complex set of variables to consider when working on a voice perception task. To improve
decision making algorithms or clustering analysis methods and assess their reliability a
human-machine comparison is fundamental. Sound modelling and characterisation is done
by our brain at high performance levels but further investigations are needed in order to
understand its mechanisms.

The use of clustering techniques is an important tool to better understand the distribu-
tion of speaker’s characteristics. Phonetic- and CNN-driven clusterings show consistent
di�erences in the distribution of information between the answers corresponding to their
subsets. For the human answers we had access to a heterogeneous group of listeners in
terms of expertise in speech domains. While the majority of subjects were French females
we also had the possibility to compare Native answers with few Non-Natives. Further
comparisons between the three main clustering groups show the potential for the analysis
of influence factors in the perceptual characterisation of human voice. Computing metrics
on clustering robustness and for distances between clusters provided a better understand-
ing of which components may be used by human listeners and allowed us to assess the
validity of CNN clusters based on phonetic knowledge. This is discussed in Chapter �.

What follows is a summary, providing a report of the overall findings and discussion points
of this chapter; more extensive discussions are present in Chapter �.
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CHAPTER �. PERCEPTION

�.�.� Summary

• PHON clusters:

– Acoust-Form and Ms-Glob are the most similar clusters combinations for both
sexes confirming that Ms and Form have important roles in modelling the
information shared with other components;

– Ltas has a higher influence on male speakers’ modelling. MFCC also share
more information about male voices with global representations.

• CNN clusters:

– Nrg and Hadi� sets show the most redundant information for both sexes;
– Rhythm clustering has the most influence on the modelling of women’s voices

while it is Hr for men.

• HUM clusters:

– For the female voices clusterings, all female listeners subsets share a third of
the information, while for the male voices a higher variability is observed;

– A same-sex e�ect is observed, since for the female voices task there is a higher
average similarity between clusterings than those for male voices;

– Expert listeners are less similar to Non-Native Experts than other groups;
– Non-Native Naives have a di�erent approach to the task in comparison to all

other groups, suggesting that both sex and Native language have a major role
in characterising voices even when the spoken language is well-known by Non-
Native listeners.

• PHON-CNN comparison:

– Clusterings for the female voices are less similar than for the male ones;
– PHON-Acoust shares the most information with CNN clusterings for both

sexes;
– For male speakers PHON-f� and -Amp clusterings share less information with

other CNN clusterings;

• PHON-CNN-HUM comparison:

– Form is the most similar clustering to the listeners responses for the female
voices, while the most dissimilar is Ltas, this is the case when compared with
both PHON and CNN;

– Non-Natives share the least amount of information with PHON and CNN clus-
terings for both female and male voices task;

– Experts’ responses show a higher similarity to the clusterings obtained with
harmonics and energy information for the characterisation of male speakers;

– Naives’ responses parallel the clustering obtained with Rhythm for the charac-
terisation of female voices;

– Non-Native female listeners clustering matches Qual, Hr and MFCC in the
female voices task;
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Chapter �

Phonetics

The present chapter is dedicated to the results obtained through classical phonetic ap-
proaches, based on the state of the art described in Chapter �, as well as part of Chapter �.
We start by introducing the extraction methods and grouping for the selected phonetic
measurements. Following what has been discussed in the previous Part, four speech com-
ponents are the main objects of our study, the next section presents which elements have
been considered for each component.

In previous chapters, the main objective was to describe how individual di�erences have
been studied throughout the decades in speech-related research. Hereafter, the main
objective is to add our contribution to speaker characterisation domains starting with
phonetic descriptions of some speech features, and by further exploring their interactions
and understanding of their implications on individual di�erences. The following results
are mainly based on PCA and other statistical modelling analysis carried on phonetic
values.

Similar to Chapter �, in this results chapter, we divided the extracted phonetic measure-
ments into multiple groups aiming to represent a speech component or part of it. Table �.�
summarises the groups used in the following sections. The extraction methods and data
representation mainly remain the same as those presented in the previous chapter except
when explicitly mentioned.

�.� Reference values and linear models

In this section, before listing the results of our experiments, we provide a basic statistical
description of the studied corpora. Our report firstly focuses on the comparison of our
data with the reference data concerning the source and filter component, namely f� and
formants. The purpose of this description is to place our observations alongside those
already present in the phonetic literature in order to assess the coherence of the studied
data. In Appendix A an extensive version of both f� and formants values tables are
presented with speakers-specific values.

In Table �.� are presented mean and SD values that we have observed for f�. As mentioned
before, NCCFr is a corpus of spontaneous speech while PTSVOX presents read speech.
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CHAPTER �. PHONETICS

From what has been discussed in Chapter �, we expected PTSVOX to have higher mean
values than NCCFr while the latter should have higher SDs. A clear di�erence between
female and male speakers is observed in coherence with literature results with the female
speakers having an average of ��� Hz and the male of ��� Hz. A higher SD, �� Hz, is
registered for female speakers while males have an average SD of ��. In the PTSVOX
corpus the same tendency on mean values is reported with ��� Hz and ��� Hz respectively
for women and men with microphone recordings, while with the telephone support we
observe an increase to ��� Hz and ��� Hz.

Concerning SD we observe that in microphone recordings female speakers maintain higher
values, �� against �� Hz, but the same is not true for the telephone condition where men
have a SD of �� against �� for women. The latter phenomenon is certainly due to the fact
that lower frequencies are more a�ected by signal degradation in telephone recordings.
These observations confirm what has been discussed in the literature, Section �.�.�.

The signal degradation is also explained by the results obtained with a linear mixed
model that we conducted in order to understand the influence of recording conditions on
f� values. We used condition (microphone or telephone) and recording session as random
e�ects with speakers as a fixed e�ect. A significant e�ect (p < 10≠2) is found on the
condition predictor with a tendency to significance for the session (p close to 10≠2). The
first result is a direct consequence of what is observed in Table �.� with f� values being
very di�erent depending on the recording condition for the same speakers and linguistic
content. The second result, even though it shows a tendency and not significance, shows
that the within-speaker variability is not to be neglected when studying speakers’ charac-
teristics since the complexity of the speaker identity cannot be fully understood without
considering this factor.

n Age Mean SD
NCCFr
f� (female) �� ��-�� (avg ��) ��� ��
f� (male) �� ��-�� (avg ��) ��� ��
PTSVOXmic
f� (female) �� ��-�� (avg ��) ��� ��
f� (male) �� ��-�� (avg ��) ��� ��
PTSVOXtel
f� (female) �� ��-�� (avg ��) ��� ��
f� (male) �� ��-�� (avg ��) ��� ��

Table �.�: f� mean and SD values for NCCFr and PTSVOX corpora, number of speakers
and age’s ranges are reported. For PTSVOX values from microphone and telephone
recordings are separated.

All the formants’ values have been obtained by averaging the measurements at 1/3, 1/2
and 2/3 in order to have more coherent results. Besides, formants show more unsta-
ble responses than f�. There is a clear di�erence between the frequencies belonging to
spontaneous speech and read speech with the latter being more in line with literature
observations. The other important di�erence observed concerns the transmission channel
with values from microphone and telephone supports being very distinct even though they
come from the same speakers attending the same task.

We compare these values with the references by [Georgeton et al., ����], which used read
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�.�. REFERENCE VALUES AND LINEAR MODELS

sentences by �� female speakers, and by [Gendrot and Adda-Decker, ����], which used
� hours of speech mainly extracted from broadcast news from �� female and �� male
speakers. In both works, the ten French vowels /i e E a O o u y øœ/ are used in order
to provide reference values, i. e. mean, SD, maximum and minimum, for the first three
formants of French language.. We mainly observe a coherence between the results, with
some exceptions.

[Gendrot and Adda-Decker, ����] provides a table of threshold values for filtering formant
values in order to avoid the presence of acoustic inconsistencies. Only the first three
formants have been studied since the computation of F� shows intrinsic di�culties. We
have used these values in order to filter our data. The filtering thresholds are reported in
Table �.� and Table �.� alongside the mean and SD values of the two corpora. PTSVOX
values for microphone and telephone data are reported separately.

For both female and male speakers, /i/, /y/ and /u/’s F� are produced at much higher
frequencies in spontaneous speech (NCCFr). This results in the front rounded vowel
/y/ to be acoustically more open and to shift to the bottom of the vocalic triangle,
especially for male speakers (Figure �.�). The combination of higher F� and F� for
/u/ results, for both sexes, in a more centralised production of this vowel. The same
phenomenon of centralisation, higher F� than in the reference values, is observed for /o/.
F� values show di�erent tendencies for female and male speakers with /y/ and /o/ having
higher realisations for female speakers. In men’s case we observe higher F� for both /y/

and /u/ while /i/, /e/ and /E/ are produced in lower frequencies than expected. The
latter phenomenon has been associated with rounding and lips protrusion e�ects on vowel
production. Concerning F�, we observe that all female values are lower than the reference
(only [Georgeton et al., ����] report F� values), in both spontaneous and read speech,
but /o/, /O/ and /u/ results are comparable with the cited studies.

These results enable us to address the main concern about spontaneous speech produc-
tions, which represent one of the main aspects of this work on speech sequences without
taking into account a specific linguistic content. The high variability we observe in the
frequency realisations from spontaneous speech makes, for example, the vowel /i/ more
like a /u/ vowel, from a frequency point of view and the latter more like a central vowel,
with vowels such as /e/ and /a/ also being procured in a more closed manner. However,
thanks to the production context, the categorisation of these vowels remains possible.
Looking at the di�erent vocalic triangles from the �� speakers in Figure �.�, we can ob-
serve that multiple individual signatures in the vowel production strategies are reflected.
The high variability of the produced vowel frequencies is just one of the elements that
carry information on how speech is a continuously changing object especially when study-
ing spontaneous realisations. As mentioned, individual production strategies are reflected
through multiple speech components and focusing on categories that are highly incon-
sistent during spontaneous realisations can be a significant issue. In our studies, we try
to overcome this by not focusing on the linguistic content of the analysed sequences,
hypothetically resulting in an unbiased extraction of individual characteristics.

Similar to what has been done for f�, we used a linear mixed e�ect model in order to have
a first basic understanding of how formants carry speaker information with the speaker
as a fixed e�ect. No significant e�ect was found on the Vocalic Space Area, formants’
range ratios and formants dispersion measurements for any of the three corpora. However,
female speakers’ F� of /u/ and F� of /i/ showed tendencies for speakers’ characterisation.
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CHAPTER �. PHONETICS

We carried an additional experiment on the PTSVOX corpus using a LDA in order to
study the discrimination power of formant values of /a/, the most present vowel. Following
the methods described in [McDougall and Nolan, ����], for each speaker’s /a/ F� and
F� measurements were taken at � moments of the vowel and combined in � series: all
even moments (�� %, �� %, �� % and �� %); all odd moments (�� %, �� %, �� %, �� %
and �� %); the midpoint and the two even extremes (�� %, �� %, �� %). This is our first
attempt to somehow represent the dynamics of the first two formants.

Our results do not achieve to replicate the scores from the cited study, average of �� % for
F� and �� % for F� against an average of �� % (�� % for female speakers and � % for male
ones) for F� and �� % for F� (female speakers at �� %, while males ones at �� %) in our
case. It has to be noted that we used a smaller set of vowels with less controlled production
contexts. However, the same tendencies are observed with the most discriminant values
being the ones obtained from odd moments of the vowel.

Figure �.�: Vocalic triangles on F�-F� space for the �� NCCFr speakers, showing ellipses
for each observed vowel. The two triangles on top are averaged from female and male
speakers.
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Vowel Data set Observations Mean F� (SD) Mean F� (SD) Mean F� (SD) Mean F� (SD)
F1 < 900 1600 < F2 < 3100 F3 > 2500

i

NCCFr ����� ���� | ��� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 900 1400 < F2 < 3000 F3 > 2200

e

NCCFr ����� ����� | ��� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ���� ���� | ��� (��) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ���� ���� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 1100 1400 < F2 < 2700 F3 > 2000

E

NCCFr ����� ����� | ��� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ���� ���� | ��� (��) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ���� ���� | ��� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 1100 900 < F2 < 2300 F3 > 1900

a

NCCFr ����� ����� | ��� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 900 1400 < F2 < 2800 F3 > 1800

y

NCCFr ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ��� ��� | ��� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ��� ��� | ��� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 1000 700 < F2 < 2300 F3 > 1800

ø

NCCFr ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ���� ���� | ��� (��) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ���� ���� | ��� (��) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 1100 800 < F2 < 2400 F3 > 2000

œ

NCCFr ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) �� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 1000 500 < F2 < 1500 F3 > 1800

u

NCCFr ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ��� ��� | ��� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ��� ��� | ��� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 1000 600 < F2 < 1600 F3 > 2100

o

NCCFr ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 1000 600 < F2 < 2000 F3 > 2000

O

NCCFr ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

Table �.�: First four formants mean (average of measurements from �/�, �/� and �/�
of the vowel) and SD values for �� French vowels from NCCFr and PTSVOX. Female
speakers. For each vowel are reported the applied filters following [Gendrot and Adda-
Decker, ����] thresholds. The number of observations before application of the filters is
reported in the Observations column, while the first number in each cell corresponds to
the remaining observations after threshold filtering.
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Vowel Data set Observations Mean F� (SD) Mean F� (SD) Mean F� (SD) Mean F� (SD)
F1 < 750 1500 < F2 < 2500 F3 > 2000

i

NCCFr ����� ���� | ��� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 800 1100 < F2 < 2400 F3 > 2000

e

NCCFr ����� ����� | ��� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ���� ���� | ��� (��) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ���� ���� | ��� (��) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 1000 1200 < F2 < 2300 F3 > 2000

E

NCCFr ����� ����� | ��� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ���� ���� | ��� (��) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 1000 800 < F2 < 2300 F3 > 1800

a

NCCFr ����� ����� | ��� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ����� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ���� ���� | ��� (��) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ���� ���� | ��� (��) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 800 1100 < F2 < 2400 F3 > 2000

y

NCCFr ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ��� ��� | ��� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ��� ��� | ��� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 900 700 < F2 < 2000 F3 > 1700

ø

NCCFr ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ���� ���� | ��� (��) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ���� ���� | ��� (��) ���� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 1000 800 < F2 < 2000 F3 > 2000

œ

NCCFr ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 900 400 < F2 < 1500 F3 > 1400

u

NCCFr ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ��� ��� | ��� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 900 600 < F2 < 1600 F3 > 1500

o

NCCFr ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

F1 < 900 600 < F2 < 1800 F3 > 1500

O

NCCFr ���� ���� | ��� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXmic ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ��� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)
PTSVOXtel ��� ��� | ��� (��) ��� | ���� (���) ��� | ���� (���) ���� (���)

Table �.�: First four formants mean (average of measurements from �/�, �/� and �/� of
the vowel) and SD values for �� French vowels from NCCFr and PTSVOX. Male speakers.
For each vowel are reported the applied filters following [Gendrot and Adda-Decker, ����]
thresholds. The number of observations before application of the filters is reported in the
Observations column, while the first number in each cell corresponds to the remaining
observations after threshold filtering.
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�.�. PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS

�.�.� Temporal component

In order to study the influence of speakers’ strategies of temporal organisation, we have
studied multiple measurements relating to the temporal component on both our corpora.
These include speech rate, measures of pauses, as well as the ones described in Sec-
tion �.�.�, i. e., consonant and vocalic PVI along other breath groups measurements. As
already discussed in our literature review, speakers tend to personalise the patterns of
speech temporal organisation, especially when planning spontaneous speech productions.
This component’s cues allow the temporal analysis even for degraded speech signals how-
ever the need for an accurate annotation is not negligible.

Our results confirm that when comparing the temporal measurements from speakers of
similar ages and speaking the same language, the speech task, read or spontaneous, shows
a significant e�ect (p < 10≠2) when used as random e�ects in a linear mixed model.
In the reading task, no significant di�erence has been observed in the comparison of
temporal measurements, the speakers seem to adopt very similar production strategies
during this task. The �� NCCFr speakers are a more suitable example for the study of
temporal organisation strategies as individuals’ characteristics. Indeed, we observe that
the measurements playing more prominent roles in defining individual strategies are the
lengths of pauses, as well as the first and last phonemes’ duration. However, the speaking
rate does not appear as consistent as the other considered cues across speakers.

�.� Principal Components Analysis

What we described in the previous section are results obtained from specific linguistic
content, e. g., comparing vowels by the formants measurements. As we proceed in the
description of the other results we move away from the content influence on the measure-
ments by considering speech sequences. Alongside the linguistic content another impor-
tant factor of influence that has to be considered when studying individual characteristics
is, as we already discussed, the within speaker variability. In the next sections, we present
results from PCAs. This approach helps us understand the interactions between the dif-
ferent phonetic measurements we selected and the information carried by the values used
to represent them. As mentioned above, we computed moving mean and CoV, as in [Lee
et al., ����], as well as the relative entropy for the analysed sequences. Following this
method, mean, CoV and entropy values are computed as moving statistics every �� ms
after computation of measurements every ms, in order to take into account time-related
variations. Mean values aim to represent the actual realisation of a measurement, CoV its
stability, and entropy the disorder it carries, the latter however, is obtained, as mentioned
above, on all observations from each sequence. These computations give us an average of
����� observations for each NCCFr speaker and ����� for each speaker of the PTSVOX
corpus.

In order to statistically describe our data and understand the interactions between the
selected characteristics and speaker variability, in the following sections we use di�erent
approaches. Statistical description has been mainly based on PCA and LDA, as mentioned
before, they both represent common approaches in Phonetics, with the latter being also
used as a classifier aiming to model the individual di�erences in our data. In addition, we
used SVM as a more robust linear classifier. The segmented sequences are used to model
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and study both the intra-speaker variation, by taking each sequence as a token, and the
inter-speaker variability, having the whole variability matrices compared to each other.

Group names Measurements Component
Amp Amplitudes of the harmonics near the

first three formants (A�-�)
Source and filter

f� f� and its harmonics (H�, H�, H�k,
H��k, H�k)

Source and filter

Form First four formants (F�-�) Source and filter
Hadi� Di�erences between harmonics, and

between harmonics and
amplitudes (H�-A�, H�-A�,
H�-A�, H�-H�, H�-H�, H�k-H�k)

Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Hr HNR at di�erent pitch ranges
(�-��� Hz HNR��, �-���� Hz
HNR��, �-���� Hz HNR��,
�-���� Hz HNR��), SHR

Mode of vocal fold
vibration

MFCC �� MFCC ?
Qual Mean LTAS, CPP and energy mea-

surements (RMS, soe,
Praat-based energy)

Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Rhythm Intensity, ENV and TFS Temporal
Temporal Speech rate, consonant and

vocalic PVI, pauses and
segmental duration

Temporal

Dynamics Open quotient-like measures on
intensity, polynomial coe�cients for
f� and formants

Source and filter

Table �.�: Phonetic measurements groups used in Chapter � experiments and related
components.

A di�erent modelling approach is presented in Section �.�.�, where we measured LLR be-
tween the read sequences using MVKD, as described by studies in Section �.�. “The LLR
is the numeric answer to the question: How much more likely are the observed di�erences
between the known and questioned voice samples to occur under the hypothesis that the
questioned sample has the same origin as the known sample than under the hypothesis
that it has a di�erent origin?” [Morrison, ����]. We used only the read sequences because
the linguistic material used to build the models through polynomial functions are more
e�cient than for spontaneous speech. The limits and advantages of this approach are
part of the discussion.

An additional measurement described in this Chapter uses the concept of entropy. Other
studies in speech science have used it in order to describe the variations of a phonetic
phenomenon, see [Nilsson, ����; Setiawan et al., ����]. The term entropy relates to
multiple scientific fields such as economics, sociology and information theory. Its basic
idea is tied to the second law of thermodynamics, which states that the entropy of isolated
systems left to spontaneous evolution cannot decrease with time, as they always arrive
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at a state of thermodynamic equilibrium, where the entropy is highest. The formula that
has been implemented in python is as follows:

H(X) =
ÿ

p(x) ú log(p(x))

Where X is a phonetic measurement with possible outcomes x1, ..., xn}, which occur with
probability p(x1), ..., p(xn). We used base � logarithm as in the information theory variant
of the formula by Shannon, in order to parallel the definition of entropy as the expected
value of the self-information of a variable. Entropy is seen as a macroscopic entity that
quantifies the average disorder in an isolated system at a microscopic level. It is not a
property of the observed result but of the results we could have obtained instead. In
other words, it qualifies the process by which the speech components (in our case) are
generated. From our perspective, the disorder is represented by the values of phonetic
measurements, which relate to multiple speech components, assumed when produced by
a certain speaker rather than another.

�.�.� Considerations on the within-speaker variability

We begin by presenting results that aim at describing the within-speaker variability with
the di�erent speech components we considered. In order to do this, the speech sequences
have been analysed in a PCA for each speaker. We considered microphone and telephone
sequences separately for the PTSVOX corpus so that the influence of the recording support
could be observed. In the same way, the comparison between the two corpora allows us
to understand how the speaking style can have an influence on the information carried
by the speech components. Concerning the NCCFr analysis, we provide a comparison
between phonetic measurements and MFCC as well, since a similar perspective is the
object of discussion in the next Chapter.

Firstly, we report the number of Principal Components (PCs) with eigenvalues greater
than � as they ensure factors accounting for an interpretable amount of variance in the
data. However, we carry a detailed analysis only on the first � PCs as in general they
represent most of the interpretable explained variance. Secondly, for the given PCs we
extracted variables, with loadings at or exceeding �.�� as it is usual practice, in order to
understand both in a within- and between- speakers perspective which phonetic measure-
ment contributes the most in characterising the studied voices.

We observe that on average for the PTSVOX corpus � PCs have an eigenvalue greater than
� for both microphone and telephone sequences and both sexes. The average explained
variance of these PCs is overall of �� % with just the first � PCs accounting for an average
of �� %. The main di�erence concerns the first � PCs which for male speakers account for
a lower average variance of �� % in microphone sequences and �� % in telephone against
�� % and �� % for female speakers. The results from the NCCFr corpus show that the
modelling for spontaneous speech in a PCA is very di�erent. We observe that on average
the number of PCs which have eigenvalues higher than � when considering only phonetic
variables is �� for both female and male speakers with a total explained variance of �� %.
Though, the first � PCs account for an average of �� %. Considering MFCC an average
of �� PCs present considerable eigenvalues but the total explained variance decreases with
an average of �� %. Further results from coupling phonetic variables and MFCC show
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an increasing number of interpretable PCs corresponding to �� and an average variance
of �� %. In opposition to what has been observed for PTSVOX, the first � PCs for male
speakers account for higher variances than for female ones.

We counted the number of times each phonetic measurement appeared with loadings
higher than �.�� in the first � PCs and reported them as their corresponding group, see
Table �.�. In this analysis we used a reduced number of speakers from the PTSVOX corpus
(� females and � males) in order to have a balanced set, and the same number of recording
sessions, hence speech sequences. This impacted in particular the entropy computation
which appears less reliable with a smaller number of observations. Therefore the results
for this corpus exclude this value and present only moving mean and CoV values.

�.�.�.� PTSVOX - female speakers

The distributions of the phonetic groups in the PCs di�er consistently across speakers,
Figure �.�-Top shows the first PC corresponding to the microphone sequences of the �
female speakers with relative explained variances, ranging from �� % to �� %. We observe
that the mean values of the formants are largely shared by the majority of speakers, with
CoV also playing an important role for � of them. The variables for voice quality are
completely absent from more than half of these observations. When looking in detail at
the measurements present for each group in this first PC, we see that the same variables are
shared equally by the speakers. Hence, for the speakers that do not present a prominent
characterisation of the first PC by formants only F� plays a role. In opposition, for the
fives speaker whose formants are prominent in characterising the PC, F� is absent, while
F� and formant dispersion present a higher weight.

Figure �.�: Weights distributions of phonetic measurements in the PC� for the � PTSVOX
female speakers. Top: microphone data. Bottom: telephone data.

Figure �.�-Bottom shows the results for the same speakers but from the telephone record-
ings. We observe a total reduction of the weights of the formants values and an increased
presence of voice quality characteristics. F� continues to play its role for the speakers with
less characteristic formants, such as LG��� and LG���, while for all the other female
speakers it is the higher formants, F� and F�, which play the most important role. A
similar shift to higher frequencies in order to model the speakers ‘variances is observed
for f� measurements. In microphone recordings only f� was present, while for telephone
recordings higher harmonics play a role in the characterisation.

The second PC, which takes into account the variances ranging from �� to ��, shows
complementary results to the one we have just seen. Speakers, such as LG��� and LG���,
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for whom only F� was present in PC�, are now highly characterised by F� and F� as well
as by f�’s high harmonics, i. e. H�k and H��k. As for the PC� in Figure �.�, Figure �.�
compares the observations for the PC� with similar results. Higher frequencies intervene
to complete the information carried by the PC�. The combination of high frequency
harmonics, H�k-H�k, appears in more than half of the speakers as a characteristic of this
PC in both microphone and telephone observations.

Figure �.�: Weights distributions of the speech components in the PC� for the � PTSVOX
female speakers. Top: microphone recordings. Bottom: telephone recordings.

The last � PCs account for �� % to �� % of the remaining variance with no particular trend
concerning the speech components or the measurements involved except PC�, where the
CPP plays a prominent role for � out of the � speakers. This suggests that while vocal
tract and articulators movements play a major role in characterising female speakers’
voices in a reading task, the second most important trait is represented by breathiness
and voice quality.

�.�.�.� PTSVOX - male speakers

Formants values appear in the PC� of � out of the � male speakers when considering
microphone recordings, in this case F� and F� are the most important variables for three
speakers, the voice quality variables are those defining the PC� while for one speaker
the CoV values for all the considered speech components except f� have the highest
weight in the PC characterisation. Similarly to what has been observed for the female
speakers, when comparing telephone and microphone results we see an understandable
shift to higher frequencies for all the measurements present in this first PC. Apart from
the lower presence of low frequency information we observe a greater similarity between
the microphone and telephone results for male speakers. The information conveyed by the
two recording media seems to be modelling more consistently. CoV plays a more reliable
role for both media while the other values appear to vary more.

The variance explained by the second PC ranged from �� % to �� % in microphone results
and �� % to �� % for the telephone results, while for the PC� microphone sequences
explained less variance with a range of �� % to �� % versus �� % to �� %. In this case
we also observe similarities between the information carried by both recordings. Speakers
who do not present f� as an important characteristic in microphone recordings integrate
only a small amount of information from high harmonics in the telephone modelling.
F� and F� maintain their central role in characterising speakers who did not present
formants values in the PC�. Breathiness characteristics such as the CPP are present for
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the majority of speakers in the microphone results emphasising its role with respect to
the results of female speakers.

Figure �.�: Weights distributions of phonetic measurements in the PC� for the � PTSVOX
male speakers. Top: microphone recordings. Bottom: telephone recordings.

Although the explained variance of the PC� to PC� is very similar between the two sexes,
both having averages of �� % and �� % for microphone and telephone respectively, CoV
and entropy values have a more important role for male speakers than for female speakers.
The role played by these values suggests that, in order to characterise male voices, the
indicators of their stability and randomness of their distribution can be considered as
reliable as the values they produce.

Figure �.�: Weights distributions of phonetic measurements in the PC� for the � PTSVOX
male speakers. Top: microphone data. Bottom: telephone data.

�.�.�.� NCCFr

The weight of phonetic measurements in the PCA for the NCCFr female speakers is less
variable than what we observed for the PTSVOX speakers. As shown by Figure �.�, the
distributions appear to be more similar across speakers with minor exceptions, but when
we focus on the detail of the measurements for each phonetic group we observe that not
every variable plays the same role. In characterising speakers’ voices from spontaneous
speech, it also appears that the actual values the data assumes are more important than
the distribution it may have.

In detail, we observe that the only group for which all relative measurements play a role
in PC� are Hr and Amp, however, CPP, F�, H�, H�A� and H�A� are also shared variables
to a minor extent. Only half of the speakers present information on the values of the
formants in PC� corresponding to F� CoV and entropy. For �� out of the �� speakers H�k
values are shared as an important variable for this first PC while � additional speakers
also show higher harmonics.
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Regarding the �� male speakers from the same corpus, we observe that some groups of
measurements have a similar important role in describing the variance within-speakers:
namely, the Hr group, related to voice hoarseness, and the CPP, index of breathiness,
alongside the soe. Variables linked to the spectral shape of the source, notably H�H�
and H�A�, are shared by half of the male speakers in this PC�, as are H�k and H�. For
two subsets of speakers, the lower harmonics, H� and H�, as well as the amplitudes of
the harmonics near F� and F� play an important role in statistical explanation of voice
characteristics.

Figure �.�: Weights distributions of phonetic measurements in the PC� for the �� NCCFr
female speakers.

In general, we observe a higher similarity between the modelling of male and female
speakers through spontaneous speech. Less than half of the total variance explained for
both sexes is represented by PC�, ranging from �� % to �� % for female speakers and
from �� % to �� % for male ones, Figure �.� and Figure �.�. The variances for PC�
and PC� are much lower, from � % to �� % and � % to �� %, sharing an opposite and
complementary relation. Furthermore, the phonetic measurements that did not appear
in the first PC play a role in defining the following two. For speakers of both sexes we
see the emergence of information about rhythm and spectral shape, in particular the
first two spectral moments, which are indices of energy distribution in the spectrum. F�
and F� alongside LTAS measurements also appear for male speakers. The complementary
relation between these two PCs is noted in particular by the fact that part of the speakers’
variance is explained by the mean and CoV in PC�, while PC�, for the same speakers,
uses entropy values for the same speech measurements and this is true the other way
around for the other speakers.

As mentioned above, we performed an analysis on the MFCC in order to compare the
phonetic results. However, MFCC do not show a high statistical power in describing the
acoustic variance of the speakers. PC� for both sexes have less than �� % of average ex-
plained variance with the following PCs being even lower. No particular trend is observed
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in the distribution of MFCC in the first PC, as all the �� measurements are present.
In PC� and PC� we observe an opposite distribution for the coe�cients with odd rank
coe�cients present in PC� and even rank coe�cients in PC�. The combined analysis of
MFCC and phonetic measurement show some interesting trends.

Even though the combination of MFCC and phonetic measurements does not increase the
explained variance of the PCA, with an average of �� % for PC� in both sexes, we can
make assumptions about the interpretation of the MFCC from the interaction they show
with the observed classical phonetic measurements. In general, phonetic measurements
have very similar distributions to the ones described in the analysis above. The lower
rank MFCC appear in the PC� for male speakers only, while for both sexes PC� is
defined by LTAS and the MFCC’s entropy values with the addition of the Rhythm group
measurements for male speakers. The complementary and opposite relation we observed
for PC� and PC� in the pure phonetic analysis here is shifted to PC� and PC� with
the emergence of f� and intensity for female speakers, while for the PCs of male speakers
both F� and F� have a significant weight. Higher formants appear for the description of
variability only among female speakers in PC�.

Figure �.�: Weights distributions of phonetic measurements in the PC� for the �� NCCFr
male speakers.

�.�.� Between-speakers results

PCA makes it possible to reduce the dimensionality of the observed data and focus on what
is really important to model the characteristics of the speakers. As already mentioned,
understanding the within-speaker variability is important in order to understand how
to di�erentiate the speakers from each other. The second part of our PCA description
focuses on the between-speakers variability explained by these statistical models. As for
the within-speakers analysis, an important part of the PTSVOX analysis is represented
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by the microphone and telephone results comparison, in order to understand how di�erent
recording supports can influence the observed data.

The first main di�erence between spontaneous and read speech concerns the number
of PCs that represent the explained variance and its percentage. They are lower in
number for PTSVOX with only � for both sexes and both recording media but they
have a cumulative explained variance above �� % in all cases. For NCCFr the explained
variance is around �� %, and is higher when using phonetic measurements alone than when
combining with MFCC. The opposite trend is observed for the number of PCs having an
eigenvalue higher than �, in the combined analysis they are �� for both sexes but when
only phonetic measurements are taken as variables for the PCA, they are �� and �� for
female and male speakers respectively.

In this between-speakers perspective the results from microphone and telephone di�er less
than those we described above. Furthermore, phonetic measurements have similar weight
distribution. The formants, F� and F�, and high Harmonics are the most important
variables defining the PC� for female speakers of PTSVOX, while F� emerges alongside
lower source spectral information in the PC�. F� and formants dispersion continue to
behave in a similar way, showing a high influence on the PC�. There are no additional
trends shown in the following PCs.

For male speakers we see the emergence of voice quality variables, i. e. CPP and the Hr
group, in both microphone and telephone results. An important di�erence is observed
in the role played by formants and f� since in the microphone sequences PC� is heavily
defined by F�, F� and FD whereas they only appear in PC� for the telephone results.
High harmonics, i. e. H��k and H�, are separated from f� information accounting for PC�
and PC� respectively in the telephone sequences while they remain both attached to PC�
in microphone results.

Similarly to the results from the within-speaker analysis, in the between-speaker descrip-
tion of the statistical variance for NCCFr, MFCC alone do not show a high statistical
power in the results for both sexes. However, they are integrated into the phonetic
analysis by interacting with part of the speech components. In both the phonetic and
combined analysis, we observe, for female speakers, that the Hr group has the highest
weight accounting for the PC� variance alongside acoustic variables such as CPP, soe,
high harmonics, i. e. H�k, H��k, H�, and high level source spectral information. PC� is
mostly defined by f�, Amp and Rhythm groups measurements to which low rank MFCC
are added in the combined analysis. The third PC in the phonetic analysis regroups en-
ergy distribution and low level spectral shape information, while LTAS and F�, F� emerge
for the PC�. The PC� and PC� are repeated, shifted from one rank position since PC�
accounts for all MFCC, in the combined analysis with the integration of middle rank and
high rank MFCC respectively.

For male speakers we observe a higher influence of rhythm measurements, i. e. env and
intensity, in the PC� alongside Hr, f� and low harmonics. Complementarily, high harmon-
ics, formants and TFS play a major role in defining the PC�. However in the combined
analysis MFCC the second PC is shifted to the third rank in order to make place for spec-
tral information by the means of MFCC, LTAS and spectral moments, which accounted
for PC� in the phonetic analysis. No particular trends are shown by PC� and PC� other
than the emergence of F� and FD alongside high rank MFCC in the combined analysis
for male speakers.
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In all our data, unlike the first two PCs, PC�-� combined to account for just under half
of the acoustic variance in the data that PCA was able to explain. In the NCCFr results,
the variance was largely idiosyncratic with no particular acoustic category predominating
apart from the Hr group variables. When the distributions of the groups of variables and
their weights highly overlap, this suggests that the di�erences across both female and
male voices must be found in the actual amount of variance for each measure rather than
in their interactions. As the figures in the section above show, most of the variables are
distributed approximately evenly across the PCs, with a few exceptions that appear only
occasionally.

�.� Classifications using phonetic measurements

The statistical description of speech components is only one aspect of understanding how
speakers’ voices are characterised and how information is conveyed in multiple ways during
speech productions. An additional step in order to explore how speakers are characterised
by speech components is to test the modelling data with classification algorithms. We
used the above described values with LDA and SVM models, the results are summarised in
Table �.�. The classification rates are used as an indicator of the speakers characteristics’
models robustness.

We used both LDA and SVM as their approaches to a classification problem are very
di�erent. LDA represents an analytic approach which assumes that all groups from the
data are identically distributed and tries to estimate covariance matrices in order to
linearly separate the data. SVM is based on an optimisation task where no assumptions
about the data are made other than that all groups can be separated. The optimisation
is performed on a subset of the data, the so-called support vectors, which lie on the
separating margins, and are used to determine how the SVM discriminates the groups.
LDA handles several classes well, as long as the assumptions are met, while SVM handles
two-class classification problems better. Hence, in a multiclass classification several binary
classifiers are created and tested against each other.

Therefore, the first test carried for the classification task was made using a LDA. The
reported scores are F�-scores, the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall, obtained directly
from the resulting confusion matrices. The classification through Linear modelling shows
interesting results for the read speech corpus with a score of �.�� for the female speakers
using microphone data and �.�� for the male speakers in the same recording conditions.
The telephone data show a slight score degradation with female speakers losing �� points,
i. e. F�-score of �.�� and with male speakers having a smaller deterioration with a score
of �.��. The same data shows a strong increase in classification rate when using a SVM
algorithm with female speakers scoring �.�� for both microphone and telephone data and
male speakers scoring �.�� and �.�� respectively.

The NCCFr data does not replicate the same results, both algorithms performed very
poorly. Indeed, for both female and male speakers the scores with LDA classification are
under �.��, while using a SVM they show only slightly higher scores with respectively
�.�� and �.��. The same trend towards a lower score for spontaneous speech is found
with the explained variance of the PCA, with an average decrease of �� % compared to
the read speech data.
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These outcomes underline the idea that understanding how information is conveyed
through the components of speech, particularly in spontaneous speech is an ongoing chal-
lenge. The statistical description of this highly variable object can only explain a small
portion of the actual variability contained in its components. Read speech has proven
to have a more stable structure, simpler to tackle in classification problems; it obtains
significant results even under di�erent recording conditions. However, as stated from the
beginning of this thesis, characterising voices means taking into account multiple ways in
which speech can be produced and spontaneous speech is the most common in real life
situations. A complex input such as spontaneous speech productions appears to require
a more complex and robust model.

data set Female speakers Male speakers
PCA LDA SVM PCA LDA SVM

PTSVOXmic �� % �.�� �.�� �� % �.�� �.��
PTSVOXtel �� % �.�� �.�� �� % �.�� �.��
NCCFr �� % �.�� �.�� �� % �.�� �.��

Table �.�: Classification rates from SVM and LDA, expressed as F�-scores obtained from
the confusion matrices on PTSVOX and NCCFr corpora using phonetic measurements
values with relative cumulative explained variance by the PCA.

�.� Modelling speech dynamics

The following step for our studies on voice characterisation concerns the representation
of speech. Even though we computed moving means, CoV and entropy in order to have
several indicators of the modulation of phonetic measurements in the analysed sequences,
it appears that these values are not robust enough to represent the changes that occur
during speech production. The statistical approach of a PCA has shown some limits as
well. The explained variance is a good statistical description but does not fully correspond
to what can be actually modelled in a classification problem.

As already discussed, whether we are studying read or spontaneous speech, we are study-
ing a dynamic object, whose characteristics can be investigated through static parameters
such as those described in the previous sections. However, as discussed in the literature
review, the search for a dynamic representation of speech is important to further our
understanding of how information is carried by the di�erent phonetic measurements. The
term speech dynamics refers to the changes of the studied speech phonetic measurements
with respect to time and how these changes can be represented with minimal loss of infor-
mation. We focused on two dynamics representations, the first one based on derivatives
computation and open quotient-like measures, inspired by works such as [Kreiman and
Shue, ����; He and Dellwo, ����; He et al., ����], discussed in the present Section, while
in the following section we present the results obtained with polynomial functions and
Multivariate Kernel Density estimation (MVKD) approach.

In our first attempt to model speech dynamics we computed the derivatives of the intensity
values for each of the � s sequences of the NCCFr corpus. As shown in Figure �.�-Bottom,
the derivatives give a representation of the speech in the form of peaks that relate to the
velocity of the considered measurement. The same signal filter described by [He and
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Dellwo, ����], low-pass filtering at �� Hz (Hann filter, roll-o� 1/4 � dB/octave), was
applied to the original signal in order to maximise the syllable peaks information carried
by the derivative curve. Further computations are made on the derivative curves in
order to describe di�erent aspects of the dynamic with relative mean and SD for each
sequence: positive and negative peaks period (T and Tneg); value of the positive and
negative derivative peaks (f and fneg); interval between a positive peak and the following
negative one (Ot), interval between a negative peak and the following positive one (Oq).
We also tried to model the second derivatives, in order to obtain information on the
acceleration of the produced speech but we did not obtain satisfactory results.

Figure �.�: Top: intensity values from a � s sequence in the NCCFr corpus. Bottom:
the filtered derivative wave of the same sequence that has been used to compute speech
dynamics.

The choice for the Multinomial logistic regression approach is mainly related to the com-
parison with results obtained by [He and Dellwo, ����; He et al., ����] on similar dynamics
representations. In a few words, Multinomial logistic regression predicts the probability of
a dependent variable to belong to a group based on multiple independent variables using
maximum likelihood estimation. It does necessitate a consequent sample size, hence our
choice of working exclusively on the NCCFr corpus for this experiment. In our case, the
main advantage of this statistical approach is that it does not assume normality, linearity,
or homoscedasticity of the data. The results are expressed as the LLR between the sub-
models, Table �.� and Table �.� summarise what we have observed. As described in [He
and Dellwo, ����], the ‰2 value of the final model was calculated by taking the di�erence
between the LLRs of the full model and the final model. In our case, the ‰2 value of each
tested measure was calculated by taking the di�erence between the LLR of the final model
and each reduced model. The explained variance was calculated by taking the percentage
of the ‰2 value of each measure over the sum of all ‰2 values for all measures.

The total variance explained by these measurements is �� % for female speakers and �� %
for males with a statistical significance for the full model. In detail, we notice that not
every submodel is significant and not every measurement has the same weight on the
analysis. The actual value of the derivative is significant for the male between-speakers
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LLR ‰2 p < 0.005 Explained variance
(i) Model fitting information
Null model ���.��
Full model ��.��� ��.��� ��.�� %
(ii) Likelihood ratio test of each measure of intensity dynamics
T ��.��� -�,��� NO -�.�� %
f ��.��� -�,��� NO -�.�� %
Ot ��.��� ��,�� YES �� %
Oq ��.��� ��,��� YES ��.� %
Tneg ��.��� �,��� YES �.�� %
fneg ��.��� -�,��� NO -�.�� %
T (SD) ��.��� -�,��� NO -�.�� %
f (SD) ��.��� -�,��� NO -�.�� %
Ot (SD) ��.��� �,��� YES �.�� %
Oq (SD) ��.��� �,��� YES �.�� %
Tneg (SD) ��.��� �,��� YES �.�� %
fneg (SD) ��.��� �,��� YES �.�� %q

‰2 = 80.156

Table �.�: Results of multinomial logistic regression for female speakers of NCCFr.

LLR ‰2 p < 0.005 Explained variance
(i) Model fitting information
Null model ���.���
Full model ��,�� ��.��� ��.�� %
(ii) Likelihood ratio test of each measure of intensity dynamics
T ��.��� -�.��� NO -�.�� %
f ��.��� �.��� YES �.�� %
Ot �.��� ��.��� YES ��.�� %
Oq ��.��� -�.��� NO -�.�� %
Tneg ��.��� �.��� YES �.�� %
fneg ��.��� -�.��� NO -�.�� %
T (SD) ��.��� -�.��� NO -�.�� %
f (SD) ��.��� �.��� YES �.�� %
Ot (SD) ��.��� �.��� YES �.�� %
Oq (SD) ��.��� �.��� YES �.�� %
Tneg (SD) ��.��� �.��� YES �.�� %
fneg (SD) ��.��� �.��� YES �.�� %q

‰2 = 87.64

Table �.�: Results of multinomial logistic regression for male speakers of NCCFr.

description but not for the female one. In a similar way we notice that the Oq has no im-
pact for male speakers, while it is the most important variable in female between-speakers
models. These di�erences emphasise the idea that sex is an important influence factor
when considering speech production strategies. In particular the di�erence concerning Ot
and Oq indicates that for female speakers the uprising of the speech production is more
characteristic than for male speakers, whose closing trajectories have a higher discrimi-
nating power.
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When faced with the prediction phase the regression model behaves in a similar way to
the ones described above. Even though the statistical description has a high variance,
the speakers’ models are not robust enough to be able to classify them with consistent
results. Similarly to the PCA’s results, male speakers show a higher classification scores,
i. e. �.��, while female speakers do not exceed �.�� of F�-score.

A relative increase in performance is shown when using dynamic computations in order
to model speakers’ characteristics in spontaneous speech. It has to be noted that the
approach we applied is more demanding in terms of both computational power and pre-
processing of the data. This leads to overall better results than the ones obtained through
linear models and SVM classifications. It appears that using a more complex processing
algorithm helps model an already complex input data such as the highly variable object
which is spontaneous speech.

�.�.� Voice comparison

For the second kind of experiments concerning the modelling of the speech dynamics we
mainly based our study on the forensic phonetics approach, which has been discussed
in Section �.�. The phonetic measurements we focused on are f� and the first four for-
mants, since they are very commonly used in forensic voice comparison studies. We used
polynomial functions to recreate the trajectories of the first chunk of each speaker of
the PTSVOX corpus, for which duration was normalised as it is the standard for the
polynomial approach. Some studies have also shown that better results are obtained
when polynomials are calculated from normalised duration rather than raw duration [san
Segundo and Yang, ����; Rose and Wang, ����].

Formants and f� trajectories are extracted using Voicecause and model by permuting
polynomials of degree corresponding to the number of syllables in the analysed chunk.
Curve fitting procedures aim to perform data reduction by transforming a set of data
points, constituting the formant trajectories, into a small set of coe�cients. In our case
�� syllables were present to which we added two more orders since the polynomial func-
tion must include an o�set or constant value and a slope coe�cient. Afterwards, their
coe�cients are extracted for LLR processing using a MVKD analysis. We focused on
PTSVOX since this particular approach demands exactly the same linguistic content to
be compared. Even when using isolated words from NCCFr the acoustic trajectories
appeared too unstable for the polynomials to perform a robust modelling.

LLRs were estimated using the formulas of MVKD described by [Aitken and Lucy, ����]
and implemented in R [R Core Team, ����]. The Kernel estimation formula compares the
Mahalanobis distance between the suspect and the o�ender mean vectors against measures
derived from the same- and di�erent-speaker (co)variances to determine the LLR. With
this procedure any correlation between the variables is considered and the ratio of between-
and within-speaker (co)variances acts as a key scaling factor. The output of the formula
is scored by quantifying the ratio of the similarity of the di�erence between the suspect
and o�ender samples and their typicality given a suitable reference sample. The latter is
represented by a population made of all the corpus minus the compared speakers.

Each of the �� retained speakers from PTSVOX completed two recording sessions, hence
we had the possibility to compare the same speakers, � for female speakers and � for male
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speakers, as well as comparisons of di�erent speakers which lead respectively to �� and ��
comparisons. Every comparison was done for both microphone and telephone sequences.

Scores for f� and each formant were obtained separately and then combined in order to
investigate their interactions. In Table �.� we report the number of comparisons done for
this experiment and the results in terms of the Cllr metric, the lower the numbers are the
better is the result. Following what has been observed in the statistical description of the
same speakers, we notice that f� has a higher influence for female speakers than for male
speakers. Indeed, f� for female speakers has the best score in our experiment with �.��,
while for male speakers the best score is achieved by F� with �.��. Higher formants have
a better performance for male speakers when taken singularly in both recording supports.
While lower frequencies show higher scores for female speakers in microphone results, F�
and F� trajectories models perform best in telephone recordings.

PTSVOXmic PTSVOXtel
F M F M

# of comparison �; �� �; �� �; �� �; ��
Single measuremnts
f� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Double measuremnts
f�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
f�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
f�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
f�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
More than � measuremnts combined
f�-�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F�-�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F�-�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
f�-�-�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F�-�-�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
f�-�-�-�-� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��

Table �.�: Cllr results and number of voice comparisons, same speaker and di�erent
speaker pairs, for the first read chunk from the PTSVOX corpus.

Overall, for both sexes, there is a deterioration in the score with telephone recordings.
Furthermore, combining multiple trajectory coe�cients in order to model more than one
phonetic measurement does not increase the results. For female speakers, only the combi-
nation of non adjacent formants gets scores that are comparable to the ones obtained by
single measurements. In a similar way, male speakers show a non redundant combination
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for F� and F� as well as f� and F�.

The reported poor interaction between these acoustic cues has already been observed in
the previous analysis. In detail, we notice that formants and f� do not behave in the same
way for all speakers. The combination of f� and both F� and F� perform better than
average for a small group of female speakers, while the combination of F� and F� shows
the same pattern for male speakers. These observations confirm that features influencing
the acoustic outcome of speech production are not evenly distributed for all speakers. In
addition, it should not be overlooked that polynomial coe�cients may convey redundant
information since they rely on a mathematical transformation rather than on a direct
result of speech production.

Studies from the forensic phonetics domain usually focus on modelling isolated words or
phonemes and diphthongs in order to assess similarity between speakers quantified by
LLRs. In our study, we focused on larger speech sequences in order to model speak-
ers’ dynamics and to investigate how phonetic characteristics can be recovered by these
models. Our results from f� and formants trajectories confirm what we observed in the
static investigations described above. Speakers’ information is not evenly distributed on
the frequency domain, clear di�erences are observed for female and male speakers. In
addition, the recording support has an important influence on the degradation of results
especially for female speakers.

The main downside of the presented approach is represented by the high demanding pre-
processing and calibration of the analysis itself. However, even though these explorations
of modelling speech dynamics do not lead to state of the art results, they provide us
information which is further explored in the next chapter, especially with the idea of
combining several analysis elements from di�erent domains.

�.� Chapter conclusions

This chapter’s aims were to add a contribution to the phonetic research on speakers’
characteristics. We have provided results from both spontaneous and read speech in
French. PCA have been applied to carry the statistical description of multiple phonetic
measurements but the variability that the described measures manage to provide is not
balanced when faced with classification problems. More complex approaches have shown
to increase the robustness of the speakers’ characteristics’ models but the search for rep-
resentations capable of describing the high intrinsic variability of the speech remains a
major concern in the continuation of our studies. These representations have to retain
both discrimination power and speakers’ information in order to be considered successful.

Overall, the experiments presented in this chapter use classical Phonetics’ approaches.
We have been able to confirm some findings from previous phonetic investigations. The
influence of sex on the majority of phonetic measurements is a major point in all our
experiments, however, this does not mean that speakers’ characteristics are distributed in
the same way for all subsets of speakers. We have seen that some characteristics are more
prominent in some subsets but irrelevant for others, e. g. this was the case for spectral
shape variability information. In a similar way, the influence of the recording medium
and di�erences between speech types were assessed, providing evidence of the ability of
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modelling the same information from less clear signals.

In order to conclude this section a summary of the entire chapter is presented, including
the main findings and approaches that have been analysed throughout the presented ex-
periments. In continuation of this phonetic based chapter, Chapter � provides additional
discussions for both present results and those that are presented in the following chapters
of the second part of this thesis.
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�.�.� Summary

• Reference values: overall, there is an important degradation of all phonetic mea-
surements when comparing microphone and telephone recordings. However, male
speaker information is more coherent between the two supports:

– Overall coherent values for formant frequencies in line with the literature in
French, vowel space areas do not appear to be significant between speakers;

– High variability of /y/, /u/ and /o/ in spontaneous speech.

• Temporal measurements: while speech rate does not appear significant in both
within- and between-speakers comparisons, duration of pauses, and of words’ last
and first phonemes show high within-speaker consistency;

• PCA: explained variance is higher for read than for spontaneous speech:

– Confirmation that formants are more characteristic for female than for male
speakers;

– Female speakers use lower formants and f� information, while voice quality,
i. e. breathiness and hoarseness indicators have a much higher weight for male
speakers characterisation;

– MFCC have a lower statistical power than classical phonetic measurements;
– Combining phonetic measurements and MFCC does not influence the distribu-

tions of the former in the PCs, neither increases the overall explained variance;
– Interestingly, lower rank MFCC emerge alongside intensity and f� for female

speakers, while energy distribution and low level spectral shape information
with middle rank MFCC for males;

– The statistical descriptions do not result in models robust enough using the
LDA. SVM modelling shows more promising results for the read speech se-
quences but the classification results remain very poor for spontaneous speech.

• LLR approaches: more complex analyses provide more consistent results:

– For spontaneous speech interesting results are obtained using the open quotient-
like approach. However, the problem of a high variance explained not balanced
by scores in classification tasks still remains;

– Ot is significant for female speakers and Oq for males, indicating that the
uprising of the speech production is more characteristic for female speakers,
while for males closing trajectories have a higher influence;

– Using polynomial functions to recreate f� and formants trajectories is highly
demanding in terms of linguistic content coherence, preprocessing and actual
processing of the analysis. However, promising results are obtained;

– Clear di�erences between female and male speakers: f� is the most performing
measurement for the first ones and F� for the latter;

– Polynomial coe�cients seem to convey redundant information, since no im-
provements are shown by the combination of multiple parameters.
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Chapter �

Natural Language Processing

The present chapter focuses on the results obtained following a NLP approach, in other
words the transformation of phonetic measurement into representations suitable for an
analysis through Deep Machine Learning. Three tasks, including speakers identification
and verification, helped us understand how the CNN model speaker’s information. As
already mentioned, knowing where and how a speaker contributed to an audio recording
plays a critical role in the resulting models and their robustness.

The fundamental idea of our study is that the majority of automatic systems use spectral
measurements over small analysis windows, while merging phonetic and automatic ap-
proaches from a NLP perspective can help understand how di�erent speech components
contribute to the definition of a speaker model. The use of interpretable phonetic measure-
ments representing di�erent aspects of speech is not possible without phonetic knowledge.
The automatic approach plays a role in applying precise representations and improving
the robustness of their modelling. The two approaches constitute mutual helping aspects
applied throughout this thesis and particularly underlying the results presented in the
present chapter.

In the following sections, we first present the workflow of our speakers characterisation
study and then we present all the obtained results. The extraction methods and re-
grouping of phonetic measurements correspond partially to what has been discussed in
Chapter �, to this we add the adaptation of those measurements to representations for our
CNN. The ML metrics that are used to evaluate the results are explained along with the
other methods and the di�erences between the three performed tasks. The presentation
of the results is always divided by sex, like in the previous Chapter, and by task.

�.� Convolutional Neural Networks methods

The workflow for the speaker characterisation studies through CNN approach is sum-
marised in Figure �.�, with each colour representing a di�erent phase. In Phase � (yellow)
we preprocess our obtained data for every speaker in the analysed corpus from the speech
recordings, chunks of a duration of � s, mostly using NCCFr but in a preliminary study
we used some modified data from PTSVox, see Section �.�. The used chunks are the same
as those analysed in the previous Chapter. Some of the experiments were performed on
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specific phonemes, see Section �.�, with no particular annotation except the one concern-
ing the actual talking speaker and a minimum of �� phonemes were considered in all of
the others.

Figure �.�: Workflow for speaker characterisation through Convolutional Neural Network.

We used Praat on the segmented chunks, through a custom script, and Voicesauce to
compute every ms of the selected phonetic measurements, see Table �.�, as well as ��
MFCC every �� ms, with Python [van Rossum and Drake, ����]. These extractions allow
us to recreate the exact modulation of the di�erent selected phonetic measurements. In
Phase � (purple), we organise the inputs which are fed to the CNN, through a custom
Python script converting the phonetic values in greyscale images as well as spectrograms
from Praat. For spectrograms extraction, we chose to use �.���� ms frames and �.� ms
hop size based on Praat default values, with a �� kHz sampling rate. The speech sequences
were element-wise multiplied by a Hamming window, from all the available window shapes
in Praat (Gaussian, Square, Hamming, Bartlett, Welch and Hanning) it was the one
giving the best results, no pre-emphasis was performed. The dynamic amplitude range
was normalised to �� dB to make sure that the dynamics did not bias discrimination.

As for Table �.� in Chapter �, Table �.� below summarises the groups of measurements
used in this chapter’s experiments. For each group we report the measurements it includes
as well as the related component, and the type of the representation: we define two types
of global representations that translate to a wide representation of speech production,
global for all production mechanisms e. g. in Spectros, and component-global for an
entire component e. g. in Qual; whereas a subset representation means that only part of
a component has been used in order to study the influence on speaker characterisation
of specific measurements. The global representations play a major role as they are taken
as baseline results. There is no explicit representation of temporal cues, however, in
rendering the modulations of speech components we intrinsically incorporate elements
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such as duration or pauses.

Group name Measurements Component Type
Amp Amplitudes of the harmonics near the

first three formants (A�-�)
Source and filter Subset

f� f� and its harmonics (H�, H�, H�k,
H��k, H�k)

Source and filter Subset

Form First four formants (F�-�) Source and filter Subset
Acoust Combination of Amp, f� and Form Source and filter Component-global
Int f� and intensity Intonation Subset
Env ENV and TFS Temporal Subset
Pros Combination of Env and Int Prosody Component-global
Nrg RMS, soe, Praat-based energy Source and filter |

Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Subset

Ms Four spectral moments (center of
gravity, standard deviation,
kurtosis, skewness)

Source and filter |
Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Subset

Ha Di�erences between harmonics (H�-
H�, H�-H�, H�k-H�k)

Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Subset

Hh Di�erences between harmonics and
amplitudes (H�-A�, H�-A�, H�-A�)

Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Subset

Hadi� Combination of Ha and Hh Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Component-global

Hr HNR at di�erent pitch ranges (�-
��� Hz HNR��, �-���� Hz HNR��,
�-���� Hz HNR��,
�-���� Hz HNR��), SHR

Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Component-global

Ltas LTAS from four di�erent
frequency bandwidths between � and
� kHz

Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Component-global

Qual Combination of Ltas, CPP and Nrg Mode of vocal fold
vibration

Component-global

MFCC �� MFCC ? Global
Glob Combination of all phonetic

measurements
All Global

Spectros Entire wide-band spectrograms All Global
MPS Modulation Power Spectrum Source and filter Global

Table �.�: Phonetic measurements groups used in Chapter � experiments, related compo-
nents and type of representation.

The resulting input sizes of the spectrogram images correspond to 800 ◊ 257 pixels (px),
where � px corresponds to � ms in the time dimension and ��.�� Hz in terms of frequency.
The resizing used for spectrogram images, bicubic interpolation, was essential for GPU
memory handling. On the other hand, for the phonetic parameters images the horizontal
axis was not resized in order to preserve all dynamic information. On the vertical axis
pixel sizes correspond to the parameters number in a �:� ratio, e. g., images from the four
formants were 4 ◊ 4000 px, while for the MFCC the corresponding size was 12 ◊ 400 px.

Every image was converted to �-bit greyscale (� to ���, from darker to lighter) allowing
GPU memory to handle mini-batches of su�cient size. The greyscale levels were computed
separately for every measurement using the absolute maximum as darker value (�) and
absolute minimum as light grey (���). In order to di�erentiate NaN values from zeros
they were taken out of the absolute minimum scale and assigned to the lighter value of
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���. Figure �.� shows a visual example of the images representing the measurements’
modulations that are obtained in Phase �, and used as inputs for the CNN.

Figure �.�: Examples of spectrogram and modulation representations for a �s sequence
from the NCCFr corpus.

Once all the input is processed, Phase � (blue) of the workflow consists of CNN computa-
tions. As mentioned in Chapter �, CNN are the state of the art for image recognition, for
our main experiments we used a slightly altered version of a ResNet-�� architecture [He
et al., ����a]. In preliminary studies, with sequences composed of only selected phonemes,
we obtained consistent results using a basic LeNet architecture [LeCun and Bengio, ����],
see Section �.�. By convolving a filter matrix on the input image, during the train phase,
the CNN builds the model associated with the considered class, a speaker in our case, by
extracting salient information. Depending on the task, the obtained models are compared
in di�erent ways. However, in every test and validation phase an overall success score is
computed from the assigned probability of match between the tested token and the class.
Further discussions on the di�erences between each task are presented in Section �.�.�.

During all our experiments, speaker tokens were separated into training (�� %), validation
(�� %) and test (�� %). All subsets of tokens were randomly extracted. The validation
score was fundamental in order to prevent the CNN from overfitting, if the score reached
a determined threshold, the training phase would come to a stop and the test phase would
start. All the CNN models presented in the present Chapter have been trained and tested
on a GTX ���� Nvidia GPU using either MATLAB Deep Learning Toolbox [Mathworks,
����] or custom scripts based on the Python library Keras [Chollet et al., ����].

Processing the output of the test phase represents the final part, Phase � (green), of our
workflow. We immediately compute a confusion matrix, using the assigned probabilities,
from which multiple metrics are computed in order to evaluate the results, see section �.�.�.
Afterwards, the results of this NLP approach are compared to those obtained with the
phonetic approach in order to understand the true reliability of the representation used to
characterise the speakers’ productions. Another use of the automatic modelling responses
is the clustering of voice for a better investigation of (dis)similarity between the studied
speakers. These last results are the main focus of discussion in the next Chapter.
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�.�.� Neural Networks tasks

As discussed in previous sections, speaker recognition can be studied through di�erent
experiments that involve speaker models comparison in di�erent ways defined as recog-
nition tasks. In a similar way, Neural Networks can be tuned to accomplish a multitude
of tasks, for our main experiments we retained three protocols enabling us to study the
interactions between speech components in regards to speaker characterisation.

The first task to be used is an identification task. During the training phase, the di�er-
ent speakers are modelled at the same time by the CNN, hence �� models are created for
the male speakers and �� for the female speakers. During the test phase, an equal num-
ber of tokens for each speaker are compared with the learned models obtained through
the training phase. In the last layer, the tested speaker is assigned with a probability
of belonging to every possible class by the CNN algorithm. The classification rule, after
applying a softmax function to normalise the sum of probabilities and generating proba-
bilistic distributions, provides us with the highest scoring class, retained as the predicted
speaker. If this predicted answer corresponds to the label of the tested class we consider
that the classification is a success, however if the highest score is assigned to another
speaker, the wrong answer is retained to feed the confusion matrix. This type of closed
environment test allows us to understand how the studied traits, defined by the phonetic
measurements, can be shared within a closed set of speakers. This task is the most basic
and similar to baseline approaches in Phonetics. In order to understand the weight of the
di�erent cues, we reduced and altered the multiple subsets. All the di�erent results are
presented in the following sections giving an idea of how the considered characteristics
interact.

In a di�erent approach, we performed a verification task, for which each speaker is
modelled along a reference population. The two resulting models are tested in a binary
classification task. As in the identification task, the number of tested tokens per class
is equal and randomly extracted. Every speaker is tested individually against a di�erent
population: the remaining speakers minus the target one. In this case, instead of learning
multiple variation matrices, two of them are created, one related to a single speaker and
the other one resulting from the addition of a greater variability matrix. In the binary
classification that is the verification task, the algorithm applies a threshold to decide
which class has to be retained as the predicted one. The main di�erence between the
two tasks is the interpretation of their answers: the identification probabilities provide
an insight on the similarity between the compared models emphasising the shared traits,
since they are known by the model; the verification responses highlight the di�erences
between the speakers, due to the comparison between a known smaller variability matrix
and a large heterogeneous set of characteristics.

The third task we applied in our main experiments is the result from the verification
principles and the answers from the identification task. We have decided to call this task
generalisation. The underlying hypothesis is to test the robustness of the speaker model
both against a larger population and against unknown speakers, which have formerly been
considered similar to the target speaker, in order to generalise the speaker characteristics.
Similarly to the verification task, in the training phase only two models are created: the
target speaker and a population, this time consisting of all the remaining speakers minus
the target one and the three speakers that, during the identification task, have been
mostly confused with the target. The test phase performs a binary classification on three
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sets of tokens, the target speaker, the reference population that have been modelled and
the unknown speakers. All sets present an equal number of tokens.

The results from the generalisation task give us a complementary view on the study of
speaker characterisation. The idea of comparing speaker models in an open environment,
i. e., against other models, unknown by the classifier, is an important issue in all the
domains that this thesis is inspired by. Finding that a particular speech characteristic
is able to approximate a speaker’s variation matrix represents an important issue for the
forensic applications of voice comparisons, but also for the phonetic and NLP perspec-
tives. However, we did not include every component nor measurement subsets for the
generalisation task but only the most relevant, because of the consequent preprocessing
needed to carry this task. We specify which representations have been selected in the
results reported below.

�.�.� Machine Learning evaluation metrics

In the previous chapter we have evaluated the performance of the di�erent phonetic mea-
surements in speaker characterisation using statistical modelling common in Phonetics. In
the Machine Learning (ML) field, in order to evaluate the performance of an algorithm in
resolving a classification problem, multiple indicators can be used. The principal aims are
to evaluate and compare the performances of di�erent models, as well as analyse multiple
behaviour of a same model by tuning di�erent parameters. Hence, we evaluate both the
influence of the input and the ML technique itself. We briefly explain which are the ones
we used in our experiments and what they tell us about the modelling performance, see
[Powers, ����; Grandini et al., ����; Chicco et al., ����] for more in-depth discussions.

The goal of a ML model is to obtain the best prediction Ŷ of the outcome variable Y using
the available modelled classes from the data X. In multiclass classification, the response
variable Y and the prediction y may be seen as two discrete random variables that as-
sume values in {1, ..., K}, with K as the number of classes and each number representing
a di�erent one. A basic set of metrics can be obtained from the confusion matrix, since
it encloses all the relevant information about the algorithm and classification rule perfor-
mances. Accuracy is one of the major classification performance indicators. It returns
an overall measure of the model’s ability to correctly predict the classification of a single
individual on the entire data set. Null or Expected accuracy, also called chance level, is
considered when taking into account the accuracy metric. Other indicators of correctly
identified cases are Precision (or Positive Predictive Value), measuring the correctly
identified cases from all the predicted ones, and Recall (or Sensitivity), measuring the
correctly identified cases from the actual class. However, considering these metrics alone
does not provide us information about the underlying distribution of answers or the types
of errors the classifier has made. Hence, we consider the F�-score as the basic evaluation
metric, it is computed as the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall, and gives a better
measure of the incorrectly classified cases. It ranges from � to �, with a score of �.� cor-
responding to the highest performance from a ML model. The use of the harmonic mean
penalises extreme values making the F�-score more suited to explain the influence of False
Negatives and False Positives on the classifier, i. e., type I and type II errors. These are
measured respectively by Recall and Specificity.

We also include the metrics for Informedness and Markedness when considering speak-
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ers’ results separately, their ranges are both [≠1; +1], a score closer to � is better. In-
formedness represents how the predictor, in this case our CNN, has been able to use the
information of the considered class, the speaker in our case. It is computed as Specificity
+ Sensitivity - �. Markedness, on the other hand, is Positive Predictive Value + Negative
Predictive Value - � and indicates how a speaker is marked by the predictor, in a sense
how trustworthy the predictions are for the considered speaker. The worst value these
metrics can take is � as it indicates the chance level, hence this score would indicate poor
use of speaker information or poor characterisation of a speaker among the other modelled
speakers.

The last indicators we report represent the measures of agreement between the distribu-
tions by pairs of predicted and actual values of the classifications. Firstly, The Mattheus
Correlation Coe�cient (MCC), expresses the degree of correlation between the two
named variables in a range [≠1; +1], much like the Pearson’s Phi-Coe�cient, pointing out
di�erent model behaviours during the training phase of the algorithm. It is considered,
in binary classification problems, more informative than F�-score and accuracy, since it
takes into account the balance ratios of the four confusion matrix categories (true posi-
tives, true negatives, false positives, false negatives). Secondly, the Cohen’s Kappa (K),
which represents the dependence between the two distributions, allowing a reliable value
to compare di�erent models. It measures the degree of agreement between the true values
and the predicted values, which can represent the classifier’s performance. A score of �
means a perfect match between true and predicted values while � is chance agreement. If
the value is less than �, something is wrong with the classifier as it is performing worse
than chance agreement.

Finally it has to be noted that, of all the experiments that are presented in the following
sections, in the preliminary experiments, as the name suggests, only the basic evaluation
metrics have been computed as they were aimed to establish the validity of the protocol
and its underlying directions.

�.� Lexical distances

The content of the spoken message can, in some cases, be used to characterise speakers
by their speech productions. In a speaker characterisation perspective, we could assume
that speakers di�er significantly in their productions at a lexical level as they do at
the phonetic level. We all have theoretically the same articulators for the production
of speech but the actual resulting sounds present di�erent characteristics. In the same
way, the combination of a finite set of elements can vary between-speakers by a large
number of factors such as the use of foreign words and di�erent dialects. In this section
we discuss these considerations in regards to the corpora of our studies. Starting with
PTSVOX, no lexical distances have been computed, since the reading task consisted in the
same linguistic content for all the speakers, i. e. reading of three small texts (Appendix B).
However, small di�erences in pronunciation have been observed between-speakers, they are
irrelevant from the lexical standpoint in the same level as repeated words and hesitations,
since in the latter case speakers were asked to repeat the sentence.

For the other corpus of our focus, NCCFr, some studies have already been done by the
lexical standpoint in the original presentation article, [Torreira et al., ����]. Hereafter,
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we summarise these findings and add some new elements concerning speaker-specific dif-
ferences. As said before, the data we analysed from NCCFr consists of �� speakers during
casual conversations. Some indicators, such as the considerable amount of overlapping
speech (� hours in total) confirm that the corpus contains highly interactive speech, a
lexical analysis contributed to assess the actual casualness of the recorded speech. The
presence of disfluencies, repeated words, the absence of double negation and other purely
lexical elements such as swear words or the use of formal synonyms, e. g., "truc" instead
of "chose" for "thing" have been assessed by the Authors as indicators of casualness. �
speakers used more swear words than the rest, while � did not pronounce any. Casual
word use was measured by adding the total number of tokens of casual and formal content
words and then calculating the percentage of casual words over this total. The selected
casual words were cela/ça (that), chose(s)/truc(s) (thing/stu�), garçon(s)/gars or mec(s)
(boy/buddy), oui/ouais (yes/yep), très/vachement (very/freaking).

� speakers did not pronounce any of the casual variant of these words. With respect to
the function casual words, the word ça was used by all speakers, while few occurrences, �,
of the more formal variant cela were shared by � speakers. The word ouais showed more
variability, with �� speakers using it between �� % to �� %, with a mean of ��.� %, and
�� speakers not using it at all. Interestingly, these �� speakers used oui as often as the
other participants. Verlan, a language game consisting in the inversion of segments and
syllables in a word, was used by �� % of the speakers. Other indicators also showed that
most speakers used casual speech. Double negation was generally low across speakers, as
expected from our previous analyses, with only a small number of significantly deviant
speakers: � speakers displayed double negation rates between �� % and �� %, and two
showed surprisingly high rates (��.� % and ��.� %). Furthermore, all speakers exhibited
at least five repetition bigrams per thousand words and disfluency words were used by
all speakers except two. No correlation was showed between the multiple indicators of
casualness.

We used two additional methods in order to lexically compare the NCCFr speakers: the
extraction of keywords, Table �.�; and whole lexical similarities computed by the means of
cosine metric, Figure �.�. Concerning the first method, we reported � words per speaker
in Table �.�, with the relative keyness value via Term Frequency–Inverse Document Fre-
quency (TF-IDF) statistics listed in Appendix C. The highest scoring words of a document
are the most relevant to that document, and therefore they can be considered keywords
for that document.

TF-IDF measures how important a word is to a document in a collection of documents, in
our case the document corresponds to the spoken words during a speaker recording session,
while the documents collection is the sum of spoken words of all speakers. This metric
calculates the number of times a word appears in a text (term frequency) and compares
it with the so called inverse document frequency, how rare or common that word is in the
entire data set. Multiplying these two quantities provides the TF-IDF score of a word
in a document. The higher the score is, the more relevant the word is to the document.
In many cases, the words that appear more frequently in a group of documents are not
necessarily the most relevant. A word pronounced by a single speaker but not by the
remaining ones may be very important to characterise that speaker’s lexicon.

All speakers attended the same task, however in di�erent pairs, where they were asked
to find a common answer to a set of questions on various themes, e. g. smoking ban in
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public places or politics, we assume the lexical content di�erences are not so evident.
However, the fact that they all already knew their interlocutors made them more likely to
produce spontaneous conversations outside the demanded task. In this sense, we observed
that female speakers pronounced the name of their interlocutor or of a third person more
frequently than males, Table �.�, indeed, � times female speakers present a name in
their first � keywords against � from males. When analysing more than � keywords this
trend was even more relevant, resulting with � more names for female speakers. Through
keywords analysis we observe that the most common words are ce (this), est (is), tu
(you), je (I), oui (yes). They are all function words not carrying a particular meaning by
themselves. When comparing the actual keywords, the most common keyword appears
to be fille (girl), followed by France, appearing respectively �� and �� times in the first �
keywords for the �� speakers.

Figure �.�: Cosine similarities between the �� NCCFr speakers.

Other synonyms to define a female person in French are very common in the keywords
list, even though some of them present a more specific semantics: femme, gamine, copine,
meuf as well as soeur (sister), maman and mère (mother). As said, �� out of the ��
speakers we studied are in pairs and we observed that these speakers share at least �
keyword out of � within their pair. The presence of swear words is more prominent in
male speakers, � of them presenting at least � swear word as a keyword, most likely used
as an intercalary word.
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Speaker Keyword � Keyword � Keyword � Keyword � Keyword �
M��L théâtre lettres université France nombre
M��R lettres France université monde Nobel
M��L problème BTS école Gatinot Paris
M��R Paris envie paysage France université
M��L filles monde femme copine vie
M��R filles lu lycée films besoin
M��L salle vie France espèce art
M��L politique problème UMP gauche travail
M��R supporters club problème gauche Paris
M��L Week-end relou matin Paris Marie
M��R Sarkozy France euros Virginie anniversaire
M��L France Sarkozy Jeanne Ségolène fille
M��R Sarkozy homme France di�érence maison
F��L Laurence enfants vie théâtre pauvre
F��R femme mère Liliane semaine soeur
F��L histoire argent prix étoiles chansons
F��R moment prix envie bizarre vie
F��L cafés fille genre faim Diams
F��R soir pied Diams frère peur
F��L mère fille Lolotte gamine parents
F��R envie mère argent Morgan gamine
F��L enfants parents problème mercredi filles
F��R Marie enfants maman garçon interdiction
F��L vie Sandra micro garçons pays
F��R clope soir frères vidéo euros
M��L intérêt étudiants France Maine garçons
M��R France dépénalisation Toulouse garçon match
F��L président frère compagnie femmes ordinateur
F��R écran personnes lecture vendredi univers
M��L putain école semaine fin euros
M��R imagine regarde Sarkozy soeur métro
F��L soeur femmes parité mois mètres
F��R voiture filles fille stage Roubaix
F��L Marion filles France Paris fille
F��R filles mignon père Marion ans
F��L film limite fin journée nuit
F��R métro Harry mère école film
M��L anthropologie question sociologie étude amie
M��R Julie voix question société système
F��R famille copines Laura soir feuille
M��L femmes balle début Ségolène parents
M��R euros éducation fou soirée femme
M��L filles euros putain niveau regarde
M��R putain crème euros con question

Table �.�: Five keywords for each of the �� NCCFr speakers, ranged by keyness score
(TF-IDF), see Appendix C for relative values.
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Figure �.� shows cosine similarities scores between the �� speakers, these are obtained by
vectorising the produced speech of each speaker and comparing them. The scores range
from � to �, a score of � corresponds to two speakers pronouncing exactly the same words
the same amount of times. The average similarity is �.� with the highest similarity shown
by the pair of speakers M�� with a rate of �.��, while the lowest similarity is between-
speaker F��R and M��R with �.��. A high average score is expected due to the fact that
the lexical core of all conversations remains highly constant between speakers and only a
part of their lexicon varies due to some small changes in subject discussion. Considering
only pairs of speakers the average similarity rate increases to �.�� with a minimum of �.��
registered by the F�� pair. The two isolated speakers (F��R and M��L) show di�erent
tendencies with the female one being on average less similar to all other speakers, �.��,
while M��L shows high similarity rates with all speakers, �.��.

The words listed in Table �.� confirm the similarity rates shown by Figure �.�. Aside
from the French function words, which represent the common language spoken in every
recording, each speaker presents little variations in their produced speech. However, cosine
distance does not take into account the context in which the words are produced but only
how many times they are present in a speaker conversation. Other distance computation
methods such as Levenshtein could have served the purpose of weighting the context but
the computational power needed to perform such a method for our corpus was too high.
Even though pairs of speakers present � common keyword we still observe an important
di�erence between the other keywords. Cosine similarity rate and keyword comparison can
be considered satisfactory methods when characterising di�erent speakers lexical contents
since they do not require a high computational power and they are complementary in the
information they convey about the lexical content.

�.� Preliminary studies

This section rapidly presents the results from multiple experiments that have been carried
on as preliminary studies in order to establish the main experiments protocol. Table �.�,
summarises some basic information such as the number of tokens for each speaker in
the discussed studies, the corresponding input data, the total number of speakers and the
analysed task. Only F�-scores are reported since, as mentioned above, it can be considered
as a basic measure to evaluate results of a ML model. In the same table the last row
concerns the main experiments that are presented in Section �.�.

We first focused on phonemic level input data from the NCCFr corpus. Following the
workflow presented in Figure �.�, we extracted di�erent spectrogram images of nasal
vowels. The choice for this type of segment has been justified in Section �.�.�. The
spectrogram variations we worked on concerned both windowing techniques and subband
analyses. The setup parameters described above have led to baseline results of �.�� F�-
score for both female and male speakers identification using /ã/ vowel. Adding other
vowels material, i. e., /Ẽ/ and /õ/, have shown higher scores of respectively �.�� and �.��
in classifying the �� women and men from the considered corpus.

As shown throughout the previous chapter, in order to understand how speakers’ informa-
tion is conveyed by speech components we analysed sequences of speech production larger
than isolated phonemes. Indeed, we used speech sequences from the reading task of the
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PTSVOX corpus allowing us to have a more stable input data. Using spectrograms from
� s speech sequences we obtained F�-scores of �.�� and �.�� for the �� female and �� male
speakers. Given the limited amount of data from the analysed corpus, at the time of our
first experiments we proceeded to add artificial noise to the original signal, e. g., keyboard
tapping, rain and wind noises. The new data we analysed allowed us to investigate the in-
fluence of noise in the CNN modelling of speech characteristics. In a mismatch situation,
where the noisy-augmented data is used only during the testing phase our models yield
results of �.�� and �.�� respectively for female and male speakers. In addition, including
the noisy data in the training phase as well led to a higher degradation of F�-scores with
�.�� for the �� women and �.�� for the men’s identification. An alternative representation
we used in our first exploratory approaches is the MPS of � s and � s speech sequences, in
order to have a deeper in-sight of spectrum modulations. This representation has shown
interesting results especially for the extraction of birdsong bioacoustics characteristics and
speech intelligibility [Hsu et al., ����; Elliott and Theunissen, ����]. We classified � s
samples of read speech data, obtaining scores of �.�� for female speakers and �.�� for
male ones, with an increase of the F�-scores to respectively �.�� and �.�� with speech
sequences of � s duration, hence more linguistic content to model. However similar results
were not achieved when applied to the less stable spontaneous speech sequences.

One clear element emerging from our preliminary analysis concerns the higher scores
obtained for male speakers in almost every comparison except with the CNN identification
using /ã/ vowel spectrograms, where both sexes got the same scores. Adding noise to the
original signal and using di�erent speech representations also show higher performance
degradations when modelling female characteristics

Corpus Speakers (F; M) Tokens Input data Task F�-score (F; M)
NCCFr �� (��; ��) ��� Nasal vowel /ã/

spectrograms
Identification �.��; �.��

NCCFr �� (��; ��) ��� Nasal vowels /ã/,
/Ẽ/, /õ/

spectrograms

Identification �.��; �.��

PTSVOX �� (��; ��) ��� �s
spectrograms

Identification �.��; �.��

PTSVOX �� (��; ��) ��� �s noise-added
spectrograms
(only testing
phase)

Identification �.��; �.��

PTSVOX �� (��; ��) ��� �s noise-added
spectrograms
(training and
testing phase)

Identification �.��; �.��

PTSVOX �� (��; ��) ��� �s MPS Identification �.��; �.��
PTSVOX �� (��; ��) ��� �s MPS Identification �.��; �.��
NCCFr �� (��; ��) ��� �s Spectrograms,

MFCC and
phonetic mea-
surements images

Identification,
verification,
generalisation

See Section �.�

Table �.�: Summary of all the CNN studies for this thesis with relative information about
the number of speakers and tokens per speaker, phonetic content of the named tokens
and task carried on.
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�.� Main experiments

The following sections present the results of the main experiments of our study on speak-
ers’ characteristics. In more detail, we first compare in section �.�.� and section �.�.� the
results from the three global representations: Spectros, MFCC and Glob. This allows us
to explore the di�erences and similarities in how the speakers’ information is conveyed by
these di�erent representations of the speech components extracted from the � s sequences.
This section is the only one presenting results from the comparison of three di�erent rep-
resentations of speech production, the following sections report the results from the three
main components cited in chapter � and their subsets of phonetic measurements: source
and filter in sections �.�.� and �.�.�; prosody in section �.�.� and �.�.�; mode of vocal
fold vibration in sections �.�.� and ??. In each of these sections the identification and
verification tasks results are presented and compared as well as the generalisation task,
when performed.

Tables summarising the results are present in every subsection. The presented scores,
Precision, Recall, F�-score, Specificity and K are associated with the speakers presenting
the best Informedness value and the marked speakers. The last three metrics, as men-
tioned above, are especially important to understand how di�erent models convey speaker
information and what their comparison can tell us about specific components of speech.

�.�.� Spectrograms as baseline - female speakers

Overall spectrograms show the best results in the identification task for both female and
male speakers. In the first case, both Recall and Precision attain �.��. Consequently,
the average F�-score for female speakers has the same value. Specificity averaged �.� with
only two speakers scoring below this values, indicating that the spectrograms generate a
very low amount of False Positives. We notice that three female speakers achieve �.� for
Informedness, and two others show a value of �.��. Though, the lowest observed value
is �.�, which reflects the high performance of the spectrograms in an identification task
using speakers’ information extracted for the modelling. Looking at the marked speakers
we notice that four of them achieve a score of �.�, with one (F��L) being both among the
informed and marked ones. However there are two other speakers showing a Markedness
lower than �.�, respectively F��R with �.�� and F��R with �.��. The same speakers are
the only ones to generate False Positives, using the [Doddington et al., ����] terminology,
these are the wolves among a pack of sheep in the spectrogram identification.

The results from the Glob representation, all phonetic measurements, show lower rates
with Precision and Recall respectively of �.�� and �.��, giving a F�-score of �.��. We
obtain the same score with the K statistic. The average Specificity decreases to �.��
compared to the spectrograms results since only � out of �� speakers attain a score of
�.�. When we look in detail at the Informedness and Markedness we observe some major
di�erences. Only one speaker has a score of �.��, comparable to the results obtained
in spectrograms identification, and � out of �� speakers have Informedness higher than
�.�. We report these speakers in Table �.�, we can notice that only three are shared
between the two identifications, which are F��L, F��R and F��L. The lowest score for
Informedness in this identification task, �.��, is obtained by F��R while the remaining
speakers have average scores of �.�. Concerning the marked speakers, we observe that
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only F��R has a score of �.� while two other speakers have a score higher than �.�.
Among these three only one is marked by both Glob and Spectros. The least marked
speakers are F��R and F��R with a score of �.�� as well as F��R with �.��.

The third global representation we look at in this first section is MFCC obtaining a F�-
score of �.�� resulting from identical scores of Precision and Recall. We obtain the same
specificity score as Glob with, however, one less speaker having a score of �.� rate. The K
statistic is higher, �.��, corresponding to a more reliable model even though it still is less
e�cient than the Spectros. No speaker manages to obtain an Informedness score of �.�
or �.�� in this identification but the lowest rate, �.�� for F��R, is however higher than
the ones obtained by Glob. We find the same speaker, F��R, as the least marked with
�.��, standing out as the wolf for all three identification tests. However, comparing the
speakers that have the best Informedness for each representation, we observe that three
speakers are shared. MFCC’s modelling appears to share more information with Glob
than with Spectros, with more common speakers in both Informedness and Markedness
results.

Input F�-score Precision Sensitivity Specificity K Informed Marked
Spectros �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� F��L F��L

F��R F��L
F��R F��L

F��L F��L
F��R F��R

Glob �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��L
F��L F��L
F��R

F��R F��R
F��R

MFCC �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��L F��R
F��L F��L
F��R F��R

F��L F��R
F��R F��R

Table �.�: Identification scores for the three global representations, female speakers.

Since the verification task involves a binary classification, we use MCC instead of F�-score
in order to measure the di�erent models’ performances. We observe that Spectros general
performance decreases, showing an average MCC of �.�� for female speakers, while the
Sensitivity and Specificity are at �.�� and �.�� respectively with a consequent increase
of both False Negatives and False Positives. The marked speakers correspond to the ones
obtaining the best Informedness but there is no correspondence with the ones appearing in
the identification task except for F��R who is also among the most marked speakers in this
task. Concerning the speakers with the lowest scores, we find again F��R, appearing with
an Informedness of �.�� alongside F��R and F��R, who both have scores of Informedness
and Markedness lower than �.�.

Glob is the representation showing the best performances in this task with a MCC of
�.��, even higher than the F�-score from the identification task. The Sensitivity is also
increased, reaching �.��, while Specificity is at �.��. Similar to the Spectros results, the
same speakers have the best Informedness and Markedness scores, but in an opposite trend
these speakers are the same that have the higher Informedness in the identification task.
F��R also appears to be the least recognised speaker with both scores of �.�, alongside
F��L. The latter and F��L are the speakers with the lowest Informedness and Marked-
ness scores, �.��, in the verification task using MFCCs. The best scores, as reported in
Table �.�, are obtained by F��R and F��R, who are the only speakers exceeding �.�,
this show that the MFCC modelling answers remain closer to the ones from Glob than
from Spectros. MFCC obtain the lower average scores for this task with a MCC of �.��,
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a Sensitivity of �.�� and a Specificity of �.��.

The third task is the generalisation task, it is tightly linked to the verification task as it also
performs a binary classification with a target speaker opposed to a population. However,
speakers that were previously confused with the target speaker are excluded from the
population and added during the test phase in order to test further the robustness of the
representations.

For Spectros we observe a MCC score of �.��, which is only a decrease of �.�� points from
the verification task, showing that spectrograms maintain an important robustness when
faced to unknown speakers. The Sensitivity has a decrease of �.��, with a score of �.��
and a consequent augmentation of False Negatives, meaning that the target speakers are
more frequently confused with the reference population. It appears that excluding from
the population the speakers who were most often confused with the target speaker does
not help the CNN to better discriminate between the two classes. Even though the similar
speakers produce errors during the verification task, their contribution was more helpful
than harmful in representing the characteristics of the target speaker. On the other hand
Specificity shows a score of �.��, hence an increase of �.��, meaning a decrease of False
Positive answers.

Concerning Informedness and Markedness of the target speakers we observe a similar
trend to what we described for the verification task, the speakers having the highest
scores are di�erent from the speakers in the identification task except for one individual,
F��L. F��R appears in this task as a marked speaker, this is an important example of
how a speaker who performed poorly in the identification task gains a high benefit from
the fact that its primary confusion targets are not part of the modelled population. It has
to be noted that none of the scores exceed �.�. The two speakers with the lowest scores
for Informedness and Markedness, F��R and F��L, have both scores under �.�. They
appeared amongst the best scores of Informedness in the identification task, indicating
that the presence of speakers having similar characteristics had an important weight on
the decision.

A higher decrease of the overall performance between verification and generalisation task
is shown with Glob with a MCC of �.�� and a Sensitivity of �.�, the Specificity remains
the same as the previous score with �.�. However, similar trends are shown by the three
representations with � out of � speakers having the best information-related scores being
shared between Spectros and Glob results. In a similar way one of the two speakers with
the lowest score, F��R, is also shared by these two representations.

The MCC score registered for the generalisation task using MFCC, �.��, is the lowest
average score in the experiments concerning these three global representations, suggesting
that MFCC are less suited to test with unknown speakers. Consequently, Specificity
and Sensitivity also register the lowest scores, respectively �.�� and �.��. As in the
identification task, concerning speakers with the best Informedness and Markedness, we
see a combination of the speakers resulting from Spectros and Glob. Although, the highest
score is �.�� in this case. F��R also appears among the lowest scores, making her the
female speakers’ wolf from the generalisation task.

The core of the generalisation task is represented by the results for unknown speakers. The
last column of Table �.� shows which speakers have the highest scores of Informedness and
Markedness for each of the three global representations. We notice that MFCC’s results
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are in line with what is observed in other tasks, having a combination of the speakers from
the other two tests. However, what is important for our analysis is the comparison between
the previously marked speakers and those in these results, as this would mean that the
CNN have performed extremely well and is able to identify the speaker’s characteristics
even without knowing them beforehand. No unknown speaker from the MFCC’s results
is present in those marked in the previous tasks, while for both Spectros and Glob at
least two previously marked speakers are present. This implies that when the CNN are
faced with tests that are not among its models, using both Glob and Spectros, it is
capable of retrieving the information related to speakers whose characteristics stand out
from the population. The same is not true for the MFCC’s answers which appear to
be more influenced by the reference modelling than by an absolute presence of speech
characteristics.

Input Task MCC Sensitivity Specificity Informed +
Marked

Informed +
Marked
(unknown)

Spectros Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��R
Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� F��L F��R +

F��R
F��L F��R
F��L F��R
F��R F��R
F��R F��L
F��R F��R

Glob Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��L F��R
F��L F��R

Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� F��L F��R F��L F��R
F��L F��L
F��R F��L
F��L F��L

MFCC Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��R
Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� F��L F��R

F��R
F��R F��L
F��L F��L
F��R F��L
F��R F��L
F��L F��R
F��R

Table �.�: Verification and generalisation scores for the three global representations,
female speakers. Informedness and Markedness for generalisation task report both best
target speakers and unknown speakers.

On another note, we notice that having a target speaker which has similar characteristics
as those unknown does not help the CNN to retrieve information about the speakers
having very low scores of Informedness and Markedness. In this case we find both F��R
and F��L for each of the tested representations. The presence of these speakers in both
marked and unmarked results further emphasises the idea that the modelling reference
has a strong influence on the studied characteristics. The fact that the unknown speakers
show average results with a highly variable range of distributions emphasises the issue of
modelling speech components and the variable nature of speech.
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�.�.� Spectrograms as baseline - male speakers

Male speakers identification results from the three global representations show that Spec-
tros have a slightly lower overall score than those obtained by female speakers, while both
Glob and MFCC have higher rates. �.�� is the score that characterises the spectrograms’
results, all the metrics obtain this score except Specificity which has a �.� score. A to-
tal of three out of the �� male speakers obtain an Informedness score of �.�, while two
speakers stand out as the most marked. Concerning the lower scores of Informedness and
Markedness we notice respectively two and three speakers average rates of �.�. As we
observed in the female speakers’ identification, the remaining speakers have similar scores
distributions, representing a population with similar recognisable speech traits, the sheep,
in opposition to groups of speakers with evident characteristics and those with even more
common traits that can be easily confused with other speakers, the lambs.

As for the female speakers, Table �.� summarises all the identification results. Glob
representation scores rank second in this identification comparison with an F�-score of
�.��, consequence of a Precision of �.�� and a Sensitivity of �.��. The Specificity score
drops �.�� point with a �.�� rate, as for MFCC, compared to Spectros, while the K
results has a �.�� score. The speakers who have higher Informedness and Markedness
are completely di�erent from the ones present in the Spectros results. Although, when
comparing speakers with the lowest of these two scores we observe one wolf, M��R, who
is common to every representation with the lowest Markedness score. In the same way,
M��R registers the lowest Informedness rate for each of the three identifications.

MFCC show the lowest rates in this experiment, however the F�-score of �.�� remains
higher than the ones obtained by both MFCC and Glob for female speakers. The K
statistic of �.�� indicates a lower reliability for MFCC when used to model male speakers.
Among the speakers with the higher Informedness scores there are two speakers, M��L and
M��R, shared respectively with Glob and Spectros, confirming the already observed trend
of MFCC to combine results from the other two representations with new elements. The
same trend is not repeated for Markedness results, implying that the extracted information
from the MFCC’s modelling remains di�erent from the other representations while the
actual distribution of speaker’s information is similar.

Input F�-score Precision Sensitivity Specificity K Informed Marked
Spectros �.�� �.�� �.�� �.� �.�� M��R M��R

M��R
M��L M��L

Glob �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L
M��L

M��L M��R
M��R M��L

MFCC �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��R
M��R

M��L M��R
M��R

Table �.�: Identification scores for the three global representations, male speakers.

We observe similar trends than with the female speakers in the verification task for male
speakers. Glob obtains the best overall results, with a MCC of �.��, followed by Spec-
tros, �.��, and MFCC, �.��. Specificity scores maintain the same hierarchy while the
Sensitivity ranks are inverted for MFCC and Spectros, hence a higher amount of False
Negatives for the latter representation.

Comparing the speakers’ specific results we notice that Spectros’ marked speakers are
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CHAPTER �. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING

completely di�erent from those marked with Glob and MFCC. These other two represen-
tations share the majority of their marked speakers. However, when we look at speakers
with the lowest Informedness and Markedness scores there are more similarities between
Glob and Spectros, � out of � speakers, than with MFCC which give a completely un-
seen set of speakers. This emphasises the fact that when classical phonetic measurements
or representation are not able to successfully characterise speakers, MFCC are able to
extract complementary information.

In the generalisation task, Glob maintains its overall higher scores with a MCC of �.��
against �.�� for Spectros. In addition, MFCC show the lowest scores with a MCC of
�.�� a Sensitivity of �.�� and a Specificity of �.�� while its counterparts show slightly
higher scores. The Informedness and Markedness distributions are very similar between
the three representations, with highest rates at �.�� and the group of lowest rates at
�.��, with three or four intermediate groups. However the actual speakers’ scores di�er
consequently. Indeed, among the speakers with the highest rates there are no shared
speakers between the three sets of answers, which present similarities only by pairs. The
same is true when looking at the speakers with the lowest rates except for the presence
of a wolf, M��R, the least marked speakers are shared by the three representations.

Input Task MCC Sensitivity Specificity Informed +
Marked

Informed +
Marked
(unknown)

Spectros Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��R
M��R

Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��R
M��L

M��L M��R
M��L M��R
M��L M��R
M��L M��L
M��L M��R

Glob Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��R
M��L

Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L
M��L +
M��R

M��L M��L
M��L M��R
M��L M��R
M��L M��L
M��R

MFCC Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��R M��L
M��L

Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��R
M��L M��L
M��R +
M��R

M��L M��R
M��L M��R
M��L M��L
M��R M��L

Table �.�: Verification and generalisation scores for the three global representations, male
speakers. Informedness and Markedness for generalisation task report both best target
speakers and unknown speakers.

When we take a look at the results from the unknown speakers, we do not see the same
trend as female speakers. The most marked speakers in this case are not the one com-
ing directly from the least marked set. Indeed, most of the time they are the same as
those already noticed during the previous tasks or completely new speakers that detach
themselves from their sheep groups. A similar trend is observed for the unknown speakers
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presenting the lowest Informedness and Markedness scores.

In conclusion, the representation of speech by spectrograms has been proven to perform
best when applying an identification task and, for female speakers, when adding unknown
speakers to the test phase. However, interesting results are obtained when comparing
other global representations of speech sequences, namely MFCC and the use of phonetic-
based measurements to represent the modulation of speech components throughout their
production. In particular, the latter has better performances during the verification task,
showing to be better suited for pair comparisons. This can be explained by the intrinsic
noise of spectrograms compared to more focused representations of speakers’ character-
istics, which therefore, appear to have greater robustness when the task requires a more
targeted answer.

On the other hand, MFCC show similar behaviour as Glob but with inferior performance
in both verification and generalisation tasks, suggesting that the modelling made by these
features remain less robust than the one obtained by phonetic measurements. In the
following sections we analyse further how the information is conveyed by phonetic subsets
in order to gain a clearer picture of the distributions of speaker characteristics.

�.�.� Modulations of source and filter - female speakers

For the representation of the source and filter component, referring to the the phonetic
measurements groups presented in Table ?? we have taken the first four formants (Form),
the amplitudes of the harmonic near the first three formants (Amp), f� and its harmonics
(f�) and intensity. These multiple subsets and their di�erences are compared in the
following subsections, we start by presenting the results of their combination for female
speakers.

Table �.� summarises all the results of the group named Acoust which is the combination
of all the phonetic measurements cited above. For female speakers we observe an F�-score
of �.��, which is the consequence of a Precision of �.�� and a Recall of �.��. The latter is
related to a consequent amount of false negatives while, in contrast, we observe that the
Specificity has an overall score of �.�� which implies that predictions of false positives are
less frequent in the identification task. Concerning the Informedness scores, two speakers
stand out with the higher rates, F��R and F��R, and two others with the lower rates,
F��L and F��R. The remaining �� speakers are divided in three homogeneous groups
following these metrics. Di�erent results are observed through the Markedness scores
where the number of speakers with low scores is higher, with four in total, and only two
intermediate groups are present.

Speaker F��R has the highest scores for each metric in the verification task using source
and filter component, with an overall average of �.��. Although the overall performance of
this representation corresponds to a MCC of �.��, a Sensitivity of �.�� and a Specificity of
�.��. Similar to what we observed for the identification task, considering the Informedness
and Markedness scores, speakers arrange themselves in three homogeneous groups except
for the F��R who stands out and a group of two speakers presenting very low scores:
F��L and F��L.
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�.�.�.� Resonances

In order to represent the resonances we compare two representations, Amp and Form,
both extracted via VoiceSauce as described in the previous chapter. In the identification
task for the �� female speakers Amp obtains a F�-score of �.��, which corresponds to the
lowest overall score from the subsets of this group, hence why we do not include it in the
generalisation task. The same phenomenon is observed with the K statistic comparison
where both Form and f� scores outperform the �.�� of Amp, even though Form does it
on a smaller scale, with a score of �.�� and �.�� respectively.

Form scores are not consequently higher than Amp scores. In the identification task it
shows middle range performances, the F�-score is �.��, with a Precision of �.�� and a
Sensitivity of �.��. A similar behaviour is obtained in the verification task with a MCC
of �.��, against �.�� for Amp and �.�� for f�. In the same task, Form shows the highest
sensitivity, �.��, of all the subsets related to Acoust, this indicates a low rate of false
negatives for formants for female speakers when tested in binary classification problems.
Form maintains the same good performance for both false negatives and positives in the
generalisation task. In this case, it manages to outperform the other subsets of this group
with a MCC of �.��.

When we compare Informedness and Markedness scores for the two resonances represen-
tations we do not observe important similarities except for two speakers presenting the
lower rates in the identification task, namely F��R and F��L. However, their values and
score distributions di�er. Indeed, for Amp, F��R appears as the less informative speaker
while for Form it is the less marked with a consequent distance of �.�� points from the
subsequent group of unmarked speakers. Concerning the speaker F��L, she appears for
Amp among the less marked speakers, while she is both less informative and unmarked
for Form. However in the latter case she does not have the lowest score. We notice, in
the verification task, that the number of speakers for whom Amp representation does not
show high performances is consequent, � out of �� have scores under �.��. In contrast,
for Form there is one speaker with a score of �.�� and three homogeneous groups with
scores ranging from �.�� to �.��.

Considering Form’s generalisation results for the unknown speakers, a consequent amount
of them benefit from the modelling approach applied. However, two speakers show the
worst performance having respectively a negative score, for F��L, and a score near �.��
for F��L. These rates indicate worse than chance and near chance behaviours.

�.�.�.� Fundamental frequency

In the f� subset, we observe similar trends to those observed in the PCA’s results from the
previous chapter when f� and its harmonics have been tested as isolated representations.
For the female speakers’ data the H� obtains the highest F�-score, with �.��, in a simple
identification task with f� following with a score of �.�� and both higher Sensitivity and
Specificity.

Comparing the identification scores of the �� female speakers, this subset shows a higher
performance than the whole source and filter component in both F�-score and K statistic.
There are very similar distributions of Informedness and Markedness as well, suggesting
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the high weight f� has over the other subsets. In the verification task f� maintains its rank
of best performing subset thanks to a F�-score of �.�� and a Specificity of �.��, however
it shows a Sensitivity of �.��, lower than both Form and Amp. As mentioned above,
f� is outperformed by Form in the generalisation task. Considering the Informedness
and Markedness metrics in order to understand how well the speakers’ information has
been modelled we observe that, except for the four speakers with the highest scores, the
remaining �� have non homogeneous distributions.

Following what we observed in the previous section with considerations on the generalisa-
tion task from the global representations, we also notice, in this case, that an important
number of speakers with poor results in the previous tasks appear as the most marked.
This is the case for F��R, F��L, F��L and F��L. In addition, the marked unknown
speakers from the generalisation task of f� are half shared with those of the Form, this
suggests only a partial redundancy of the modelled information between the two subsets.
Overall, we observe one common trend for the majority of the scores with F��R showing
low results, while F��R has among the highest ones.

Identification task
Input F�-score Precision Sensitivity Specificity K Informed Marked
Acoust �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��R F��R F��R F��R
Amp �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��R
Form �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��L F��R
f� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��R F��R

Verification and generalisation tasks
Input Task MCC Sensitivity Specificity Informed +

Marked
Informed + Marked
(unknown)

Acoust Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R
Amp Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R

Form Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R
Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� F��L F��L F��R F��L F��R F��L

F��R F��L F��L F��L

f� Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R
Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� F��L F��L

F��R F��R
F��L F��L F��L F��L F��R
F��L F��R F��L

Table �.�: Identification, verification and generalisation results for the di�erent represen-
tations of source and filter component, female speakers.

�.�.� Modulations of source and filter - male speakers

What we present hereafter follows the same organisation as the previous section for female
speakers’ source and filter, we start with the results from the combination of all source
and filter related measurements and then describe the multiple subsets in the subsequent
sections. Table �.� serves as a summary for these component results for male speakers.

In the identification task for the �� male speakers, Acoust shows a F�-score of �.��, higher
than the one obtained by female speakers. Small di�erences in score are observed when
comparing the K statistic and the MCC from the verification task between the two sexes.
In addition, another observed di�erence concerns the informative and marked speakers. In
the results for female speakers, the two categories show important similarities, whereas in
the male speakers tasks, these similarities are restrained to the Form identification results.
The identification of male speakers using Acoust representation shows that uninformative
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speakers correspond to the most marked speakers and vice versa. This suggests that, for
male speakers, having characteristics related to the source and filter component does not
imply that the created CNN model is able to e�ciently use speaker information. This is
emphasised by the distribution of Informedness and Markedness scores in the verification
task where half of the speakers are ranged in a homogeneous group while the others have
highly isolated rates.

�.�.�.� Resonances

For the four formants, we have also performed additional tests in singular and coupled
combinations. The results do not show specific trends, except for F� which has slightly
higher scores than the other formants and show speakers-specific scores more similar to
those obtained in Form identification. F�-scores have an average of �.�� for isolated
formants for both female and male speakers, while �.�� is the average when they are
taken in pairs. Changing the position of a formant in the representation does not a�ect
the CNN responses, i. e. for the F�-F� pair, having F� in the bottom pixel line and F� on
the top or vice versa produces the same scores.

The results from the male speakers identification are very similar for Amp and Form, the
main di�erence concerns the K statistic which is less consequent for the latter represen-
tation, �.�� against �.�� for Amp. We observe that they share one of their most marked
speakers as well as � out of � unmarked speakers. In the verification task, the scores
remain similar in terms of values but the speakers-specific results show more di�erences.
For instance, all speakers with higher Informedness and Markedness scores for one repre-
sentation subset are modelled as sheep by the other representation, showing that the way
CNN use the extracted information is di�erent.

�.�.�.� Fundamental frequency

f� shows the highest K statistic, �.��, of all the subsets from both female and male speak-
ers. Similarly to what is observed above, its F�-score is higher when compared to Amp
and Form in the identification task, as well as all the other metrics. In contrast to what
is observed for female speakers, f� has higher scores in both verification and generalisa-
tion tasks when compared to the other subsets. An additional di�erence concerns the
measurements that show the higher influence on the f� representation for male speakers.
H� is the one showing the highest influence, followed by H�, paralleling what has been
observed in the phonetic analysis through PCA.

Verification and generalisation tasks show very similar distributions of Markedness scores
for speakers using f� representation. There is not a single large population, as we observed
for the Form results and for all female results. Four homogeneous groups of four are
formed, while the others have scores that are far apart. A very similar trend is observed
using the clustering methods presented in the next chapter. Among the speakers with the
lowest Informedness scores in the identification task we have found M��R who appears
as a highly marked speaker in the generalisation task for both Form and f�. In a similar
way, M��R, M��R and M��R show low Markedness with f� in the identification task but
high rates when speakers with similar source and filter characteristics are removed from
the CNN model. As already observed for female speakers, nearly half of the unknown
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speakers that appear to be marked in the generalisation task are shared by both Form
and f�. However, the additional speakers di�er consequently showing that the information
these two representations carry is not the same while they are capable of complementing
themselves as we observed in the Acoust results.

Identification task
Input F�-score Precision Sensitivity Specificity K Informed Marked
Acoust �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L M��R M��L M��L
Amp �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L M��L M��R
Form �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��R M��L M��R M��R M��R
f� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��R

Verification and generalisation tasks
Input Task MCC Sensitivity Specificity Informed +

Marked
Informed + Marked
(unknown)

Acoust Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L
Amp Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L

Form Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L
Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L M��R M��L M��R M��L

M��R M��R M��R M��L M��R
M��L M��L

f� Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L
Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� M��R M��L

M��R M��L
M��R M��L
M��R

M��L M��R M��L M��R M��R
M��L M��R M��L M��L M��R
M��R

Table �.�: Identification, verification and generalisation results for the di�erent represen-
tations of source and filter component, male speakers.

�.�.� Prosody modulations - female speakers

The second component, prosody, aims at representing di�erent prosodic aspects through
two subsets: the first one involves Envelope and Temporal Fine Structure measurements
in order to represent the respectively fast and slow changes of the temporal envelope
during speech production, Env; the second one uses fundamental frequency and intensity
in order to represent the modulations of the intonational contour, Int. As reported in
Table �.��, the combined representation for the present component is named Pros.

In the female speakers’ identification task we observe similar scores for both subset, the
F�-score of Env is �.�� while it is �.�� for Int, Precision is respectively �.�� and �.��.
Int has a higher K statistic which makes its results more reliable than Env even though
the latter presents overall higher scores. F��R is shared as the speaker with the highest
Informedness rate, this is true for the verification task and Pros as well. The main di�er-
ence concerning the subset comparison is the marked speakers which di�er substantially
between the two identification tasks. The score distributions are also consistently dif-
ferent, with Env presenting a higher number of isolated speakers, while Int speakers are
combined in three similar groups outside the marked speakers and the most unmarked
ones isolated. The unmarked speakers from Int identification results correspond to F��R,
F��L and F��R which are respectively marked for Env and Pros in identification as well
as in the generalisation task. This suggests, once again, that they all share the same
modelling methods but the actual extracted information di�ers.

The change observed for F��L, unmarked in subsets of identifications and strongly marked
in the component-global representation, is interesting in order to understand the extent
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of complementarity that these measurements are capable of deploying when modelling
speech components. In a similar way, among the unknown marked speakers from the
generalisation results of Pros we find both some of the unmarked speakers from the iden-
tification task of the same representation and the marked speakers from the MFCC and
Glob results.

Identification task
Input F�-score Precision Sensitivity Specificity K Informed Marked
Pros �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��R F��L
Env �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��L F��R
Int �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��L F��R

Verification and generalisation tasks
Input Task MCC Sensitivity Specificity Informed +

Marked
Informed + Marked
(unknown)

Pros Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R
Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��L F��R F��L F��L F��L F��R

F��L F��R F��L F��R
Env Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R
Int Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R

Table �.��: Identification, verification and generalisation results for the di�erent repre-
sentations of prosody component, female speakers.

�.�.� Prosody modulations - male speakers

Male speakers’ identification results for the prosody component show overall higher scores
than for female speakers. Both Pros and Env F�-scores have an increase of �.�� points,
being respectively �.�� and �.��. In a similar way both Sensitivity and Specificity increase
for these representations. However, only the K statistic of Env shows an increase compared
to the female counterpart.

The comparison of the two prosody subsets of representation we use in our experiments
show higher performances for Env in characterising male speakers sequences, as well as
overall higher scores of Markedness. Indeed, the highest scoring speaker for Env is at �.��,
while Int highest score is �.��. The number of marked speakers is also consequent when
comparing between the two subsets. Most similarities can be found in the low scoring
speakers with both M��L and M��R being the most unmarked speakers for both Int and
Env and M��R being the less informative speaker in both identifications.

In the verification task the scores are overall higher for Int than for Env and we observe
similar trends to those mentioned for the other task. The representation which performs
the best has also the most marked speakers, which are partially shared with the less
performing counterparts. This suggests that, in opposition to what we observed for female
speakers, the amount of shared information in the prosody subsets is higher for male
speakers. However, a more sparse score distribution is observed in comparison to the
female speakers with a higher amount of isolated speakers.

Pros results from the generalisation task emphasise the role of the wolf speaker M��R,
who relentlessly appears as the least marked one. In a similar way, M��R scores below
and alongside M��L and M��L, they obtain high Informedness and Markedness rates
with source and filter representations. The sudden changes observed for these speakers
are an example of the variability of speech representation, with di�erent components
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representing the same data but giving di�erent outcomes. The complementarity of these
two components is demonstrated by the results of the global representations where all
these speakers obtain similar high scores even if they are more accurately represented by
di�erent components.

The more prominent role of prosodic components in the characterisation of male speak-
ers’ voices has already been highlighted in the previous chapter’s considerations. Here,
Pros performances from both verification and generalisation tasks also show consequent
increases in comparison to the female speakers results. The influence of sex on the role
that specific speech components play in modelling speaker di�erences continues to be one
of the influential factors that we are investigating in order to understand how speaker
information is conveyed.

Identification task
Input F�-score Precision Sensitivity Specificity K Informed Marked
Pros �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L
Env �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L M��L M��L M��R
Int �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L

Verification and generalisation tasks
Input Task MCC Sensitivity Specificity Informed +

Marked
Informed + Marked
(unknown)

Pros Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L
Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� M��R M��L

M��R
M��R M��L M��L M��L M��L
M��R M��R M��L

Env Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L
Int Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L

M��L M��L

Table �.��: Identification, verification and generalisation results for the di�erent represen-
tations of prosody component, male speakers.

�.�.� Modulations of mode of vocal fold vibration -
female speakers

The third set of phonetic measurements we explore in our CNN experiments corresponds
to what has been discussed in previous chapters as the "mode of vocal fold vibration" as
well as the idea of voice quality. In Table �.��, as for each of the previously described
components, we report the scores for the main subsets studied here. Unlike the two
previous components, there is no representation equivalent to the global one for the voice
quality component. However, Qual can be seen as partially fulfilling this role, even though
some of the studied subsets are excluded from this group. For instance, we could have
included Nrg or Ms as representations of the noise excitation part for the source and filter
component, however energy measurements are commonly included as part of voice quality
analyses as inharmonic source or spectral noise cues. As a consequence, we have included
these two groups in the results for the voice quality component but considered that they
may be moved as well to the source and filter results. Hereafter we compare six main
representations and then analyse some of them in detail.

The female speakers’ results from the identification task show that Hr is the representation
with the highest F�-score with �.��, as well as the highest K statistic with �.��. The
second higher score considering the value of K as the comparison metrics is obtained by
Qual with �.��, followed by Hadi� with �.��. For both Precision and Sensitivity the
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representations rank similarly except for Specificity where only Hr obtains �.�� instead
of �.��. Concerning the speakers presenting the highest Informedness scores, we observe
the major similarities between Qual and Ltas, which is not surprising due to the presence
of some Ltas measurements in Qual. F��R and F��R are the most present speakers in the
ones most informative or marked. Another interesting point is represented by the shared
speaker, F��R, between Ms and Qual as well as the shared marked speaker, F��L between
Ms and Hr. Looking at the lowest of these scores, we notice that F��R is the lamb of
this component since she presents as the most unmarked and with the highest tendency
to be confused with another. F��R and F��L are also present among the unmarked ones
for Hr, Ltas and Nrg.

In the verification task, Qual obtains the best score showing a MCC of �.�� and Ms
ranking second with �.��, while Nrg is the lowest performing representation for this task
with �.��. The three remaining representations have average scores of �.��. Similar
rankings are maintained when comparing the Sensitivity and Specificity scores as well.
F��R is one of the shared marked speakers, between Qual, Ltas, Ms and Hadi� and Hr,
while F��R is present for both Nrg and Hr, however, F��R is marked by Hadi� and
Ms. This latter representation appears as the one sharing the most information with its
counterparts. Similar to what has been observed in the identification task, F��R is the
most unmarked speaker for Hr, Nrg and Hadi� results. F��L plays the same role for Ltas
and Qual. Apart from the speakers with higher and lower Informedness and Markedness
scores we mainly observe a large number of isolated speakers’ scores in both tasks.

As mentioned before, only a part of these representations has been used in the generali-
sation task in order to have a reduced but still high variable set of representations. Qual,
Hr and Ms are those that have been retained from this component. Qual and Ms both
outperform Hr in this task and they appear to share a larger amount of information about
the modelled speakers. Qual is the only representation to not have negative markedness
values among the lowest scores of its speakers. This, as well as the fact that the low-
est scores are �.��, suggests that voice quality characteristics can be considered as more
reliable even when the tested speakers are unknown.

�.�.�.� Spectral and energy variations

We have carried further investigation on the di�erent subsets from the mode of vocal fold
vibration component. In particular, we aim to understand which measurements have the
higher weight on the decisions and if there are di�erences when a particular feature is
removed from the representation.

For instance, the Hadi� subset includes two types of measurements extracted by Voice-
sauce: the relative amplitudes between two harmonics, H�-H�, H�H� and H�kH�k; the
relative amplitudes of the first harmonic and the amplitudes of harmonics near the first
three formants, H�-A�, H�-A� and H�-A�. These two subsets, respectively Hh and Ha, of
the Hadi� representation do not show consequent di�erences for female speakers. Their
identification scores are very similar, F�-score of �.�� for both and K statistics of �.�� for
Ha against �.�� for Hh. Some di�erences appear in the comparison of marked speakers
where Ha has results similar to the ones obtained with the Form representation from the
source and filter component. This is not surprising considering the presence of amplitudes
near the first three formants in the Ha representation. The same tendencies are shown by
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the verification task where the MCC scores are �.�� for Ha and �.�� for Hh. The latter
shows similar marked speakers to those shown by Pros representation, while Ha results fol-
low those by Hadi� as well as those from the Form generalisation task. This suggests that
the relative amplitudes measurements are capable of extracting characteristics related to
resonances but which usually remain hidden through simple formant analysis.

The second subset we focus on, in regards to energy variation and spectral shape infor-
mation, concerns di�erent energy computations and their influences on the whole Qual
representation. The three energy-related computations correspond to the default energy
extracted in Praat, the one by VoiceSauce, and the soe measurement by VoiceSauce as well.
Their identification results do not present any considerable di�erence in terms of score
or marked speakers. In the verification task, while their speaker-specific results remain
highly similar, their scores di�er considerably with Qualsoe having higher performances
and reliability with a MCC of �.�� against �.�� by the other two subset representations.

Spectral moments have been included as an additional representation in this component.
Their inclusion in the study of an important component such as voice quality is justified
by the presence of energy and other phonetic measurements of spectral shape information
that have been found to correlate with voice qualities in the literature. This comparison
aims to understand whether there is room for new measurements between those already
established in the phonetic literature regarding the study of energy distribution in the
spectrum. For female speakers we observe that the third spectral moment has a higher
score when tested as a singular representation as well as a higher influence in the whole
Ms set.

�.�.�.� Long-Term Average Spectra

Similar to the information on the spectral shape provided by Hadi�, the second subset we
investigate for this component is the Ltas representation. As mentioned before, the LTAS
represents the average frequency distribution of the speech signal over a long portion of
speech. The prominence of peaks in the LTAS between di�erent bandwidths has been
shown to provide general information about voice quality, namely resonances or sonority
of the voice. We have compared results for di�erent peaks from di�erent bandwidths,
between � and � kHz, including them alternatively in the Qual representation.

For the identification task of female speakers, we observe higher scores when the peak
from medium-higher frequencies is used, the one between � and � kHz. The F�-score and
K statistic of this representation is �.�� against an average of �.�� for all its counterparts.
Similar marked and unmarked speakers are obtained by the multiple tested subsets, with
the lower peak showing similar results to those obtained by Acoust and f� in particular.
However, in the verification task, it is the lowest peak that performs better and shows
di�erent results in terms of marked speakers. This suggests the complementarity of these
measurements since the Ltas results show a complete combination of what we observed
taking them separately.
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CHAPTER �. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING

�.�.�.� Harmonics to noise ratios

The last representation that has been divided into subsets of measurements for further in-
vestigation is the Hr. As mentioned in the previous chapter, VoiceSauce provides di�erent
computations of the harmonics to noise ratio measurements, using di�erent pitch ranges
in order to compare the pitch component of the cepstrum with the energy of the harmon-
ics at the noise floor. The possible pitch ranges are �-��� Hz, �-���� Hz, �-���� Hz and
�-���� Hz. In addition we included in this representation the Subharmonic-to-harmonic
ratio (SHR) measurement, which quantifies the amplitude ratio between subharmonics
and harmonics. In order to understand the weight these multiple measurements have on
the whole Hr representation we carried tests excluding them alternatively and compared
their results.

For female speakers the SHR measurement appears to provide the highest redundancy
since its exclusion from the identification produced the highest F�-score and K with �.��
and �.�� respectively. The same scores are also obtained when the �-�� kHz computation
is excluded. In a similar way, the verification scores excluding SHR is the highest with
�.��. The HNR computation that appears to have the most influence is the one obtained
using a pitch range of �-��� Hz since, when excluded, the results decrease consistently
for both identification and verification. As far as the marked speakers are concerned, no
particular di�erence is observed.

Identification task
Input F�-score Precision Sensitivity Specificity K Informed Marked
Qual �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��L F��R F��R F��R F��R F��R
Hadi� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��R F��R
Nrg �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��L F��R
Ltas �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��L F��R F��R F��L F��R
Ms �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��R F��L
Hr �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��L

Verification and generalisation tasks
Input Task MCC Sensitivity Specificity Informed +

Marked
Informed + Marked
(unknown)

Qual Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R
Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� F��L F��R

F��R
F��L F��L F��R F��L F��R
F��L F��R F��L F��L

Hadi� Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R F��R
Nrg Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R
Ltas Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R

Ms Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��R
Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� F��L F��R

F��R
F��R F��R F��R F��R F��R
F��R F��R F��L

Hr Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� F��L F��R
F��R F��R

Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� F��L F��R
F��R F��R

F��L F��R F��L F��R F��L
F��L F��R F��L F��R F��R
F��L F��R

Table �.��: Identification, verification and generalisation results for the di�erent repre-
sentations of voice qualities, spectral and energy variations, female speakers.

�.�.� Modulations of mode of vocal fold vibration -
male speakers

Overall the voice quality component registers higher F�-scores for male speakers identi-
fication in regards to female identification with Nrg being the only representation with
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results under �.��. Ms is the representation that performs the best with a score of �.��,
while the second one is Hadi� with �.��. Taking the K statistic as a reliability index,
their roles are inverted with Hadi� obtaining �.�� and Ms �.��, Nrg as well increases
consequently with a score of �.��. The three remaining representations rank under �.��
with di�erent scales.

The distributions of Informedness and Markedness scores appear less scattered than those
for female speakers, in particular with a higher number of paired or tripled associated
speakers showing the same confusions and rates. Ltas and Qual show less similarities
than in the female speakers results, suggesting a lower influence of Ltas in the Qual
modelling for male speakers. Indeed, they do not share any of the speakers either with
the best or worst Informedness scores. M��L is the most informative speaker for the
remaining representations, Nrg, Hadi�, Hr and Ms. The latter show the most similarities
with Qual and in a lower scale with Nrg.

Hadi� maintains its prominent score in the verification task, emphasising the fact that
glottal parameters and their correlated spectral slope variations are important elements
for the characterisation of male speakers’ voices. The MCC of �.�� is not attained by any
of the remaining voice quality representations, Ltas obtains �.�� and Ms �.�� while both
Hr and Qual obtain �.��. The same ranked performances are observed for both Sensitivity
and Specificity results with Hadi� outperforming all the other representations. In terms
of marked speakers, we do not have di�erent tendencies than those mentioned in the
identification task. Hadi� shows a small amount of similarities with its counterparts but
overall the distribution is highly di�erent. This implies that the way these di�erent aspects
of voice quality model the male speakers is e�ective in highlighting di�erent characteristics.
For unmarked speakers, we observe the same trend as with the identification results with
important similarities between Qual, Nrg and Ms.

The three representations used for the generalisation task, Qual, Ms and Hr obtain similar
scores, there is no prominent performance from any of them in particular. Indeed, the
marked speakers di�er from those from previous tasks. Ms shows similarities with both
Hr and Qual regarding its most marked speakers, while Hr and Qual do not share any, at
least when we do not consider the unknown speakers test results. When we look at the
least marked speakers we notice that M��R is present in every generalisation result. The
same speaker appeared as one of the most characterised by source and filter component,
though, the fact that no low scores were registered using global representations, we can
assume the complementarity between the opposite characteristics highlighted by these
components. The results from the test using unknown speakers show, especially for Hr, a
high number of speakers having consequent Informedness and Markedness rates. Among
them we find the already marked speakers as well as those for whom CNN performed
badly. This confirms the fact that multiple modelling excluding wolves from the reference
populations enhances the CNN’s performance making possible a larger appearance of
speakers’ characteristics.

�.�.�.� Spectral and energy variations

Concerning the detail of the energy variations measurements for male speakers, Ms shows
consistent di�erences between female and male speakers. Unlike what is mentioned above,
the first two spectral moments have a higher influence on the representation results than
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the other two. In addition, the fourth moment performs consequently lower performances
when taken singularly.

The comparison of Hadi�’s subsets shows that Hh has a higher reliability than Ha, with
higher scores in both the identification, K of �.�� against �.��, and verification task,
MCC of �.�� against �.��. The marked speakers and the scores distributions for the
average population remain very similar between the two representations. However, the
unmarked speakers are very di�erent, namely with Ha showing more similarities with the
f� results while Hh appears to have a higher influence on the Hadi� results. The scores
obtained by the isolated measurements also suggest that for male speakers H�-A� and
H�-H� play a more prominent role than their counterparts, while for female speakers,
each harmonic-based spectral shape measurement has the same weight.

In regards to the di�erent energy computations, we observe that for the identification
task the Qualvs alternative is the one showing the lowest scores, �.�� for both F�-score
and K. Similar to what is observed for female speakers, Qualsoe shows the higher scores
in both identification and verification tasks. The marked speakers confirm the idea that
this representation is the one having the highest influence on the Qual results for male
speakers as well. However, when comparing the unmarked speakers, we observe that
Qualpraat has higher similarities with the main results. This highlights the fact that when
we study a highly variable object like speech, it is not as important to rely solely on
successful features as it is to take a more global view of how di�erent features can explain
the variability.

�.�.�.� Long-Term Average Spectra

The Ltas subsets investigation for male speakers show very di�erent tendencies than the
ones observed for female speakers. As expected, the peaks from the lowest bandwidths
obtain better results, in particular the one from �-� kHz has a F�-score of �.�� and a K
of �.�� and the use of the �-� kHz peak produced a F�-score of �.�� and a K of �.��. In
opposition, the highest peaks obtain both a F�-score of �.�� and K of �.��. Concerning
the distributions of Informedness and Markedness we see that the results are mirrored
by non adjacent peaks, e. g. both marked and unmarked speakers distribution obtained
using the �-� kHz peak are the same obtained with the �-� kHz. Hence, a redundancy of
information is shown in the information distribution for male speakers, even though the
actual scores are not repeated.

In the verification task, we observe the same trend, but this time it concerns the perfor-
mance scores and not the speaker’s distribution. The �-� kHz and �-� kHz pair shows a
MCC of �.�� while their counterpart obtains �.��. The marked and unmarked speakers
are shared between the �-� kHz and �-� kHz pair as well as the �-� kHz and �-� kHz.

�.�.�.� Harmonics to noise ratios

The di�erent HNR computations for the male speakers show some similarities with the
results described for female speakers. The SHR measurement appears as the one with the
least influence on both the identification and verification results. Its exclusion produces
the highest results in both cases, with a F�-score of �.�� and a K of �.�� in the identifica-
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tion task, and a MCC of �.�� in the verification task. We observe the opposite for male
speakers compared to female speakers concerning the pitch range-related computations.
The HNR computation with a �-��� Hz range has the second lowest influence on the re-
sults, since its exclusion produced a F�-score of �.�� and a K of �.��. However, the same
is not true in the verification task, since excluding the HNR computed using a �-��� Hz
generates the lowest score with a MCC of �.��.

For male speakers, the HNR computation relying on a pitch range of �-�,� kHz is the
one showing the highest influence on all the results. In addition, the marked speakers
distributions from the exclusion of this particular computation are the only to not match
the Hr results.

Identification task
Input F�-score Precision Sensitivity Specificity K Informed Marked
Qual �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��R M��R M��R
Nrg �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L M��L
Ltas �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��R
Hadi� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��R M��L
Ms �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L M��R M��L M��R
Hr �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L M��L

Verification and generalisation tasks
Input Task MCC Sensitivity Specificity Informed +

Marked
Informed + Marked
(unknown)

Qual Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��R M��R
Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��L

M��R M��L
M��R M��L M��R M��L
M��R M��L

Hadi� Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��R M��L
M��R

Nrg Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L
Ltas Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L

Ms Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��R
M��L M��L

Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� M��R M��L
M��L +
M��R

M��L M��R M��R M��R M��L
M��R M��L M��L M��L M��R
M��L M��R M��L M��L

Hr Verification �.�� �.�� �.�� M��L M��R
M��L

Generalisation �.�� �.�� �.�� M��R M��L
M��L

M��R M��R M��L M��R M��L
M��R M��R M��L

Table �.��: Identification, verification and generalisation results for the di�erent repre-
sentations of voice qualities, spectral and energy variations, male speakers.

�.� Chapter Conclusions

The results presented in this chapter follow the idea of combining interpretable input data
from the phonetic literature with a modern approach of modelling information from the
said data. To do so, we extracted phonetic measurements and studied them in Chapter �
in order to have a basic phonetic knowledge about the speakers we use in the characteri-
sation investigations. The CNN approach carried in this chapter provides a more complex
modelling of the data that the previous approach was lacking.

In this sense, the core of our CNN investigation is the fact that we provide the Machine
Learning model with interpretable data of which we already understand the behaviour
and processes. This enables a deeper understanding of the results, beyond the simple
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performance scores which remain helpful for the reliability of the studied representation.
Phonetic measurements are divided into three main components, i. e. source and filter,
prosody, and mode of vocal fold vibration. Within each component we performed subsets
tests in order to have an in-depth view of the interactions between the speakers’ conveyed
information.

Another aspect, for which the underlying phonetic knowledge plays an important role, is
the interpretation of the di�erent tasks results. As already mentioned, characterising a
speaker’s voice is not a simple process and understanding it involves mirroring multiple
aspects of cognition. We have tried to recreate and combine some of these aspects in the
di�erent tasks performed by CNN.

The next section, provides a summary of the main findings from this chapter. The discus-
sion about the results presented here is expanded in Part III of this thesis, the moment
of unity, where all other chapters’ elements are approached with a comparative take.
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�.�.� Summary

• Lexical distances: overall the lexical comparison does not appear to be a very
robust measure in order to characterise speakers. However, keywords comparison
covers the percentage of dissimilarity shown by cosine distances.

• Preliminary studies: the highest scores are obtained for the identification of male
speakers in every tested representation, i. e. nasal vowels spectrograms for NCCFr,
� s clear, noisy augmented and MPS for PTSVOX.

• Global representations:

– For both sexes, spectrograms perform the best in the identification task with
higher F�-scores and very low False Positives;

– Information about speakers is not shared equally between Spectros and Glob,
but MFCC combine results from both;

– Very poor performance by MFCC in the generalisation task, with the best
results obtained by Glob;

– For the generalisation task of female speakers, the three representations show
the same marked speakers. More important di�erences are observed for male
speakers.

• Identification, verification and generalisation tasks:

– Hr shows the best performance for female speakers with a F�-score of �.��.
SHR shows important redundancy with the other HNR measurements, while
the HNR computation with �-��� Hz range has the highest influence on the
results;

– Male speakers are most accurately identified by Hadi� at �.��, with H�-A� and
H�-H� showing the highest influence on the results;

– Pros is the group showing the lowest overall scores and a high redundancy of
extracted information for both female and male speakers;

– One marked female speaker is shared in most of the results, but the other
marked speakers vary consistently. Source and filter and voice quality compo-
nents share a common unmarked speaker;

– For male speakers there is a higher variability of score distributions than for
females;

– In the verification task, for female speakers Qual obtained the best results
followed by Ms and Acoust. For male speakers Hadi� remains the best repre-
sentation;

– The generalisation task highlights higher variability in terms of characterisation
of male speakers. Female marked speakers remain constant with verification
and identification tasks results;

– Male speakers also present a higher number of unknown speakers with high
performance scores.
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Chapter �

What does characterise a speaker?

This chapter represents the final step of our investigation, the moment of unity. The
results from the previous three chapters, moment of instability, are summarised and dis-
cussed in relation to what has been observed in the first part of this thesis, moment of
fixity. Each of the three main areas of study that we have explored, i. e. Phonetics, NLP,
Perception, represents the main subjects of discussion in the first three sections of the
present chapter. However, as already mentioned throughout this thesis, speaker charac-
terisation does not involve only one of these domains. This leads to a joint discussion in
which the results from the previous chapters are summarised and discussed from a com-
parative perspective. The following joint discussion revisits the research questions stated
in Section �.� to, hopefully, provide the necessary answers.

If we refer to the definition of "to characterise" given in the beginning of this thesis, we have
“To mark something as a characteristic”. In our case, it is a speech component or at least
one of its aspects that we have to mark. In order to be marked it has to show important
variation in its behaviour, which includes both the values the component takes in itself
and the interactions it has with its counterparts. For this reason, the use of multiple
phonetic measurements to represent di�erent speech components is fundamental in the
study of speakers’ characteristics. Indeed, investigating how the speaker’s information is
conveyed by components, their redundancy and complementarity can be performed by
di�erent means.

How to e�ciently represent the variability matrix associated with speakers’ characteristics
and its di�erent levels has been one of the main questions in this thesis. Indeed, the
variable nature of speech makes it likely to be transposed in multiple ways, as we have
shown throughout Chapters � and �. The use of mean values to represent f� or the average
of three points in formant analysis are some common examples from the phonetic point
of view. A mean analysis on a fine description of time-related variations may be enough
to incorporate the intrinsic variability, while complex representations of speech dynamics
may result in poor renditions.

A visual tool to summarise components interactions and compare the characteristics be-
tween speakers is a radar chart. In Figure �.�, four female speakers from the NCCFr
corpus who showed characteristics related to di�erent components are represented. The
grey area in the chart represents the mean values of all the female speakers from the cor-
pus while the red pattern corresponds to the considered speaker. In particular, we notice
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that F��R and F��R, top left and bottom right speakers, have high performance in rela-
tion to prosody modulations in all CNN tasks. Their values of TFS, ENV and intensity
di�er consistently from the population average while less variation is observed for the
other two represented speakers. They take the role of goats among the female speakers,
at least concerning the prosody and energy-related components. The interactions of the
single measurements representing a component can be simply understood through this
representation. Indeed, F��R, bottom left chart, is a speaker that belongs to the class of
sheep, those having poor performance because of characteristics being highly blended with
the average population. The remaining example of F��R, on the top right, represents a
speaker that is alternatively associated to a wolf and a sheep behaviour depending on the
considered component. In fact, the formants and prosody characteristics show partially
average and prominent values. We notice similarities with the formants pattern of the
other speakers, however with higher observations which explain why this speaker is more
prone to imitating others.

Figure �.�: Radar charts for four female speakers of the NCCFr corpus that present
characteristics related to di�erent components. In grey are the mean values for the whole
corpus while in red are the speaker-related values.

These examples show how speakers’ voices are not a simple addition of variation around
a prototype. The actual distributions of the multiple components seem more important
than the values they assume. Speech productions are complex systems resulting from
the interactions of speech components, which in turn are influenced by factors coming
from multiple sources. The identity of the speaker is only one of the possible pieces of
information we can retrieve, although, with varying success.

Our results confirm the idea that there is not only one component that easily charac-
terises speakers. On the contrary, identifying the interactions of multiple aspects that
are important for the characterisation of speakers is a fundamental step in understand-
ing the distribution of speaker information in a complex variability matrix. A further
understanding of how speaker variability is structured is an important step to describe
the variations of phonetic characteristics inside a group of speakers [Tanner et al., ����].
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Modelling the interactions has to be part of the metric used in the analysis rather than
being considered a confound. On the whole, speaker characteristics represent a unique
combination of segmental, suprasegmental and paralinguistic features.

�.� Building prior knowledge

The representation of speech components is one of the explored issues in Chapter �. The
di�erent analyses presented, i. e. PCA, linear models, SVM, confirm the high versatility of
speech and highlight the di�culty to have a comprehensive representation of its changes.
The main results of the phonetic analysis are obtained through PCA. This analysis implies
a dimensionality reduction, allowing the study of a large set of components like those we
selected. However, it also means that the shape of the input plays an important role, e. g.
the use of statistical values capable of rendering the time-related variations is fundamental
to avoid information loss.

PCA between or within speakers can reveal the structure of the variation in the acoustic
space of the stimuli, similar to the “telling voices apart” or “telling voices together” from
[Lavan et al., ����]. The implications of these results are important for prototype-based
models of voice processing, as in [Lavner et al., ����; Kreiman and Stidtis, ����; Yovel
and Belin, ����], which lightly consider within-speaker variability. As the perceptual pro-
cess must be adapted to the received acoustic input, the understanding of voice acoustic
spaces’ structures is fundamental to provide further insight to voice characterisation. Mul-
tidisciplinary takes to speaker characterisation have shown that to assess who is speaking
both features and pattern analysis strategies are needed [Adank et al., ����; Yovel and
Belin, ����; O’Brien et al., ����]. Thus, the perception of unfamiliar voices, as it is the
case in our study, requires both reference to a population of prototypes and evaluation
of the manner in which the target voice deviates from that prototype. In our results, the
individual prototypes are mainly influenced by the balance of higher-frequency harmonic
versus inharmonic energy in the voice and formant dispersion. They are located in dif-
ferent groups of voice spaces with similar structures. However, these shared structures
only describe a small portion of either between- or within-speaker variability. Further-
more, prototypes should not be considered as average tokens computed across complete
acoustic signals, but rather as structures characterised by a variable number of attributes.
These results further confirm that “deviations from the prototype” includes the two types
of variability mentioned above, as in [Lavan et al., ����; Lee et al., ����]. The first rep-
resents di�erences within speakers with respect to their own prototype, and the second
deviations of individual observations from a group prototype.

In this thesis, speech productions have been represented at di�erent levels, i. e. spectro-
grams or MFCC incorporated a wide range of information about speech characteristics,
while subsets of phonetic measurements have been used to represent specific components
or part of them in the produced speech. The use of CNN in particular has made it possi-
ble to analyse modulations of speech components through precise representations created
specifically for our investigations. Further application and comparison of this new way
of representing speech characteristics is needed as part of the continuous challenge of un-
derstanding and rendering speech changes. The data studied here has been transformed
through di�erent representations in order to adapt to multiple levels of analysis. The cre-
ation of a consistent knowledge about the phonetic characteristics of the studied speakers
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has been fundamental for all the investigations presented in this thesis. Given the strong
influence of time on the observed changes in speech, the search for a representation of
its dynamics capable of maintaining consistent results through an e�cient computation
has yielded contrasting results. An important part of the phonetic results concerns the
assumptions about the actual reliability of the extracted data. For instance, this has been
done through the comparison with reference values for formants and f�, and through the
further comparison of already attested relationships between the selected components and
our results.

Overall, the formants and f� values for the PTSVOX are more in line with observations in
the literature, with the reading task more suited for less unstable results. This is further
confirmed by the low impact of the entropy computation on read speech data from the
PCA. However, an important degradation of results is shown when the telephone is used
as a recording medium, as also already observed in [Künzel et al., ����; Eriksson, ����;
McDougall et al., ����; Hughes et al., ����]. The impact on f� is on average ��Hz for both
female and male speakers, while it is greater for the formants. The spontaneous speech
observations of the formants show even higher di�erences from the attested reference
values, [Gendrot and Adda-Decker, ����; Georgeton et al., ����] for formants and [Boë
et al., ����; Pépiot, ����; Schmid et al., ����; Gendrot et al., ����]. The application of
filters does not consistently reduce the amount of extracted data, which suggests that the
observed values should be considered acceptable, even if an average increase of ��� Hz is
observed compared to read speech. Indeed, a higher variability is observed especially for
the closed vowels /y/ and /u/, which in spontaneous speech show F� values similar to
open vowels. This may be a direct consequence of the production context where speakers
have a lower control on their articulation mechanisms, while from the auditory perspective
the outcome is compensated. The age groups from the two corpora being comparable, no
other factor than the production task seems to influence this variation.

The female and male speakers’ results show di�erences that remain consistent between
both corpora. The observations for female speakers seem to be more reliable than for
males, for both f� and formants, e. g. for the latter a higher number of formats fail to
pass the filtering thresholds. The female speakers also show better results using linear
models with formant-related measurements such as vowel space areas, even though they
only translate as tendencies to significant results. In the PCA, however, we notice that
male speakers’ information remains more coherent between microphone and telephone in
comparison to female speakers for whom the two recordings provide less similar results.

Confirming part of the findings by [Keating et al., ����; Keating and Kreiman, ����; Lee
et al., ����] on English language, we notice an overall important role of formants in the
PCA from read data. In particular, the influence of FD as a characteristic for female
speakers, and, even though to a lower extent, F� for male speakers. It is not surprising
that male speakers show higher characterisation using lower formants, F� and F� influence
is observed in PC� while F� appears only in PC�. In contrast, female speakers are more
characterised by F� and the FD, being, as mentioned above, major influence factors for
PC�. The relation between FD and the information about dominance in a conversation
is discussed e. g. in [Matsumoto et al., ����; Chhabra et al., ����; Zuo and Mok, ����].
In relation to our findings, this echoes the idea that for female speakers a one by one
comparison is beneficial to identify individual characteristics.

Nevertheless, there are important di�erences between formants and f� behaviour in the
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PCA results. As noticed, the formants play important roles in the characterisation of
speakers while f� is a very marginal factor, only appearing in PCs higher than � for both
females and males. Given the importance f� has shown as a speaker’ characteristics this is
surprising. However, this may be explained by the shape of our data, taking moving mean
values provides the PCA with time-related changes of the selected measurements, i. e. f�
observations could reproduce intonational contour patterns. Thus, the monotony of the
reading task may influence negatively the importance of this factor, while the relation
between formants and movements of the articulators are shown as more characteristic.

Information about f� is present only as high harmonics, i. e. H��k and H� in the telephone
recordings, where lower formants have a lower weight for the male speakers. The same
considerations given for f� may be applied to voice quality characteristics as their role
appears mostly marginal except for CPP, associated with breathiness information. The
presence of the latter implies perturbations on f�, as shown in [Traill and Jackson, ����;
Culling and Darwin, ����; Fraile and Godino-Llorente, ����; Klug et al., ����], which
may explain the absence of f� from most of the prominent characteristics.

Moreover, evidence about the link between variability across speech components and
language-specific properties [Chodro� and Wilson, ����; Tanner et al., ����; Sóskuthy
and Stuart-Smith, ����], enforces our findings limited to French language, as most of the
predictable variability across speakers is within a given group of phonetic cues. This could
be further supporting evidence to explore how speakers are characterised by the alignment
of multiple cues to produce speech contrasts simultaneously and to maximise the acoustic
distinction between the categories. Thus, idiosynctratic patterns are maintained rather
than emphasising one cue over another. The sample of speakers we analyse refers to a
group with very little variation with respect to control variables such as ages and native
language. This may be seen as a limit, however, even in this controlled population, the
description of variability appears complex. Indeed, the absence of information about
di�erences in variability across di�erent homogeneous populations of speakers, and even
speculation is lacking with regard to how many and what kinds of populations exist.
This implies the convergence of variability within a population from variability across
populations, similarly to what is discussed in [Keating et al., ����; Keating and Kreiman,
����; Lee et al., ����]. The methods presented allow the study of variation in speaker
characteristics, which is also fundamental for the improvement of voice perception models.

The multiple facets of the variability matrix

Source and filter components dominate the PTSVOX results from the PCA, whereas NC-
CFr speakers are characterised by a larger set of factors. Before discussing the di�erences
from the PCA, the first di�erence observed is the significant results that the temporal cues
obtain in spontaneous speech compared to the reading task. As mentioned above, the
average age from the two corpora are comparable, hence the di�erence existing in the re-
sults from speech rate and other temporal cues is only imputable to the production task.
Speech rates appear to be significantly di�erent between PTSVOX and NCCFr. How-
ever, between speakers of the same corpus, no significant di�erence is observed, except
for pauses, duration of first and last phonemes in NCCFr.

A main element influencing duration in the spontaneous task is the presence of hesitation
markers, which have shown in the literature [Mary and Yegnanarayana, ����; Künzel,
����; Leemann and Kolly, ����] a high idiosyncrasy with pauses lengths and pattern as
well. Duration of last phonemes may be associated with another cue that emerges in the
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feedback listeners have given about the perceptual experiment which is the changes in
voice quality, in particular for male speakers, in word finals.

Three main aspects emerge from the PCA on NCCFr, di�erentiating the results from
the read task. The first has already been mentioned and concerns the role of entropy
in the spontaneous speech results. We have performed comparison analysis without the
computation of entropy in both read and spontaneous speech. In the latter case, we
have observed that entropy provides consistent additional information in the scale of
�� % increase of explained variance. The explanation may be found in the nature of the
studied speech. The higher variability of results from the spontaneous productions seems
to benefit from a value measuring its disorder [Shriberg, ����]. Whereas in the case of
a more stable object, such as read speech, this value only brings redundancy about the
conveyed information. This is in line with what is observed in [Nilsson, ����; Setiawan
et al., ����], where entropy is also associated with.

The second aspect, in both between and within speaker PCA, is linked to the emergence
of voice quality characteristics which is noticeable, in particular with H�A� and HNR
shared by both female and male speakers. In the case of females we observe that H�A�
and the CPP play an important role in the definition of PC�, thus, indicating a higher
presence of breathy voices during spontaneous speech. Other characteristics appear in
the results of male speakers, e. g. H�A�, the soe and the LTAS that are linked to di�erent
voice quality cues. In addition, rhythm is another aspect that characterises male speakers,
by the means of TFS and ENV, showing an overall wider range of characteristics used to
describe males in comparison to female speakers.

Figure �.�: PC�-� space for female speakers of the NCCFr corpus using both phonetic
measurements and MFCC. Because of the large amount of data (��k observations per
speaker) centroids are used to represent each speaker giving a visual idea of their distance.

The third aspect concerns the association of MFCC with phonetic measurements and
their influence on the results. Female and male speakers are influenced in the same way
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by these coe�cients. In the latter case, it appears that MFCC have a high redundancy
with the phonetic information. This is shown by Figure �.�, like in Figure �.� we use
centroids in order to illustrate the distances between speakers more visible.

Figure �.�: PC�-� space for male speakers of the NCCFr corpus using phonetic mea-
surements and MFCC (Top) or only phonetic measurements (Bottom). Because of the
large amount of data (��k observations per speaker) centroids are used to represent each
speaker giving a visual idea of their distance.

Indeed, when MFCC are added to the analysis an important decrease of the explained
variance is observed and some of the coe�cients are integrated in the PCs along the
phonetic measurements such as LTAS and spectral moments. Whereas for female speakers
there is a small complementarity between MFCC and the other phonetic measurements,
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since we observe that they are all placed in a specific PC with no additional phonetic
information.

We have seen that some characteristics are prominent for some subsets of speakers and
seem irrelevant for others, e. g. for spectral shape variability information, as in [Swerts
et al., ����; Dellwo et al., ����; Hansen and Bo�il, ����; Eiswirth, ����]. Furthermore,
the results of diaphasic variation, i. e. di�erences related to speech styles, in particular in
our investigation, highlight how multiple linguistic phenomena can be part of the same
approach. Modelling variation above the phoneme level provides new perspectives on
the location of the variation envelope, with the study of individual modelling serving
as an abstraction for the analysis of variation at multiple levels [Michel and Jacqueline,
����; Freydina, ����; Brand et al., ����]. In summary, we have observed that although
significant between-speakers variability has been proven by statistical tests, it does not
necessarily entail high recognition rates using the available classification algorithms. The
high within-speaker variation highlights the importance of inferential statistics, in order to
give a more in-depth understanding of the changes involved in speech productions. The
use of a speech component modulation representation capable of providing consistent
results and maintaining computational e�ciency in terms remains a challenge to this day.

�.� Evaluating the contribution of speech components

As shown in part of the results of the previous section, MFCC are not very successful in
the statistical description of speakers’ characteristics, yet they are the standard for ASR.
In order to understand why they are so e�ective for ASR it is important to investigate
what information they carry and how we can interpret them. In other words, what
characteristics they can be linked to. The combination of MFCC and classical phonetic
measurements has given some clues to answer these questions.

First of all, we have observed that their behaviour is not the same for female and male
speakers. For females, they are linked to f� and rhythmic cues, while for male speakers
to energy distribution and spectral information. In addition, the fact that these char-
acteristics have important roles for the descriptions of both sexes respectively confirms
that MFCC, rather than representing a single cue, adapt to the relative characteristics
of each speaker. Further investigations of the interactions between classical phonetic and
automatic measurements are shown by the CNN results from Chapter �.

Global representations and their implications for the rendering of speakers’
variability matrices

Through the CNN approach we have used three major representations of the variability
matrix associated with speakers’ characteristics. These global representations have served
the purpose of combining a large number of information about the changes in the con-
sidered speech sequences. The spectrograms have represented a standard in Phonetics
for the visual study of speech for decades. Phoneticians rely on visual cues in order to
describe multiple production mechanisms. Thus, it is not surprising that the Spectros
representation has obtained the highest results in our experiments, outperforming MFCC
and phonetic measurements in the SID task. Our results are aligned with other studies
using the same data, i. e. [Gendrot et al., ����], where sequences of � s duration are used
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showing accuracy of ��.� % against �� % (females) and �� % (males) for our � s sequences.

However, we have been faced with numerous di�culties in the tuning of spectrograms
in order to acquire satisfactory results. Part of them are described in Section �.�. For
instance, the Hamming window and no pre-emphasis has shown the most consistent results
in our examination, this is the case for ASR studies such as [Mary and Yegnanarayana,
����; Sahidullah and Saha, ����b]. Based on the compared results, we can also confirm
that the duration of the tokens has a greater weight on the creation of the speaker model by
the CNN than the amount of training samples. Furthermore, the promising results shown
by other studies [Hsu et al., ����; Elliott and Theunissen, ����; Stilp and Kluender,
����] and ours on the use of MPS to represent the modulation of spectral variations over
time in a static representation, open the way for further research on how to more finely
render speech changes.

The preliminary studies we have conducted to establish the parameters for our baseline
representations also included spectrograms with artificially-added noise. In this case, we
have been able to test both regular and mismatched conditions for the training and testing
phases. The results show CNN’s high reliability in identifying noise inside a spectrogram
image when the noise only appears during the test phase. Noised spectrograms of � s
duration achieve comparable results than nasal vowels spectrograms, the latter using
nearly double the amount of training samples. This confirms the fact that higher training
sets compensate for lower duration.

Once the spectrogram results were established as the baseline for our investigation, the
representations for speakers’ characteristics also required multiple tunings. The definitive
choice has led us to a vector-like image allowing the use of di�erent speech components
while remaining e�cient from the computational perspective. In the same image, one or
multiple components can be represented with a minimal amount of noise that a wider
spectrogram image might carry. This is confirmed by the verification task, where Glob
achieves higher performance than Spectros and the generalisation task where the two show
very similar results. However, as the SID results indicate, the information present in the
spectrograms is still consequent, due to the way the spectrograms are able to render the
interaction between the speech components.

The Glob vectors, and the MFCC, appear to lack some crucial aspects but show potential
for the improvement of the representation of speakers’ characteristics. The first because of
the high interpretability they carry, the second because of the adaptation to the reference
population they are based on. Even though MFCC show the lowest results for the three
tasks we tested, they are able to combine trends observed in both Spectros and Glob
results. This can be observed in Figure �.�, where the confusion matrices for SID of
the three global representations are shown. For instance, similar speakers achieved low
scores for both MFCC and Glob, explaining their similar Informedness scores described in
Chapter �. However, the false positives and negatives patterns are mostly shared between
Spectros and MFCC. This, in turn, explains why the Markedness results appeared as a
combination of the other two representations.

Taking Doddington’s terminology, Spectros results are characterised by an important
presence of goats speakers. In both Glob and MFCC, we observe that some of these goats
become wolves and lambs, since the lowest performances are observed for speakers who
are more frequently confused and imitated with their counterparts.
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Figure �.�: Confusion matrices from the SID tasks for the three global representations
(Spectrograms, MFCC and phonetic measurements). On the left side female speakers, on
the right male speakers.
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Diagenic variation in the distribution of characteristics

In all our results, the tendency of the characterisation of male speakers achieving better
performance is confirmed. The exceptions to this trend are shown by SID through spec-
trograms and in the verification task using formants and spectral moments. The latter
result in particular confirms that spectral variations have a greater influence on modelling
of female speakers. The greater extraction of formant frequencies for female speakers has
been discussed above, as well as the higher weight of these cues in the PCA. The spectral
moments carry basic information about the spectrum shape, i. e. mean, SD, skewness
and kurtosis measures. As shown by our results, these elements are more consistent than
other more classical phonetic measurements of spectral shape. In particular, the asymme-
try coe�cient showing a higher influence on the results indicates that the shift in energy
to low or high frequencies is an important discriminant cue for female speakers.

The high influence of formants in the characterisation of female speakers, confirmed as
well in the verification task, suggests that the way female speakers use their articulators is
important in shaping their speech productions. Similarly, energy represents an important
factor for the characterisation of female speakers. This is explained by both Ms and Qual
outperforming the other components in SID and verification. In the Qual set we included
the best performing LTAS measurements when tested individually, i. e. the peak between
� and � kHz, as well as the best performing energy related cue of soe, and the CPP.
The results are in line with what is observed within formants, which shows that higher
frequencies include more consistent information about female speakers. The same trend
is confirmed by the low performance of prosody measurement, taken at a very low level
in the spectrum.

Furthermore, a consistent result from our experiments is the role played by f� and its
harmonics. Even though the scores do not outperform those of other measurements, such
as HNR, which perform best for both female and male speakers characterisation, both
the confusion patterns and marked speakers are highly related to what is observed in the
Glob results. The CNN and PCA results both confirm the prominent weight of H� and
mid-high frequency harmonics, H�k, for female characterisation related to f� cues. The
opposite trend is clearly seen with H� and H� being in both CNN and PCA results marked
as the harmonics with the highest weight for male speakers.

Overall, the fundamental di�erence that appears between female and male speakers, con-
cerns the higher influence of the voice quality components on male characterisation. In-
deed, the cues related to the harmonic source spectral shape outperform even the HNR
measurements, which have shown consistent results for female speakers as well. The pres-
ence of the H�-H� parameter has already emerged in the literature as a male speakers
characteristic [Va�ková and Skarnitzl, ����; Hughes et al., ����], and it has been cor-
related with the open quotient [Kreiman and Shue, ����]. H�-A� appears as the second
most influential indicator in the Hadi� set for male speakers, it is considered an indication
of the bandwidth of F�, which in turn is an indicator of the degree of glottis opening dur-
ing the closing phase. This is a further confirmation of what we observed using dynamics
computation in Chapter �. The analysis of peaks and troughs, using measurements de-
rived from studies on open quotient, indicates that for female speakers the uprising of the
speech production is more characteristic than for male for whom the closing trajectories
have a higher di�erentiating power. Furthermore, the higher performance for male speak-
ers indicates that voice quality is a more robust aspect for their characterisation than for
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female speakers.

In regards to voice quality components which perform best in the characterisation of male
speakers, the second best performing group of phonetic measurements is HNR, which
also obtains consistent results for female speakers. In both cases the computation from
the lower pitch range, i. e. �-��� Hz, appears as the one providing the highest amount of
information. However, for two oldest female speakers, it is the SHR measurement that has
the most influence on the results. The two cited speakers are the only ones that belong to
a completely di�erent age range, �� and �� years old, than the rest of the NCCFr corpus,
between �� to �� years old. Thus, the di�erences in voice quality, and in particular in the
alternation of vocal cycles associated with SHR measurement, appear to be an indicator
of age. This last assumption is made from a very small comparison sample and should be
assessed by further investigations on more age-heterogeneous populations.

The interpretation of variation

The shared results between PCA and CNN approaches acknowledge two important facts:
statistical models give a good representation of speech components’ modulations, even
though they use “static” values, i. e. mean, CoV and entropy; in order to take advantage of
this knowledge the accuracy of representation needs to be tested in improved frameworks
rather than classical linear models. The importance of entropy in statistical modelling,
indicates how speaker characterisation does not rely on simple addition of well-performing
measurements but rather on the interactions between the varying distributions of multiple
components. The other models used to perform earlier classifications, e. g. LDA and SVM,
on the data have not given consistent results, with slightly higher than chance level.
However, the small trends that could be observed on the speakers’ confusions parallel the
more robust results we obtained later. Following the idea of analysing speech through a
more coherent representation of its varying nature, the LLR approaches applied to source
and filter characteristics have improved the quality of the representation but reduced the
interpretability. The other downfall of the use of polynomial coe�cients has been the
redundancy of information and interactions regarding f� and formants.

The additional aspect provided by the phonetic knowledge for the CNN approach is the
direct interpretation of the di�erent tasks results. Knowing what makes the input samples
di�erent from each other, thus how the phonetic information is di�erently distributed, im-
plies that the interactions and influences of the outcomes can be finely interpreted. As
already mentioned, characterising a speaker’s voice is not a simple process and under-
standing it involves mirroring multiple aspects of cognition. The di�erent approaches to
the CNN tasks try to represent and to recreate some of these aspects. The combina-
tion with phonetic interpretation of the outcome makes the di�erent tasks we perform a
powerful tool to understand the characterisation process.

Furthermore, the evaluation of the di�erent interactions between speakers shown in the
three tasks is at the core of our CNN investigation. Beyond high performance scores,
which are useful for the reliability of the studied representation but secondary for our
aim, the aim being to deepen the understanding of the results through di�erent metrics
and their meanings. For instance, the use of Informedness and Markedness metrics makes
it possible to understand how the information about the di�erent components is extracted
and used di�erently for each speaker or group of speakers [Powers, ����; Stoll and Dod-
dington, ����]. The study of the groups that the model is able to create with similar
speakers covered an important portion of our results, especially through the scope of the
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generalisation task, which combines the outcomes of the other tasks. In the verification
task, the CNN is tested on speaker identity in a binary framework. However, during the
testing phase, samples of speakers previously confused with the target speaker are added.

The core of this task is represented by the results from the so-called unknown speakers.
If these speakers, unknown to the CNN until the test phase, reach high Informedness
or Markedness scores, we consider two hypothesis: if they already appeared among the
informed/marked speakers in the previous tasks, it means that the CNN is able to char-
acterise them even without prior knowledge; it could also mean that the knowledge of the
target speaker helps the CNN to better/lesser use the information about speakers with
similar characteristics.

Overall, the scores are slightly reduced with respect to the discrimination task. This
indicates a certain robustness of speakers’ model created by the CNN but also highlights
the bias that the modelling can carry. For instance, we observe a clear di�erence between
female and male speakers’ results. Male marked and unmarked speakers remaining the
same indicates that the model created is more “absolute”. In contrast, female speakers
modelling is highly influenced by the reference population. Thus, female speakers un-
known to the CNN tend to have lower performance and continue to bias the results, while
male speakers, even if they are unknown to the CNN, can achieve consistent results. An
hypothesis to explain this behaviour may be that female speakers present a wider range of
characteristics variation, while male speakers have more specific characteristics’ distribu-
tions in their matrices. This is consistent with the results discussed in Chapter �, showing
that most ASR systems perform better with male speakers’ stimuli. However, there is no
agreement in the literature to what causes this result. Thus, the comparison of di�erent
ranges for female speakers is necessary to leverage their between-speakers di�erences. In
contrast, male speakers rely on the prominence of single features to be characterised.

�.� Connecting the dots

The perception results o�er new insight into all the other findings, but they also bring
a new variable to the problem of voice characterisation, the listener. As described in
Chapter �, despite a long history of active research, little is known about the cognitive
and perceptual processes underlying voice discrimination and recognition. Most studies
of voice perception have focused on stimulus characteristics, rather than on listener be-
haviour. Researchers have traditionally favoured designs in which single characteristics
or stimuli conditions are varied and listeners’ performance is measured as a function of
these variations. Indeed, changes in speaker recognition performance emerge because the
selected dimensions are considered important rather than focusing on the listeners’ be-
haviour [Lavner et al., ����; Eisner, ����; Baumann and Belin, ����; Gerlacha et al.,
����]. We performed a preliminary perceptual investigation, where simple cues such as
segments duration and intonational contours were exchanged between two speakers. Even
though the first results showed some trends also found in our final perceptual design, i. e.
a same-sex e�ect, we have decided to focus on a wider perception analysis rather than to
use specific cues.

However, the multiple influence factors that listeners carry by themselves, e. g., their age,
sex or mother tongue, represent a complex set of variables to consider when working
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on a voice perception task. A human-machine comparison is fundamental to improve
decision making algorithms or clustering analysis methods and assess their reliability. The
modelling and characterisation of sound is performed by our brain at high performance
levels, but further research is needed in order to understand its mechanisms. In this
regard, the comparison of the three clustering, CNN-PHON-HUM, further confirms some
of the previous findings. For instance, we observe that the higher similarity for the female
speakers’ clustering is with formants based responses. This confirms the important role
played by formants for the characterisation of females and not for male speakers.

Multidimensionality of clustering approach

As mentioned throughout this thesis, the interpretability of the studied measurements and
their outcomes is another fundamental aspect that the perceptual approach addresses in
particular. The question is to know whether what we observe in human perception can
show us that some parameters are more interpretable or reliable than others. In this sense,
the use of a clustering task allows us to observe how human listeners place similar and
dissimilar voices in a variability space based on their self-created models without focusing
on a specific characteristic. The use of a multidimensional space in the perception task
could be even more relevant for the listeners to give a more accurate distance between
the clusters. This could allow a further comparison with the hierarchy the HAC method
provides.

Given that the CNN results are more robust for multiple speaker recognition tasks than
those from statistical models presented in Chapter �, it is not surprising that PHON
clusters have lower clustering coe�cients. However, these results remain important for our
three-sided comparison, since they still provide some contributions to the outcome of our
investigation. The phonetic investigation gives the actual interpretation and implications
of speech components in speaker characterisation. Therefore, the diagenic di�erences
between female and male speakers highlighted in automatic and phonetic results, are
reiterated in perceptual answers. No main e�ects of phonetic convergence are observed
as in [Pardo, ����; Lee et al., ����], even if the situational production might suggest it.

Overall, the clusters obtained by formants and MFCC show the most robust results for
both females and males when the statistical modelling is used as the basis for the clustering
analysis. The first result continues the trend of the important role played by formants
in conveying information about female speakers. In addition, f� appears to have a lower
influence than F�-� when combined for the cluster computation. Spectral moments show
similar results for both female and male speakers, as well as an important similarity with
Glob clustering. The influence of voice quality information for male speakers is further
confirmed by the Ltas results having an important influence on their clustering. The
PHON computation of clusters is obtained through distance matrices computed on the
statistical description of the data. In contrast, the CNN clusters come from the combined
matrices of the three tasks, used as distances between the di�erent speakers. Di�erences
exist between the two modelling, however some trends are shared. Indeed, we observe
that male speakers clusters have overall higher similarity between PHON and CNN than
female speakers. The least similar responses between the two groups of clusters were
for f� and Amp. This indicates that these components are more influenced by the used
type of representation. Modulation of f� and its harmonics, as in the CNN, appears
to convey more information, e. g. pragmatic ones [Vaissière, ����; Nebot, ����], than
the static description through statistical values. In the latter, we observe less impact
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on the representation of speakers’ characteristics and a lower similarity with the other
components’ clusters.

Moreover, the overall similarity of the global representations between PHON and CNN
clusters show low scores, confirming the idea that a static description, even though through
a high quality statistical model, still conveys the information very di�erently. These dif-
ferences are important since they could provide complementary information that a single
analysis cannot. The only way to fully understand the actual amount of complementar-
ity between speech models and to get rid of noisy elements is validation through human
perception.

Perceptual organisation

Nevertheless, a very important aspect of a perceptual analysis is that listeners may be
unaware of what they are perceiving. For instance, feedback from the listeners of our
experiments on the characteristics they used, or thought they used, to perform the task
formed an important part of our hypothesis about the obtained clusters. The listeners
were overall surprised to discover that there were actually �� di�erent speakers in the
task. The feedback only partially reflects the similarity observed between the clustering
results, and more consistently for female voices. More experienced listeners, such as
some of the participants of our study, may have a higher level of consciousness about the
selected traits used to characterise the speakers, as discussed in [Matsumoto et al., ����;
Kreiman et al., ����; Latinus and Belin, ����; Eisner, ����]. The influence of mother
tongue is more prominent for this group of listeners, as shown by the fact that the non
native experts share the least amount of information with both other listeners and the
non human clusters, similarly to findings by [van Lancker et al., ����; Adank et al., ����;
Kelly et al., ����b; Gerlacha et al., ����]. This is true for results on female and male
voices, as in [Baumann and Belin, ����; Chhabra et al., ����].

Some participants a�rm to have relied on rhythmic cues such as intensity variations
for the speaker to speaker comparison in order to feed the clusters. The presence of
breathiness, hoarseness or other voice quality elements have emerged as a characteristic
for the characterisation of male voices. In this sense, findings from [Kreiman et al.,
����; Lavner et al., ����; Cutler et al., ����; san Segundo and Mompean, ����] show
that voice quality cues have an important influence in characterising human voices. In
contrast, for female speakers the listeners found the task more di�cult, with voices being
in general more similar, thus giving less possibilities to create multiple groups based on
a first hearing. To our knowledge, there are no studies highlighting a similar tendency
of female speakers having a single prototype that requires extensive processing to define
its covariation. This can be seen in the time used to complete each task, since the task
involving female speakers has a slightly longer average duration, �� minutes against ��
minutes for male voices. However, this di�erence may also be explained by the fact that
the male voices task was most commonly performed as second, hence making the listener
more familiar with the operation.

Similarly to the other results obtained throughout our investigation, perceptual charac-
terisation results confirm di�erent behaviour in the characterisation of female and male
speakers. In the case of expert listeners, results suggest that they use harmonics and
energy information to characterise male speakers. In contrast, naive listeners’ results are
parallel to those of Rhythm components, suggesting that they represent more accessible
cues for a less trained ear [Matsumoto et al., ����; Lindh, ����; Chhabra et al., ����].
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As mentioned above, our results show a same-sex e�ect in perceptual characterisation
of voices. Indeed, all female listeners share at least a third of their clustering of female
voices while less stable answers are observed for male voices. The same e�ect is observed
with the responses provided by male listeners. Consistency of this results needs further
questioning against a group-related e�ect that might take place when considering small
testing populations. However, a consistent result shared by all listeners is the association
of the two oldest speakers. As shown in the literature review, e. g. in [Moyse, ����; Waller
and Eriksson, ����], the accuracy of age recognition by voice showed consistent results.
In our case, having only two female speakers who do not belong to the same age group
as the remaining �� speakers may simplify their discrimination. However, the fact that
they consistently appear together is a further confirmation of the influence of ageing on
speech, and of the sensibility of humans to identify it.

However, we notice that non-native French listeners, even though they associated the
said voices, have put them in larger clusters in contrast to native listeners that always
isolate them in a single group. An even lower age e�ect is observed in PHON and CNN
clusters. The latter only tend to isolate the two speakers in clusters obtained through
spectrograms and MFCC, showing that the use of modulation of single components may
imply loss of some speaker’s information such as those associated with age. In this sense,
we observe that this information is partially retained in the PHON modelling, however
only the oldest of the two speakers is consistently isolated from the others.

An additional factor we have examined, in relation to the clustering analysis, is the
potential influence of the speakers’ origin. Ten speakers from the NCCFr corpus came
from seven di�erent French regions of Île de France. The presence of a regional accent can
be identified as an important characteristic for some speakers. Our results do not show
significant general trends for the male speakers. However, the two non-francilian female
speakers are systematically associated by human listeners, even if in larger clusters rather
than an isolated one. This trend is reiterated in the CNN cluster, but to a lesser extent,
showing the two speakers associated only on the basis of intonation cues and formants.
Further investigation may be needed to assess the actual identification of a di�erent accent
than the majority of the speakers.

One more thing... on combining multiple approaches

Speaker characterisation can be linked to di�erent domains but its fundamentals cannot
only be linked to one. To understand the nature of this type of study, like speech itself, one
must examine its multiple facets. For instance, from a purely automatic perspective the
analysis of about �� speakers may seem insu�cient to obtain consistent results. Similarly,
having a wide range of components rather than examining a specific aspect in detail
may seem too ambitious from a classical phonetic perspective. We consider that larger,
heterogeneous groups of listeners are needed to develop convincing theories about the
perceptual aspect of speaker characterisation.

In order to bridge an additional gap that exists between human and machine perception,
we explore lexical distances. As mentioned earlier, when we perceive a large amount of
information, we can retrieve a number of pieces of this information, including the content
of the spoken message. In order to create a speaker model, humans also use segmental
information, looking for characteristic ways to produce certain words or phonemes. The
use of a particular expression or word chains may be another characteristic to distinguish
speakers. In this perspective, we should consider the results of lexical distances of speak-
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�.�. CONNECTING THE DOTS

ers as an additional element to the variability matrix of speaker characteristics. Even
though the overall lexical comparison does not seem very robust since the conversational
content involves similar interactions, the keywords comparison covers the percentage of
dissimilarity shown by the cosine distances.

Integrating knowledge from multiple domains should be the next step to explore more
e�cient models. For instance, we have a clear example of a representation of the modula-
tion of speech components based on phonetic knowledge but too complex to be processed
through classical modelling. Its behaviour could be described statistically, but a real
fine representation of speech dynamics has resulted in extensive research requiring small
contributions from multiple areas.

The underlying starting idea of this thesis is that the representation of speakers’ charac-
teristics is mostly based on spectral measurements, obtained from small analysis windows.
Our work applies larger windows which can also include f�, intensity or spectral varia-
tions, in order to improve both interpretation and fidelity of the conveyed information.
However, a solid basic knowledge is needed to allow this kind of approach. It is not just
an analysis based on means from one or multiple measurements that allows the study of
modulations over di�erent windows. The next chapter serves as a conclusion to this third
moment of our investigation. The final considerations on our work are stated, i. e. what
has it done to expand the speaker’s characterisation knowledge and what could be done
in the future.
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Chapter �

Epilogue: do we have answers or
more questions?

Variation is key to understanding and explaining how speech works. In Phonetics, it is
common to refer to the simple fact that no two speech utterances are ever the same, even
if they are produced by the same speaker. This fact is linked to the idea of within-speaker
variation, which in turn, represents the first issue when studying speaker characterisation.
Overcoming the within-speaker variation can represent a di�cult task depending on what
we focus on and which influencing factors are involved. For instance, this is the main rea-
son that distinguishes forensic speech science from other forensic disciplines. For forensic
evidence such as DNA, samples from the criminal and the suspect can be identical, and
the criminal can therefore be identified. In speech comparison, the level of confidence in
the results remains an important issue. Modern techniques to model speech productions
are successful in meeting the challenge of describing the high variability matrix associ-
ated with speaker characteristics. However, further investigations are needed to extend
the maximum range of variation that can be observed, using currently available models
in linguistics.

To describe the multitude of sources of variation in the information that speech produc-
tions can convey about a speaker, considering the innate-learnt dichotomy seems reduc-
tive. Instead, the use of a physical-psychological-social trichotomy, such as the one shown
in Table �.� of the Introduction, seems more appropriate. For instance, the di�erent
components of speech that can be associated with speaker’ characteristics should not be
considered as related to a single type of information, but should be studied from a multi-
dimensional perspective. Throughout this thesis, we have highlighted the importance of
understanding the interactions between the di�erent components and influence factors in
order to better anticipate the possible expressions of speakers’ characteristics.

Given the view of a speaker identity as a complex system resembling a matrix of variability
distributions, the addition of small contributions is fundamental to make progress in its
description. The contribution may correspond to the consideration of a single or several
parameters, and their influence on the speaker’s model as well as their interactions with
other factors. As a consequence, the computation of probability distributions for the
variability matrices can gain in reliability.

Additional factors unrelated to the nature of speaker characteristics must be considered
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when studying how speaker information is transmitted. Speech recordings can vary in
quality due to, for example, a telephone transmission, distance between the speaker and
the microphone, background noise. These and other influencing factors have been shown
to weaken portions of the speech signal, causing unwanted changes. These are additional
challenges that researchers need to overcome in order to fully resolve the issue of modelling
speakers’ characteristics.

Nevertheless, our investigation has provided some answers to questions regarding speaker
characterisation, even though there is always margin for improvement and adjustment for
future research. For instance, this work could have benefited from the use of articula-
tory measures, in order to provide a more in-depth understanding of the relation between
speakers’ anatomy and their produced speech. However, since this work was conducted on
already existing data sets where such measurements are absent, their integration was im-
possible. Similarly, perception studies involving the isolation of single components could
have provided additional information about the weight they have in perceptual charac-
terisation. The number and variety of listeners is the other important issue concerning
the perception task of this thesis. Male listeners represent a very small group compared
to female listeners, six against ��. A larger number of non-native speakers might have
shown more consistent trends in perception of speakers’ characteristics from a multilingual
perspective. This is why our perception results should be considered as showing trends
that require further investigations for significant confirmations. During the exploratory
phase for the creation of the perception experiment, we hypothesised to test a perception
framework resembling the voice ratings described in Section �.�.�. However, improving
the classical voice rating by incorporating an abstract class may have helped the listeners
classify similar voices based on their own symbolic perception. The choice of this addi-
tional class requires a fine analysis on the listeners’ prior perceptual capacities in order
to assess their reliability. Thus, the use of a clustering task without strict instructions on
which feature to focus on appeared to be an acceptable middle ground.

Following this idea, the integration of clustering tasks directly on the CNN could have
been explored. In particular, this could be done by improving the generalisation task we
presented. CNN have already shown their potential application in open class problems
[Shu et al., ����]. The integration of LSTM architectures and more advanced attention
mechanisms has been partially explored and could represent a real improvement for the
modelling of speech component modulations. In this perspective, even more comparable
results between human and machine could be obtained to find more e�cient modelling
techniques. Our CNN results used only coherent training and test data, except for some
preliminary studies, and the generalisation task. Concerning the latter, it uses only a
partial set of all our selected components, in order to reduce the redundancy of information
that could cause all the iterations of the di�erent subsets of components. In perspective,
the idea of a representation made by the best performing components for the generalisation
task may improve the e�ciency of the characterisation. Indeed, the absence of more
developed mismatch conditions, such as performing the training on a complete component
and testing only a subset could represent a way to better understand the weight of each
phonetic measurement.

Furthermore, as mentioned in the introduction of Chapter �, the idea of di�erent repre-
sentations of speech variability has been another important focus of our work. Multiple
representations have been used to capture the dynamic nature of speech productions.
Consistent results have been obtained through the representation of speech by spectro-
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CHAPTER �. EPILOGUE: DO WE HAVE ANSWERS OR MORE QUESTIONS?

grams and modulation vectors in order to focus on isolated components. However, a
simple time shift in training and test data may lead to important challenges for such
representations. Since temporal variations are an intrinsic characteristic of speech pro-
ductions, their consideration must be done more e�ciently by exploring more versatile
representations. In this perspective, the potential shown by MPS results is the basis for
new explorations in how the modulation of speech components is represented.

The research objectives addressed in the Introduction of this thesis included giving a wide
overview of speech components’ interactions and their roles in characterising speakers, in
order to further understand their actual contribution to speaker characterisation. The
comparison with human perception covered the third research aim to question the validity
of the obtained results. Even though we have mainly fulfilled our aims, their complete
achievement requires answers that may never be obtained, since each new explanation
brings a new question. However, some results have emerged in this thesis that should be
considered important for the speaker characterisation domains. (i) As shown in Chapter�
and discussed in Chapter �, describing within-speaker variation is fundamental in order
to understand between-speakers variability. The characteristics allowing the description
of variation of speech components occurring in di�erent stimuli by a single speaker appear
consistent with the phonetic measurements that play an important role in the separation
of stimuli by di�erent speakers. This allows to create multiple groups of speakers inside the
studied population that are characterised by similar distributions of speech components.
In this sense, we observe that (ii) source and filter characteristics are more important in
the description of female speakers’ variation, while (iii) voice quality characteristics such as
breathiness and hoarseness have a greater impact on male speakers. These results suggest
that the characterisation of female speakers relies more on linguistic and articulation
aspects, as well as the role of interlocutors in the conversation, i. e. the example of
FD. Whereas it relies on paralinguistic aspects for the characterisation of male speakers,
such as the level of confidentiality between speakers that changes in breathiness may
convey. (iv) The perceptual responses confirm these tendencies, with the human-based
clusterings showing consistency with CNN- and phonetic-based results. In particular, with
the subsets related to the mentioned components that show greater similarities with the
perceptual clustering corresponding to the female and male voices tasks. The clustering
analysis further highlights (v) consistency of CNN results with the statistical analysis of
speech components, supporting further application of these methods for phonetic studies.
The last highlight of this thesis concerns the role of MFCC in comparison to classical
phonetic measurements. (vi) They show a great adaptation to speakers’ characteristics in
the observed data, relating to di�erent aspects for female and male speakers, and for the
multiple groups of speakers present in our population. Rather than being representative
of a specific trait, the MFCC are mainly linked to intensity and f� for female speakers
characterisation, while to the distributions of energy and low level spectral shape for male
speakers.

In conclusion, this thesis has explored phonetic characterisation of speakers with the
objective of combining phonetic knowledge on the interactions of speech components,
with advanced modelling techniques through CNN, in order to create a mutually beneficial
analysis. We hope that these results encourage discussion to solve issues associated with
the description of speaker characteristics.
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Appendix A

Speakers-specific values for F� and
first four formants

Speaker (F) Age Mean F� (SD) Speaker (M) Age Mean F� (SD)
F��L �� ��� (��) M��L �� ��� (��)
F��R �� ��� (��) M��R �� ��� (��)
F��L �� ��� (��) M��L �� ��� (��)
F��R �� ��� (��) M��R �� ��� (��)
F��L �� ��� (��) M��L �� ��� (��)
F��R �� ��� (��) M��R �� ��� (��)
F��L �� ��� (��) M��L �� ��� (��)
F��R �� ��� (��) M��R �� ��� (��)
F��L �� ��� (��) M��L �� ��� (��)
F��R �� ��� (��) M��R �� ��� (��)
F��L �� ��� (��) M��L �� ��� (��)
F��R �� ��� (��) M��R �� ��� (��)
F��L �� ��� (��) M��L �� ��� (��)
F��R �� ��� (��) M��R �� ��� (��)
F��L �� ��� (��) M��L �� ��� (��)
F��R �� ��� (��) M��R �� ��� (��)
F��L �� ��� (��) M��L �� ��� (��)
F��R �� ��� (��) M��R �� ��� (��)
F��L �� ��� (��) M��L �� ��� (��)
F��R �� ��� (��) M��R �� ��� (��)
F��R �� ��� (��) M��L �� ��� (��)

M��L �� ��� (��)
M��R �� ��� (��)

Mean all �� ��� (��) Mean all �� ��� (��)

Table A.�: F� values for NCCFr speakers.
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APPENDIX A. SPEAKERS-SPECIFIC VALUES FOR F� AND FIRST FOUR FORMANTS

Speaker (F) Age Mean F� (SD) Speaker (M) Age Mean F� (SD)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� �� (�)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
Mean all �� ��� (��) Mean all �� ��� (��)

Table A.�: F� values for PTSVOX speakers, microphone recordings.

Speaker (F) Age Mean F� (SD) Speaker (M) Age Mean F� (SD)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
LG��� �� ��� (��) LG��� �� ��� (��)
Mean all �� ��� (��) Mean all �� ��� (��)

Table A.�: F� values for PTSVOX speakers, telephone recordings.
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Appendix B

Read passages from PTSVOX

Hereafter the three passages read by speakers from the PTSVOX corpus. Each row
represents the actual chunk in which we segmented the whole recordings for the analysis
discussed in Section �.�.�.

Passage �

Au nord du pays on trouve une espèce de chat dont la queue est très courte
Ils sont noirs avec deux taches blanches sur le dos
Leur poile est beau et doux
Juste à côté vit une colonie d’oiseaux
Dont les nids sont accrochés au bord de la falaise
Ils doivent faire attention à ne pas faire tomber leurs oeufs dans la mer
Ma soeur n’a qu’à traverser la rue pour rencontrer ces deux espèces
Vivant en harmonie au coeur d’un parc naturel
Régulièrement sur le coup de midi après avoir bu un bon thé
Nous sortons de chez elle pour aller observer ces animaux.

Passage �

Ma soeur est venue chez moi hier pour prendre le the
Elle me parlait de ses vacances en mer du nord
Lorsque dans notre dos tomba un petit oiseau
Ses deux ailes etaient blessées et il avait reçu un coup violent sur la queue
Son coeur battait tres vite mais il etait en vie
Son plumage etait beau et doux
Je m’approchait du bord de la fenetre pour regarder dans la rue
Un chat s’eloignait d’un nid perché sur un arbre
Il avait du faire fuire l’oiseau apres l’avoir attaqué.
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APPENDIX B. READ PASSAGES FROM PTSVOX

Passage �

La bise et le soleil se disputait
Chacun assurant qu’il était le plus fort
Quand ils ont vu un voyageur qui s’avançait enveloppé dans son manteau
Ils sont tombé d’accord que celui qui arriverait le premier
À faire ôter son manteau au voyageur serait regardé comme le plus fort
Alors la bise s’est mise à sou�er de toutes ses forces
Mais plus elle sou�ait plus le voyageur serrait son manteau autour de lui
Et à la fin la bise a renoncé à le lui faire ôter
Alors le soleil a commencé à briller et au bout d’un moment le voyageur rechau�é a
ôté son manteau
Ainsi la bise a dû reconnaitre que le soleil était le plus fort des deux.
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Appendix C

TF-IDF values for � keywords from
the �� NCCFr speakers

Speaker Keyword � TF-IDF � Keyword � TF-IDF � Keyword � TF-IDF �
Keyword � TF-IDF � Keyword � TF-IDF �

F��L Laurence �.�� enfants �.�� vie �.��
théâtre �.�� pauvre �.��

F��R femme �.�� mère �.�� Liliane �.��
semaine �.�� soeur �.��

F��L histoire �.�� argent �.�� prix �.��
étoiles �.�� chansons �.��

F��R moment �.�� prix �.�� envie �.��
bizarre �.�� vie �.��

F��L cafés �.�� fille �.�� genre �.��
faim �.�� Diams �.��

F��R soir �.�� pied �.�� Diams �.��
frère �.�� peur �.��

F��L mère �.�� fille �.�� Lolotte �.��
gamine �.�� parents �.��

F��R envie �.�� mère �.�� argent �.��
Morgan �.�� gamine �.��

F��L enfants �.�� parents �.�� problème �.��
mercredi �.�� filles �.��

F��R Marie �.�� enfants �.�� maman �.��
garçon �.�� interdiction �.��

F��L vie �.�� Sandra �.�� micro �.��
garçons �.�� pays �.��

F��R clope �.�� soir �.�� frères �.��
vidéo �.�� euros �.��

F��L président �.�� frère �.�� compagnie �.��
femmes �.�� ordinateur �.��

F��R écran �.�� personnes �.�� lecture �.��
vendredi �.�� univers �.��

F��L soeur �.�� femmes �.�� parité �.��
mois �.�� mètres �.�¢
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APPENDIX C. TF-IDF VALUES FOR � KEYWORDS FROM THE �� NCCFR SPEAKERS

F��R voiture �.�� filles �.�� fille �.��
stage �.�� Roubaix �.��

F��L Marion �.�� filles �.�� France �.��
Paris �.�� fille �.��

F��R filles �.�� mignon �.�� père �.��
Marion �.�� ans �.��

F��L film �.�� limite �.�� fin �.��
journée �.�� nuit �.��

F��R métro �.�� Harry �.�� mère �.��
école �.�� film �.��

F��R famille �.�� copines �.�� Laura �.��
soir �.�� feuille �.��

M��L week-end �.�� relou �.�� matin �.��
Paris �.�� Marie �.��

M��R Sarkozy �.�� France �.�� euros �.��
Virginie �.�� anniversaire �.��

M��L France �.�� Sarkozy �.�� Jeanne �.��
Ségolène �.�� fille �.��

M��R Sarkozy �.�� homme �.�� France �.��
di�érence �.�� maison �.��

M��L intérêt �.�� étudiants �.�� France �.��
Maine �.�� garçons �.��

M��R France �.�� dépénalisation �.�� Toulouse �.��
garçon �.�� match �.��

M��L putain �.�� école �.�� semaine �.��
fin �.�� euros �.��

M��R imagine �.�� regarde �.�� Sarkozy �.��
soeur �.�� métro �.��

M��L anthropologie �.�� question �.�� sociologie �.��
étude �.�� amie �.��

M��R Julie �.�� voix �.�� question �.��
société �.�� système �.��

M��L femmes �.�£ balle �.�� début �.��
Ségolène �.�� parents �.��

M��R euros �.�� éducation �.�� fou �.��
soirée �.�� femme �.��

M��L filles �.�� euros �.�� putain �.��
niveau �.�� regarde �.��

M��R putain �.�� crème �.�� euros �.��
con �.�� question �.��

M��L théâtre �.�� lettres �.�� université �.��
France �.�� nombre �.��

M��R lettres �.�� France �.�� université �.��
monde �.�� Nobel �.�

M��L problème �.�� BTS �.�� école �.��
Gatinot �.�� Paris �.��

M��R Paris �.�� envie �.�� paysage �.��
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France �.�� université �.��
M��L filles �.�� monde �.�� femme �.��

copine �.�� vie �.��
M��R filles �.�� lu �.�� lycée �.��

films �.�� besoin �.��
M��L salle �.�� vie �.�� France �.��

espèce �.�� art �.��
M��L politique �.�� problème �.�� UMP �.��

gauche �.�� travail �.��
M��R supporters �.�� club �.�� problème �.��

gauche �.�� Paris �.��
Table C.�: Five keywords for each of the �� NCCFr
speakers with relative TF-IDF values.
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Appendix D

Reference table for the perception
task

ID Sex Age Mother tongue(s) Expert Sessions duration Sessions interval
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� W �� Chinese � ��:�� ��:�� < a week
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� Same day
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� M �� French � ��:�� ��:�� Same day
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� M �� French � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� W �� Arab � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� Same day
�� M �� Chinese � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� < a week
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� M �� French � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� < a week
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� Same day
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� M �� French � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� < a week
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� Same day
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� > a week
�� W �� French � ��:�� ��:�� Same day
�� M �� Chinese � ��:�� ��:�� Same day

Table D.�: Reference table for the perception task anonymously reporting all informa-
tion gathered from retained listeners. All used as control variables during the analysis
described in Chapter �.
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Appendix E

Jaccard similarity rates for
PHON-CNN-HUM clusters
comparisons

Female speakers task
Spectros MFCC Glob Form F� Acoust Hadi� Rhythm Amp Ms Nrg Hr Ltas Qual

All - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Experts - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Experts non
native

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Naives - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Naives
native

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Natives - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Non
natives

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Male speakers task
Spectros MFCC Glob Form F� Acoust Hadi� Rhythm Amp Ms Nrg Hr Ltas Qual

All - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Experts - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Experts non
native

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Naives - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Naives
native

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Natives - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Non
natives

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Table E.�: Jaccard similarity between CNN, first score, PHON, second score in cell, and
HUM clusters (both sexes listeners), Top: female speakers task. Bottom: male speakers
task.
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APPENDIX E. JACCARD SIMILARITY RATES FOR PHON-CNN-HUM CLUSTERS COMPARISONS

Female speakers task
Spectros MFCC Glob Form F� Acoust Hadi� Rhythm Amp Ms Nrg Hr Ltas Qual

All F - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Experts F - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Experts
native F

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Experts non
native F

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Naives F - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Naives
native F

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Naives non
native F

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Natives F - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.�� ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Non
natives F

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Male speakers task
Spectros MFCC Glob Form F� Acoust Hadi� Rhythm Amp Ms Nrg Hr Ltas Qual

All F - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Experts F - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Experts
native F

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Experts non
native F

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Naives F - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Naives
native F

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Naives non
native F

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Natives F - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Non
natives F

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Table E.�: Jaccard similarity between CNN, first score, PHON, second score in cell, and
HUM clusters (female listeners), Top: female speakers task. Bottom: male speakers task.

Female speakers task
Spectros MFCC Glob Form F� Acoust Hadi� Rhythm Amp Ms Nrg Hr Ltas Qual

All M - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
(Experts)
non native
M

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Naives M - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
Male speakers task

Spectros MFCC Glob Form F� Acoust Hadi� Rhythm Amp Ms Nrg Hr Ltas Qual
All M - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��
(Experts)
non native
M

- ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Naives M - ; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.�� �.��; �.��

Table E.�: Jaccard similarity between CNN, first score, PHON, second score in cell, and
HUM clusters (male listeners), Top: female speakers task. Bottom: male speakers task.
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Female speakers task
MFCC Glob Form F� Acoust Hadi� Rhythm Amp Ms Nrg Hr Ltas Qual

Spectros �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
MFCC �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Glob �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Form �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Acoust �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Hadi� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Rhythm �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Amp �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Ms �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Nrg �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Hr �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Ltas �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Qual �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��

Male speakers task
MFCC Glob Form F� Acoust Hadi� Rhythm Amp Ms Nrg Hr Ltas Qual

Spectros �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
MFCC �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Glob �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Form �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
F� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Acoust �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Hadi� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Rhythm �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Amp �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Ms �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Nrg �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Hr �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Ltas �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
Qual �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��

Table E.�: Jaccard similarity coe�cient between CNN and PHON clusters, Top: female
speakers task. Bottom: male speakers task.
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Speech components in phonetic characterisation of speakers
a study on complementarity and redundancy of conveyed information

Abstract
The decomposition of the speech signal into phonetically meaningful units allows the analysis of between-
and within- speaker variations. These are components associated with characteristics whose nature re-
lates to the physical, psychological and social aspects of a speaker. In this thesis, we compare perceptual
characterisation results with a phonetic analysis and advanced modelling techniques through Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN).
Clusterings’ analysis shows that the perceptual results are coherent with those obtained by the CNN
and phonetic approaches, which supports the application of these methods in Phonetics. Our results
highlight that spectrograms are the most accurate speech representation for speaker identification (�� %
correct answers on average). Higher formants and harmonics are more important in the characterisation
of female voices. Whereas, voice quality characteristics, such as breathiness and hoarseness, play a major
role in the characterisation of male speakers. The comparison between Mel Frequency Cepstral Coe�-
cients (MFCC) and classical phonetic measurements is also examined. The MFCC are mainly linked to
intensity and f� in the characterisation of female speakers, while to the distributions of energy and low
level spectral shape for male speakers.
Our findings confirm the importance of describing the within-speaker variation for a more complete un-
derstanding of between-speakers di�erences.
Keywords: speaker, characteristics, components, CNN, spontaneous, clustering, informedness, compar-
ison

Les composantes de la parole dans la caractérisation phonétique
du locuteur
étude sur la complémentarité et la redondance véhiculées des informations

Résumé
La décomposition du signal vocal en unités phonétiquement significatives permet d’analyser les variations
inter- et intra- locuteur. Ces unités sont des composantes associées à des caractéristiques dont la nature
est liée aux aspects physiques, psychologiques et sociaux d’un locuteur. Dans cette thèse, nous comparons
une caractérisation perceptive, une analyse phonétique et des techniques de modélisation avancées par
des réseaux de neurones à convolution (CNN).
L’analyse des clusterings montre que les résultats perceptifs sont cohérents avec ceux obtenus par les
approches CNN et phonétique, ce qui soutient leurs applications en phonétique. Nos résultats mettent en
évidence que les spectrogrammes sont la représentation de la parole la plus précise pour l’identification des
locuteurs (�� % de bonnes réponses en moyenne). Les formants et des harmoniques plus élevés sont plus
importants dans la caractérisation des voix féminines. En revanche, les caractéristiques de la qualité de la
voix, telles que le sou�e et la raucité, jouent un rôle majeur dans la caractérisation des voix masculines.
Le lien entre les coe�cients cepstraux à fréquence Mel (MFCC) et les mesures phonétiques classiques est
également examiné. Les MFCC sont principalement liés à l’intensité et à f� dans la caractérisation des
voix féminines, tandis qu’aux distributions d’énergie et à la forme spectrale de bas niveau pour celle des
voix masculines.
Nos résultats confirment l’importance de la description de la variation intra-locuteur pour une compréhen-
sion plus complète des di�érences entre locuteurs.
Mots-clés : locuteur, caractéristiques, composantes, CNN, spontané, clustering, informativité, compara-
ison
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